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Abstract 

As part of the continuing effort undertaken at Imperial College London to develop a unified 

measure of robustness, the current study addresses several issues which were identified in the 

past as prospective enhancements to the ductility-centred framework.  

As robustness evaluates the structural performance against extreme local actions, it should 

consider within the assessment framework the duration of the accidental event and its 

repercussion on the structural response. In this context, incorporation of rate-sensitivity is a 

step forward to a more realistic structural assessment under blast/impact loading. Towards 

this end, the rate-sensitivity of steel is quantified with the aid of experimental coupon tests. 

Subsequent studies on rate-sensitivity at the structural level, which similarly include 

validation by component testing under moderate to high rates, address a knowledge gap on 

the dynamic over-strength and ductility supply associated with sudden column loss scenarios. 

Further developments are made to the framework in order to accommodate material rate-

sensitivity, where a case study is undertaken which illustrates the diminishing rate effects at 

higher structural levels. 

Since local damage resulting from extreme loading does not revolve around a single possible 

damage scenario, it is important to investigate other local damage scenarios besides the 

typically considered single column removal. In this context, the feasibility and practicality of 

scenarios involving the simultaneous loss of multiple columns are considered, with 

generalisation of the simplified dynamic assessment and development of simplified models 

based on dominant modes of deformation. As the study of different damage scenarios moves 

the discussion on robustness towards rational risk assessment, this work aims to demonstrate 

the adequacy of the ductility-centred framework to the quantification of the failure probability 

under column loss scenarios. With an illustrative application study, it is established that such 

risk assessment is not only feasible but may ultimately provide a valuable decision-making 

tool in the design process of robust structures. 
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Notation 

 

- All symbols used in this thesis are defined where they first appear in the text. When 

the symbols denote more than one quantity, their meaning should be clear when 

read in context. 

 

- Equations are identified by numbers located on the right-most margin, with the 

first entry indicating the chapter in which the equation appears. 

 

- The dot notation for differentiation (e.g.  ) is here used for time derivatives. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The issue of robustness has attracted significant attention following the UK Ronan Point 

Collapse in 1968, in which a full cascading failure was initiated by local damage due to gas 

explosion, and it gained further international prominence after the events of 11 September 

2001 and the collapse of the WTC towers. 

The remarkable consequences associated with these and other historic failure incidents served 

as the moving force for the significant research efforts made over the past few years, which 

contributed towards understanding the mechanisms of progressive collapse and formulating 

design methods for ensuring structural robustness.   

1.1.1 Definition 

According to EC1 (2006), robustness is ―the ability of a structure to withstand events like fire, 

explosions, impact or the consequences of human error, without being damaged to an extent 

disproportionate to the original cause‖. 

Different authors have proposed alternative definitions of robustness (Elingwood & 

Leyendecker, 1978; Frangopol & Curley, 1987; Lind, 1995; Starossek, 2006; Agarwal & 

England, 2008; Vrouwenvelder, 2008), where consensus on the exact definition of robustness 

has not yet been achieved. Similar terms have been coined in the literature, such as structural 

integrity (BS 5950-1, 1985; ASCE 41, 2007), damage tolerance (Frangopol et al., 1991; Lind, 

1995), progressive collapse resistance (Ellingwood & Leyendecker, 1978; Marjanishvili, 

2004; Izzuddin et al., 2008), or, with opposite meaning, vulnerability (Agarwal et al., 2003). 

Starossek (2006) distinguishes robustness from progressive collapse resistance: robustness, 

i.e. insensitivity to local failure, is a purely structural property, as it is independent of the 

nature, extent and probability of triggering events, and independent of the cause and 

probability of local failure; on the other hand, progressive collapse resistance, i.e. 

insensitivity to abnormal loading, is measured by total probability of collapse and depends 

not only on the characteristics of the studied structure but also on the probability of exposure 
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and damage scenarios. Other authors (Ellingwood, 2006; Baker et al., 2008) describe 

robustness within a risk-based assessment, where consequences to direct damage and 

subsequent system failure play a great role in robustness quantification. 

1.1.2 Context 

Undeniably, quantification of robustness in structural systems has proven to be an 

engineering predicament. Despite the pioneering guidance provided by the UK Building 

Regulations (BS 5950-1, 1985, 1990, 2000) and the adoption of similar requirements for EC1 

(2006) and other international codes, major shortcomings of the current requirements include, 

amongst others, the prescriptive nature of tying force requirements and the exclusion of 

ductility considerations.  

In recognition of these shortcomings, European (Kuhlmann et al., 2007) and American 

(Sadek et al., 2010) research projects have been recently completed, where the focus was 

placed at establishing connection ductility of steel-composite connections and the 

contribution of catenary action under column loss scenarios. Most notably, a comprehensive 

design-oriented methodology for robustness assessment of multi-storey buildings has been 

developed at Imperial College London (Izzuddin et al., 2008), which has the merit to provide, 

for the first time, a rational measure of robustness while inherently considering robustness 

properties, such as system energy absorption capacity, redundancy and ductility. 

In the couple of years that followed the formulation of the Imperial College London 

(ductility-centred) framework, several enhancements and validations were made, which 

include correlation with real extreme events such as blast and impact (Gudmundsson & 

Izzuddin, 2009), practicality of the multi-level application and simplified structural models 

(Moncada, 2007; Jahromi, 2009), extension to fire scenarios (Fang et al., 2011), and so forth. 

However, it is recognised that the previously developed method has still significant 

restrictions which must be addressed within a validated framework before it can be applied 

widely in engineering practice and replace the inadequate provisions of current design codes. 

Accordingly, this research will build on the recent work at Imperial College, where a number 

of these shortcomings will be addressed, as elaborated next. 

1.2 Objectives of the current work 

Since the discussion on robustness has initiated a couple of decades ago, a detailed review of 

the previous research will be undertaken to shed light on to the state-of-the-art and pinpoint 

the relevant areas of further development. In this context, a critical appraisal will be made of 
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the Imperial College framework, which has been widely recognised on the European and 

international scales as offering the most complete approach yet towards the assessment and 

quantification of structural robustness, with a view to establish its main benefits and 

shortcomings. 

Recent developments have drawn the importance of ductility in enabling structural resistance 

mechanisms against progressive collapse. In particular, experimental evidence at different 

levels has shown that steel and composite structures with partial strength connections may 

undergo large joint rotations when subject to extreme loading before arresting floor failure. 

While the original formulation of the ductility-centred framework is based on the static 

ductility supply of the joint components, such a dynamic scenario like instantaneous member 

removal indicates that material rate-sensitivity should be accounted for, as it influences the 

component strength and ductility. In this regard, it is of utmost importance to evaluate if rate-

sensitivity has either a positive or, more seriously, a negative impact on the overall structural 

robustness. Towards this end, this research will assess the significance of material rate-

sensitivity at different levels and generalise the ductility-centred framework for its 

accommodation, considering the strain rate effect in joints and structural members. 

Although the sudden loss of a single column is an event-independent test of structural 

robustness, an actual extreme event may lead to the damage/loss of two or more columns. 

Clearly, the design of ordinary structures to withstand such damage can lead to impractical 

solutions, yet this could well be a design requirement for important structures, especially the 

damage/loss of two columns. Accordingly, the previously developed framework will be 

extended in the first instance to deal with the simultaneous dynamic loss of two columns, 

where the simplified assembly and dynamic assessment approaches will be appropriately 

enhanced. The case of multiple columns loss will also be considered, though efforts in this 

direction will be determined by whether such a scenario can be dealt with within a practical 

assessment framework. 

Despite the lack of guidance in the design codes, risk assessment is gradually being accepted 

as the most rational approach for assessing the robustness of high consequence structures. 

Hence, this research will finalise with the consideration of the requirements to perform an 

efficient probabilistic risk assessment and demonstration of its practicality, with the prospect 

for future normative application. 

The various development stages will be verified against detailed numerical modelling and 

validated against experimental results, taking advantage from involvement on research 

networks, such as COST Action TU0601 ‗Robustness of Structures‘, and from collaborative 
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work with other research groups. Following successful verification and validation, several 

case studies will be undertaken to demonstrate the practicality and applicability of the 

proposed framework to the assessment of real building structures for robustness. 

1.3 Organisation of the current work 

The context of the current work is laid out in Chapter 2 in the form of a comprehensive 

literature review. This chapter outlines the experience in the subject of robustness and 

methodologies for its assessment, including the codified approaches. It also discusses the 

effectiveness of general structural properties in providing robustness. In this regard, a critical 

overview of the Imperial College London framework and its strengths/weaknesses is 

presented. Chapter 2 concludes with a brief overview of the in-house finite element software 

ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991), which has been used in the numerical analyses undertaken in the 

course of this research.  

The main body of this research is divided in two parts, each addressing shortcomings of the 

original design-oriented framework developed at Imperial College London. Part I is aimed at 

clarifying the role of material rate-sensitivity in building structures subjected to sudden 

column loss, and highlighting less evident issues arising from rapid loading. Chapter 3 

focuses on rate-sensitivity at the material level, where steel and concrete material 

idealisations with strain rate dependency are proposed based on coupon tests undertaken as 

part of this research.  These results have supported the development of a powerful 

computational elasto-viscoplastic formulation, used for structural assessment in Chapters 4-6, 

and an enhanced viscoplastic constitutive rule. The influence of deformation rate in joint 

behaviour is examined in Chapter 4, where the outcome of a set of experimental component 

tests also undertaken as part of this research is presented. Similarly, an innovative mechanical 

model is proposed for the description of joint behaviour under dynamic extreme loading.  

Rather than analysing the joint as a single sub-structure, the mechanical model uses 

discretisation of the joint into general components for which a complete rate-sensitive 

description, up to failure, is accomplished. Subsequently, the foundations are laid to 

formulate an enhanced robustness assessment framework which accommodates material rate-

sensitivity. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the definition of each stage of the enhanced multi-level 

framework, including time assessment, the applicability of which is illustrated in Chapter 6 

for a typical steel-composite building structure. Chief conclusions are drawn in this chapter 

with regard to the significance of material rate-sensitivity for structural robustness assessment 

and design. 
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In Part II of this research, further enhancements to the ductility-centred framework are 

proposed in order to accommodate different local damage scenarios and move towards risk 

assessment for robustness design of structures. The generalisation of the simplified dynamic 

assessment approach is proposed in Chapter 7, along with simplified component assembly 

procedures, in order to extend the ductility-centred framework to scenarios involving the 

simultaneous loss of multiple columns. In the same chapter, the system failure modes and 

sensitivity to alternative multiple columns loss patterns are reviewed within the simplified 

design-oriented framework. As the number of local damage scenarios evaluated within the 

scope of the Imperial College London framework increases, the elaboration of an objective 

yet simplified risk assessment framework which considers critical damage scenarios becomes 

a practical prospect. A review of the components of risk, namely hazard, local damage, 

failure, and consequence, is made in Chapter 8. Particularly, a novel methodology for 

quantification of the conditional probability of failure is proposed, based on a probabilistic 

construction with the deterministic assessment engines. This chapter concludes with a 

comprehensive application of the risk-based framework, where the potential of such a method 

as a decision-making tool is highlighted. 

Finally, Chapter 9 presents the main outcomes of this research and highlights areas for 

improvement in the field of structural robustness. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Literature Review 

2.1 Background 

Reference to the most significant contributions of the last four decades is made in this chapter, 

with special relevance to recent works in robustness and code updates. 

Progressive collapse studies commenced with the collapse of the Ronan Point building in 

1968. Since then, scientific contributions were made not only in the UK but across the world 

to understand the resulting structural problem, culminating in normative provisions to address 

progressive collapse by enhancing structural robustness. 

2.1.1 UK and European experience 

The lessons from the Ronan Point failure (see Figure 2.1) culminated in the inclusion of 

prescriptive measures in the BS 5950-1 (1985), the first major code to include provisions for 

structural integrity.  

Carefully considering the various revisions of BS 5950-1 (1985, 1990, 2000), their evolution 

is noticeable on disproportionate collapse provisions under the ultimate limit state design 

paragraphs. The 1985 edition includes requirements for certain multi-storey buildings, in 

terms of sway resistance, horizontal (longitudinal, transverse and peripheral) and vertical 

tying, notional member removal conditions and key element design to withstand accidental 

loading. Tying force, notional member removal and key element design methods are still used 

nowadays worldwide, under different nomenclatures: e.g. in the US the second and third are 

named alternative path and enhanced local resistance methods, respectively. 

Although there is no change in the 1990 edition of BS 5950-1, in BS 5950-1 (2000) two main 

differences stand out: 

- where in previous editions it was left to local and national regulations to stipulate 

the structural integrity specifications, the code now established 4 different classes, 

in ascending order of hazard risk and number of occupiers: lower classes require 

only tying force provision, higher classes require tying force, notional member 

removal and, in some cases, key element design.  
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- moreover, the maximum extent of damage after the removal of a member is now 

defined and limited to 15% of floor or roof area or 70 m2 (whichever is less) and 

does not extend further than the immediate adjoining levels 

 

Figure 2.1 UK historic collapse event: Ronan Point building 

A parallel work also worth mentioning is that of Allott & Lomax (1999), which gives an 

alternative categorisation to be applied in BS 5950-1 (2000) and/or ODPM (2003) – Part A3. 

With the Eurocodes superseding the British Standards in the UK, it is also important to 

consider the philosophy of these codes. Unlike the guidance given in the UK, which provides 

rules for a general level of robustness, the European standard gives also guidance on specific 

hazards. European code regulation has grown from these experiences and, starting from the 

British normative, has converged to a set of rules to improve the structural behaviour when 

subjected to specific types of action. 

According to EC2 (2004), the minimum level of protection against progressive collapse of 

reinforced concrete structures is imparted by sufficient tying, in line with the stipulations of 

BS 5950-1. Although there is no reference of the same in EC4 (2004), minimum tying 

requirements should be extended for composite structures. With regard to the ‗notional 
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member removal‘ and ‗key element‘ strategies, these are included in Annex A of EC1 (2006) 

as additional information. Indeed, Annex A:EC1 (2006) sets the ground to design for 

consequences of localised failure largely based on British experience and standards.  

Still, the lack of consensus among European engineers for the right approach to robustness 

design is evident. As a result, EC1 sets up two different strategies for accidental design, either 

based on limiting the extent of localised failure or based on identification of accidental 

actions. Where Annex A:EC1 (2006) serves more the first strategy, Annex D:EC1 (2006), 

with some internal explosion actions qualitatively defined, clearly serves the latter.  

According to Annex A:EC1 (2006), the mitigation of potential failure of a structure is 

reached through: 

- the design of key elements to sustain the effects of an accidental action Ad (the 

recommended value of 34 kN/m2 is the same as in BS 5950-1, 2000),  

- the limitation of damage after the notional removal of a member to 15% of floor 

or roof area or 100 m2 (whichever is less, less conservative than BS 5950-1, 

2000), 

- the application of prescriptive design/detailing rules that provide acceptable 

robustness for the structure (such as tying force or minimum level of ductility of 

members).  

Again, these are the same three methods proposed back in 1985 in the UK. 

Even though it can be demonstrated that ductility may have adverse effects on structural 

robustness (Izzuddin et al., 2008), mentioning the minimum levels of ductility of members in 

this code brings the discussion to the important matter of member performance, more 

specifically the importance of joint ductility in structural integrity. A recent project sponsored 

by the Joint Committee on Structural Safety (Kuhlmann et al., 2007) has focused on multi-

level experimental tests on steel and composite structures to better understand the behaviour 

of a structure to different accidental events. 

Other efforts from European institutions to expand the knowledge in this field are visible. 

COST Action TU0601 on ―Robustness of Structures‖ started to develop a foundation for the 

treatment of structural robustness in future structural design codes. An active participation of 

Imperial College London in Workgroup 2 ―Modelling and analysis of Structures‖ resulted in 

two scientific publications on the application of a probabilistic framework assessment 

(Izzuddin et al., 2012) and steel and composite structures behaviour in progressive collapse 

scenarios (Kuhlmann et al., 2012). 
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2.1.2 US experience 

The guidance in the US followed the British for the first decades succeeding the Ronan Point 

collapse. The works of Ellingwood & Leyendecker (1978) and Gross & McGuire (1983) are 

among the main contributions which called the attention of the American engineering 

community to the issue of progressive collapse. However, after the terrorist attack on the 

Murrah Federal Building in 1995, portrayed in Figure 2.2 (a), a greater concern was initiated 

with progressive collapse and effective ways to mitigate it.  

After a set of conclusive studies, the US General Services Administration published design 

guidelines for new federal office buildings and major modernisation projects (GSA, 2000). It 

presented recommendations for analysis techniques, failure criteria, material properties and 

modelling.  

Following the principle of notional member removal, GSA (2000) recommends linear static 

analysis for the instantaneous removal of key columns in the first floor, assuming a gravity 

load of:  

 2( 0.25 ) w DL LL  (2.1) 

where DL is dead load and LL is live load. For the same linear static analysis, a demand-

capacity ratio (DCR) is determined for the primary elements, defined as the direct elements 

which provide the capacity of the structure to resist collapse, and secondary structural 

elements: 

 / UD CEDCR Q Q  (2.2) 

where Q
UD 

is acting force determined by linear static analysis in the element or connection 

(bending moment, axial force, shear force) and Q
CE 

is the expected ultimate unfactored 

resistance of the component and/or connection. According to GSA (2000), the structure is 

unsafe if the DCR is higher than 2.0/1.5 in an element of the typical/atypical target building. 

In the aftermath of WTC towers collapse in September 11th 2001, depicted in Figure 2.2 (b), a 

large effort was initiated to improve the existing design codes to mitigate progressive collapse 

and prevent such events leading to an excessive number of casualties, culminating in the 

state-of-the-art Design of Buildings to Resist Progressive Collapse (UFC, 2009), as 

elaborated in Section 2.4. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2 US historic collapse events: (a) Alfred P. Murrah Federal building and (b) WTC 

Towers 

2.2 Robust systems properties 

In the past decades, the concept of structural robustness has been consecutively enhanced by 

analyses of historic disproportionate collapses and identification of structural properties 

associated with robust systems. Based on the outcomes, the following structural properties 

have been shown to be typically beneficial towards system robustness. The influence of these 

properties is described in terms of indicators (qualitative), measures (quantitative) or measure 

indexes (Starossek & Haberland, 2009). 

2.2.1 Continuity 

Continuity was the first structural property to be related with resistance to progressive 

collapse, following the technical report of the Ronan Point collapse (Yallop, 1969). The lack 

of continuity in connections between floor slab and flank wall, adjoining floor slabs and 

between floor slab and cross wall was insufficient to tie the cantilevered floor panel of the 

Ronan Point building. Indeed, large panel or bearing wall systems, pre-cast concrete slabs or 

steel joist systems are generally more vulnerable due to their inherent lack of continuity 

(Ellingwood & Dusenberry, 2005). In order to improve the system continuity, prescriptive 

rules on horizontal and vertical tying were included in the design codes (see Section 2.4.1).  

In general terms, continuity enhancement results in better structural robustness, in the way 

that load-carrying mechanisms can be enabled within the surrounding frame. Nonetheless, the 

provision of continuity can be counterproductive (Starossek, 2006). On the collapse of the 

Murrah Federal Building, Corley et al. (1996) suggests that the two main columns adjacent to 

the only blast-induced lost column might have failed by excessive pull-in in a continuously 

reinforced system. Such a statement is supported by the extent of the collapsed area, which 
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coincided with a significant curtailment in the top reinforcement of the transfer girder. As a 

result, Starossek (2007) proposes an opposite system property, isolation, which can also bring 

benefits in a progressive collapse scenario by limiting the extent of collapse, where 

application is demonstrated for a multi-span bridge. In isolated systems, the structure is 

segmented by structural fuses (weak elements), which are able to disconnect collapsing parts.  

2.2.2 Energy absorption capacity 

Energy absorption capacity, as a property of a robust system, has only been recently 

recognised, with the postulation of the progressive collapse problem in energy-based 

frameworks (Powell, 2003; Izzuddin, 2004; Dusenberry & Hamburger, 2006). The collapse 

phenomenon is described by the balance between i) the energy released by the falling weight 

and ii) the energy absorbed by the structure. If the former exceeds the latter, the progressive 

collapse is inevitable (see Section 2.5.3). In this context, Fang & Qian (2009) enumerate the 

main sources of energy absorption capability in a structure: element performance, dissipative 

properties (e.g. material damping, friction), structural form, construction details, and 

additional devices. 

In a structural illustration, Bazant & Verdure (2007) attribute the WTC Towers progressive 

collapse to the insufficient energy absorption capacity of the system to balance the kinetic 

energy of the falling upper part of the tower, driven by gravity alone. In fact, the same authors 

emphasise that it is not the strength or stiffness of the system, but the energy absorption 

capacity which defines its proneness to progressive collapse. Still, Izzuddin et al. (2008) 

demonstrate that systems with identical energy absorption capacity and under the same 

suddenly applied load may not provide an equal resistance to collapse. Hence, energy 

absorption capacity falls short as a single measure of structural robustness. 

2.2.3 Redundancy 

Frangopol & Curley (1987) define redundancy as ―the absence of critical components whose 

failure leads to collapse of the structure‖. Such a definition does not consider the inherent 

energy reserve of redundant ductile systems, which may provide additional resistance 

mechanisms against collapse. In this regard, Starossek (2006) presents a more comprehensive 

description of redundancy, as ―the multiple availability of load-carrying components or 

multiple load paths which can bear additional loads in the event of a failure‖.  

Despite their different meanings, the degree of static indeterminacy and structural redundancy 

are correlated (EC8, 2004). By increasing the number of functional components above the 
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minimum to static equilibrium, alternate load paths are being created, which facilitates load 

redistribution following component failure. Appropriately, the design approach to redundancy 

resulted in development of bridging techniques, such as notional member removal (see 

Section 2.4.2). In this context, structural redundancy is viewed in the multi-level realm, as it 

depends on the interaction between the individual load-carrying elements within the overall 

structural system (Kuhlmann et al., 2012). 

The load redistribution capacity resulting from redundancy is generally considered to be a 

property of robust systems. Yet, redundancy may also provide a negative contribution to 

robustness. In the example of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal building collapse (Corley et al., 

1996), the significant level of redundancy in the reinforced concrete structure facilitated the 

horizontal propagation of the collapse to the surrounding frames. Similarly, Izzuddin et al. 

(2008) highlights the detrimental effect that redundancy can bring to the system robustness in 

illustrative determinant and redundant floor systems. Therefore, analogous to continuity, 

isolated (determinant) systems may present better resistance to progressive collapse 

(Starossek & Wolff, 2005). 

2.2.4 Ductility 

The concept of ductility is related with the capacity of a structural system to locally undergo 

large plastic deformations. Therefore, ductility is associated with plastic materials. In this 

regard, EC2 (2004) and EC3 (2005a) provide the minimum ductility requirements of 

reinforcing and structural steel for plastic analysis of structural elements, expressed in terms 

of minimum yield-to-ultimate strength and strain ratios and elongation at fracture.  

As noted by Vlassis (2007), ductility can be beneficial to robustness at two different system 

levels: locally, ductile components function as energy dissipative zones, which allows for 

exploitation of maximum member resistance without premature failure of less ductile 

components; globally, ductility promotes the activation of redistribution mechanisms in 

redundant robust systems, which allows for exploitation of maximum system resistance 

without premature failure of a system member. 

Ductility as a structural safety provision has been previously studied in the field of earthquake 

engineering, culminating in ductility-based seismic design codes (EC8, 2004). However, 

Hamburger (2006) and Vlassis (2007) call the attention to the substantial differences on 

loading and ductility demands at each level of structural idealisation, in seismic or 

progressive collapse scenarios. Indeed, earthquake demands are hysteretic and induce 

significant lateral sway at the global level, and joint rotation failure by low-cycle fatigue at 
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the local level, whereas progressive collapse demands are monotonic and concentrated at the 

local level, with joint combined rotation and elongation failure. Nonetheless, seismic frames, 

which include minimum ductility provisions, have been shown to generally mitigate the risk 

of progressive collapse (Corley, 2002).  

Setting the dissipative zones at structural joints, in the context of semi-rigid partial-strength 

connections, Rolle & Kuhlmann (2009) propose combined ductility and strength at the joint 

level as a measure of robustness. Notwithstanding, ductility itself is not suitable as a measure 

of structural robustness (Izzuddin et al., 2008; Starossek & Haberland, 2009). Indeed, 

Izzuddin et al. (2008) points out that ductility is only beneficial if followed by improvement 

of the system resistance.  

2.2.5 Local load capacity 

In gravity framing systems with low redundancy, the loss of a vertical member may be 

associated with a higher probability of structural collapse. This probability is aggravated in 

lower floors of multi-storey structures, where the gravity load demands are quite significant. 

Simultaneously, the level of exposure to accidental events, at this structural level, is 

considerably higher (Izzuddin et al., 2008). Hence, increasing the resistance of key gravity-

carrying elements may significantly improve structural robustness.  

This approach to robustness resulted in the key element design method, presented in  

Section 2.4.3, where a structural element is explicitly designed to withstand accidental events 

without affecting its functionality. In this regard, sufficient element resistance is achieved 

through safety against i) a specific event (UFC, 2008), considered in detailed (e.g. FE 

nonlinear dynamic analysis, CFD) or simplified (e.g. empirical data) models, or ii) a nominal 

accidental load, e.g. 34 kN/m2 (EC1, 2006).  

According to Starossek (2006), enhancing local resistance reduces the probability associated 

with damage scenarios for a specific hazard (see Section 2.3.2). However, not only 

identification of key elements in a structural system is challenging, but also design to a given 

accident load may not ensure that, for accidents leading to different damage scenarios, the 

structure is able to develop the additional resistance mechanisms characteristic of a robust 

system. 

2.2.6 System load capacity 

Izzuddin et al. (2008) demonstrate that, if considered as standalone, the previous system 

properties are unable to accurately measure structural robustness, and so, propose the system 
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pseudo-static load capacity under a local damage scenario as a single measure of robustness. 

The minimum level of robustness is then established by the satisfactory comparison against 

the applied gravity load.  

In order to quantify robustness in the proposed terms, Izzuddin et al. (2008) developed a 

deterministic ductility-centred method, described in Section 2.5, which considers all of the 

above system properties in a rational manner. 

2.3 Methodologies for robustness assessment 

A significant effort has been made by the scientific community to develop robustness 

assessment techniques. The next sub-sections present the different types of robustness 

frameworks, in ascending order of complexity. 

2.3.1 Deterministic assessment 

Deterministic methods for robustness quantification involve the Boolean determination of 

whether a structure is able to sustain local damage without progressive collapse. The alternate 

path and the ductility-centred methods, presented in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.5, are examples of 

deterministic procedures, involving the evaluation of the above measures of robustness, such 

as load and energy absorption capacities or ductility supply, against the affected system 

demand. 

Similar to code-prescribed limit state design, deterministic methods may consider an array of 

different load cases, i.e. individual damage scenarios, in different locations of a structure. In 

this regard, load and geometrical regularity in height and plan greatly simplifies structural 

assessment, which is substantiated in the multi-level application of the ductility-centred 

method (Izzuddin et al., 2008).  

Given their threat-independent nature, the uncertainty in the magnitude and duration of the 

accidental action is not relevant in standard deterministic robustness assessment methods, 

which are based on post-accident damage scenarios. Nevertheless, there is in fact a 

correlation between the idealised damage scenarios and those resulting from a specific range 

of assumed basis threats (Gudmundsson & Izzuddin, 2009). Therefore, the variability can be 

described in terms of possible threats which can lead to a specific damage scenario (e.g. 

single column loss). 

Also, spatial and model uncertainties are not considered in the standard deterministic methods. 

Indeed, the level of exposure differs within the same structure, e.g. the ground floor façade is 

more susceptible to impact or blast than the upper floor internal columns; on the other hand, 
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variability results from the assumptions made for material behaviour, geometrical 

configuration, or modelling simplifications. 

In order to consider uncertainty in robustness assessment, a probabilistic framework becomes 

more appropriate, as described in the next section. 

2.3.2 Probabilistic assessment 

The probabilistic-based approach considers uncertainty in a quantifiable and meaningful 

assessment. The following expression defines the probability of progressive collapse 

(Ellingwood & Leyendecker, 1983):  

        
0 0

| |  
H DN N

P C P H P D H P C D  (2.3) 

where P(H) is the probability of occurrence of a specific event H, P(D|H) is the conditional 

probability of damage state D given the hazard H, and P(C|D) is the conditional probability 

of progressive collapse given the damage state D. The integration is over all relevant hazards 

NH and local damage scenarios ND, and the event probability P(H) is evaluated over a period 

which is typically a single year or the lifetime of the structure. By reducing each one of these 

three probabilities, the safety against progressive collapse, which is inversely proportional to 

the probability of collapse P(C), is enhanced.  

Depending on the sophistication of the assessment, H and D can be expressed in terms of 

discrete and/or continuous variables. Examples of discrete variables are event type (e.g. fire, 

explosion), event location (e.g. ground floor, 5th floor), extent of local damage (e.g. one or 

two columns), etc. On the other hand, examples of continuous variables are event intensity, 

amount of local deformations, material strength, gravity loading, etc. Such variables are 

typically chosen in view of anticipated uncertainty, and as such relevant data on variability is 

required for a rational probabilistic assessment.  

Event-related uncertainties can be minimised by event control techniques, which reduce the 

likelihood of a specific event P(H) (e.g. restricted access areas), or protection and local 

resistance techniques, which reduce the likelihood of damage to the structural system P(D|H) 

following the event H (e.g. blast protection cladding, fire sprinkler system). In turn, the 

conditional probability of collapse given a certain damage P(C|D) is intrinsically related with 

failure assessment, and, in this context, the effectiveness of the structural robustness measures 

(Starossek, 2006). 

The probability assessment concludes with the comparison of the probability of progressive 

collapse P(C) against an acceptable target Pdm, over the chosen period of time: 
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    dmP C P  (2.4) 

Ideally, the acceptable de minimis probability Pdm is specific to the structure, established by 

the socioeconomic consequences of its collapse. Still, for general application, Ellingwood & 

Dusenberry (2005) suggest a value of 10-7/year for this probability, based on statistical 

evidence. 

The main limitations on this methodology are not only its hazard-dependency but also the 

difficulty in quantifying the probabilities (e.g. the probability of column loss for a specific 

hazard), which continues to be a major quest (JCSS, 2010). Also, the probability assessment 

considers collapse C and non-collapse C  as the unique system states following a local 

damage scenario D, i.e. ( ) ( ) 1 P C P C , ignoring the failure extent and, in this regard, the 

disproportionality of the collapse. 

2.3.3 Risk-based assessment 

The assessment of structural robustness using a risk-based approach has been widely 

considered to be the most rational, and increasingly the most realistic, treatment (Ellingwood 

& Leyendecker, 1978). The risk-based approach consists in assessing and mitigating the risk 

for low-probability, high-consequence accidental events (Ellingwood, 2006; Baker et al., 

2008; Starossek & Haberland, 2009). Such an approach offers the ultimate criterion for 

evaluating the risks of failure for existing structures and for the meaningful comparison of 

candidate designs for new structures. 

The equation for the corresponding risk calculation consists of a generalisation of Eq. (2.3) to 

include the multiplicity of system states following local damage and associated consequences 

(EC1, 2006):  

      
0 0 0

Risk    | | ( )   
SH D NN N

P H P D H P S D C S  (2.5) 

where S represents subsequent structural states, and C the consequences of state S. 

Risk is expressed in terms of cost (e.g. currency, human lives) over the period of assessment. 

Yet again, risk may be compared against a maximum acceptable value, which can be obtained 

by a cost-benefit analysis, in combination with the life quality index (Rackwitz, 2002) in 

inhabited structures. Alternatively, risk calculation may provide a quantifiable robustness 

index Irob (Baker et al., 2008): 
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where Rdir and Rind are the risks associated with direct consequences from local system 

damage and indirect consequences from subsequent system failure (Baker et al., 2008). 

2.4 Robust design in codes 

All the codes mentioned in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 have been subjected to detailed 

comparison based on the actual knowledge of the field, where consideration is given to the 

three design procedures mentioned before, namely i) tie forces, ii) alternate path method and 

iii) specific and enhanced local resistance. 

In this regard, UFC (2009) is the most complete collection on design procedures for 

progressive collapse and, therefore, serves as a benchmark throughout this section. Overall, it 

is shown that UFC is conservative compared to preceding codes, which may come from the 

type of buildings for which the requirements are to be applied (military vs. civil construction), 

changing the trade-off for cost/benefit. 

2.4.1 Tie forces 

The goal for this design requirement is to ―ensure that the building is mechanically tied 

together, enhancing continuity, ductility and development of alternate load paths‖ (UFC, 

2009). This is an indirect prescriptive design method since it does not consider specifically a 

load or event that could trigger progressive collapse and, therefore, it is intended for lower 

risk structures.   

From the three main design procedures, minimum tying is the most likely to fall short on 

safety against progressive collapse. Indeed, previous incidents have drawn to the negative 

effect of tying in structures where the surrounding frame did not have the capacity to 

withstand the transferred load (ODPM, 2003). Nonetheless, tying typically improves the 

robustness of a structure. 

Horizontal ties are deemed to provide diaphragm behaviour for the floor slabs and, thus, 

allow the system to carry the loads by catenary/membrane action, with expected large 

deflections. These ties have different design strengths, depending on the codes. For internal 

longitudinal and transverse ties, Table 2.1 summarises the expressions in all codes, where L1 

is the greater of the distances between the centres of the columns, frames or walls supporting 

any two adjacent floor spaces in the direction under consideration, ψ is the live load factor 

(equal to 1.0 in US codes and 0.5 in European codes) and wf  is the floor load.  

With regard to vertical tying, BS 5950-1 (1985) considered that all column splices should be 

capable of resisting a tensile force of not less than two-thirds of the factored vertical load 
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received by the column from the floor immediately below. This value is increased in the most 

recent codes (BS 5950-1, 2000; DoD, 2005; EC1, 2006; UFC, 2009) to the largest vertical 

load from all floors below. In this context, guidelines are provided to determine the column 

axial load by using the tributary area and floor load (see Table 2.1) and to place the column 

reinforcement splices at 1/3 of the height. 

Table 2.1 Internal longitudinal and transverse tie strengths Fi in different codes 

Code Expression (kN/m, unless stated) wf (kN/m
2
) 

BS 5950-1 (2000) 

and DoD (2005) – 

Structural Steel 

 1max 0.5 ;75i fF w L kN  1.4 1.6DL LL
for BS 

1.2 1.6DL LL  

for DoD 

 

EC1 (2006) – 

Framed structures 
 1max 0.8 ;75i fF w L kN  DL LL  

 

EC1 (2006) – Load-

bearing walls and 

DoD (2005) – 

Reinforced concrete 

and Masonry 

 
 0

0 1

min 60 ; 20 4
max min 60 ; 20 4 ;

37.5

 
  

 
i f

n
F n w L  

DL LL  

 

 

 

UFC (2009) 
13i fF w L  1.2 0.5DL LL

 
 

In order to highlight the discrepancy between US and European codes, an illustration is made 

to the minimum horizontal tying specifications. If, for example, the dead load is given by a 

uniformly distributed load of 3.0 kN/m2 and the live load by 5.0 kN/m2, the tying force 

requirements in the longitudinal and transverse directions would be 18.3 L1 kN/m2 according 

to UFC (2009), three times higher than the value given by BS 5950-1 (2000) (6.1 L1 kN/m2) 

and four times higher than the one given by the EC1 (2006) (4.4 L1 kN/m2). For peripheral 

ties, while BS 5950-1 (2000) and EC1 (2006) require these to have half the strength provided 

by an internal tie, DoD (2005) requires the total strength and UFC (2009) doubles the strength. 

It is noted that the difference within US codes is conceptual and comes from the fact that 

horizontal tying to external vertical elements is now given by peripheral ties. 

2.4.2 Alternate path 

Through the Alternate path method (BS 5950-1, 2000, DoD, 2005, EC1, 2006, UFC, 2009), 

the designer must show that the structure is capable of bridging over the sudden removal of a 

column or wall section, and the loads applied or the resulting deformations (UFC, 2009) do 

not exceed the structural supply. Alternative design approaches are permitted by the UFC 

(2009), as long as they respect the acceptance criteria for different structural materials, 
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location of the member removal, load combination of the extreme event and load increase 

factors/dynamic increase factors for linear/nonlinear static analyses. 

In the writing of UFC (2009), a similar approach to the US seismic code ASCE 41 (2007) 

was used, in terms of modelling parameters and limit states. Nonetheless, a number of 

variables were adjusted to the extent, load type, damage distribution and structural response 

typical of progressive collapse scenarios.  

The deformation of the damaged structure is governed by the gravity (and lateral) loading at 

the instant of member loss. In this regard, the service load combinations considered in 

different design codes are illustrated in Table 2.2, where G are the gravity loads, GL are the 

increased gravity loads, L are the lateral loads, LLAT are the notional lateral loads applied at 

each floor, SL are snow loads, WL are wind loads, ∑G is the sum of gravity loads (G) acting 

only on that floor and Ω is the Load Increase Factor (as elaborated below).  

Table 2.2 Load cases for notional member removal scenarios 

Codes Forces and direction of application 

 Gravity loads for floor areas Lateral loads 

applied to 

structure 

 Away from removed column or wall Above removed 

column or wall 

UFC (2009)    0.9 1.2 0.5 0.2 G or DL LL or SL  LG G  0.002 LATL G  

 

BS 5950-1 

(2000)
 

 0.9 1.05 1 3 G or DL LL  1 3L WL  

GSA (2003)  2.0 0.25 G DL LL  - 

ASCE 41 

(2007) 
 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.2  G or DL LL SL  0.2L WL  

DoD (2005)  2.0 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.2   G or DL LL or SL  0.2L WL  

EC1 (2006) No mention of the design case. General accidental load combination for 

residential of office buildings: 

 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2   G DL LL or LL SL or LL WL  

 

In terms of structural limit states, UFC (2009) and ASCE 41 (2007) distinguish brittle and 

ductile failure by defining the actions that cause it as force-controlled or deformation-

controlled, respectively. In fact, while deformation-controlled actions benefit from the 

member or connection ductility, force-controlled actions cannot be higher than the member or 

connection brittle resistance. As a result, an important conclusion comes from this approach 

and must be extended to all the methodologies for progressive collapse assessment: brittle 

modes of failure should be designed for a capacity high enough to fully activate other ductile 

modes of failure. 
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Examples of deformation-controlled actions are bending moment in beams or axial force in 

braces. In the calculation of the component resistance to this type of action, UFC (2009) 

recommends the use of the statistical mean value of strength, and the component capacity is 

defined by the maximum inelastic deformation  (as the name deformation-controlled would 

suggest), for nonlinear procedures, or the product of the ductility factor m and expected 

strength, for linear procedures. 

As for forced-controlled actions, the recommendation is to use a lower bound estimate of the 

component strength. The component capacities are considered as these lower-bound strengths 

(as the name force-controlled would suggest) multiplied by the appropriate strength reduction 

factor, for nonlinear and linear procedures. Examples of this type of actions are shear force in 

moment frame beams or axial force in columns. 

Three types of analysis procedures are suggested by the UFC (2009) (as in ASCE 41, 2007): 

Linear Static (LSP), Nonlinear Static (NSP) and Nonlinear Dynamic (NDP). The designer can 

opt for any of these, with restrictions mentioned in the document. A fourth one, Linear 

Dynamic, is not included in these codes as the computational cost/modelling benefit is weak 

in comparison to the other three.  

2.4.2.1 Linear Static Procedures (LSP) 

These are the simplest and fastest procedures and give a general idea on the actual robustness 

of a structure, safely underestimating, in general, the structural capacity to withstand the 

sudden removal of a member. However, they do not account for geometric and material 

nonlinearity or dynamic effects. 

In order to replicate the dynamic effects of the instantaneous loss of a member, a quasi-static 

equivalent load can be used. For this effect, UFC (2009) proposes a load increase factor, 

which equals to 2.0 for force-controlled actions and to a function of ductility for deformation-

controlled actions. This can be explained by the following principle: if the failure is brittle, 

the deformation is only elastic and, through energy balance of a SDOF system, the maximum 

dynamic deformation is double the corresponding static deformation for the same level of 

loading; for ductile failure, the process of finding the maximum dynamic deformation 

becomes more involved (Izzuddin et al., 2008). All the previous codes based on the load 

increase factor approach (GSA, 2003, DoD, 2005) considered it to be equal to 2.0 for any 

situation, which would be unsafe for deformation-controlled actions in a LSP, according to 

UFC (2009). Similarly, the distinction made in UFC (2009) for the dynamic amplification of 
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the gravity load in areas close and far from the damaged column is also a step further 

compared to preceding design codes. 

In this type of procedures, the ductility of a component is indirectly considered through the  

m factor, a conservative value for ductility of members or connections, which depends on the 

structural material. In this context, UFC (2009) establishes a criterion to allow for a LSP: if 

the demand-capacity ratio in Eq. (2.2) is higher than 2.0/3.0 for the target regular/irregular 

building, a LSP cannot be used, where reference is made to the work of Marjanishvili & 

Agnew (2006) on the DCR limit of regular structures. As these procedures do not account 

explicitly for the inelastic behaviour of a frame, it might be unsafe, for higher DCRs, to 

ignore the transfer of loads following a premature yielding of a component, bearing in mind 

the structural irregularity.  

Other important phenomena ignored in linear analysis are the instability associated with P-Δ 

effects, strain rate-sensitivity or the development of catenary membrane modes of resistance 

which may significantly alter the structural integrity (Arup, 2011). 

2.4.2.2 Nonlinear Static Procedures (NSP) 

Nonlinear static procedures are more accurate but more time consuming in comparison with 

LSPs. They do account for material and geometrical nonlinearity but classically ignore 

dynamic effects.  

In order to incorporate those in the structural response, UFC (2009) utilises a dynamic 

increase factor (DIF) which replaces the load increase factor Ω in the load cases of Table 2.2. 

The same code assumes a DIF value of 2.0 for load-bearing wall structures, which may 

produce unrealistically conservative results for gravity loads greater than half the yielding 

capacity of the system (Vlassis, 2007).  

In view of the above, UFC (2009) uses DIF expressions for framed steel and reinforced 

concrete structures which were correlated from a series of multi-storey buildings subjected to 

sudden column loss (Marchand et al., 2009). These expressions are function of the member 

normalised ductility θpra/θy, where θpra is the plastic rotation angle given in the acceptance 

criteria tables of ASCE 41 (2007) and UFC (2009) and θy is the yield rotation. Given the 

nature of the correlation, these expressions are restricted to structures with a nonlinear 

response close to the ones studied by Marchand et al. (Izzuddin & Nethercot, 2009). In this 

regard, Izzuddin & Nethercot (2009) use the nonlinear response of a typical composite beam 

with pronounced compressive arching and tensile catenary actions (Figure 2.3 (a)) to 
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illustrate the limitation of the load-factor approach in determining a safe dynamic increase 

factor (Figure 2.3 (b)). 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 2.3 Comparative evaluation of DIFs (Izzuddin & Nethercot, 2009) 

UFC (2009) also prescribes that the force-displacement response of all components should be 

explicitly modelled, including plastic hardening/softening for nonlinear static analysis. This 

account of material plasticity contributes to the realistic prediction of the load capacity, 

especially if considered in detailed joint modelling (Vlassis, 2007). Consequently, the 

acceptance criteria changes: for deformation-controlled actions, the deformation demand 

should be lower than the deformation supply of the components, while for force-controlled 

actions, the forces applied should be lower than the component strength (ASCE 41, 2007; 

UFC, 2009). 

With the recent improvements in LSP and NSP, the negative reviews by Marjanishivili (2004) 

of the static analysis procedures are outdated, since they were based on the overconservative 

procedures of GSA (2000) and DoD (2001), where the DIF is equal to 2.0 for all situations. 

2.4.2.3 Nonlinear Dynamic Procedures (NDP) 

Although nonlinear dynamic procedures are mentioned in the US codes (DoD, 2005; UFC, 

2009), they are not practical for regular use due to the complexity of the analysis 

(Marjanishvili, 2006; Izzuddin et al., 2008). In terms of computational cost, comparative 

studies by Marjanishvili (2006) showed that the total computational time for the nonlinear 

dynamic analysis of a nine-storey building subjected to sudden column loss was 55 minutes, 

which corresponded to five times the computational time required for the nonlinear static 

analysis of the same building. 

Notwithstanding the above, NDPs are the most accurate in the determination of the system 

response under sudden vertical member loss, as these can account for local sources of energy 

dissipation through material yielding, cracking or fracture. In this regard, NDPs are 
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particularly appropriate for analysis of irregular structures, although they can be applied to 

any kind of structure. 

In terms of structural assessment, the load cases for NDP are similar to the ones in Table 2.2 

(without increase factor), where the structural mass should be applied for inertial effects.  

2.4.2.4 Alternative Procedures 

All the previous procedures for determination of the linear or nonlinear structural response 

are based on the Finite Element Method (FEM), yet others offer alternative ways to predict 

the behaviour of a structure, with different cost and accuracy.  

Under the lowest level of complexity, simplified models with closed-form solutions can offer 

a representation of the nonlinear response under extreme loading. In this regard, Izzuddin 

(2002, 2005a, 2007b) developed simplified models for application in SDOF blast assessment 

of individual steel beams, which can accommodate compressive arching and tensile catenary 

actions and material rate-sensitivity. More recently, Stylianidis (2011) developed an 

analytical model for a semi-continuous composite beam that includes nonlinear rotational 

springs representing the M-N joint behaviour. Simplified modelling is also applicable at the 

individual/multiple floors levels, as demonstrated by Izzuddin et al. (2008). It is noted that 

the use of simplified models, although easy and practical, is not universal due to their 

limitations, such as the realistic representation of the nonlinear rate-sensitive response of 

various connection types or interaction between concrete slab and steel beam. 

On the opposite side of complexity, an alternative procedure for progressive collapse analysis 

is based on the Applied Element Method (Meguro & Tagel-Din, 2000), combining features 

from finite element and discrete element methods. The main advantage of AEM is the 

detachment of the elements, which allows the consideration of crack propagation, separation 

and collision of bodies. However, these features are only interesting for post-failure 

behaviour of a structure. Indeed, should case progressive collapse occur, i.e. the structure is 

not able to avert collapse after the sudden vertical member loss, it is not typically relevant to 

determine the global structural response for design purposes. Also, Griffin (2008) noticed that 

a great limitation of Extreme Loading for Structures® (the main software to use AEM) lies on 

the fact that, for reinforced concrete, once the separation strain for concrete is reached, the 

reinforcement is also cut, hindering the ductility of the material. Without this continuity, 

catenary forces are unable to develop and, thus, a great reserve in energy absorption is 

ignored. 
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2.4.3 Specific and enhanced local resistance 

A further direct design approach is presented in all the codes (BS 5950-1, 1985, 2000, GSA, 

2000, DoD, 2005, UFC, 2009): Specific Local Resistance (SLR) or key element design. 

Simply, an element which is defined to be critical must be designed for a specific accidental 

action, such as gas explosion or car impact. In this regard, European codes (BS 5950-1, 2000; 

EC1, 2006) consider an accidental design load of 34 kN/m2 applied independently in the 

horizontal and vertical directions; as for US codes (GSA, 2000, DoD, 2005, UFC, 2009), 

these do not include a reference value for accidental design. 

Unlike the previous approaches, local resistance is a threat-dependent one and relies on a 

proper risk assessment of the building. The main aim of the local resistance methods is to 

actively strengthen the members that play a key role in the structural integrity. Still, a great 

limitation comes from the fact that extreme actions greatly vary and can be deliberately 

increased to cause the failure of the key elements. For this reason, robustness design has been 

historically considered to be threat-independent. 

In view of the above, the adequacy of 34kN/m2 for key element design can be questioned. For 

illustration purposes, consider the Murrah Federal Building bomb. The truck bomb contained 

an equivalent of 1905kg of TNT (Longinow et al., 1996). For that amount of explosive, to 

obtain a peak reflected pressure of 34kN/m2 for a cylindrical TNT flake bomb (UFC, 2008) 

we have a corresponding radial distance from the charge of 157 m, for a free-air burst in an 

unconfined space. Taking into account that the vehicle was parked 4.5m away from the 

nearest column (Ngo et al., 2007), such a design accidental load would not cover the blast 

action for, at least, the closest exterior columns in this side of the building. Not surprisingly, 

the blast itself severely affected the corner and perimeter columns, transfer girder system and 

interior columns of the structure. Even if one can argue about the extreme rarity of such an 

action, where the destructive power of the truck bomb was massive, the fact is that key 

element design could never realistically prevent element failure and resulting structural 

collapse. 

Based on this and other extreme loading experiences, UFC (2009) modified SLR to the 

concept of enhanced local resistance (ELR), a pseudo-threat-independent approach: Malvar 

(2005) conducted tests where, similar to the Murrah Building exercise, representative 

structures were subjected to multiple columns or wall sections destruction and the respective 

charge weight was determined, with varying standoff distance. The capacity design concept 

mentioned in Section 2.4.2 is assumed in the SLR method, where a vertical member should 
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be designed with a shear capacity exceeding the flexural capacity so the member fails in 

controlled ductile mode as opposed to a sudden brittle mode. 

2.5 Imperial College London framework 

The present study emerges from the recent developments at Imperial College London in the 

formulation of a novel design-oriented framework (Izzuddin et al., 2008) for robustness 

assessment. To consider the local damage induced by accidental action, such as blast or 

impact, the method uses a sudden column loss scenario, similar to previous codes (DoD, 

2005, UFC, 2009). Although it may not be the actual depiction of a specific event, it has the 

advantages of subjecting the structure to an approximate damage that takes place over a 

relatively short time span and allows the structure to undergo large inelastic deformations 

within the ductility limit. In this context, the effectiveness of considering the sudden column 

loss scenario was investigated by Gudmundsson & Izzuddin (2009), where it was shown to 

provide a good upper bound on ductility demand of a structure for which the column is 

subjected to dynamic blast loading.  

Other threat-independent scenarios have been investigated at Imperial College, such as the 

collapse of a floor system on the floor below (Vlassis et al., 2009). However, the findings 

from this investigation discourage the use of such scenario for robustness design. The impulse 

transmitted to the lower floor system results in ductility demands typically greater than those 

associated with sudden column loss. Hence, a clear susceptibility to the development of 

undesirable brittle shear failure mechanisms may determine the floor limit state. For a typical 

steel-concrete composite building, collapse of the top floor on the floor below is deemed to 

cause progressive collapse failure even for the most plastic impacts (e.g.: kinetic energy 

transference of around 20%). As a result, it does not provide a realistic robustness limit state, 

which should be based on avoidance of floor collapse. 

2.5.1 Multi-level application 

In order to analyse a multi-storey building subjected to a sudden column loss, the method 

proposes several levels of structural idealisation, as shown in Figure 2.4, noting that the 

assessment framework can still be applied at the overall structural level.  
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Figure 2.4 Sub-structural levels for progressive collapse assessment (Izzuddin et al., 2008) 

The first level of model reduction considers the affected bay of the multi-storey building  

(Figure 2.4 (a)), where the interaction with the surrounding structure is represented by 

appropriate boundary conditions. If the surrounding frame is able to withstand the 

redistributed load, the deformation is concentrated in the floors above the lost column, and so 

a further model reduction may be considered (Figure 2.4 (b)). In regular multi-storey 

buildings, the structural and loading configurations may be identical within affected floors. In 

this case, the contribution of the columns above to the system response is considered 

negligible, which reduces the structural idealisation to an individual floor system (Figure 2.4 

(c)). At last, the individual steel-composite beams (Figure 2.4 (d)) may constitute the lowest 

level of model reduction if the slab membrane effects are ignored, where the appropriate 

gravity load is apportioned to each beam. 

2.5.2 Nonlinear static response 

The ductility-centred framework initiates with the determination of the system nonlinear 

response. Either simplified or detailed responses can be obtained, as shown in the following 

sections, where the first derive from closed-form solutions and the latter from a push-down 

numerical analysis of the system or sub-system models. 
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2.5.2.1 Individual beams 

Considering the floor system response to be reduced to the contribution of each individual 

beam, the nonlinear static response of each individual beam (Figure 2.4 (d)) under gravity 

loading is fundamental.  

Conventional limit state design, governed by the yield strength of the structure components, 

may be inadequate to such a low-probability scenario as sudden column loss. Therefore, the 

ductility-centred method takes advantage of the full ductility supply of the structure, similar 

to common practice in seismic design. In this regard, the connections must be explicitly 

modelled, since they are expected to fully accumulate the plasticity in partial-strength 

connections.  

Towards the above, Vlassis et al. (2008) used the connection component method (EC3, 2005a) 

with an elasto-plastic idealisation of the joint components. Figure 2.5 (a-b) illustrates the 

beam-to-column joint models (including boundary conditions) for individual beams with 

minor axis and major axis end-plate connections, respectively. The mechanical model 

considers the adjacent columns to withstand the transmitted vertical loads and the interaction 

with the surrounding connection/beam pair to be represented by their axial stiffness. 

A typical nonlinear response of the individual beam can be seen in Figure 2.5 (c). At this 

level, the push-down analysis is able to capture resistance mechanisms against structural 

collapse, namely compressive arching in the plastic bending stage of composite structures and 

tensile catenary action in very ductile steel-composite structures.  

  

 

(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 2.5 Joint mechanical models of (a) minor and (b) major axis end-plate connections 

(Vlassis et al., 2008) and (c) typical nonlinear static response under proportional gravity loading 

(Izzuddin et al., 2008) 

Although simplified models can replicate the nonlinear static response of the individual beam 

(Stylianidis, 2011), detailed finite element models are preferable as they account for the 
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nonlinear response of various connection types or interaction between concrete slab and steel 

beam. 

2.5.2.2 Individual floors 

The individual member responses can be assembled into an overall floor system response at a 

higher level of structural idealisation (Figure 2.4 (c)). At this level, the ductility-centred 

method recommends the use of a simplified grillage assembly with a dominant mode 

(considering again the midspan vertical displacement as the only DOF). This way the pseudo-

static approach (see Section 2.5.3) can be extended to the floor system. 

Compatibility of the beams in the grillage model is considered through the introduction of 

compatibility factors βi that impose the maximum vertical displacement of each individual 

beam. Also, the distribution of the load along the beam is considered through work-related 

factors αi. The overall floor system load is thus given by (Izzuddin et al., 2008): 

 
1

i i i

i

P P 


   (2.7) 

Notwithstanding the above, detailed finite element modelling could bring benefits in the floor 

system analyses, such as the consideration of slab membrane effects (Jahromi, 2009). 

2.5.2.3 Multiple floors 

At the multiple floor system (Figure 2.4 (b)), a simplified model can also be used to assemble 

the responses of individual floors. For a multiple floor system, the load distribution through a 

tributary area is not immediate. This area can even change for a deformed shape of the system. 

However, since the system is undergoing large deformations, the rigid-plastic collapse 

mechanism can be assumed, similar to the individual floor level. The midspan vertical 

displacement associated with each floor above the removed column is then considered to be 

equal to the individual floor vertical displacement (βi = 1.0), with the columns above assumed 

relatively rigid. So, the overall multiple floor load capacity is given by (Izzuddin et al., 2008): 

 
1

j j

j

P P


   (2.8) 

Once more, the detailed model of the multiple floors system could still assist the realistic 

representation of the interaction between floors, at the cost of substantial computational 

resources. In this context, a detailed model may be necessary for structures where the planar 

boundary conditions significantly vary with height, as discussed by Moncada (2007): e.g. 

irregular buildings or buildings with a small number of surrounding bays. 
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2.5.3 Simplified dynamic assessment 

The second stage of the framework consists in the approximation of the maximum dynamic 

response from the static response. Towards this end, the framework uses a pseudo-static 

approach based on the principle of energy balance for SDOF systems (Powell, 2003; Izzuddin, 

2004; Dusenberry & Hamburger, 2006). 

As the vertical load bearing member is lost, a release of potential energy occurs which is 

simply given by the product of the moving mass (concentrated in the DOF), under gravity 

acceleration, times the distance through which it falls. During the fall, part of the potential 

energy is absorbed by the deforming structure as strain energy, given by the integration of the 

product of the change in applied stress times the change in material strain over the volume of 

the structural elements that undergo deformation. If one admits the system to be closed and 

ignores other types of energy such as thermal, the balance of potential energy changes to 

kinetic energy. This kinetic energy equals to zero at the instant of column removal, increases 

as resistance is less than the applied load, and eventually returns to zero at the point of 

maximum dynamic deformation if the system is able to avert its collapse (Izzuddin et al., 

2008); on the other hand, if the structure is unable to undergo the required deformation, i.e. to 

store the released potential energy as strain energy, then the collapse is not averted and the 

failing member(s) will fall as debris. The principle of energy balance is further illustrated in 

Figure 2.6.  

 

Figure 2.6 Energy balance as affected portion of structure falls (Dusenberry & Hamburger, 2006) 

In the light of the pseudo-static approach of the Imperial College framework, the equivalence 

between the external work Wn and internal energy Un is illustrated in Figure 2.7 (a-b) for two 

different levels of suddenly applied gravity loading, where the corresponding (// - external 
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work) and (\\ - internal energy) areas equate. Using the description of nonlinear static 

response in terms of a SDOF load-displacement curve, the level of suddenly applied gravity 

loading λnP0 corresponding to a specific maximum dynamic displacement ud,n can be obtained 

from: 
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The repetition of this process to a sufficient number of points of maximum dynamic 

displacement ud and corresponding suddenly applied gravity loading P allows for 

constructing the pseudo-static response curve (P,ud) illustrated in Figure 2.7 (c).  

 

Figure 2.7 Simplified dynamic assessment and definition of pseudo-static response (Izzuddin et 

al., 2008) 

The pseudo-static approach saves considerable computational time by avoiding nonlinear 

dynamic analyses while maintaining good prediction accuracy. Vlassis (2007) conducted 

numerical studies to show that such procedure provides sufficiently accurate results. For this 

purpose, the maximum deflections of a composite beam following sudden column loss were 

compared using the pseudo-static approach and nonlinear dynamic analysis at various levels 

of gravity loading. An average error of 2% on the safe side was observed, thus demonstrating 

the effectiveness of such a procedure. 

2.5.4 Ductility limit 

Going back to Figure 2.5 (c), a ductility limit uf is defined as the upper bound of the nonlinear 

response of the individual beam. In the scope of partial-strength joints, this ductility limit is 

imposed by connection failure. Through detailed modelling, it is possible to readily obtain the 

ductility demand at the connection level and compare it to its ductility supply. Since the 

Imperial College framework relies on the ductility supply of the components, it was coined as 

‗ductility-centred‘. 
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Although the experimental works of Jarrett (1990), Lima et al. (2004) and Kuhlmann et al. 

(2007) contributed to the better knowledge of connection ductility, there is still a need for 

more experimental work to establish the ductility supply of several connection types under 

general deformation and deformation rate conditions. The US codes have already moved in 

this direction by defining, in UFC (2009) and ASCE 41 (2007), the ductility limit (in terms of 

θpra) for different types of beams and connections. 

The ductility-centred framework establishes the overall system ductility as the minimum 

vertical displacement causing a connection failure between the individual beams of the floor 

systems. If ideally, all the potentially critical components were acting on their full ductility 

supply, the structure would be storing the maximum strain energy possible and, therefore, a 

subsequent fail of a component would evidently lead to collapse of the structure. Still, for 

common structures this optimal design is not achieved and, so, it may be unrealistic to 

consider the total collapse to happen after the first component failure (Izzuddin, 2009). When 

the first component failure does not change the dominant mode for the floor system (e.g.: 

fracture of steel reinforcement in a composite connection), the problem can still be addressed 

by applying the pseudo-static assessment in the nonlinear static response of a structure 

subjected to sudden column loss and subsequent component failures, as exemplified in  

Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.8 Influence of successive component failures (Izzuddin, 2009) 

2.5.5 Measure of robustness 

The framework finalises with the determination, at the overall system level, of the maximum 

pseudo-static resistance (Pf in the figure above) within the ductility limit uf. As discussed in 

Section 2.2.6, the comparison of this parameter against the gravity applied load P0 establishes 

the robustness limit state. Importantly, the assessment framework accounts for the ductility 
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supply, energy absorption capacity and redundancy of the structural system in a rational 

measure of robustness under sudden column loss scenarios.  

2.6 ADAPTIC 

The determination of the structural response under extreme loading requires a powerful 

analysis software which can explicitly account for geometrical and material nonlinearity. For 

this purpose, ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991), an in-house adaptive finite element program, 

presented itself as the preferential computational tool for the modelling undertaken in the 

present work. This program has the key feature of simple integration of new formulations, 

section shapes and material models into its library.  

The program incorporates pioneering adaptive space frame analysis capabilities, which refers 

to the concept of automatic mesh hp-refinement (Babuska et al., 1981) to deal with accurate 

elasto-plastic large displacement analysis, considering either plastic hinge formation or 

spread of yield within structural members. In the latter case, ADAPTIC uses a quartic 

formulation in the elastic range and, when the yield criterion is met, performs automatic 

subdivision of quartic elements into elasto-plastic cubic elements, which account for the 

spread of plasticity across the section depth and along the element length, saving significant 

computational time (Izzuddin et al., 1993). Originally developed for nonlinear analysis of 

offshore jacket structures subjected to extreme static and dynamic loading, ADAPTIC 

applicability is now extended to the general nonlinear analysis of steel and composite frames, 

slabs, shells and integrated structures.  

The structural loads can be either in the form of applied forces or prescribed 

displacements/accelerations at nodal points and vary proportionally under static conditions or 

independently in the time domain. Also, dynamic analysis can be performed using various 

mass and damping formulations. 

2.6.1 Material models and section types 

ADAPTIC incorporates an extensive library of steel and concrete models developed 

throughout the years (Izzuddin, 2012). The existing steel models account for strain hardening, 

creep and temperature dependency (Song et al., 2000; Izzuddin, 2012). For blast analysis, a 

uniaxial rate-sensitive elasto-plastic model with linear strain hardening has been formulated 

by Izzuddin & Fang (1997) and implemented in ADAPTIC (Fang & Izzuddin, 1997). 

Accordingly, there is still the need to develop new rate-sensitive biaxial and triaxial steel 

models, which is tackled in Chapter 3. Uniaxial (Izzuddin et al., 2002) and biaxial  
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(Izzuddin et al., 2004) concrete rate-insensitive models are also incorporated in ADAPTIC, 

which simulate the concrete response in reinforced concrete structures when subjected to 

extreme loading.  

In terms of geometry, the program has several types of pre-defined cross-sections, including 

I-shaped solid and RC rectangular sections with multiple reinforcement layers, which have 

been used for this work. 

2.6.2 Element types 

The steel plates used for numerical work at the joint component level are modelled using 

nine-noded curved shell elements (Izzuddin, 2007a). These elements use a thick plate 

Reisser-Mindlin formulation with assumed membrane and out-of-plane strains for calculation 

of the element strain energy to alleviate membrane and shear locking phenomena. Their strain 

energy is numerically integrated using (n x n) Gaussian points over m thickness monitoring 

points.  

The curved shell elements employ 45 DOFs, both on local and global system, three 

translational and two rotational per node, according to the adopted co-rotational approach 

(Izzuddin, 2005b). This approach is appropriate to large displacements small strains problems: 

the kinematic relations used in these elements ignore the thickness change that may advent 

from large inelastic strains. Therefore, the engineering stress-strain curve is more adequate 

for the inelastic element constitutive equations. 

The nonlinear response of steel and composite framed structures at the individual beam level 

is obtained using quartic elastic and cubic elasto-plastic beam-column elements, thoroughly 

described in Song et al. (2000). Numerical studies undertaken by Izzuddin et al. (2000), 

which considered both blast and fire within a single integrated analysis, have demonstrated, 

in terms of computational time, the advantage of automatic refinement applied to the quartic 

elastic beam-column elements and, in terms of structural response, the ability of the beam-

column elements to capture the reduction of resistance to fire following a blast loading. Other 

numerical studies on composite beam-slab systems under fire conditions (Elghazouli & 

Izzuddin, 2000) demonstrated that the effects of axial restraint and thermal expansion on the 

system response can also be assessed using these elements. 

Finally, joint elements with uncoupled axial, shear and moment actions allow for node-to-

node action, e.g. model bolt/bolt hole gap closure or plate prying effects, at the component 

level, or bolt-row axial behaviour, at the beam level. 
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2.7 Conclusions 

The subject of progressive collapse and robustness design has witnessed in the past few years 

a great momentum following historic collapse events. The acquired experience on this subject 

allowed for a better understanding of the structural properties which can potentially 

contribute to structural robustness, and culminated in several methodologies for robustness 

assessment. Accordingly, the main procedures adopted by the international design codes are 

presented, namely i) tying force requirements, ii) alternate path method or iii) 

specific/enhanced load resistance.  

With regard to the alternate path method, the most recent US guidelines (DoD, 2005, UFC, 

2009) use the sudden column loss as the design scenario for quantification of structural 

robustness, given its event-independency and correlation with the column damage produced 

by real extreme events such as blast or impact (Gudmundsson & Izzuddin 2009). Using this 

specific damage scenario, Izzuddin et al. (2008) developed a novel robustness assessment 

framework which considers ductility, redundancy and energy absorption in a rational manner, 

and establishes the system pseudo-static load capacity as the measure of robustness using the 

ductility supply/demand for definition of the structural limit state. 

The ductility-centred framework has experienced an on-going development and validation 

since its original formulation by Izzuddin et al. (2008). However, a number of shortcomings 

may still be addressed to enhance its applicability. These topics are mainly covered in the 

following chapters of this thesis and consist of accommodation of material rate-sensitivity, 

extension to multiple columns loss scenarios and integration in a probabilistic robustness 

assessment. 
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RATE-SENSITIVITY 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Material Rate-sensitivity 

3.1 Introduction 

Material rate-sensitivity is a key issue that has been neglected in the majority of studies on the 

assessment of robustness, including the discussed ductility-centred framework (Izzuddin et al., 

2008). 

Indeed, most metals show a strain rate-sensitive plasticity, even for moderate rates such as the 

ones from a gravity-driven event (e.g. sudden column loss). Therefore, the investigation of 

material rate-sensitivity has been included within the scope of the present research, 

particularly its effects in steel-framed structures.  

3.1.1 Definition 

Classical viscosity arises from the shear stress between the fluid layers that move at different 

velocity. For Newtonian fluids, like water, this relationship between shear stress and velocity 

is linear. 

All the primordial transitional metals exist in solid-state, for standard conditions of 

temperature and pressure, apart from mercury. Even so, viscosity is inherent to all metals, 

independent of their state. Constructional metals, such as steel or aluminium, present at room 

temperature a more pronounced viscosity for plastic deformations than elastic deformations. 

Therefore, the concept of viscosity is usually extended to plasticity only for the rheological 

definition of these materials. 

Lemâitre (2001) defined viscoplasticity as the mechanical response of solids involving time-

dependent irreversible (inelastic) strains. At the microscale, two different mechanisms may be 

responsible for viscoplasticity: 

- void formation and grain boundary sliding, observed in creep (under constant 

stress) and stress relaxation (under constant strain), 

- slip-induced plastic deformation due to the motion and multiplication of 

dislocations. 
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In elasto-viscoplasticity, elasticity and strain hardening are phenomena identical to those 

observed in elasto-plasticity. Therefore, the models are of the same nature, and only a 

viscosity function is added. 

Norton (1929) developed a model which links the rate of secondary constant viscoplastic 

strain rate vp   to the applied stress σ through two temperature-dependent material 

parameters λ and N. 

 

N

vp 












  (3.1) 

This constitutive model defines an isotropic perfectly viscoplastic solid.  

Elastic perfectly viscoplastic solids can also be defined by dividing the deformation into its 

elastic and plastic parts, where the elastic deformation is given by Hooke‘s law and the plastic 

deformation obeys Norton‘s power law of Eq. (3.1) as a Bingham plastic (for which 

viscoplasticity is activated at the yield stress). 

More generically, strain-rate dependent plasticity models have been developed to define 

elasto-viscoplastic hardening solids, presented in Section 3.1.3. Their rheology is defined by a 

stress dependency on plastic strain rate, according to Figure 3.1. The computational 

interpretation of viscoplasticity is far from trivial, and it is detailed in Section 3.1.3. 

 

Figure 3.1 Elasto-viscoplastic solid 

3.1.2 Experimental evidence 

The variation of strain rate causes the change of material mechanical properties such as yield 

strength, strain hardening or ductility. The development of predictive descriptions for 

constitutive material models, as presented in Section 3.1.3, is supported by high-rate loading 

experiments which provide the necessary data. 
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3.1.2.1 Steel 

The high strain rate tests on low carbon steel were undertaken first under tension only, by 

Kawata et al. (1979), and later under reverse loading and different values of pre-strain, by 

Ogawa (1985). The tensile results obtained in both tests are summarised in Figure 3.2.  

Some conclusions can be extracted from these tests: 

- the elastic modulus is rate-insensitive, i.e. rate-sensitivity on steel is mainly related to 

viscoplasticity, 

- the plastic flow stress increases logarithmically with strain rate, which means that 

moderate rates can lead to a significant enhancement in plastic resistance and also 

contribute to a greater spread of plasticity, leading to reduced ductility demands for 

specific levels of deformation at the structural level, 

- the fracture stress has a smaller increase, in comparison with the yield stress, 

implying that the strain hardening slightly decreases for higher strain rates, 

- the ultimate plastic strain of the material, which describes its ductility, reduces with 

strain rate, which may lower the system overall ductility and trigger undesirable 

brittle modes of failure. 

 

Figure 3.2 Monotonic true stress – engineering strain curves at low and high strain rates (adapted 

from Kawata et al., 1979 and Ogawa, 1985) 

Tanaka & Nojima (1979) found that at high strain rates, the independent component of yield 

stress is nearly identical to that at low strain rates, if one admits the yield stress to be 

separated into a strain rate and temperature dependent component and an independent 

component, supporting the Johnson-Cook formulation (see Section 3.1.3.2). 

A comprehensive experimental programme has been conducted in this research to quantify 

mild structural steel strain rate-sensitivity, as presented in Section 3.2. 
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3.1.2.2 Concrete 

Experimental impact tests in concrete have shown a strain rate-dependency both in tensile 

and compressive responses (Tedesco et al., 1993; Ross & Tedesco, 1995; Tedesco & Ross, 

1998). In particular, Figure 3.9 shows the results for strain rate effects in uniaxial a) tensile 

(Kormeling & Reinhardt, 1987) and b) compressive (Donze et al., 1999) responses. The 

descending branch, experimentally observed in both tension and compression, is related to 

concrete micro-cracking, considered in a smeared approach. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3 Experimental uniaxial stress-strain curves of concrete specimens 

Focusing on a continuum mechanical model, Model Code 90 (1993) proposes generic 

diagrams to describe the asymmetric stress-strain response, represented in the figure below.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4 Concrete uniaxial (a) tensile and (b) compressive stress-strain diagrams (Model Code 

90, 1993) 

These diagrams are originally indicated for quasi-static response, where the effect of high 

stress or strain rates on the shape of diagrams is not consensual (Ross & Tedesco, 1995; 

Tedesco & Ross, 1998).  
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The approach suggested in Model Code 90 (1993) consists of changing the diagram key 

points to the dynamic correspondence, where a set of expressions, shown in Table 3.1, are 

proposed for dynamic tensile fct,imp  and compressive fc,imp strengths, elastic modulus Eci,imp 

and maximum tensile εct1,imp and compressive strains εc1,imp. The concrete strain-softening 

compressive region is taken as rate-insensitive, although it has been recognised the fracture 

strain energy of concrete increases with the strain rate (Lu & Xu, 2004). 

Overall, the concrete enhanced strength in tension and compression has a proportionately 

smaller effect on the system response, largely since most of the strain energy is absorbed by 

the steel components. 

Table 3.1 Stress and strain rate effects – Impact (Model Code 90, 1993) 

 Range 61 10 MPa/sc   6 710 10 MPa/sc   5 13 10 30 sc
     130 300 sc

   

fc,imp  0
s

cm c cf


    
1 3

0cm s c cf      
1.026

0
s

cm c cf


    
1 3

0cm s c cf     

fct,imp  0
s

ctm ct ctf


    
1 3

0ctm s ct ctf      
1.016

0
s

ctm ct ctf


    
1 3

0cm s ct ctf     

Ec,imp  
0.025

0ci c cE     
0.026

0ci c cE    

εc1,imp    
0.02 0.02

1 0 1 0c c c c c c       

where 01 5 9s cm cmf f   , log 6 2s s   , log 6.15 2s s   , 0 1 MPa/sc   , 

6 1
0 30 10 sc

    , fcm0 = 10 MPa, 01 19 6s cm cmf f   , log 7 7 3s s   , log 7.112 2.33s s   , 

0 0.1MPa/sct  , 
6 1

0 3 10 sct    .
 

Key symbols: Eci  - quasi-static modulus of elasticity, fcm - mean quasi-static compressive strength, c  - 

compressive stress rate in MPa/s, c  - compressive strain rate in s
-1

, fctm - mean quasi-static tensile strength, 

ct  - tensile stress rate in MPa/s and ct  is the tensile strain rate in s
-1

 

3.1.2.3 Bond-slip relationship 

Strain rates may affect not only the behaviour of materials but their interaction properties. 

Rebar pullout tests conducted by Solomos & Berra (2010) showed that the bond-slip 

relationship between the rebar and concrete is rate-sensitive. Their experimental results were 

produced for concrete strain rates in the impact range (1/s to 102/s), while for the companion 

quasi-static testing they were around 10-6/s. Figure 3.5 shows the experimental bond-slip 

relationships obtained for unconfined/laterally confined concrete under dynamic or static 

rebar pullout/splitting. It is noted that, for a gravity-driven loading, the concrete strain rates 

are around 10-3/s to 10-2/s, based on the average time until first crack formation (see  

Section 5.5.4).  

Solomos & Berra (2010) dynamic results are used to validate a simplification of the Model 

Code 90 (1993) bond-slip formulation. One of the main observations is that, under gravity-

driven rates, the initial relationship is linear up to maximum bond stress τmax, both for 
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unconfined and confined concrete. The proposed simplified bond-slip model extends this 

linear relationship to all slip rates. 

 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 3.5 Bond-slip diagrams of cast-in-place (CIP) and post-installed (PI) (a) unconfined and (b) 

laterally confined rebar specimens with 5ϕs embedment length for (i) dynamic and (ii) static 

loading (Solomos & Berra, 2010) 

Based on the Model Code 90 and Solomos & Berra observations, the maximum bond stress in 

the proposed model can be approximated by: 

 max ( )  ckk f MPa  (3.2) 

where, for normal bond conditions, kη is defined in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Maximum bond stress parameter kη 

 

The maximum stress occurs at a nominal slip s1 of 0.7 mm in all Solomon & Berra tests 

except static unconfined, which agrees with the Model Code proposal. Therefore, the 

Slip rate s  (mm/s) Unconfined concrete Confined concrete 

31 10 (quasi-static) 1.8 4 

01 10 (gravity-driven) 2 4.5 

31 10 (blast-driven) 2.2 5 

i i 

ii ii 
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proposed model defines the same value for s1, independent of rate and level of concrete 

confinement. Following the maximum stress, perfectly-plastic behaviour is considered, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.6, indicated for the simplified analytical model of the composite slab 

proposed in Section 4.8. 

 

Figure 3.6 Model Code 90 quasi-static (solid) and proposed rate-sensitive (dashed) numerical 

idealisations of bond-slip interaction between concrete and reinforcing steel 

3.1.3 Elasto-viscoplastic material model with strain hardening 

Plain carbon steel annealed at standard temperature conditions is the most common material 

for structures worldwide. A comprehensive model that represents the mechanical behaviour 

of such steel is the elasto-plastic model: 

- for stresses lying in the elastic domain, the material is isotropic linear elastic, and 

- for stresses outside the yield surface, plastic (irreversible) strains arise. 

In elastic-perfectly-plastic models the total strain is decomposed into elastic and plastic part: 

   e p    (3.3) 

Linear elasticity is represented by  :  pE   . 

For plasticity, a function 
3:  nf  represents the evolution of the yield surface and often 

consists of an equation relating an invariant(s) of the stress tensor (or its deviatoric part) to a 

yield stress. The von Mises yield criterion, for example, uses the second invariant J2 of the 

deviatoric part of the stress tensor to define a yield surface.  

The expression of ( )f  , if written for this yield criterion with no hardening, is given by: 

 ( ) :  yf s   (3.4) 
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PM - Proposed Model
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where s = dev(ζ) and 

       
1/2

2 2 2 2 2 21
6

2

         
  

xx yy yy zz xx zz xy yz xzs          .  

The admissible stresses are constrained to the following space for rate-insensitive elasto-

plasticity: 

  3 ( ) : 0x x x
    n

yf   (3.5) 

where  int  defines the elastic stress range (no changes in εp take place),    is the yield 

surface (changes in εp can take place), and
 

0y
 
is a given constant. 

Now for viscoplasticity the total strain rate is decomposed into elastic and viscoplastic part, 

similar to the additive decomposition of elasto-plastic strains in Eq.(3.3): 

   e vp    (3.6) 

Linear elasticity is thus represented in time by  :  vpE   .  

A new possibility can arise, where the total stress ζ is outside the admissible stresses space, 

 (Simo & Hughes, 1998).  For one-dimensional viscoplasticity, the overstress ζex, given by 

the difference of the total stress and the yield stress, is related to the viscoplastic strain rate by 

the Newtonian viscosity, ex vp  , and so: 

    
1

sign , if ( ) 0   vp yf f     


 (3.7) 

For biaxial and triaxial viscoplasticity, Eq. (3.7) is rewritten into a viscoplastic constitutive 

equation of the Perzyna (1966) type: 

 
    , ,

, ( ) :


  


vp y

g f q f q
f s

 
  

 
 (3.8) 

where q is a set of internal variables such as viscoplastic strain ԑvp. In the Perzyna formulation, 

the evolution for the internal variables q is formulated in terms of a 
2

monotonically 

increasing function : g , such that ( ) 0g x =  iff 0x= .  

For metals, typical choices for this function are exponential and power laws, for which the 

inverse corresponds to a logarithmic function, such as the Malvern model, and a power 

function with inversed exponent, such as the Cowper-Symonds model. 
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The plastic flow stress ζp can be expressed as: 

 ( , ) ( ) ( , )  p p p y p p pH V        (3.9) 

thus the plastic flow stress ζp is the sum of the rate-insensitive yield stress ζy, a work 

hardening contribution H and a viscoplastic contribution V. 

New biaxial and triaxial elasto-viscoplastic models with strain hardening have been 

developed and incorporated within the library of material models of ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 

1991). Appendix A contains the source code in FORTRAN for the biaxial kinematic model. 

The return mapping algorithm is conceived in a way which enables users to call this routine 

to describe a ductile material with or without the strain hardening and/or viscoplastic 

constitutive computational rules, as described in Sections 3.1.3.1 and 3.1.3.2. In addition, new 

formulations can be included in the separately defined H (hardening) and V (viscoplastic) 

subroutines. 

3.1.3.1 Strain hardening computational rules 

For a more realistic description of inelastic behaviour of steel, a nonlinear work hardening 

model has been developed, to supplement the existing bilinear and trilinear ADAPTIC stress-

strain models, as shown in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7 Uniaxial stress-strain curves for the three types of hardening 

Accordingly, the nonlinear (quadratic) hardening function H(εp) is given by the following 

equation: 
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The hardening assumes a constant value following the maximum engineering stress, i.e. no 

material softening is considered, to avoid an ill-conditioned tangent stiffness matrix around 

critical points. It has been recognised that for an engineering stress-strain relationship (see 

Section 3.2.1) this may induce a slight overestimation of the structural behaviour close to its 

ductile failure, i.e. during material necking stage.  

Two different strain hardening rules are considered: i) isotropic hardening, which corresponds 

to an expansion of the yield surface, and ii) kinematic hardening, which corresponds to a 

translation of the yield surface. For a monotonic flow, the models are expected to return the 

same results and only for reverse loading the kinematic hardening leads to an earlier yielding 

of the material. An event such as sudden column removal is much likely to cause a monotonic 

flow for most of the components of the structure, so the response is not expected to be 

influenced by the type of hardening assumed. 

Considering an isotropic hardening rule, Eq.(3.5) changes to: 

 ( , ) ( ) 0, 0,      y p pf q s H     (3.11) 

where ( ) 0pH   is the hardening function. 

On the other hand, for kinematic hardening, Eq.(3.5) changes to: 

 ( , ) ( ) 0, 0,    c

p y pf q s s     (3.12) 

where ( )c

ps   defines the centre of the yield surface. 

3.1.3.2 Viscoplastic computational rules 

Several viscoplastic constitutive models have been presented during the last decades for 

application in computational inelasticity. Among the most popular are the purely empirical 

Malvern (1951) and Cowper-Symonds (1957) models, which relate the viscoplastic overstress 

to the strain rate through logarithmic and power laws, respectively. Both models can be 

calibrated to any metal and present good results for moderate strain rates on steel at room 

temperature. Thus, these models are chosen for implementation within ADAPTIC. 

More sophisticated idealisations of the viscoplastic flow stress are also function of the 

temperature, such as the Johnson-Cook (1983) model, or based on miscroscopic interactions, 

such as the Zerilli-Armstrong (1987) model. 

 

 Malvern model 

Malvern (1951) was the first to introduce a viscoplastic constitutive model of the overstress 

type, later generalised by Perzyna (1966), as in the previous section, following his studies on 
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rate effects in uniaxial stress wave propagation. In the same studies, Perzyna proposed the 

following expression to approximate the viscoplastic contribution V to the plastic flow stress: 

 ( ) ln(1 ) p pV s b   (3.13) 

where s and b are material constants. 

 

 Cowper-Symonds model 

Cowper and Symonds (1957) adopted a power law for the viscoplastic V contribution: 

 

1

( )
 

  
 

q
p

p yV
D


   (3.14) 

where q and D are material constants and y  is the quasi-static material yield strength. 

 

 Johnson-Cook model 

Viscoplasticity is temperature dependent: through thermal activation, dislocations overcome 

their short-range barriers, leading to a higher viscosity of the material. Johnson-Cook model 

is again purely empirical but accounts for the temperature effect. According to this model, the 

plastic flow stress ζp is given by the following expression: 

     0

0 0

, , 1 ln 1
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T T
T A B C

T T


   


 (3.15) 

where A is the quasi-static material yield strength, B, C, n and m are material constants, 0  is 

a reference strain rate and T0 and Tm are the reference temperature and melting temperature of 

the material, respectively. 

3.2 Experimental steel coupon tests 

Empirical constitutive models, such as Malvern or Cowper-Symonds, need experimental data 

to determine the specific material parameters, which are quite sensitive to the material itself, 

as shown in Table 3.3 for different metals. In fact, even for mild structural steel coupons, 

different material parameters have been obtained in the past. 1/ s  shows the dynamic 

overstress corresponding to an illustrative strain rate of 1 s-1, which highlights the under/over-

estimation resulting from selecting different parameters. 

Given the disparity between the previously published material parameters, a new set of 

coupon tests has been undertaken as part of a collaborative experimental programme with the 
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University of Trento, in order to understand the performance of mild structural steel under 

high strain rates. A summary of these tests is presented in Appendix B.1.  

Table 3.3 Comparison between Cowper-Symonds material parameters from the literature 

Material Source q D 1/ s  Material Source q D 1/ s  

High 

tensile steel 

Paik & 

Chung 

(1999) 

5 3200 0.20 σy Mild 

steel 

Cowper & 

Symonds 

(1957) 

5 40.4 0.48σy 

Aluminium 

alloy 

Bodner & 

Symonds 

(1962) 

4 6500 0.11 σy Abramowicz 

& Jones 

(1986) 

3.585 802 0.15 σy 

α-titanium 

(Ti 50A) 

Symonds 

& Chon 

(1974) 

9 120 0.59 σy Schneider & 

Jones (2004) 

4.67 7.39 0.65 σy 

Stainless 

steel 304 

Forrestal 

& 

Sagartz 

(1978) 

10 100 0.63 σy Hsu & Jones 

(2004) 

5.56 114 0.43 σy 

Marais et al. 

(2004) 

3 844 0.11 σy 

 

3.2.1 Engineering and true stress-strain relationships 

The steel coupon tests return a load-displacement curve based on the servo-hydraulic load 

cell information against the displacement measured in the clip-on or video extensometers. 

The first step is to convert this curve into engineering and true stress-strain relationships, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8 Engineering and true stress-strain curve for Coupon 2 

The engineering stress-strain relationship is calculated from the original coupon cross-section 

area A0 and original extensometer (gauge) length Lo: 

- Engineering stress: 
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- Engineering strain: 

 
0

eng

L

L



  (3.17) 

The true stress-strain relationship is obtained from the engineering relationship. This 

relationship, which is based on the true cross-section and elongation at each point, can be 

divided into two different parts: 

1) Assuming a constant volume and uniform strain distribution along the gauge length, it 

is possible to directly obtain the true relationship from the engineering curve up to the 

onset of necking (maximum load point): 

- True stress: 

    
0

1 1true eng eng eng

F

A
         (3.18) 

- True strain: 

  ln 1true eng    (3.19) 

2) Since instantaneous measurements are not undertaken, only the fracture point of the 

true relationship can be calculated following the onset of necking, based on 

measurement of the fracture section Af, where a linear interpolation follows up to that 

point: 

- True stress at fracture: 

 
f

eng

f

F

A
   (3.20) 

- True strain at fracture: 

 0lntrue

f

A

A


 
  

 
 

 (3.21) 

As illustrated in Figure 3.9, three stages are identified in coupon deformation, namely  

a) elasto-plastic deformation up to maximum load, b) necking stage and c) fracture. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.9 Coupon 2 during different deformation stages (from experimental tests) 

3.2.2 Influence of strain rate 

The experimental material properties, summarised in Table B.5, generally agree with past 

observations, reported in the Section 3.1.2.1:  

- no significant variation was observed in the elastic modulus E (i.e., elastic 

behaviour is rather rate-insensitive), 

- an increase in yield strength fy was observed with rate, which is higher than the 

increase in the engineering and true strengths at maximum load fm, 

- true ultimate strain At decreases with rate. 

Nonetheless, the outcome of these tests includes the following additional observations: 

- no significant change in the percentage yield point extension Ae, 

- decrease with rate of true ultimate strength at fracture ft,  percentage reduction of 

area at fracture Z, and material toughness K, 

- true material properties are, in general, more sensitive on the unsafe side when 

compared to the engineering material properties, meaning that the necking 

phenomenon is less pronounced for higher rates. 

Two separate curves are presented per coupon, with focus on the behaviour up to 4% strains 

(i.e. onset of strain hardening) and up to ultimate strain (i.e. fracture), respectively.  

Figure 3.10 illustrates the engineering and true stress-strain curves for Coupons 1-2, 3-4 and 

13-14, with each pair of tests presenting specific and increasing deformation rates of 0.033, 

20 and 130 mm/s, in that order (see Appendix B.1). 
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3.10 Coupons 1-4 and 13-14 engineering relationship (a) up to 4% strain and (b) up to 

fracture, and true relationship (c) up to 4% strain and (d) up to fracture 

Figure 3.11 shows the instant engineering strain rates measured during the same coupon tests. 

There is an overshoot from zero up to the target strain rate, which stabilises only during the 

plastic stage and becomes constant following the maximum load point. 

An important outcome results from the Coupon tests: the viscoplastic true overstress changes 

along the plastic range, that is the increase in the yield stress fy is higher than in the true stress 

at the onset of necking fm, as shown in past tests presented in Figure 3.2. However, in terms of 

viscoplastic engineering relationship, following the yield peak, an approximate constant 

plastic overstress is registered up to material fracture ft. Therefore, the numerical approach to 

classical viscoplasticity illustrated in Section 3.1.3.2 is best fitted to engineering overstress 

application since this approach ignores the dependency of the viscoplastic overstress on the 

plastic strain. In order to validate the previous statement, the engineering and true overstress 
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are determined for three different strain levels, and the corresponding Cowper-Symonds 

material parameters correlated. Three notable ranges are chosen: i) yield plateau, ii) stress at 

maximum load and iii) fracture stress, considering that, along the plastic path, the real 

overstress will be somewhere in between the overstress obtained in the yield plateau and in 

the fracture stress, as observed in the experimental tests. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.11 Instantaneous engineering and true strain rates measured in (a) Coupons 3-4 and (b) 

Coupons 13-14 

3.2.2.1 Yield stress 

Although the load cells compensate for the actuator dynamic inertial effect, a slight 

oscillation is still observed in the load acquired, especially following the peak yield stress. 

According to Parry (1994), this overshoot is not a material property but is in fact related to 

the testing apparatus, which generates multiple wave reflections during the initial loading 

phase, causing a non-uniform stress distribution along the coupon length. In order to 

overcome this issue, the yield stress is considered to be the lower yield stress in all cases.  

Also, in a viscoplastic material, the plastic flow stress is a function of the (plastic) strains and 

strain rate. Hence, the stress-strain relationship obtained in the different coupons is a function 

of the strain rate imposed, which has a different pattern up to yielding of the coupon, as 

shown in Figure 3.11 (a-b). 

For the study of the effect of strain rate in the material yield stress, a strain in the yield 

plateau outside the oscillatory region, depicted in Figure 3.11 (a), was chosen as 1.3%, and 

the average strain rates of the yield plateau measured. The results are presented in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 Stress at the specified strain and corresponding average strain rate in coupons 

Coupons 

~ Yield Stress fy 
~ Maximum load stress fm ~ Fracture stress fm 

Engineering True Engineering True
 

 (s
-1

) 
σ1.3% 

(MPa) 
 (s

-1
) 

σ16% 

(MPa) 
 (s

-1
) 

σ14% 

(MPa) 
 (s

-1
) 

σ29% 

(MPa) 
 (s

-1
) 

σ90% 

(MPa) 

1 0.0005 314.77 0.0005 443.91 0.0005 513.34 0.0005 312.73 0.0031 764.39 

2 0.0005 312.19 0.0005 445.84 0.0005 511.08 0.0005 396.15 0.0032 762.50 

1: 2  0.0005 313.48 0.0005 444.88 0.0005 512.21 0.0005 354.44 0.0032 763.45 

3 0.462 348.93 0.322 481.33 0.285 553.01 0.322 342.90 1.64 734.98 

4 0.321 340.90 0.289 465.35 0.265 534.21 0.289 438.55 1.67 773.37 

13 2.231 387.45 1.955 507.14 1.844 587.14 1.955 436.15 10.55 745.90 

14 2.237 388.89 2.029 505.93 1.867 581.57 2.029 471.41 9.33 750.38 

 

3.2.2.2 Maximum load and fracture stresses 

The measured strain rates are approximately constant in these regions, as shown in  

Figure 3.11 (a-b) for engineering strains. Strains sufficiently close to the reference value of 

stress at maximum load fm and fracture ft were chosen: for the first, engineering and true 

strains of 14% and 16%, respectively, and for the latter, 29% and 90%. The results are again 

presented in Table 3.4. 

3.2.2.3 Cowper-Symonds material parameters 

The material parameters q and D are derived for Coupons 1-4 and 13-14 (S275-JR 8 mm 

thick steel) in the three different regions for engineering and true stress-strain values, and are 

presented in Table 3.5. It is important to note that Cowper-Symonds parameters are material 

specific, where different steel grades or material thicknesses require different parameters for 

realistic modelling. In fact, this relationship is very sensitive to the tested coupons and has 

been presented with different parameters in past high-speed tests on mild steel, as in  

Table 3.3. 

Table 3.5 S275-JR 8 Cowper-Symonds parameters, correlation factor and illustrative dynamic 

overstress  

 ~ Yield Stress fy 
~ Maximum load stress fm ~ Fracture stress fm 

Engineering True Engineering True
1 

Q 1.995 2.263 2.146 1.882 3.827 

D 38.76 171.65 123.34 22.41 6.099×10
6 

R
2
 0.99 0.83 0.82 0.92 0.78 

1/ s  0.16σy 0.10 σy 0.11 σy 0.19 σy -0.02 σy 
1
 The viscoplastic contribution is negative for this case 
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3.2.2.4 Steel grade and thickness 

Coupons 5-8 (S355-J2 8mm thick steel) and Coupons 1-4 (S275-JR 8 mm thick steel) are 

compared to understand the influence of grade on material rate-sensitivity. The test results, 

presented in Table B.5, lead to the following conclusions about rate-sensitivity of higher 

grade steels: 

- the dynamic yield over-strength is comparatively lower, 

- the increase of rate is comparatively more detrimental to the true stress-strain 

curve. 

This shows that higher strength steels generally present a less favourable response to rate. An 

explanation for such behaviour is correlated to their chemical composition, and more 

specifically, considering carbon and manganese content (see Table B.2). 

Indeed, highly alloyed steels, having also greater quasi-static yield strength, display minor 

relative strain rate-sensitivity of plastic flow stress, as demonstrated by Krafft & Sullivan 

(1961). A deduction of the viscoplastic material parameters for S355-J2 is proposed based on 

fixing the S275-JR q material parameter and interpolating D from the single experimental 

point. This approach will guarantee that, for any strain rate, the Cowper-Symonds S355-J2 

viscoplastic rule returns a lower relative dynamic over-strength when compared to the  

S275-JR, a behaviour which can be extrapolated from the experimental data. Table 3.6 

summarises the Cowper-Symonds parameters obtained for S355-J2 steel. 

Additionally, the influence of steel thickness is analysed by comparing Coupons 9-12  

(S275-JR 12 mm thick steel) and Coupons 1-4 (S275-JR 8 mm thick steel). The main 

difference lies in the less pronounced reduction of the cross-section during necking for 

thicker coupons under high rates, which translates into a higher reduction of true fracture 

stress and strain with rate. Strain rate-sensitivity of all other constitutive parameters is 

practically similar to the one observed in 8 mm thick coupons. Therefore, for subsequent 

application, strain rate-sensitivity of the engineering properties of steel is considered 

independent of plate thickness. 

Table 3.6 S355-J2 8 Cowper-Symonds parameters and illustrative dynamic overstress 

 ~ Yield Stress fy 
~ Maximum load stress fm ~ Fracture stress fm 

Engineering True Engineering
1
 True

1 

q 1.995 2.263 2.146 1.882 3.827 

D 99.94 143.87 103.33 145.24 2850750 

1/ s  0.10σy 0.11 σy 0.12 σy -0.07 σy -0.02 σy 
1
 The viscoplastic contribution is negative for these cases 
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3.3 Strain-dependent viscoplastic model 

The final row of Table 3.5 illustrates the progression of the dynamic overstress, induced by 

the illustrative plastic strain rate of 1 s-1 plastic strain rate, for the engineering and true 

constitutive relationships of S275-JR 8 mm thick steel. Whereas in the constitutive 

relationships implemented in ADAPTIC (Section 3.1.3.2) the overstress is strain independent, 

it is clear that the experimental results show some strain dependency of the overstress.  

In view of the above, the true constitutive model can benefit from considering a modified 

expression which includes the plastic strain in the power law. In order to avoid unrealistically 

low or even inconsistent negative true fracture stresses for very large plastic strain rates, the 

model assumes a linear decay of the yield overstress, at the yield point, up to zero overstress, 

at the fracture strain point: 

 

1

( , ) 1
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t yield
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A D

 
    (3.22) 

where At is the fracture strain, and the Cowper-Symonds parameters q and D are evaluated at 

the yield point. This is a particular solution to a more generic viscoplastic linear strain-

dependent approximation allowing for non-zero rate-sensitivity at fracture: 
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Figure 3.12 shows the comparison of Coupon 13 experimental true stress-strain curve, the 

theoretical curve using the original Cowper-Symonds formulation with correlated material 

parameters from the yield point, and the proposed viscoplastic model according to Eq. (3.22).  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.12 Comparison between experimental and theoretical stress-strain curves of Coupon 13 

(a) up to 4% strains and (b) up to fracture 
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Notwithstanding the fact that the new model evidently offers a better fit of the experimental 

results, it is suggested that the original Cowper-Symonds formulation for engineering stress-

strain relationship can be used for a realistic representation of the material rate-sensitive 

response in the curved shell elements used in the FE analysis (see Section 2.6.2). 

3.4 Conclusions 

This chapter focuses on the issues of material strain rate-sensitivity in constructional steel and 

concrete, presenting the definition of time dependent material behaviour and previous studies 

on this subject.  

Contrasting the brittle nature of concrete and the ductile nature of steel, plastic viscosity is 

mainly found in steel, and so is the significance of strain rates in change of the material 

rheology. In order to quantify steel rate-sensitivity and verify the adequacy of existing 

constitutive idealisations, tests were conducted on steel coupons, as part of this research. 

These tests demonstrated the inadequacy of the constitutive material parameters 

conventionally used for mild steel for application to moderate strain rates and showed that the 

most common empirical constitutive models, such as Malvern or Cowper-Symonds, have 

certain limitations in predicting the material dynamic overstress. Indeed, the viscoplastic 

contribution is not only a function of the strain rate but of the strain itself, as observed in the 

steel coupon tests.  

In general, material rate-sensitivity can be beneficial towards enhancing structural robustness 

under a sudden column loss scenario due to the associated dynamic effects. In this work, a  

0.3 s-1 strain rate is chosen as the reference gravity-driven rate knowing that the order of 

magnitude is more important than the value itself due to the close-to-logarithmic steel rate-

sensitivity.  

Indeed, the logarithmic variation of overstress with strain rate means that moderate rates can 

lead to an enhancement in plastic resistance (Izzuddin & Fang, 1997; Fang & Izzuddin, 1997). 

It also contributes to a greater spread of plasticity, which typically has a favourable effect 

since a specific level of deformation at the structural level would be associated with smaller 

material ductility demands. On the other hand, the reduction of ductility of the material may 

reduce the system overall ductility and trigger undesirable brittle modes of failure.  

Towards the evaluation of the strain rate effects at the structural level, computational elasto-

viscoplastic planar and volumetric formulations are incorporated in ADAPTIC for use in 

further detailed investigation in the following chapters.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Rate-sensitive Joint Response under Extreme Loading 

4.1 Introduction 

In the context of ultimate limit state, steel design typically relies on ductility provided either 

by members or connections. Nonetheless, the first design technique is not as popular as the 

latter due to the excessive joint stiffness and yield resistance required for approximation as a 

rigid node. Hence, semi-continuous connections are advocated, especially in seismic areas. 

The behaviour of composite sub-structures, with seismic-resistant steel connections, 

subjected to a column removal, the most popular robustness assessment scenario, has been 

recently studied by Kuhlmann et al. (2007). The sub-structure test shows, in fact, that frames 

with partial-strength connections are capable of reaching large displacements without 

collapse: at the onset of the steel composite beam tensile catenary stage (see Section 2.5.3), 

concrete splitting, in the sagging joint, and compressive yielding of column web and beam 

flange, in the hogging joint, have already taken place; still, the frame ultimately fails by 

cracking at the weld toe of the end-plate used for the moment connection. Hence, for such 

frame solutions, the steel connection ultimate resistance and ductility defines the system 

ductility limit. 

The previous joint tests were undertaken under static conditions, which do not accurately 

represent joint component response in an instantaneous accidental scenario, such as blast or 

earthquake. Thus, for the joint response, the consideration of material rate-sensitivity, as 

presented in Chapter 2, is of vital importance, even for the moderate rates as those induced in 

a gravity-driven deformation of the affected bay(s) of the framed building structure. 

As part of this research, a set of experimental tests were undertaken in collaboration with the 

University of Trento in order to supress the literature gap on joint rate-sensitivity. The 

outcome of the dynamic bolt-row tests conducted to the novel joint rate-sensitive mechanical 

model presented in this chapter, based on complete idealisations of general joint components 

(bolt-row, composite floor slab and column web panel) up to failure. Additionally, since the 

dynamic tests were undertaken at the material and structural levels, they provide crucial 
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understanding on the evolution of the material rate-sensitivity contribution for ascending 

levels of structural idealisation. 

4.2 Joint classification 

A set of fastening components, i.e. connection, and corresponding zone of interaction with 

the connected members form a joint.  An inventory of these fastening components for steel 

beam-to-column frames used in past and current wind-resistant and seismic-resistant design is 

presented in UFC (2009), as summarised in the table below. 

Table 4.1 Typical beam-to-column steel connections 

Full-strength joints
(1)

 

Welded Flange 

 

 

Welded Top and 

Bottom Haunches 

 

Welded Cover-Plated 

Flanges 

 

Reduced beam section 

 

 

Partial-strength joints
(1)

 

Bolted Riveted Angle 

 

Bolted Double Split 

Tee 

 

Unstiffened End Plate 

 

Fin Plate 

 

(1)
 see Figure 4.1 (b)    

 

The resulting structural joints can be classified into three different types, according to EC3 

(2005a): ―simple, in which the joint may be assumed not to transmit bending moments; 

continuous, in which the behaviour of the joint may be assumed to have no effect on the 

analysis; and semi-continuous, in which the behaviour of the joint needs to be taken into 

account in the analysis‖.  

This classification relates directly to the joint moment-rotation curve. Indeed, Figure 4.1 

shows the EC3 (2005a) joint classification by elastic rotational stiffness and strength, 

respectively, where quantification of the boundaries is presented in the same code.  In these 
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terms, simple joints refer to nominally pinned joints, continuous to the rigid and full-strength 

joints and semi-continuous to the remaining joint combinations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 4.1 EC3 (2005a) joint classification based on (a) elastic rotational stiffness and (b) 

strength 

The previous classification is established for joint pure bending, hence the M-ϕ curve. 

However, axial deformability of simple and continuous joints may also be relevant to 

structural behaviour, especially for a frame subjected to large beam deflections where 

consecutive nonlinear deformation stages, namely, compressive arching and tensile catenary 

stages, are associated with considerable compressive and tensile joint actions, respectively. 

Therefore, for performance-based assessment, steel connections are commonly taken as semi-

continuous.  

4.3 Component-based approach 

While simple joints with sufficient rotation capacity can be modelled as pins, and continuous 

joints as rigid nodes, semi-continuous joints need to be accurately modelled in order to have 

their behaviour considered in structural analysis. Appropriately, EC3 (2005a) and EC4 (2004) 

present a component-based approach to model structural joints of H and I sections, based on 

the discretisation of the joint into several components, activated during joint deformation. The 

joint mechanical model consists of two rigid bars, representing the column centreline and 

joint outer face, linked by uniaxial nonlinear springs, with individual component stiffness and 

resistance properties. These springs are vertically aligned with the component geometric 

position and may be combined in series with different springs representing other activated 

components.  

Figure 4.2 (a) illustrates the EC3 (2005a) mechanical idealisation for a major axis extended 

end-plate beam-to-column joint, where the following components are considered: (1) column 

web panel in shear, (2) column web in compression, (3) column web in tension, (4) column 

1 – Rigid 

2 – Semi-rigid 

3 – Nominally pinned  

1 

2 
3 

Mj 

ϕ 

1 – Full-Strength 

2 – Partial-Strength 

3 – Nominally pinned  

Mj 

ϕ 

3 

2 

1 
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flange in bending, (5) endplate in bending, (7) beam flange and web in compression, (8) beam 

web in tension, and (10) bolts in tension. 

 

Figure 4.2 EC3 (2005a) pure bending mechanical model (Lima et al., 2004) 

EC3 (2005a) considers a M-ϕ elastic perfectly-plastic idealisation for beam-to-column joints 

and beam splices, and, in this regard, provides the following expressions for the moment-

rotation elastic stiffness and moment yield capacity : 

 
,


 eff r r

r
j

eq

k h

S E
z

 (4.1) 

 ,j r tr Rd

r

M h F  (4.2) 

where E is the steel elastic modulus, hr is the distance from bolt-row r to the centre of 

compression, keff,r is the effective stiffness coefficient of bolt-row r determined from the 

combination in series of each basic joint component i with stiffness coefficient ki,r, 

2

, , eq eff r r eff r r

r r

z k h k h  is the equivalent lever arm, and Ftr,Rd is the effective design 

tension resistance of bolt-row r. Eq. (4.1) is only valid if the axial force NEd does not exceed 

5% of the design resistance of the beam cross-section Npl,Rd, that is the joint is approximately 

under pure bending. 

Experimental tests by Lima et al. (2004) showed that for higher levels of axial loading, the 

equivalent lever arm shifts along the connection height. Also, the same experiments 

highlighted the importance of considering an asymmetric behaviour of each joint component, 

under tension and compression, as in Figure 4.3, and the inadequacy of selecting fixed 

tension and compression zones, which are only valid for pure bending situations. 

A few mechanical models, introduced in the next section, have been suggested for 

consideration of axial load in joint behaviour, such as the analytical model of Del Savio et al. 
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(2009) or the explicit joint models of Madas (1993), Jaspart (2000), Lima et al. (2004) and  

Cerfontaine & Jaspart (2005).  

 

Figure 4.3 Asymmetric component behaviour (Lima et al., 2004) 

4.4 Proposed M - N - ϕ joint mechanical model 

Del Savio et al. (2009) proposed a generalised analytical component-based model, validated 

against the experiments of Lima et al. (2004), which returns the rate-independent M-ϕ joint 

curve for any moment and axial force combination, as shown in Figure 4.4. This powerful 

analytical model hinges on a tri-linear characterisation of the joint components and accepts 

multiple component failures up to maximum joint rotation.  

 

Figure 4.4 Prediction of bending moment vs rotation curve for any axial force level (Del Savio et 

al., 2009) 

Stylianidis (2011) used Del Savio joint model to produce a nonlinear rotational spring for the 

simplified model of an individual beam under column loss (Figure 4.5 (a)). Nonetheless, 

explicit numerical models, which imply a discretisation of the connection model and its 

incorporation into the structural numerical model (Figure 4.5 (b)), may still provide a more 

realistic representation of the structural response under extreme loading, as they can capture 

the joint M-N-ϕ behaviour under arbitrary combinations of axial load and bending moment.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5 Beam models for column loss scenarios: (a) analytical and (b) detailed (Stylianidis, 

2011) 

In the scope of numerical joint models, Madas (1993) developed the mechanical model 

represented in Figure 4.6 for idealisation of double web angles, top-and-seat angles, partially 

welded flush end-plate and fully welded connections. It incorporated cyclic piecewise linear 

idealisations of the angle components accounting for bolt slippage (lower zone C), shear 

panel (zone D), and slab reinforcement accounting for shear connectors (upper zone C), and a 

nonlinear idealisation of the concrete slab in multiple layers (upper zone C), based on a non-

uniform deformation distribution within the slab depth. Other joint mechanical models based 

on explicit component-based formulations, such as the models of Ramli-Sulong (2005) and 

Vlassis et al. (2008), were applied successfully to structures subject to large beam deflections. 

Incorporation of the explicit joint mechanical model at the structural level has been made in 

the past using either a single joint element (Madas, 1995, Ramli-Sulong, 2005) or an 

arrangement of rigid links and spring elements (Vlassis et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 4.6 Mechanical model for composite joints (Madas, 1993)  

Most notably, all explicit models focused on predicting the rate-independent M-N-ϕ curve up 

to an empirically defined joint maximum rotation. This maximum rotation was either 

imposed on the joint itself, e.g. joint maximum rotation of 0.05 rad (Nethercot & Zandonini, 

1989), or on the component deformation, e.g. bolt-row maximum elongation of 20 mm 

(Vlassis et al., 2008). 
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The proposed explicit joint model, which builds on the idealisation of Vlassis et al. (2008), 

uses a modified piecewise linear component idealisation to account for the individual 

component rate-dependent response up to an accurately defined failure point.  

  

 

(a)       (b) (c) 

Figure 4.7 Proposed mechanical model for composite joints: beam-to-column end-plate 

connections, (a) major axis and (b) minor axis configurations, and (c) beam-to-beam fin-plate 

connection 

The following sections are dedicated to characterisation of the uniaxial force-deformation 

response of the joint general components, depicted in Figure 4.7: (1) bolt-rows, (2) gap-

contact points, (3) composite floor slab and (4) column web panel in shear.  

Special attention is given to the tensile behaviour of the previous general components. Indeed, 

ductile steel and composite frames mobilise a tensile catenary resistance mechanism when 

subjected to extreme loading and axial restraint by the neighbouring bays. This translates into 

tensile force at the joint level (Izzuddin et al., 2008). As a matter of fact, the maximum frame 

load resistance is likely to occur at this deformation stage, as illustrated in Chapter 6 and 

experimentally validated by Kuhlmann et al. (2007).  

In view of the above, the metal deck is not considered as a joint component: firstly, the 

constructional detailing of the steel sheets may not guarantee the continuity necessary for 

developing catenary action, especially in external column loss, and secondly, the catenary 

action would in any case be mobilised only in the longitudinal direction, where the transverse 

direction would act as an ―accordion‖ for a dovetail profile. 

4.5 Experimental component tests 

The recent composite sub-structure tests under column removal (Kuhlmann et al., 2007) 

showed that structural collapse took place by weld cracking of the end-plate used for the 

moment connection, hence stressing the importance of bolt-row tensile behaviour in ultimate 

joint resistance and ductility, and, more importantly, system ductility limit. The same 
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experimental programme included component-scale tensile tests on welded end-plate T-stubs 

(EC3, 2005a) under static conditions, which do not represent the joint component response in 

an instantaneous accidental scenario, as mentioned before. 

With the purpose of understanding the behaviour of welded end-plate T-stub assemblies 

under dynamic tensile loading, a set of T-stub tests were undertaken as part of this research, 

in collaboration with the University of Trento. The summary of the experimental programme 

and results is presented in Appendix B.2. Tensile tests of steel coupons (see Section 3.2 and 

Appendix B.1) and bolts (see Appendix B.3) were also part of the experimental studies, so as 

to establish the rate-sensitivity of different components of the T-stub assembly. 

The parametric study assessed the sensitivity of the rate effects to each of the following 

variables in joint design (see figure below): (1) bolt-row effective height leff, (2) bolts gauge 

p2, (3) end-plate thickness tp, (4) end-plate steel grade, (5) welding electrode, (6) welding 

throat thickness a, (7) welding penetration, (8) bolt diameter d, (9) bolt grade, (10) bolt 

pretension Fp,C and (11) end-plate edge distance e2 (where variables have correspondence 

with EC3 parameters). 

 

Figure 4.8 Orthographic projection of the T-stub with key symbols representation  

A default configuration was used in the design of the test specimens, where a single 

parameter was varied in every new solution in order to understand its influence in the T-stub 

assembly response. The reference specimen comprised an 80 mm high per 250 mm wide per 

8 mm thick S275-JR end-plate welded to an 8 mm thick web plate through a 45° 7 mm thick 

fillet weld, using a basic covered CONARC ONE electrode. Two 450 kN.mm pretensioned 

M24 10.9 bolts, offset by 150 mm and with a single nut per bolt, fastened the T-stub 

assembly to the test rigid table. 
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Such design was selected for the standard configuration in order to fully activate a membrane 

mechanism in the end-plate before its rupture. This way, not only a greater joint ductility was 

provided, associated with robust design, but also material rate-sensitivity, in the form of steel 

viscoplasticity, had a greater effect on the component response. Although this particular 

configuration is not typical, it is chosen with a view to maximising rate sensitivity and 

ductility. Furthermore, the experimental programme considered different geometries, which 

allowed the proposed model to be validated against a range of realistic T-stub configurations. 

A comparison with T-stub tensile tests undertaken in the past, shown in Figure 4.9, highlights 

the significant ductility of the standard T-stub specimen of the current study. The sample 

contains the T-stub specimens from Piluso et al. (2001a) which exhibited Mode 1 EC3 

mechanism (end-plate yielding) and the most ductile specimens from the experimental sets of 

Girão Coelho et al. (2004), Baldassino & Zandonini (2009) and Clemente et al. (2004). It is 

noted that the tests which used symmetrical double sided T-stubs (column flange in bending = 

end-plate in bending) had their displacement scaled by 0.5. 

 

Figure 4.9 Comparison between past and current study T-stub tests 

With regard to T-stub dynamic tests, a displacement rate of 40 mm/s was selected as the 

reference gravity-driven rate, based on the preliminary numerical prediction of the quasi-

static ductility of the standard specimen (around 40 mm), and the average time to failure in a 

gravity-driven scenario (around 1 second, see Section 5.5.4). Once more, it is worth 

emphasising that the order of the displacement rate is more important than the value itself due 

to the logarithmic steel rate-sensitivity. Nonetheless, additional tests were undertaken at 

higher displacement rates to validate this statement.  

In the following section, an extensive bolt-row characterisation is made largely based on the 

outcome of this experimental assessment of bolted steel connections under static/dynamic 

loading. 
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4.6 Bolt-row 

The joint components at a specific location over the joint depth can be assembled in series 

into an equivalent component, namely, a bolt-row. Three illustrative bolt-rows can be 

identified in Figure 4.10, corresponding to the joint configurations of Figure 4.7, with 

different activated joint components, depending on the position of the bolt-row, i.e. if in the 

compressive/tensile joint region, outside/inside the beam flange, close/far from column web 

stiffener. 

 

 
 

(a)       (b) (c) 

Figure 4.10 Experimental M-N joint tests: beam-to-column end-plate connections, (a) major axis 

(Kuhlmann et al., 2007) and (b) minor axis (Moore et al., 2003) configurations, and fin-plate 

beam-to-beam connection (Moore et al., 2003) 

For instance, the activated joint components of an internal bolt-row in the compressive joint 

region of a beam-to-column end-plate connection are: 

- Major axis connection - Figure 4.10 (a): 

o Column web (CW) in compression 

o Beam web (BW) in compression 

- Minor axis connection - Figure 4.10 (b): 

o Beam web (BW) in compression 

In the tensile region, the same bolt-row would have the following joint components activated: 

- Major axis connection - Figure 4.10 (a): 

o Column web (CW) in tension + Column flange (CF) in bending 

o Beam web (BW) in tension + End-plate (EP) in bending 

o Bolts (B) under tension/shear/bending 

- Minor axis connection - Figure 4.10 (b): 

o Beam web (BW) in tension + End-plate (EP) in bending 

o Bolts (B) under tension/shear/bending 
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As for fin-plate connection, Figure 4.10 (c), the components activated are: 

- In the compressive region: 

o Fin-plate (FP) compression/bearing + Beam web (BW) compression/bearing 

+ Bolt (B) in shear/bending 

- In the tensile region: 

o Fin-plate (FP) tension/bearing/tearout + Beam web (BW) 

tension/bearing/tearout + Bolt (B) in shear/bending 

Although bolt-row deformability should account for the interaction of different components, 

the failure is triggered by the critical one. Hence, the bolt-row failure criterion can be based 

on local strength: 

  , minbr F iF F  (4.3) 

where the failure resistance Fi and general description of each component mode of failure is 

presented in the following sections, for both end-plate and fin-plate bolt-rows. 

For clarification purposes, the local bolt-row coordinate systems (x,y,z) are represented in 

Figure 4.10 (a-c). The same local orientation system has the merit of generalising the 

component force and deformation directions to any global joint orientation (e.g. diagonal 

members connection), and so is used hereafter. 

4.6.1 Effective geometry 

The determination of the components effective geometry is paramount for their correct 

behaviour prediction. The proposed effective geometry is equally valid for compressive and 

tensile component behaviour, except where mentioned otherwise. Accordingly, the following 

relevant geometries are identified, where the component thickness is defined by the member 

(beam/column web/flange) or plate (end/fin) thickness: 

- The effective width of components under bending, marked as (1) in Figure 4.10, is 

measured in the (x-x) axis, orthogonal to the beam web depth axis and in the end-

plate/column flange plane. It is given by the bolt gauge p1 plus twice the minimum of 

the end plate and column flange edge distances e2. 

- The bolt-row effective height, marked as (2) in the same figure, is measured in the  

(y-y) axis, parallel to the beam web depth. Identical for all bolt-row components, this 

dimension is equal to the distance between rows p1, for internal bolt-rows, or the sum 

of half the distance between rows and plate end distance e1, for an external row. 

Stiffeners within the bolt-row height should be included in the component numerical 

model, as highlighted in Sections 4.6.3.4 and 4.6.5.9. For partial-depth end-plate 
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connections, such as the one studied in Chapter 6, the component stiffeners are 

outside the bolt-row height. In these cases, the stiffeners contribute to the joint 

compressive resistance only when the gap closes, as separate joint generic 

components (see Section 4.7). It should be noted that the effective height leff as given 

by EC3 (2005a) is already a modified dimension which takes into account the 

presence of stiffeners or the effective load distribution within the bolt-row height. 

Indeed, EC3 effective height serves the purpose of generalisation of any bolt-row into 

a simple beam idealisation of an unstiffened T-stub under tension, which ignores 

post-yield component behaviour. For compressive behaviour, the effective height of a 

column web under compression beff,c,wc suggested by EC3 (2005a) is based on an 

empirical load dispersion from the beam flange, which again is inappropriate for 

prediction of post-yield component behaviour. Although the group effect of multiple 

bolt-rows is not considered in the calculation of the effective height, it is worth 

emphasising that other joint mechanical models, such as the one by Cerfontaine & 

Jaspart (2005), may be adopted to allow for this effect in plastic joint analysis. 

- Finally, the column and beam webs and fin-plate effective lengths (3, 4 and 5 in 

Figure 4.10, respectively) are measured in the (z-z) axis, orthogonal to the beam web 

depth axis and in the beam web plane. The column web effective length is equal to 

half of the column web depth, as also suggested by this component stiffness 

expression from EC3 (2005a). The beam web effective length is not relevant, and the 

component is idealised with infinite ductility, both under tension and compression: 

parametric tests of Sections 4.6.3.3 and 4.6.5.5 show that the effective length does not 

define the maximum post-critical load resistance under compression, or the ultimate 

resistance under tension, respectively. An exception is made to the beam web 

component in fin-plate connections, where both web and fin plates effective lengths 

are taken as equal to the fin-plate length. 

4.6.2 Numerical model 

In the past, a number of studies have been dedicated to the assessment of the resistance and 

stiffness of the bolt-row component, namely in the prediction of its load-displacement curve 

(Bursi & Jaspart 1997; Piluso et al. 2001b). These studies either focused on numerical finite 

element (FE) models (Bursi & Jaspart 1997, Girão Coelho et al., 2006) or analytical models 

(Piluso et al., 2001b) for practical use. The main shortcoming of all the past studies is the 

neglect of material rate-sensitivity in the component response. 
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Given the limitations of the existing analytical models (see Section 4.6.5.1) or even 

inexistence of comprehensive idealisations for other considered joint solutions, the focus here 

is to propose accurate yet simple numerical models which can best predict the bolt-row rate-

sensitive behaviour of end-plate and fin-plate configurations. Towards this end, ADAPTIC 

(Izzuddin, 1991) is used to validate and calibrate a nonlinear FE shell model, which is then 

used in the definition of the nonlinear response of the bolt-row component, including its 

ductility limit.  

The material properties for the structural steel plates are taken from the coupon tests (see 

Appendix B.1), and the engineering stress-strain curve, i.e. with respect to the original 

coupon cross-section, is used for the inelastic element constitutive equations. In this regard, 

an alternative procedure with eight-node solid brick elements, which use the true material 

stress-strain relationship, can capture the steel plastic volumetric change, as in Bursi & 

Jaspart (1997) and Girão Coelho et al. (2006). However, the number of nodes/elements and, 

thus, the computational effort are expected to increase significantly: for a half end-plate T-

stub under tension, Girão Coelho et al. (2006) FE mesh has 3588 brick elements and 5680 

nodes against the Specimen 1 (see Appendix B.2) FE mesh of 800 shell elements and 1164 

nodes.  

In the developed shell model, joint elements with uncoupled axial, shear and moment actions 

are used for node-to-node contact, to model the bolt/ bolt hole gap closure and plate prying 

effects. Also, coupling elements impose a full body constraint to the end-plate nodes over the 

web thickness and to the bolt nodes over its perimeter. 

The complete bolt-row FE models, corresponding to the highlighted bolt-rows of Figure 4.10, 

are represented in Figure 4.11, where the components are identified, according to the list 

presented earlier in Section 4.6. The geometry and local orientation of the model correspond 

respectively to the effective geometry and orientation of the bolt-row, as discussed previously. 

The applied load is in the form of a fixed displacement rate at the tip of the beam web, for 

both end-plate and fin-plate bolt-row models. The direction of the displacement imposes the 

direction of load, i.e. compression or tension. 

 

 Plate components 

All plate components represented in Figure 4.11 are defined as rectangular plates perforated 

with bolt holes. The steel shell elements model the plate continuum: an automatic mesh 

routine for generic perforated plates was developed in MATLAB, as presented elsewhere 

(Pereira, 2010). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.11 Complete FE models of (a) major axis and (b) minor axis end-plate bolt-row and (c) 

fin-plate bolt-row 

Firstly, the central nodes of the end and column flange plates, in end-plate connections, and 

end nodes of fin and beam web plates, in fin-plate connections, are body constrained along 

the plate depth (y-y direction). The column and beam webs in end-plate connections are 

considered through a perpendicular plate modelled with curved shell elements along their 

height (z-z direction). 

In perforated plates, three circles of nodes are created around the bolt centre, namely i) in the 

bolt perimeter, ii) in the bolt hole perimeter and iii) in the bolt washer external perimeter: 

i) The first circle of nodes is rigidly connected to the circle central node, which is a bolt 

end node.  

ii) The first and second circles are connected by a node-by-node contact element, which 

simulates the bolt to plate contact. During deformation of the plate components, three 

local phenomena can be observed around the bolt hole given this contact (see  

Figure 4.12): rise of compressive strains (region 1), in the bolt-plate half perimeter 

contact surface, and rise of tensile (region 2) and shear (region 3) strains, in the bolt 

centreline. Once these strains exceed the material ultimate strain, plate bearing (PB), 

plate tensile or combined bending and tension failures, or plate tearout (PTO) occurs, 

respectively. 

iii) The second and third circles are connected by curved shell elements, where the 

intermediate nodes, in bending bolt-row components, are optionally restrained against 

out-of-plane displacements. Ideally, in respect of bending components in end-plate 

connections, a surface-to-surface contact between the bolt nut/head and the moving 

breached plate should govern the bending plate out-of-plane deformation under the 

washer area. However, as a modelling simplification, two alternative boundary 

models are created, where the nodes on the plate tensile side (arc 2-1-4 in Figure 4.13 

(a)) are either restrained (R) or free (UR) in the (z-z) direction.  
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 4.12 Strains in the bottom fibre of an end-plate in bending: (a) normal strains in the (x-x) 

direction and (c) shear strains in the (x-y) direction 

Figure 4.13 (a-b) shows the deformed shape of the two mentioned models, with the top fibre 

strains in the (x-x) direction. Clearly, the exact load-displacement curve is in between these 

two models, as shown in Figure 4.14 (a-b), which verifies that the two simplified modelling 

assumptions (R and UR) offer an upper and lower bound on the actual response. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.13 Deformed shape of half end-plate with (x-x) strains for Specimen 1 (a) model R (w/ 

reference nodes) and (b) model UR (w/ node forces) 

Up to bolt hole gap closure, identified in Figure 4.14 (a-b), model R is more accurate for most 

of the specimens. Indeed, the (z-z) restraint of nodes in the plate tensile side is effectively 

simulating the elastic deformation of the bolt for low bolt-row applied load P. However, for a 

greater load, a plastic hinge may occur in the bolt top cross-section, which will facilitate the 

rotation of the bolt and allow the displacement in the (z-z) direction of the same nodes on the 

plate tensile side. In fact, Figure 4.14 shows the comparison between R and UR models of  

(a) Specimen 1 and (b) Specimen 11: at the T-stub yield resistance (yielding of the end-plate) 

the maximum stress in the Specimen 1 bolts is 392 MPa, according to Eq. (4.18), whereas for 
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Specimen 11 is 759 MPa. Hence, a plastic rotation is expected in the second case, justifying 

the position of the real specimen curve between R and UR models.  

Subsequently, as the gap closes and the plate starts to breach on the tensile side (around node 

1 in Figure 4.13 (a)), the restraint imposed by the bolt nut in the out-of-plane (z-z) direction 

no longer exists. Therefore, the actual load-displacement curve moves to the midpoint 

between the R and UR models curves, following gap closure. 

 

 Bolt (component e from Figure 4.11) 

The bolt consists of a coupling element which links the circle central nodes in parallel plates 

and is rigid in its 6 DOFs. This assumption is based on the experimental verification that the 

bolt deformation is negligible up to its failure: that is if under pure tension, the bolt ultimate 

axial displacement is around 2 mm against the end-plate in bending 45 mm displacement in 

the (z-z) direction.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.14 Experimental (Exp) and numerical (R and UR) responses considering end-plate in 

bending of (a) Specimen 1 and (b) Specimen 11 

 Welds 

The welds are considered by simply increasing the thickness of the welded plates in the weld 

leg. Since the curved shell elements have a uniform thickness, two thickness steps simulate its 

linear variation. In terms of material, for fillet welding the weld material is considered to be 

equal to the plate material, whereas for butt welding, the shells have the weld material 

properties, e.g. CONARC electrode used in the experimental tests. 

4.6.3 Compressive behaviour 

Joint components activated under end-plate bolt-row compression consist of the web/flange 

plates parallel to the direction of load transmission, e.g. column web and beam web of a 
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major axis configuration (Figure 4.10 (a)), and beam web of a minor axis configuration 

(Figure 4.10 (b)). In fin-plate connections, the components activated in bolt-row compression 

are fin and beam web plates and bolt(s) (Figure 4.10 (c)). 

Experimental observations by Kuhlmann et al. (2007) and Sadek et al. (2010) show that joint 

compressive components can buckle in the sub-structure plastic bending stage yet withstand 

the compressive state without failure as well as the subsequent load reversal in the sub-

structure tensile catenary stage, as shown in Figure 4.15 for a beam flange (outside the bolt-

row height) under compression. 

 

Figure 4.15 Buckled beam flange and bottom beam flange weld cracking in a fin-plate joint under 

sagging moments (Sadek et al., 2010) 

4.6.3.1 Compressive modes of failure 

The compressive bolt-row modes of failure are summarised in Table 4.2. In the following sub-

sections the main focus is given to plate buckling, which may be observed in both end-plate 

and fin-plate bolt-row components in the (y-z) and (x-z) planes (see Figure 4.10). It is worth 

noting that the aforementioned bolt-row coordinate system is used here to represent the force 

and deformation directions of compressive plates. 

Table 4.2 Compressive bolt-row modes of failure 

Connection 

type 

Ductile modes Brittle modes 

End-plate o Beam/column web (and 

stiffeners) 

- Buckling. 

 

Fin-plate o Fin-plate/beam web 

- Buckling,  

- Bearing. 

o Bolt  

- Combined shear/bending 

(Figure 4.21h). 
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With regard to fin-plate bolt-rows, additional modes of failure, namely plate bearing and bolt 

combined shear and bending, are presented in Sections 4.6.5.3 and 4.6.5.6, respectively, as 

they are also activated under bolt-row tension, in the opposite bolt half circle of the same 

configuration.  

4.6.3.2 Buckling 

Given the slenderness of the compressed plates, elastic or elasto-plastic plate buckling 

commonly occurs in joint components under compression. The post-critical plate behaviour 

plays a key factor in the component strength reserve. If the load resistance reduces following 

the critical buckling load, the buckling mode is considered unstable; if it increases, the mode 

is stable. 

Steel plates exhibit a stable elastic buckling mode due to their redistribution capacity of the 

in-plane forces. Bazant & Cedolin (2010) demonstrate the large post-critical reserve 

developed for moderately large values of out-of-plane (x-x) displacements of a simply 

supported rectangular plate subjected to uniaxial compression by derivation of a closed-form 

approximate solution for the average uniaxial compression load zN  as a function of the 

midspan out-of-plane displacement q1 and initial plate imperfection q0. The component axial 

deformability is measured in terms of end inward (z-z) displacement, for which the closed-

form solution is given by Bazant & Cedolin (2010), shown in Figure 4.16 and referred to as 

(CF EC). 

The analytical solution is used to validate the ADAPTIC nonlinear analysis (Izzuddin, 1991) 

of an illustrative elastic rectangular plate (υ = 0.3, E = 210 GPa, h = 8 mm, q0 = 0.0144 mm,  

a = 40 mm, FE EC) representing a column or beam web under uniaxial compression, as in  

Figure 4.11 (a-b). The difference between the numerical (FE) and closed-form (CF) 

predictions, illustrated in Figure 4.16 (a), is related to the inaccuracy of the trigonometric 

approximation of the displacement field for larger deflections, used by Bazant & Cedolin 

(2010). A closed-form displacement field approximation becomes even poorer for material 

inelastic behaviour or more complex loading states. Indeed, the selected co-rotational FE 

formulation (see Section 2.6.2) with a step-by-step incremental update of the nodal 

coordinates accounts accurately for the highly nonlinear response arising from large 

component deflections. 

For large deflections, steel plates may develop plasticity, which will reduce the post-critical 

strength. This principle is stated by Bazant & Cedolin (2010) and demonstrated in the 

nonlinear FE analysis of the previous illustrative plate, considering a material model with the 
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same engineering properties as Coupon 1 (see Table B.5) under uniaxial compression (FE 

UC). In this case, the buckling critical load is severely reduced, as shown in Figure 4.16 (b) 

(note the logarithmic scale applied to the load factor), and the post-critical equilibrium path is 

stable up to a maximum load resistance point and then becomes unstable. 

From the FE analysis results, it is found that the buckling load corresponds approximately to 

the plate compressive resistance Ncp: 

 cp y pN f A  (4.4) 

where fy is the plate yield strength and Ap is the plate cross-sectional area normal to the 

compression load direction. This value is equal to 98 kN in the given example, which agrees 

with the numerical analysis of Figure 4.16 (b) onwards. The point of failure (component 

maximum ductility) for the elasto-plastic plate is defined hereon as the load/displacement 

state at which the steel ultimate tensile strain is achieved at the plate extreme fiber, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.16 (b). 

Joint components are not subjected to a uniaxial loading state: the column web component 

may be under compression in both in-plane directions and also under significant shear. 

Therefore, in order to illustrate the post-critical plate behaviour under biaxial compression 

(FE BC) or pure shear (FE PS), nonlinear FE analyses of the same rectangular plate made 

from Coupon 1 steel are performed, as shown in Figure 4.16 (c). 

As expected, biaxial loading reduces the component maximum resistance. Still, the 

component ductility is slightly improved. As for shear buckling, not only the critical load is 

lower for this plate geometry and material configuration, but so is the component ductility, 

which highlights the influence of shear in joint components. 

4.6.3.3 Bolt-row geometry 

Based on Figure 4.10, the bolt-row model should be adjusted to consider the level of in-plane 

and rotational restraint provided by the neighbouring bolt-rows, in the (y-y) direction, and 

welded end-plate or beam flange, in the (x-x) direction. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis, as in  

Figure 4.17 (a), is performed considering different boundary conditions, where the 

rectangular Coupon 1 steel plate under uniaxial compression (FE UC) is modified to fix the 

in-plane displacement perpendicular to the compression direction, (FE VC), and all rotations 

of the boundary nodes (FE RC). 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.16 Out-of-plane (solid) and inward planar (dashed) displacements vs applied load for 

different (a) solution methods, (b) materials and (c) loading states 

Constraint in the (y-y) direction has the same effect as biaxial compression, as expected: 

lower maximum load resistance and higher component ductility. As for rotational constraint, 

a higher maximum load resistance is shown, in agreement with the Euler critical load for 

uniaxial buckling. Indeed, based on the Euler expression, the critical load is proportional to 

the inverse of the square of the buckling length, which reduces for rotationally fixed supports. 

Maintaining the (y-y) restraint, which provides the lowest load capacity of all three 

idealisations, parametric studies on the bolt-row geometry are undertaken: i) effective length 

lcomp, i.e. component size in the compression (z-z) direction, and ii) effective height hcomp, i.e. 

component size in the perpendicular-to-compression (y-y) direction. 

The significance of component length (FE 80LC, lcomp = 80 mm; FE 160LC, lcomp = 160 mm) 

is stressed in Figure 4.17 (b): greater length translates into higher component ductility, in a 
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direct proportion to the displacement at maximum load, yet constant maximum post-critical 

load resistance. In the limit, very long components, such as a beam web, can be taken as 

infinitely plastic for post-critical behaviour. 

The parametric variation of effective height in Figure 4.17 (c) (FE 80HC, hcomp = 80 mm;  

FE 160HC, hcomp = 160 mm) shows the direct proportion to the maximum post-critical load 

and an inverse proportion to the displacement at maximum load. This validates the division of 

the joint depth into individual bolt-row compressive components which provide an equivalent 

total compressive resistance. 

  

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

Figure 4.17 Out-of-plane (solid) and inward planar (dashed) displacements vs applied load for 

different (a) model restraint conditions, (b) bolt-row length and (c) bolt-row height 
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4.6.3.4 Stiffened components 

Joint components close to transverse stiffeners, such as beam flange or column web stiffeners, 

are expected to perform differently. An illustrative web-to-flange T assembly uses plates with 

the same geometry and material of the benchmark plate made of Coupon 1 steel. Figure 4.18 

illustrates the difference between both unstiffened (FE UC) and stiffened (FE TC) component 

responses. 

 

Figure 4.18 Web out-of-plane (solid) and inward planar (dashed) displacements vs applied load 

in unstiffened (FE VC) and stiffened (FE TC) components 

Using equal stiffener and component plates, the load capacity doubles and the ductility 

remains equal. This highlights the possibility to sum up individual compressive resistance of 

perpendicular plates of a bolt-row for determination of global bolt-row compressive 

resistance.  

4.6.4 Load reversal 

In a steel-composite connection under hogging moments, the lower bolt-rows are likely to be 

under compression during the sub-structure bending state and, with the increase of catenary 

action, progress to a tensile state. Depending on the plastic strain-hardening rule, the 

component resistance under load reversal may be severely affected, as stated in Section 

3.1.3.1. 

The rectangular Coupon 1 steel plate used in the previous section typifies column or beam 

webs, the only end-plate bolt-row components which might be subjected to the load reversal 

phenomenon. Figure 4.19 illustrates the same plate behaviour, under tension only (FE PT) or 

under compression up to 4 mm midspan out-of-plane displacement followed by tension, 

assuming kinematic (FE CK) or isotropic (FE CI) hardening rules. 
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Indeed, the load resistance under tension is equal in the PT and CI cases. However, for the 

CK case, the load capacity under tension is reduced to approximately 15% of the PT/CI 

capacity. For kinematic steel idealisations, this significant reduction should be considered in 

bolt-rows subjected to load reversal. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.19 (a) Out-of-plane and (b) inward planar (dashed) displacements vs monotonic (PT) or 

cyclic load considering kinematic (CK) or isotropic (CI) hardening rules 

4.6.5 Tensile behaviour 

The concept of T-stub, defined in EC3 (2005a), refers to the T-shaped assembly of the joint 

components of an end-plate bolt-row under tension: column and end-plate T-stubs, as in the 

major axis configuration of Figure 4.10 (a), or single end-plate T-stub, as in the minor axis 

configuration of Figure 4.10 (b). Indeed, EC3 (2005a) suggests the T-stub, illustrated in 

Figure 4.20, as the simplest idealisation to determine the bolt-row response. 

In this regard, the T-stub quasi-static stiffness and design resistance, indicated in the tests 

results in Table B.6, are given by the combination in series of bolts in tension, end-

plate/column flange in bending and beam/column web in tension (EC3, 2005a): 

 

1

1

1







T stub n

i i

K

K

 (4.5) 

  min T stub iF F  (4.6) 

where T-stub components Ki and Fi are defined in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.20 Equivalent T-stub in tension (EC3, 2005a) 

Table 4.3 T-stub components stiffness and resistance (EC3, 2005a) 

Component Stiffness Resistance 

Bolts in tension 1.6  s
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Three T-stub modes of failure are identified in EC3 (2005a): complete yielding of the flange 

(Mode 1), bolt failure with yielding of the flange (Mode 2) and bolt failure (Mode 3). The 

code assumes for the T-stub a perfectly plastic behaviour following the plastic hinging at the 

bolt and/or web regions, ignoring the T-stub flange mechanism associated with material and 

geometrical nonlinearity, in Modes 1 and 2.  

Nevertheless, EC3 Mode 1 expression provides a rough approximation of the yield resistance 

of bending components (compare FT,F and Fy in Table B.6). Also, EC3 (2005a) does not 

establish any difference between rolled T-stubs, related to rolled column sections, and welded 

T-stubs, related to welded column sections and welded end-plates. The modes of failure of 

end-plate bolt-rows under tension are summarised in Table 4.4. For fin-plate bolt-rows, the 

possible modes of failure, shown in the same table, reduce due to unidirectional loading and 

bolt-row configuration (Yu et al., 2009). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

 

  
(g) (h) 

Figure 4.21 Illustration of (a-f) beam-to-column end-plate (from experimental tests) and (g-h) 

fin-plate (Yu et al., 2009) bolt-rows modes of failure under tension, with correspondence in Table 

4.4 
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Table 4.4 Tensile bolt-row modes of failure 

Connection 

type 

Ductile modes Brittle modes 

End-plate o End-plate/column flange  

- Bending and tension at the bolt region 

(Figure 4.21a), 

- Tearout (Figure 4.21b), 

- Bearing (Figure 4.21c), 

- Bending and tension at the flange-to-web 

region (Figure 4.21d). 

o Beam/column web 

- Tension. 

o Bolt  

- Combined 

tension/shear/bending 

(Figure 4.21e).  

o Weld (for welded T-

stubs) 

- Cracking (Figure 

4.21f).  

Fin-plate o Fin-plate/beam web 

- Tension at the bolt region,  

- Tearout (Figure 4.21g),  

- Bearing. 

o Bolt  

- Combined 

shear/bending (Figure 

4.21h).  

o Weld 

- Cracking. 

 

4.6.5.1 End-plate/column flange under combined bending and tension at the bolt region 

This mode of failure involves a tensile crack opening in the bending components of the end-

plate bolt-row due to excessive tensile stresses in the bottom plate fibre of the section with the 

lowest net area (aligned with the bolt hole centreline). The crack initiates in the bolt hole 

perimeter (see Figure 4.22), as expected from higher strains concentration close to the support 

(bolt). The direction of the crack propagation, illustrated in the same figure, is normal to the 

principal stress/strain orientation.  

 

Figure 4.22 Direction of crack propagation (from experimental tests) 

This demonstrates that, in relation to the chosen local coordinate system, both (x-x) normal 

stresses and (x-y) shear stresses are relevant around the compressive region of the bolt hole in 

ductile plates, as shown in Figure 4.12 (b). However, the failure load related to the normal 
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stresses induced by bending and tension is not straightforward, as these stresses do not have 

the same distribution along the bolt centreline width (see Figure 4.12 (a)). 

A symmetric T-stub beam idealisation is shown in Figure 4.23 (a), where reference is made to 

the bolt-row local coordinate system. The axial (x-x direction) restraint Ka is given by the 

adjacent plate, i.e. column flange for an end-plate T-stub and vice-versa: it is approximately 

zero for a plate with equal or lower thickness than the T-stub flange and infinite for a 

sufficiently higher thickness. 

For the first case, where the horizontal (x-x direction) load FH is equal to zero, the theoretical 

beam model for the T-stub ultimate behaviour developed by Piluso et al. (2001b) produces a 

satisfactory approximation of the T-stub behaviour up to its collapse, occurring when the T-

stub ultimate bending moment resistance is reached at one of the bolt or flange-to-web hinges. 

With regard to the second case, according to Izzuddin (2005a), a ductile beam with axial 

restraint may have four individual deformation stages, shown in Figure 4.23 (b): elastic, 

plastic bending, catenary transient and catenary final.  

  

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.23 Beam idealisations: (a) T-stub failure with flange mechanism and (b) simplified 

model with catenary action (Izzuddin et al., 2008)  

Therefore, as Piluso et al. (2001b) theoretical model ignores the increase in stiffness during 

the tensile catenary stage, it gives an incorrect prediction of the T-stub ultimate behaviour, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.24.  

The bending moment and tension interaction diagram included in Figure 4.23 (b) shows that 

for larger (z-z) displacements, the bending moment reduces as the tensile force increases in 

the axially restrained beam. Also, as the rotation in the bolt increases, the bolt flexural 

stiffness Sb decreases, alleviating the bending moment at the bolt axis.  
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Figure 4.24 Comparison between Specimen 1 experimental and Piluso et al. (2001b) theoretical 

load-displacement curves 

Hence, in the limit of a pinned bolt or in the final catenary stage, the combined bending and 

tension plate failure at the bolt region reduces to ultimate tensile failure, which occurs in the 

lowest area net section (at the bolt centreline). Therefore, a reasonable upper bound for this 

type of failure is given by: 

  ,  t F up effF f l d t  (4.7) 

It became clear this assumption is a good approximation for the failure load, demonstrated by 

the failed section pattern in Figure 4.21 (a). Based on a zero bending moment hypothesis at 

the bolt, the vertical FV and horizontal FH forces correspond to the decomposition of the 

acting plate tensile load. 

4.6.5.2 End-plate/column flange/fin-plate/beam web tearout 

Tearout failure is related to excessive shear stresses around the bolt region and the failure 

load can be determined through AISC 303-10 (2010) expression considering the clear 

distance to the edge of the plate: 

  , 12 2
3

 
p

to F

f
F e d t  (4.8) 

where fp is equal to the plate yield or ultimate strength, for yield or ultimate resistance. 

The multiplication by 2 is related to the nature of the shear tearout failure, with two failure 

surfaces. It assumes that half of the acting catenary force is propagated to each of these 

surfaces. A tearing crack propagates up to material separation, as shown in Figure 4.21 (b). 
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4.6.5.3 End-plate/column flange/fin-plate/beam web/bolt bearing 

Bearing failure corresponds to excessive compressive stresses in the contact bolt-plate region. 

Either plate or bolt bearing can occur, depending on the minimum of both material ultimate 

strengths. 

Reference design and failure hole breaching limits of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm are 

recommended by AISC 303-10 (2010) and Rex & Easterling (2003), respectively. Although 

no cracking is triggered by the excessive compressive stresses, the load carrying capacity of 

the plate is affected by the hole breaching, resulting in a lower component stiffness close to 

collapse. 

As plate compressive stresses are reasonably uniform along the bolt diameter, as shown in  

Figure 4.12 (a), the corresponding failure load for this mode can be approximated by the 

following expression: 

 , 1   b FF k f d t  (4.9) 

where f is equal to the minimum between plate and bolt yield or ultimate strength, for yield or 

ultimate resistance, respectively, and 1

0

min 2.8 1.7,2.5
2

 
  

 

effl
k

d
 (EC3, 2005a). 

4.6.5.4 End-plate/column flange under combined bending and tension at the flange-to-

web region 

Based on the linear elastic theory, a fixed beam subjected to a vertical displacement Δ at the 

end node sustains an equal bending moment of 6EIΔ/L2 on both ends, whereas a pinned-fixed 

beam subjected to the same vertical displacement sustains a bending moment of 3EIΔ/L2 in 

the fixed end. These situations correspond to a rigid and pinned bolt, respectively, assuming a 

constant second moment of area along the T-stub beam. Therefore, for a rigid bolt, failure 

may occur in any of the plastic hinges, hence Piluso et al. (2001b) theoretical model for 

simultaneous failure at both hinges. 

However, bolt flexural stiffness reduces with the T-stub displacement in the (z-z) direction 

and so does the bending moment diagram. Consequently, for given T-stub geometries, failure 

can take place in the plastic hinge formed in the root (rolled sections) or weld (welded 

sections) toe, on the right side of Figure 4.23 (a), where the combination of bending and 

tension in the flange-to-web region produces excessive tensile stresses in the plate top fibre. 

Once more, the distribution of normal (x-x) stresses in the flange-to-web region is not 

uniform along the bolt-row height (y-y direction), as depicted in Figure 4.13 (a-b). Faella et al. 
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(1998) suggest a linear effective bolt-row height variation in bending end-plate/flange beam 

idealisations, assuming a 45° propagation of bolt action starting from the bolt head edge. So, 

for a rigid bolt and axially unrestrained T-stub, Piluso et al. (2001b) theoretical model can 

predict the failure at the flange-to-web region; however, for the more generic situation, a 

nonlinear analysis is required to assess the plate stresses at the top fibre. 

In the case of welded plates, the actual steel mechanical properties are degraded in the 

penetrated end-plate region, called the heat affected zone (HAZ): the welding process induces 

grain growth and recrystallization, which ultimately will reduce the material ultimate strain of 

the HAZ steel. In addition, the fusion gas–metal arc fillet welding process has an associated 

heat transfer which will create residual stresses in the HAZ. These residual stresses could be 

determined from considering a temperature dependent steel model, as in Figure 4.25 (a), 

subjected to a time history three dimensional temperature profile associated with a specific 

welding process, as exemplified in Figure 4.25 (b).  

The interpretation of the experimental test results, summarised in Appendix B.2, shows the 

importance of the welding technique (welding speed, voltage, and penetration) and electrode 

in the degree of the HAZ variations. The crack initiation position is unpredictable in this case 

as it is a function of the weak weld points (craftsmanship). 

  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.25 HAZ characterisation: (a) quasi-static tensile stress-strain curves of 0.20%C steel at 

room and elevated temperatures (Leslie, 1981) and (b) temperature surface profile during gas-

metal arc fillet welding (Kim et al., 2003) 
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The crack propagation direction follows the HAZ weakened area: it goes through the fusion 

boundary (weld toe to parent endplate, Figure 4.26 (a)) up to failure in the reduced net section 

aligned with the web plate (Figure 4.26 (b)). As the HAZ effect in the base plate is not 

numerically predictable, it is ignored for welded plates with uniform thickness. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.26 Failure at the weld toe: (a) crack opening (b) and material separation (from 

experimental tests) 

4.6.5.5 Beam/column web under tension 

The T-stub assemblies of end-plate bolt-rows can also fail by the web plates. Given the 

direction of load (z-z), failure in the web plate can only occur under excessive tension. The 

resistance to such a mode of failure can be simply determined by: 

 , twp F wp eff wpF f l t  (4.10) 

where fwp is equal to the web plate yield or ultimate strength, for yield or ultimate resistance, 

respectively, and twp is the web plate thickness. 

4.6.5.6 Bolt failure 

Bolt failure occurs when the ultimate stress is achieved at the critical fibre of the bolt cross-

section. Given the brittle nature of the bolt (see Appendix B.3), the von Mises yield criterion 

is assumed to still hold in post-yielding, and therefore indicated for bolt failure criterion:  

 2 23 u n    (4.11) 

The normal ζn and shear η stresses at each point of the bolt thread/shank are taken as function 

of the bolt bending moment and axial force, and bolt shear force, respectively. In order to 

calculate these stresses, a cantilever beam with circular cross-section is selected for bolt 

idealisation, illustrated in Figure 4.27 for (a) beam-to-column end-plate and (b) beam-to-

beam fin-plate configurations.  
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In the same figure, which is importantly in agreement with Figure 4.11, Fbx is the bolt 

catenary load activated in end-plate bolt-row bending components under large deformations,  

Fbz is the bolt axial load in end-plate bolt-rows, which is equal to half of the applied load in 

the T-stub for a non-prying system, or the bolt shear load in fin-plate bolt-rows, Fby is the 

orthogonal bolt shear load, corresponding to the joint shear equally divided by the joint bolts, 

rb equals to the bolt thread/shank radius depending on the orientation of the bolt, tp is the 

minimum plate thickness between column flange and end-plate in end-plate bolt-rows, or 

between beam web and fin-plate in fin-plate bolt-rows, and dFbz is the eccentricity of the bolt 

axial load in end-plate bolt rows. The illustrated local polar coordinate system (g,h,θs) is 

indicated for further bolt model calculations. 

 

               

 

 

               

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.27 Bolt idealisation with reactions from the bolt-row model of  

Figure 4.11 applied as load 

Indeed, in beam-to-column end-plate configurations, the load transmission to the bolt in the 

(z-z) direction is quite complex: the bolt tensile load is the resultant of the plate pressure 

applied in the upper washer/nut area, which is an annulus. This pressure distribution is 

intrinsically related with the end-plate deformation inflexion point i2, which changes 

according to the T-stub mode of failure.  

Figure 4.28 shows the position of the key points, i1, i2 and i3 for each EC3 (2005a) mode of 

failure and the corresponding idealised quadratic pressure distribution in the bolt, the integral 
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of which is equal to the bolt (g-g) axial load. The position of i1 and i2 can be considered the 

same when i2 is outside the bolt area. It can be seen that the maximum pressure point i3 is 

always at the outermost point in the tensile side of the plate, given the relative position of the 

T-stub applied load P. 

An approximation of the key point i2 can be given by the triangle equality: 

 2i

1









T stub

m bolt

m
 (4.12) 

where m bolt  is the maximum allowed bolt elongation, m is half of the bolt gauge and 

T stub  is the T-stub displacement in the (z-z) direction for the given level of deformation. 

Mode 1 considers yielding of the plate and rigid bolt behaviour, which leads to the inflexion 

point i2 coincident with the bolt centre. Mode 2 regards plastic rotation and axial deformation 

of the bolt up to its failure. Finally, Mode 3 assumes a rigid end-plate in bending up to bolt 

failure, which leads to the point i2 infinitely far, i.e. an equivalent uniform pressure in the bolt. 

Hence, the EC3 (2005a) expression for Mode 3 T-stub failure relates to the case where no 

bolt bending is considered. 

 

                   (a)        (b)       (c) 

Figure 4.28 T-stub failure modes: (a) Mode 1, (b) Mode 2 and (c) Mode 3 

Furthermore, the pressure area reduces with the breaching of the bolt hole following bolt gap 

closure, as shown in Figure 4.29. Three different cases are represented, where the influence 

angle θb varies from zero to  arcsin i er r : (a) full washer area, (b) intermediate and (c) 

asymptotic bolt hole breaching. The external radius re is the minimum between the bolt 

head/nut (depending on the bolt orientation) radius and the washer external radius. The 

internal radius ri is equal to the washer internal radius. 

Therefore, the full washer area is applicable for failures up to the onset of the plate tensile 

catenary stage, followed either by an intermediate or asymptotic bolt hole breaching. There is 

still a correlation between T-stub mode of failure and bolt hole breaching: the latter does not 

occur in Mode 3 due to the inexistence of plate membrane action.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.29 Bolt pressure areas for different bolt hole breaching states 

It results from the above that the key point i3 is generally given by  cose br  . For a value of 

pressure at point i3 equal to pmax, the pressure in the annulus is defined by the following 

polynomial: 

    
2

( , ) cos cos    s s sp h A h Bh C    (4.13) 

where the total pressure corresponds to the bolt axial load, i.e. 
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  , and 

the coefficients A, B and C are obtained through the matrix operation:  
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Finally, the equivalent lever arm dFbz for the point bolt axial load Fbz, which produces the 

same bolt rigid rotation, can be determined based on the following equality: 
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    (4.15) 

Solving the previous integrals conducts to the final generic expression of the equivalent lever 

arm is given below, which is independent of the chosen value of pmax: 
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In case of full washer area, Eq. (4.16) simplifies to: 
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 (4.17) 

Eq. (4.16) shows that a Mode 1 full washer area combination has the highest load eccentricity. 

This combination occurs in symmetric T-stubs, where no bolt hole breaching is registered and 

the T-stub is significantly ductile (e.g.: Girão Coelho et al., 2004). 

It is worth noting that, as breaching occurs only in the x-x and z-z direction of end and fin 

plate configurations respectively, bolt bending is considered only in these directions. Hence, 

in respect to the end-plate bolt-row configuration, two different expressions can be written to 

check the von Mises criterion at cross-sections 1 and 2, as in Figure 4.27 (a), based on  

Eq. (4.11): 

- Bolt failure at cross-section 1: 

 
4 2

4
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u x
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 (4.18) 

- Bolt failure at cross-section 2: 
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Figure 4.30 shows a plastic hinge formed in the transitional shank-to-thread region, aligned 

with the end plate top surface, cross-section 1, in a beam-to-column end-plate connection. 

 

Figure 4.30 Bolt yielding in cross-section 1 (from experimental tests) 
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As for fin-plate bolt-row configuration, failure only occurs at cross-section 2 of  

Figure 4.27 (b): 

- Bolt failure at cross-section 2: 
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 (4.20) 

4.6.5.7 Weld failure 

In end or fin plates under tension, the fillet weld is resisting only under shear stress 

perpendicular to the axis of the weld τ┴. Hence, the brittle weld failure occurs when its 

fracture resistance is reached, which can be approximated by the EC3 (2005a) expression: 

 ,

2 3


eff u

w F

w

a l f
F


 (4.21) 

where βw is a steel grade factor (EC3, 2005a). 

 

Figure 4.31 Weld cracking (from experimental tests) 

4.6.5.8 Fin-plate/beam web tension failure at the bolt region 

In fin-plate connections, the fin-plate or beam web can fail by excessive tensile strains at the 

bolt region, as illustrated in the numerical results of Figure 4.32. The tensile action is related 

to the restraint provided by the bolt under bolt-row elongation. 

Using the principle of uniform stress at the lowest net area, the bolt-row resistance to this 

mode of failure is given by Eq. (4.7). Yielding resistance can be approximated using Eq. (4.7) 

with plate yield strength instead. 
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Figure 4.32 Deformed shape of a two bolted fin-plate bolt-row with strains in the (x-x) direction 

4.6.5.9 Stiffened components 

Similar to the bolt-row under compression, the tensile behaviour of joint components close to 

transverse stiffeners is different, as illustrated by the stiffened T-stub tests shown in  

Figure 4.33 (a). 

The experimental tests used here were carried out by Zandonini & Baldassino (2009), as the 

presented T-stub tests, in Appendix B.2, did not included stiffened specimens. Specimens 

2BA and 2BC have exactly the same configuration as Specimen 1BB, apart from a vertical 

stiffener welded perpendicularly to the web plate 28 mm and 58 mm away from the bolt 

centre, respectively. 

  

Figure 4.33 Experimental (Exp - dash-dot) vs numerical (R model – solid; UR model – dash) 

load-displacement curves 

In the numerical restrained (R) and unrestrained (UR) models, additional coupling elements 

constraining the DOFs in the stiffener position are added to the FE model proposed in  

Section 4.6.2. Once again, these numerical models provide a correct lower and upper bound 

over the experimental response, and capture correctly the introduction of the stiffeners at 
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specific offset distances. Additionally, this study validates the numerical model against 

experimental tests undertaken by other authors, with significantly different material and 

geometrical properties. 

4.6.6 Model reduction 

The bolt-row model can be simplified without loss of precision: if a compressive or tensile 

component does not yield/buckle before the critical component failure, its contribution to the 

bolt-row post-yield deformation can be assumed to be insignificant. 

Depending on the level of idealisation, the point of load application is adjusted: in end-plate 

bolt-row examples, if the beam web component is not included in the FE model, the constant 

displacement rate is applied at the end-plate web nodes; as for fin-plate bolt-rows, the 

displacement rate is applied at the bolt(s) central node(s). 

Based on the information of the previous sections, it is possible to estimate the yield and 

ultimate resistance of the activated joint components directly from their effective geometry 

and material properties, and so apply the principle of model reduction. It assumes that, for 

multiple bolts per bolt-row, the applied load P is equally allocated to each bolt.  

The local strength criterion from Eq. (4.3) is here applied, where the minimum resistance 

from the modes of failure of Table 4.2 (compression) and Table 4.4 (tension) defines the 

component yield/failure. 

 

 End-plate connection bolt-row under compression 

Bolt-row components activated under compression consist of column and beam webs, in a 

major axis configuration, or beam web only, in a minor axis configuration. Therefore, the 

bending components do not need to be accounted in the FE model of an end-plate bolt-row 

under compression. 

The first component to buckle is given by the one with the lower plate compressive resistance,  

Eq. (4.4), which approximates the buckling load. In the presence of stiffeners (see  

Section 4.6.3.4), their compressive resistance should be added, using the same equation. 

In minor axis connections no FE model is necessary to determine the complete bolt-row 

behaviour under compression, given the fact that, according to Section 4.6.1, the beam web is 

idealised with perfect-plastic behaviour following the buckling load. However, for major axis 

connections, the first component to buckle, based on the previous criterion, will govern the 

bolt-row post-critical compressive behaviour: the column web itself possesses a small post-

critical strength reserve due the multi-axial loading states it might be subjected to  
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(see Figure 4.16 (c)). In the case of column web governing the bolt-row compressive 

behaviour, the FE model presented in Section 4.6.3 is able to determine the maximum 

component ductility. 

 

 End-plate connection bolt-row under tension 

In order to illustrate the influence of the total joint components in end-plate bolt-rows under 

tension, four different bolt-row configurations are studied: end-plate T-stub equal to 

Specimen 1 (see Appendix B.2), connected to an identical (symmetric) T-stub, major axis, 

(ST), a 254×254× 73 UC S355-J2 column, major axis (254M), a 305×305×198 UC S355-J2 

column, major axis (305M),  or a 305×305×198 UC S355-J2 column, minor axis (305m). The 

complete R model of all cases, according to Figure 4.12, provides the load-displacement 

curves shown in Figure 4.34 (a). 

Table 4.5 establishes the applied bolt-row load P at the yield and ultimate resistance of the 

given components of the presented configurations, and highlights the critical component, in 

bold, and those which satisfy the yield prior to critical component failure, in italic. Note that 

the ultimate bolt-row load estimation is an upper bound of the actual ultimate load, as it 

ignores the interaction with plate orthogonal forces for large deformations, illustrated in the 

failure curves of Figure 4.36.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.34 Numerical R models: (a) complete and (b) reduced 

Table 4.5 shows that, for configurations (ST), (305M) and (305m), an FE model of end (EP) 

and web (BW) plates only is able to predict the bolt-row response. As seen in Figure 4.34, for 

the first case, this model without bolt (x-x) restraint (EP+BW NR) returns half of the bolt-row 

real deformation. The same figure shows that, for the other cases, the model with bolt (x-x) 

restraint (EP+BW R) returns the exact component deformation.  
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For configuration (254M), where column flange yields prior to end-plate failure, all bending 

and tensile plates must be included in the numerical model, in order to realistically capture 

the bolt catenary restraint progression along the bolt-row deformation, which agrees with the 

data of Table 4.5. 

In minor axis configurations, the column web provides bolt catenary restraint. In fact, for 

large end-plate T-stub deformations, the column web plate is under considerable compression, 

which may induce plate bearing in the bolt region. Therefore, only if the column web plate 

bearing yield resistance, Eq. (4.9), is outside the T-stub failure surface (see Section 4.6.7), the 

FE model of Figure 4.11 (b) should be reduced to not include the column web. This occurs 

for configuration (305m): Fb,cw = 307kN, with the failure surface shown in Figure 4.36 (a).  

Table 4.5 Applied bolt-row load P at the yield and ultimate resistance of the end-plate bolt-row 

components 

Tensile 

components 

Resistance Equation Configs (values in kN) 

(ST) (254M) (305M) (305m) 

Beam web in 

tension 

Yield Eq.(4.10) 233.5 

Ultimate Eq.(4.10) 327.3 

End-plate in 

bending 

Yield Mode1, Table 4.3 35.2 

Ultimate min{Eqs. (4.7), (4.18)
1
 or 

(4.21)} 

338.7 

Column web in 

tension 

Yield Eq.(4.10) 233.5 244.9 404.4 - 

Ultimate Eq.(4.10) 327.3 343.2 566.7 - 

Column flange 

in bending 

Yield Mode1, Table 4.3 35.2 109.8 537.1 - 

Ultimate min{Eqs. (4.7)  

or (4.18)
1
} 

384.4 489.9 808.8 - 

Note:
1
 dFbz=0 

 

 Fin-plate connection bolt-row under compression 

Fin and beam web plates, under compression, and bolt(s), under shear and bending, are 

activated in fin-plate bolt-row compression. If the non-critical plate bears before the upper 

bound for the bolt-row ultimate failure, it should be included in the FE model. Otherwise, 

only the critical plate is considered in the FE model. 

Table 4.6 summarises the expressions for the compressive components resistances and 

illustrates the application of the reduction principle for the fin-plate internal bolt-row of the 

case study (see Figure 6.2 (c)). For the example, the beam web only is able to capture the 

bolt-row behaviour under compression. 

There is the need to perform a FE analysis for multiple bolts in a bolt-row, such as the one 

considered, in order to determine the real mode of failure (see Figure 4.37 (a)). Then, if it 
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fails by the bolt, a rigid-plastic-softening spring idealises the bolt-row under compression, 

where the plastic resistance is given by the bolt failure load and the small plastic plateau 

tackles the numerical problems; if it fails by beam web buckling, then the same approach as 

for end-plate bolt rows is used, i.e. a rigid-perfectly plastic spring idealises this bolt-row 

under compression. The rigid behaviour, in both cases, is triggered after the bolt hole gap 

closes. 

Table 4.6 Applied bolt-row load P at the yield and ultimate resistance of the fin-plate bolt-row 

compressive components 

Tensile components Resistance Equation Configuration (values in kN) 

Beam web in compression Buckling Eqs. (4.4) 145.4 

Bearing(Y/U) Eq. (4.9) 207.6/291.0 

Bolt Eq. (4.19) 249.0 

Fin-plate in compression Buckling Eqs. (4.4) 214.6 

Bearing(Y/U) Eq. (4.9) 306.5/447.8 

Bolt Eq. (4.19) 249.0 

(Y) –Yield, (U) –Ultimate 

 

 Fin-plate connection bolt-row under tension 

Finally, it is also possible to apply the yielding condition prior to critical component failure 

for fin-plate bolt-rows under compression. Table 4.7 introduces the equations to estimate 

applied bolt-row load P at the yield and ultimate resistance of the beam web and fin-plate 

tensile components, so as to limit the FE model to one of these components. Using the same 

example from the case study, once more only the beam web in tension needs to be modelled 

in order to capture the bolt-row behaviour up to tensile failure. 

Table 4.7 Applied bolt-row load P at the yield and ultimate resistance of the fin-plate bolt-row 

tensile components 

Tensile 

components 

Resistance Equation Configuration 

(values in kN) 

Beam web in 

tension 

Yield min{Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9)} 110.1 

Ultimate min{Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.19)} 154.2 

Fin-plate in 

tension 

Yield min{Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9)} 162.5 

Ultimate min{Eqs. (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), (4.19) and 

(4.21)}  

237.3 
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4.6.7 Numerical failure criterion 

Based on the failure mechanisms described in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.5, the failure of a bolt-

row can either occur in the plates, weld or bolt. In the FE formulation of a continuum 

problem, the discrete cracking formation and propagation within the material cannot be 

captured and thus, the material ductility limit is the most common failure criterion used  

(e.g.: Bursi & Jaspart, 1997, Girão Coelho et al., 2006). It consists of explicitly defining the 

ductility limit as the point at which the material ultimate strain in one of the components is 

reached. 

Given the properties of the proposed FE model, the material strain can only be assessed in the 

plates and weld. Moreover, the out-of-plane (z-z) restraint conditions imposed close to the 

bolt, in end-plate models, will create singularities where the plate tensile strains will be 

unrealistically large, as shown in Figure 4.35 (a-b). Therefore, the ductility limit criterion is 

not recommended for bolt region failures and the local strength criterion is chosen. 

   
(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 4.35 Specimen 1: (a) R model and (b) UR model; (c) Specimen 8: R model 

According to Table 4.2 and Table 4.4, the bolt-row failure mechanisms which do not occur at 

the bolt region are: plate buckling, under bolt-row compression, and weld cracking, 

beam/column web under tension and end-plate/column flange under combined bending and 

tension at the flange-to-web region, under bolt-row tension. 

The first two tensile modes of failure, weld cracking and beam/column web under tension, 

can also be assessed using the local strength criterion, as they occur at a reasonably uniform 

stress distribution along the bolt-row height. Similarly, for beam web (infinite length) plate 

buckling, the post-critical behaviour is assumed perfectly plastic, and so the critical buckling 

load is equal to the failure load. 

As for the other two modes of failure, finite length plate buckling and end-plate/column 

flange under combined bending and tension at the flange-to-web region, the same uniform 

stress is no longer observed, as highlighted in Figure 4.16 (b) and Figure 4.35 (c), 

respectively. Thus, only for these modes should the material ductility limit criterion be 

+ 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 
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applied. For all other modes, an approximation of the critical load is made by evaluating the 

forces at specific points of the reduced FE model, according to Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 Critical load for each mode of failure 

Bolt-

row 

model 

Forces Mode of Failure Equations 

End-

plate 

Shear force Fbx (Figure 4.11 (a)) at the 

edge bolt node 

Plate tearout (PTO)
 

Eq. (4.9) 

 Shear force Fbx at any bolt node Plate/bolt bearing (PB)
 

Eq. (4.8) 

 Bolt failure (B)
 

Eqs. (4.18) and 

(4.19) 

 Combined sum of all shear Fbx and 

axial Fbz (Figure 4.11 (a)) forces from 

edge to closest-to-weld bolt nodes 

Plate combined bending 

and tension failure at the 

bolt region (PBT)
 

Eq. (4.7) 

 Force at the weld/web-plate nodes P 

(Figure 4.11 (a)) 

Web plate tension 

failure (WPT) 

Eq. (4.10) 

 Weld cracking (W) Eq. (4.21) 

 Beam web buckling 

(BWB) 

Eq. (4.4) 

Fin-

plate 

Shear force Fbx (Figure 4.11 (c)) at the 

edge bolt node 

Plate tearout (PTO)
 

Eq. (4.9) 

 Shear force Fbx at any bolt node Plate/bolt bearing (PB)
 

Eq. (4.8) 

 Bolt failure (B)
 

Eqs. (4.18) and 

(4.19) 

 Sum of all shear forces Fbx from edge 

to closest-to-weld bolt nodes 

Plate tension failure at 

the bolt region (PT)
 

Eq. (4.7) 

 Force at the weld nodes P 

 (Figure 4.11 (c)) 

Weld cracking (W) Eq. (4.21) 

 Beam web buckling 

(BWB) 

Eq. (4.4) 

 

In the most generic case, a failure n-surface can be defined composed from the minimum 

(Fbx1,Fbx2,…,Fbxi,Fbz1,Fbz2,…,Fbzi, P) combination points that lead to a failure mechanism, 

where the index i corresponds to the bolt i of the same bolt-row. It is worth noting that the 

bolt orthogonal shear Fby is not included in the failure check as the proposed joint model 

uncouples the joint shear and bolt-row behaviour.  

The failure n-surface should include either the compression modes (see Table 4.2), or tensile 

modes (see Table 4.4), depending on whether the reduced FE model describes the 

compressive or tensile bolt-row behaviour, respectively. Then, a plot of the enlisted forces 

from Table 4.8 is obtained from the same model, which accounts for material and geometrical 

nonlinearity. The push-over analysis produces a nonlinear load-displacement curve for which 

a ductility limit will then be defined as the point where the combination of forces intersects 

the failure n-surface. 
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Very importantly, the local strength criterion improves the existing information for EC3 

(2005a) on post-yield resistance and provides the basis for the development of a generic T-

stub model which can predict the bolt-row behaviour up to failure. 

 

 End-plate bolt-row 

Considering an end-plate bolt-row with two equal bolts, symmetry over the beam web (y-y 

axis) and bending components with no prying forces, Fbx and Fbz forces at the two bolts 

derive from the numerical analysis, where the latter corresponds to half of the force at the 

weld region, i.e. bolt-row applied load P. This means that the failure n-surface condenses into 

a failure curve in the (Fbx1,Fbz1) plane. 

Figure 4.36 exemplifies the failure curve under tension for prying-free end-plate T-stubs of  

(a) Specimen 1, (b) Specimen 5, (d) Specimen 11 and (e) Specimen 26 from Appendix B.2, 

which experimentally failed by PBT, PTO, W and B, respectively. The same figure contains 

the forces from the FE reduced model of these specimens, web and end plates, under tension, 

in order to predict the point of failure curve intersection, where further discussion of the 

failure surface accuracy is made in Section 4.6.8. 

 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.36 Failure curve for (a) Specimen 1, (b) Specimen 5, (c) Specimen 8, (d) Specimen 11, 

(e) Specimen 26, (f) Specimen 35, (g) Model 1X and (h) Model 26X. 
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(c) (d) 

 
 

(e) (f) 

  

(g) (h) 

Figure 4.36 (cont’d) Failure curves for (a) Specimen 1, (b) Specimen 5, (c) Specimen 8, (d) 

Specimen 11, (e) Specimen 26, (f) Specimen 35, (g) Model 1X and (h) Model 26X. 
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 Fin-plate bolt-row 

The bolts in the fin-plate bolt-row configuration are subjected only to the shear force Fbz. In a 

friction-free system the sum of the shear forces at all bolts is equal to the force at the weld 

region, i.e. bolt-row applied load P. Hence the n-surface reduces to the (Fbz1,Fbz2,…,Fbzi) 

space. For bolt-rows with one bolt, as in Figure 4.10 (c), the failure n-surface condenses into 

a single point in the Fbz1 coordinate. The local strength criterion then consists of checking the 

shear force against the critical one from Table 4.8. 

Figure 4.37 (a-b) illustrates the local strength criterion addressed to the two-bolted fin-plate 

internal bolt-row from the application study (see Figure 4.32), in which the bolt-row 

behaviour under compression and tension is governed by the beam web. It also contains the 

forces from the compressive (C) and tensile (T) reduced numerical models, in order to predict 

the point of failure curve intersection. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.37 Failure curves for the two-bolted internal bolt-row from the application study: (a) 

compressive failure and (b) tensile failure 

 Incorporation of rate-sensitivity 

Material rate-sensitivity is included in the failure surface when one uses the dynamic 

engineering maximum strength fm in the previous equations. 

In the plate steel case, an approximation of this maximum strength is obtained from using the 

Cowper-Symonds relationship for the maximum engineering stress fm assuming an average 

plate strain rate equal to the quasi-static maximum engineering strain Agt divided by average 

time to bolt-row failure tbr. In turn, the average time to bolt-row failure can be determined 

from the quasi-static maximum (z-z) displacement divided by the chosen displacement rate. 

In the bolt case, not only the dynamic maximum strength should be considered but also the 

reduction in the maximum dynamic bolt elongation, for the calculation of the key point i2. 

Both assume a logarithmic dependence on the average bolt strain rate and are logarithmically 

interpolated from the data of tested bolts in Appendix B.3. As for the ductility limit criterion 
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applied for prediction of plate cracking at the weld toe, a reduction in the plate steel ultimate 

strain is also determined based on the same logarithmic principle.  

The table below illustrates the effect of rate in the material properties of Specimen 35. 

Table 4.9 Illustration of estimated dynamic properties 

T-stub disp. Rate 
Material properties 

Bolt Plate 

 (mm/s) 300 Agt  (%) 3.37 Agt  (%) 16.56 

ΔmstT-stub (mm) 45 bolt ( s
-1

) 0.224 T stub ( s
-1

) 1.104 

tT-stub (s) 0.15 fmst (MPa) 1217.54 fmst (MPa) 447.78 

 

fmdyn (MPa) 1245.23 fmdyn (MPa) 494.73 

Δmst (mm) 3.37 εtr-st (%) 103.03 

Δmdyn (mm) 3.07 εtr-dyn (%) 92.86 

4.6.8 Rate-sensitivity 

The main aim of the numerical studies is to accurately predict, up to failure, the rate-sensitive 

load-displacement curve of any bolt-row solution observed in the set of experimental tests, 

using the numerical reduced model and failure criterion described in the previous sections. 

Each figure presented herein contains a close up of the yield plateau and the complete load-

displacement curve. 

For a comprehensive understanding of the rate-sensitivity of a bolt-row, the numerical 

analyses are divided according to mode of failure, where, for validation of the numerical 

model with the experimental tests, the experimental displacement rates are replicated. It is 

worth noting that, although the tests were performed with welded end-plate T-stubs, the 

numerical model validation is extended to hot rolled T-stubs. 

In the present work the numerical tests are performed up to a (z-z) displacement of the web 

nodes of 60 mm beyond which numerical convergence problems appeared in the majority of 

the specimens. The markers in the load-displacement curves indicate the failure point: a 

square marker (■) indicates a failure predicted with the failure surface criterion, and a 

diamond marker (♦) with the ductility limit criterion at the weld toe. In this regard, it has been 

mentioned before that the numerical model does not allow for a ductility limit criterion in the 

bolt area. Notably, a few UR models do not fail within the web nodal displacement range 

(lower than 60 mm), thus no marker is presented.   

 

 Influence of the displacement rate in plate buckling 

For evaluation of the influence of strain rate in the compressive plate buckling behaviour, the 

benchmark plate from Section 4.6.3.2 (FE VC, q = 1.995 and D = 38.76) is subjected to 

different displacement rates in the inward planar (z-z) direction. . These rates, 10 mm/s and 
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358 mm/s, correspond to a time to system failure of 1 second (gravity-driven scenario, see 

Section 5.5.4) and 28 miliseconds assuming the system ductility limit to be imposed by the 

bolt-row compressive failure at a dynamic ultimate inward displacement equal to the quasi-

static FE VC 10 mm value.  

The nonlinear responses, obtained in ADAPTIC using a three dimensional time-history static 

analysis, are shown in Figure 4.38. These results highlight the positive compressive bolt-row 

behaviour with rate: not only the maximum compressive resistance increases, but also the 

component softening branch is less pronounced. 

    

Figure 4.38 Out-of-plane (solid) and inward (dashed) displacements vs applied uniaxial 

compression load under different inward displacement rates 

 Influence of the displacement rate in combined bending and tension failure at the bolt 

region 

The first studies focus on the influence of the displacement rate on the structural behaviour of 

the T-stub designed for plate bending and tension failure. Standard configuration  

Specimens 1-4 (low rate - see Appendix B.2), 35 and 36 (high rate) are among those which 

presented this mode of failure.  

The numerical load-displacement curves of Specimens 1 and 35, R and UR, models are 

shown in Figure 4.39, which compare very favourably with the experimental observations. 

Two different Cowper-Symonds material parameters, from Table 3.5, are assumed for the 

numerical viscoplastic constitutive model: based on the yield (q,D fy) and maximum 

engineering (q,D fm) stresses.  

It is clear that a viscoplastic model with a constant plastic over-strength, such as Cowper-

Symonds, tends to overestimate the resistance close to T-stub failure: if the over-strength is 

based on the material yield point, this overestimation is clearly higher when compared with 
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the material maximum engineering stress point. In reality, the true stress-strain results show 

that the ultimate strength and ductility actually decrease with strain rate, which would imply 

in the limit a negative dynamic contribution to the material stress-strain relationship close to 

material fracture (see Table 3.5). Ideally, the plastic dynamic over-strength should be also a 

function of the strain itself, as established in Section 3.3, in order to converge to the 

experimental Coupon and T-stub observations. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.39 Experimental (Exp) vs numerical (R and UR) load-displacement curves of 

Specimens 1 and 35 

Figure 4.36 (a,f) shows the different failure surfaces obtained for Specimen 1 and 35, 

respectively. Not only is the observed experimental mode of failure correctly predicted, PBT, 

but also a satisfactory approximation of the collapse load is made: the overestimation of 13% 

and 14% for Specimen 1 and 35, respectively, is related to the assumption of catenary final 

stage (pure tension) in the failing cross-section, used in the determination of PBT (see  

Section 4.6.5.1). 

For illustration purposes, an unrealistically large blast-driven (z-z) displacement rate of  

6000 mm/s is chosen for Model 1X, with the same geometry and material properties as 

Specimen 1, and comparison with the quasi-static case is made in terms of load-displacement 

curve and failure point (see Figure 4.40 (a-b)). 

It is interesting to verify that, with the increase of displacement rate, a change in the mode of 

failure is observed: Model1X fails by the bolt, according to Figure 4.36 (g), due to the rate-

insensitivity of the bolt failure curve when compared to plate related failures, as shown in the 

same figure. This draws attention to the fact that an increased rate may change the T-stub 

failure to less ductile modes: according to Figure 4.40, even though a rise in ultimate 

resistance is registered, the decrease in ductility is significant. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.40 Numerical load-displacement curves of Specimen 1 and Model 1X 

 Influence of the displacement rate in plate tearout 

Specimens 5-8 are the single tested T-stubs which failed by plate tearout, as shown in  

Figure 4.41 (a) and Table B.6. It is also the only case where the failure surface did not match 

the failure observation: indeed, bolt failure was predicted and not plate tearout. 

The mismatch is related to the numerical model, which is underestimating the bolt (x-x) shear 

force following the yielding of the bolt. The numerical model, in which the out-of-plane (z-z) 

displacement of the bolt nodes is restrained, is in fact ignoring the bolt rotation at cross-

section 1 following yielding. Although bolt failure may relate to the original bolt coordinate 

system, the plate planar direction will change with the rotation of the bolt. Therefore, planar 

plate failures, such as PTO and PB, should be a function of the load perpendicular to the new 

bolt axial direction. The failure surfaces developed above do not consider this rotation at the 

point of plate tearout and plate bearing, which may not even occur if the bolt does not yield. 

Indeed, experimental results of Specimen 6 demonstrate that, for these cases, a rotation of the 

bolt in cross-section 1 close to 0.2 rad is obtained, as in Figure 4.41 (b). The combination of 

bolt (z-z) and (x-x) forces in Specimen 5 R model at the point of experimental failure is 

around 134/123 kN, respectively, as in Figure 4.36 (b), which means that, the actual plate 

planar load would be around 148 kN, much closer to the 157 kN theoretical plate tearout 

resistance. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.41 Specimen 6: (a) video capture at the point of plate tearout and (b) bolts after the test 

(from experimental tests) 

The underestimation of the tearout critical load leads to a 17% overestimation of the T-stub 

failure load, which is still significant. Nonetheless, the numerical models are accurate in 

predicting the component load-displacement curve, up to failure, and component rate-

sensitivity, as seen in Figure 4.42. 

The same approximation pattern seen in Specimens 1 and 35 is herein observed. Once more, 

the ductility reduction is overestimated by the selected material constitutive model. Still, the 

component rate-sensitivity is less pronounced for wider plates, due to the lower percentage of 

yielded area (material rate-sensitivity being a viscoplastic phenomenon). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.42 Experimental vs numerical load-displacement curves of Specimens 5 and 6  

 Influence of the displacement rate in combined bending and tension at the flange-to-web 

region  

For this common type of failure, Specimens 8-10 serve as the reference set of tests, as pointed 

out in Table B.6. Once more, the failure criterion correctly predicted the T-stub mode of 
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failure: the material ultimate strain is reached in the weld toe before the local strength 

criterion is met, as shown in Figure 4.35 (c), Figure 4.36 (c) and Figure 4.43 (b).  

On average, the T-stub failure load and displacement are overestimated in 13% and 23%, 

respectively. This is related to the fact that the numerical model does not consider the residual 

stresses and material properties deterioration resulting from the welding process. 

The dynamic enhancement of the T-stub failure load to high rates is more significant in this 

set of specimens, again due to a higher percentage of yielded area up to failure: a 16/12% 

increase in the experimental/average numerical T-stubs, respectively. As for the ultimate 

displacement, the numerical model underestimates the dynamic enhancement observed in the 

experimental tests. Again, the variability in the welding process may be responsible for 

different failure points, more than the rate effect itself. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.43 Experimental vs numerical load-displacement curves of Specimens 8 and 9 

 

 Influence of the displacement rate in weld failure and web tensile yielding 

Specimens 11-13 failed experimentally by weld cracking and, once more, the local strength 

criterion is able to predict the observed mode of failure, according to Figure 4.36 (d), while 

the ductility limit at the weld toe is not reached within the 60 mm T-stub elongation.  

In these specimens, the end-plate ultimate resistance to bending is higher than the yielding 

resistance of the web plate, which points to a rate-sensitive deformation contribution of the 

web plate in the performance of the T-stub.  

The positive dynamic contribution of the web plate is in fact quite significant: 27% in overall 

ductility and 10% in resistance, which are both accurately captured by the rate-sensitive 

numerical models. This highlights the significance of rate-sensitivity in yielded tensile 

components.  
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The average numerical load-displacement curve presented in the figure below shows a good 

fit to the experimental one, up to gap closure, followed by a better approximation with the UR 

model. According to the same figure, the numerical prediction of the web plate yielding  

(~ 250 kN) and T-stub failure (~ 320kN) loads is very satisfactory. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.44 Experimental vs numerical load-displacement curves of Specimens 11 and 12 

 Influence of the displacement rate in bolt failure  

Finally, focus is given to T-stub failure by the bolt, which can either involve the development 

of flange mechanism of the end-plate (EC3 Mode 2) or bolt failure with elastic end-plate 

deformation (EC3 Mode 3). 

In the series of tests undertaken, Specimens 26-28 were the only ones to present this mode of 

failure, as indicated in Table B.6. Once again, the failure criterion used herein is able to 

predict the mode of failure and the ultimate load for these specimens, as demonstrated in 

Figure 4.36 (e) and Figure 4.45. Indeed, only a 4% difference between the experimental and 

numerical ultimate resistance is registered. 

Parametric tests undertaken on the standard M24 10.9 bolt produce the load-displacement 

curves presented in Figure 4.46, for a quasi-static 0.16 kN/s (Bolts 1 and 2) and a close to 

blast 1016.90 kN/s (Bolt 5) load rates. A thorough description of these tests is available in 

Appendix B.3. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.45 Experimental vs numerical load-displacement curves of Specimens 26 and 27 

 

Figure 4.46 Bolts 1-5 load-displacement curves 

Based on the tests information, the effect of rate in the quasi-static to close-to-blast range can 

be compared between S275-JR 8 mm thick plate and 10.9 grade bolt steels, as illustrated in 

the table below.  

Table 4.10 Rate-sensitivity of plate and bolt steel 

Material Tests E (GPa) fy (MPa) fm (MPa) Agt (%) 

Plate steel 13:14 1:2
  (%) 6.57 25.82 12.46 -5.33 

Bolt steel 5 1:2
  (%) -1.28 5.57 1.98 -8.80 

 

It is clear that the high-strength low-ductility steel used in the bolt has a worse performance to 

rate, in agreement with Section 3.2.2.4. In fact, there is a much lower dynamic over-strength, 

both for yield and maximum stresses, and a slightly more accentuated reduction in the steel 

ductility for the bolt steel. 

Therefore, T-stub connection failures which involve bolt failure, i.e. EC 3 Modes 2 or 3, are 

less rate-sensitive, since they do not explore the plasticity of more ductile component 
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materials, i.e. with more beneficial rate-sensitivity. Proof of such a statement comes from 

comparing the rate-sensitivity of Specimens 26-28, which fail by bolt failure, with  

Specimens 1-4, which fail by PBT: the increase with rate in ultimate load and displacement is 

higher for the latter. 

Given the lower rate-sensitivity of the bolt strength when compared to plate strength, it is no 

surprise that no shift is observed in Figure 4.36 (e) in the bolt failure surface, which results in 

a more accentuated reduction in ductility. Such effect is accurately captured by the numerical 

model. 

Piluso et al. (2001b) pointed out that their theoretical model is not accurate in prediction of  

Type-3 mechanisms in T-stubs as it ignores the bending of the bolts. The proposed local 

strength criterion overcomes this issue and accurately predicts the T-stub failure caused by 

excessive bending and elongation of the bolt. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.47 Numerical load-displacement curves of Specimen 26 and Model 26X 

In order to highlight the severe reduction in ductility for higher rates, again a numerical 

model which considers displacement rate of 6000 mm/s is created: Model 26X. The results 

are presented in the figure above. Even if one considers the inaccuracy in assuming the 

current viscoplastic constitutive model which underestimates the T-stub displacement close to 

failure, the reduction in ductility is still quite high: the R model predicts a reduction of 32%. 

4.6.9 Component idealisation 

Given the fact that numerical node-to-node spring elements used in the joint model have 

uncoupled axial, shear and moment actions (see Section 2.6.2), an individual description of 

each action is presented next. As a matter of fact, the bolt-row is modelled as an axial/shear 
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spring, which means that only tensile and shear bolt-row resistance define the joint 

deformation capacity. 

 

 Shear action  

Shear in the bolt-row (y-y) direction is considered with an uncoupled rigid-plastic-softening 

curve, where the plastic resistance is given by the bolts shear, weld or supported member 

shear resistances and the small plastic plateau tackles the numerical convergence problems, 

similar to the bolt brittle failure in fin-plate bolt-row under compression (see Section 4.6.6). 

For simplicity, the global shear action is condensed in a single bolt-row with the full joint 

shear capacity, where the remaining ones are taken as free. 

Although the joint numerical model considers the total bolt-rows shear resistance, bolt-row 

shear failure can be evaluated in a post-processing stage where interaction between the bolt 

(y-y) shear and bolt axial and catenary shear can be considered. 

 

 Axial action 

Based on the extensive description of the bolt-row axial behaviour in the previous sub-

sections, the proposed bolt-row component axial idealisation considers a single nonlinear 

spring with an asymmetric curve to represent the bolt-row elongation rate-dependent response 

under tension and compression, as illustrated in Figure 4.48. 

On the compressive side of an end-plate beam-to-column joint bolt-row and based on the 

information in Section 4.6.3, a rigid behaviour up to the rate-sensitive critical buckling, 

bearing or bolt failure load Fy,cr is considered. The buckling/yielding load and post-

critical/plastic behaviour is established according to the reduced model in Section 4.6.6, and 

numerical failure criterion of Section 4.6.7. 

As for the tensile side, the elastic stiffness of the bolt-row K0,tr is determined from the 

combination in series of the activated bolt-row components stiffness, Eq. (4.5), since steel 

elasticity is rate-insensitive. According to EC3 (2005a), the bolt-row resistance under tension 

is determined by the weakest of its components. Yet, code resistance relates to the yield 

strength, which corresponds to the ultimate strength only in the case of a brittle mode of 

failure. Therefore, the yield and ultimate points, defined by the dynamic yield resistance Fy,tr, 

dynamic ultimate resistance Fu,tr and maximum dynamic displacement Δm of the bolt-row, 

should be obtained from the rate-sensitive reduced numerical model proposed in Section 4.6.6, 

using the numerical failure criterion of Section 4.6.7 to determine the latter. Following this 
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point, softening is expected to occur before complete failure of the bolt-row, which allows for 

the group effect and better numerical convergence.  

 

Figure 4.48 Bolt-row idealisations for (a) beam-to-column connections and (b) double-sided 

symmetric fin-plate connections 

4.7 Gap-contact points 

The outermost springs in the joint models represented in Figure 4.7 consist of edge gap-

contact elements that simulate the gap existing in partial depth connections.  

More specifically, beam flange and column flange, in major axis beam-to-column 

configuration, beam flange and column web, in minor axis beam-to-column configuration, 

and supported beam flange and supporting beams web, in beam-to-beam configuration, are in 

contact, which activates the column web in transverse compression and beam flange/web in 

compression joint components. These components are assumed to be rigid up to their 

yielding/buckling load, except for the unstiffened column web in compression, for which the 

elastic stiffness is equal to the component axial stiffness. 

The resulting gap-contact idealisation is presented in Figure 4.49, where tend-plate is the end-

plate thickness and Fbfc and Fcwc are the resistances of the beam flange under compression and 

column web under transverse compression, respectively. The yield/buckling resistance and 

elastic stiffness of column web in transverse compression and beam flange/web in 

compression components is given in EC3 (2005a): 

- The yield resistance of the column web component in transverse compression 

corresponds to the plate yield strength multiplied by the effective component area 
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and reduction factors to account for the interaction with shear in the column web 

panel and plate buckling.  

- The resistance of the beam flange and web components in compression 

corresponds to the beam section moment design resistance divided by the section 

depth. 

  

Figure 4.49 Gap-contact idealisation for major axis (stiffened column), minor axis and fin-plate 

connections 

According to the selected idealisation, the contact is rigid (major axis, stiffened column, 

minor axis or fin-plate connections) or with the column web in transverse compression 

stiffness (major axis connection, unstiffened column) up to the critical component buckling, 

as given by EC3 (2005a), followed by perfectly-plastic behaviour. This simplification in 

ignoring the post-critical reserve strength, already validated for the beam web buckling in 

Section 4.6.3.3, comes from the difficulty in determining the effective geometry of the 

components in the contact region, for elaboration of a comprehensive FE model of the 

compressive components, as discussed in Section 4.6.3. 

4.8 Composite floor slab 

Steel frames with reinforced concrete floor decks are typically designed in such a manner that 

the composite action is explored for the benefit of the system performance. The level of shear 

interaction between steel profile and reinforced concrete slab plays an important part in the 

stress/strain distribution in the composite beam cross-section, as illustrated in Figure 4.50 for 

elastic (a) sagging and (b) hogging moment. 

Resulting from the interaction of steel and RC members, considerable local inelastic 

deformations are also observed at the floor slab level in the joints of composite frames with 

partial-strength connections when subjected to abnormal loading. 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 4.50 Kinematic model for (a) sagging and (b) hogging joints (Fabbrocino et al., 1998) 

Under joint sagging, the steel profile and concrete slab are tensioned and compressed 

respectively, and the slip between concrete and rebars is negligible. Experimental tests 

undertaken by Kuhlmann et al. (2007) showed that the maximum sagging moment resistance 

is reached when concrete spalling starts to occur in the slab upper surface in a large area 

around the column profile (Figure 4.51 (a)). Therefore, the modelling of a discrete component 

for the reinforced concrete slab under compression in sagging joints is not necessary if the 

beam element is able to capture the concrete softening following the crushing strain.  

On the other hand, under joint hogging, tensile stresses arise in the concrete slab. Kuhlmann 

et al. (2007) showed that concrete cracks are likely to develop in the vicinity of hogging 

joints under large rotations (Figure 4.51 (b)). So the strain localisation in reinforcement 

across the developed crack should be considered through an explicit composite floor slab 

model.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.51 Composite joints at their maximum rotation: (a) under sagging and (b) under hogging 

(Kuhlmann et al., 2007) 

It should be noted that, for systems with axial restraint it is possible that cracks occur in both 

support and midspan joints under very large bay deflections due to the tensile catenary action 

at the slab level. Therefore, the denoted composite floor slab component should be included 

in the mechanical model of all (sagging/hogging) composite joints. 
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4.8.1 Component idealisation 

According to the proposed joint mechanical model of Figure 4.7, a single node-to-node spring 

element (component 3) is considered to model the composite floor axial response, as opposed 

to Madas‘ joint model (see Figure 4.6). Such simplification comes from the approximately 

constant distribution of concrete stress/strain along the depth of shallow slabs. 

As the composite slab behaviour under compression, which might lead to concrete crushing, 

is captured by the adjoining concrete ‗flange‘ beam elements, the spring is considered only 

deformable under tension. 

Notwithstanding the fact that, at the first stages of the nonlinear composite beam response, 

the tensile force distribution is defined by the hogging moment distribution, the catenary 

action produced in the final beam deformation stage renders the slab tensile force uniform in 

the vicinity of the joint. Therefore, the assumption of uniform tension over the component 

length is also made. 

The component length Lrt is here taken as the distance between the column flange and the 

closest integral stud cross-section, where the integral stud cross-section corresponds to the 

composite cross-section aligned with a stud which has not reached its design shear resistance 

(EC3, 2005a). As illustrated in Section 5.2, it is possible to check in the beam numerical 

model the position of the mentioned stud. 

Based on the previous simplifications, the composite floor slab component response, 

illustrated in Figure 4.52 for a single concrete crack formation up to reinforcement fracture, is 

thereby defined by a rigid relationship under compression and a piecewise linear relationship 

under tension. Particularly, the following stages of tensile deformation are represented in the 

proposed component idealisation: (1) component elastic behaviour up to first crack opening 

(wcr,1,Fcr,1), (2) rebar-concrete slip with crack opening (wsl,1, Fcr,1), (3) force increase up to 

reinforcement failure (wu,Fu). A softening branch (4) is included following reinforcement 

failure, similar to the bolt-row idealisation in Section 4.6.9. 

The determination of the key points in this idealisation is made here through an analytical 

model that establishes the equilibrium and compatibility before crack formation, where the 

rebars are fully embedded, and after crack formation, with two separate crack and bond-slip 

regions. Due to the numerical effort involved in the calculation of the rate-sensitive key 

points of Figure 4.52, an auxiliary MATLAB routine was developed, following the algorithm 

presented in Appendix C. 
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Figure 4.52 Reinforced concrete slab idealisation 

Rate-sensitivity is accommodated in the component idealisation via rate-sensitive constitutive 

models for reinforcement steel (Section 3.1.2.1), concrete (Section 3.1.2.2), and bond-slip 

rebar-concrete interaction (Section 3.1.2.3). More specifically, the reinforcement steel follows 

the elasto-viscoplastic bilinear idealisation (see Figure 3.7) and the Cowper-Symonds 

viscoplastic rule. 

The average concrete and reinforcement strain rates, 

0

( ) 
rtL

av s rtz dz t L   are used in the 

viscoplastic rules, where z corresponds to the longitudinal component direction, in agreement 

with Figure 4.50, Lrt is the component length, as defined above, and ts is the duration of 

deformation up to component failure. According to the rate-sensitive framework presented in 

the next chapter, the component response at a specific elongation rate aw  is required, 

therefore the MATLAB routine is divided into the following steps: i) initial assumption of  

ts = 1 sec, ii) calculation of the key points including the ultimate component elongation wu for 

the corresponding ts, iii) determination of a new approximation of ts such that /a u sw w t , 

and iv) repetition of steps ii) and iii) until convergence of the specific elongation rate aw . 

With regard to the shear and moment actions of the component node-to-node spring element, 

these are considered rigid and free, respectively. Even though cracked sections have close to 

nil bending and shear resistances, restraining the vertical displacement is consistent with the 

restriction of downwards slab movement of the steel beam. Therefore, the total acting joint 

shear is given by the combination of the shear forces in the slab and in the bolt-row level 

where shear resistance of the steel connection is lumped. 

The next sub-sections describe the analytical model in detail, for calculation of the key points 

of Figure 4.52. 
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4.8.1.1 Concrete cracking point 

Up to concrete cracking, the Euler-Bernoulli assumption is valid, i.e. concrete and steel 

tensile strains are equal at the reinforcement level. Therefore, an elastic relationship of a 

composite section is applicable, leading to the following expressions for force at concrete 

cracking Fcr and elongation at concrete cracking wcr (see Section 3.1.2.2 for stress and strain 

symbol correspondence): 

  tcr ccfF A  (4.22) 

  ccr t rtw L  (4.23) 

where Ac corresponds to the concrete cross-sectional area, based on the design (service) 

effective width from EC4 (2005a). 

4.8.1.2 Rebar-concrete slip following crack opening 

Following crack opening, slip of the rebars and concrete occurs in the bond-slip region, which 

leads to a component elongation up to wsl at the same level of loading equal to Fcr. The 

component elongation wsl will then correspond to the reinforcement elongation: 

 

0

( ) 
rtL

sl scw z dz  (4.24) 

The number of cracks and spacing between them is a function of the bond transmission  

length Lη, taken as rate-insensitive, which defines the characteristic distance between cracked 

and fully bonded cross-sections. ECCS 109 (1999) and Anderson et al. (2000) propose an 

expression for Lη: 

 
,4

 c ct sc

b sc ef

k f
L



 
 (4.25) 

where kc is a coefficient which accounts for the stress distribution within the section 

immediately prior to cracking (=0.818), ηb is the lower fractile of the average bond stress 

( 1.8 ctf for short term loading, according to Model Code 90), ρsc,ef is the effective 

reinforcement ratio (= Asc/Ac,ef) and ϕsc is the average rebars diameter. Nevertheless, in 

reinforced concrete components tests conducted by Kuhlmann et al. (2007), the cracking 

distance was equal to the stirrups distance (see Section 4.8.2) due to the higher reinforcement 

ratio in these specific cross-sections, thus higher concrete-steel bond force. 

Notwithstanding the fact that lightly reinforced slabs are likely to develop a single crack 

before failure of the reinforcement, it is here assumed that a minimum of two cracks will 

open in the extreme positions of the component due to the uniform tension hypothesis.  
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Consequently, the number of cracks ncracks and spacing scracks are given by: 

 
 

ceil 1
min ,
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cracks
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L s

 (4.26) 
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cracks
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L
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n
 (4.27) 

The concrete and reinforcement strains and bond shear stress distribution along the cracked 

element under uniform tension are qualitatively presented in Figure 4.53, for the cases of  

(a) Lrt < Lη and (b) Lη < Lrt < 2 Lη. It is noted that the following equilibrium equation is valid 

along the component (thus, bond-slip region) length: 

  sc cF F F  (4.28) 

 
                                                         | z 

 

 
 (a) 

 

 (b)  

Figure 4.53 Qualitative stress/strain distributions in concrete (solid) and reinforcement (dashed) 

along the cracked component, for (a) two cracks and (b) three cracks 

Individual bond-slip regions can be identified within cracked sections, in which the 

stress/strain distribution is symmetric over the maximum concrete stress/strain section. With 

regard to this symmetry, it is possible to analyse reinforcement elongation at half of a single 

bond-slip region in order to determine the total component elongation wsl, thus Eq. (4.24) 

simplifies to: 

 

/2

0

2 ( ) 
crackss

sl cracks scw n d    (4.29) 

where γ is the bond-slip region uniaxial coordinate illustrated in Figure 4.54.  
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Based on the bond principle, the concrete tensile force corresponds to the force transmitted by 

the bond along the bond-slip region length. In turn, the bond force is equal to the bond shear 

stress b around the bar perimeter from the crack section to point γ, the concrete tensile force 

is expressed by: 

 
/2

( ) ( ( ))d 
crackss

c bF s



      (4.30) 

where s is the slip between concrete and steel. By definition, the slip is given by: 

  
0

( ) ( ) ( )  sc cs d



       (4.31) 

Knowing that the slip is equal to zero at the midpoint between cracks, i.e. ( 0) 0 s  , the 

previous integral should be calculated from midpoint to point γ. 

 
                                                                      γ 
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Figure 4.54 Slip profile between cracks 

Based on the bond-slip idealisation from Figure 3.6 for gravity-driven rates, the relationship 

between slip and bond stress is given by: 
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By the fundamental theorem of calculus, differentiation of Eq. (4.30) over γ gives: 
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 (4.33) 

Further differentiation of Eq. (4.33) over γ, based on the chain rule, returns: 
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The expressions for 
d

ds


and 

ds

d
are constructed from Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32), respectively:  
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and 

 
 max, 1, 1,
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1/ 0d
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 (4.36) 

where Fscy is the reinforcement yield tensile force. So if the boundary conditions are fixed as 

the initial conditions for the differential equation problem, one can obtain the concrete tensile 

force Fc for each branch of slip, and, according to Eq. (4.28), the reinforcement tensile force 

Fsc. Once Fsc is known, the reinforcement strain comes simply from the constitutive model, 

and, from Eq. (4.29), it is possible to obtain the component elongation wsl: the intricate set of 

solutions to the concrete tensile force Fc and component elongation wsl  (F = Fcr) are given in 

Appendix C. 

4.8.1.3 Reinforcement failure 

Finally, the point of reinforcement rupture is determined. The reinforcement ultimate tensile 

force Fu is simply given by the following expression: 

  su scufF A  (4.37) 

where, in this case, the reinforcement area Asc is made effectively considers the full slab width. 

This is supported by the findings of Amadio & Fragiacomo (2002) on composite joints under 

large plastic rotations. The ultimate component elongation wu is calculated using the same 

algorithm of Appendix C  for wsl, assuming F equal to Fu. 

4.8.2 Experimental component validation 

Kuhlmann et al. (2007) carried out quasi-static pure tensile tests on reinforced concrete 

elements as part of individual steel and concrete beam-to-column joint component testing.  

A total number of eleven specimens were tested: 

- Five specimens of the slab solution (RCSL) used in the sub-structure test, part of 

the same research programme – see Figure 4.55 (a) 

- Three specimens per square cross-section solution, two different reinforcement 

ratios (RCRR1 and RCRR2) – see Figure 4.55 (b) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.55 Geometrical configuration of specimens (a) RCSL and (b) RCRR1 and RCRR2 

(Kuhlmann et al., 2007) 

These full-scale tests were used to validate the proposed component idealisation. The material 

coupon properties presented in Table 4.11 were used for the rebar and concrete material 

models. 

Table 4.11 Concrete, rebar and bond-slip material properties 

Concrete (Specimens) Rebar (Coupons) 

fcm/ fck 38.68/30 MPa Es 204.07 GPa 

fctm 3.31 MPa fsy 546.50 MPa 

Ecm 32 GPa µ 0.64% 

Rate Sensitivity – see Table 3.1   ԑsu 9.29 % 

Bond-slip (PM, Section 3.1.2.3) fsu 664.41 MPa 

s1 0.7 mm q 1.995 

τmax,d
 

16.43 MPa D 38.76 

 

The comparison between experimental results (note: the experimental curve of RCRR 2 is not 

available) and the proposed component model is presented in Figure 4.56, with satisfactory 

results in terms of resistance and ductility prediction for all cases. 

The snap-backs in experimental measurements are due to the energy release in concrete crack 

openings. Due to the variability of the tensile concrete strength, the cracking pattern is more 

diffuse along the component length, and the first crack occurs for a concrete force lower than 

its mean tensile resistance, hence the worse quality of the component behaviour 

approximation up to first crack opening. 
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Indeed, the component idealisation fits the experimental observations: 

-  the first crack in the RCSL specimens occurred in section C-C (CrC-C), with 

cracking progression to B-B (CrC-C) and A-A (CrA-A) sections. The component 

ductility limit is reached at the point of rebar rupture, in section C-C (NuC-C).  

- RCRR specimens exhibited a stabilised cracking pattern. A single crack opening 

stage is obtained, in accordance with the less pronounced experimental stage, and 

at the midpoints between stirrups, in accordance with Eq. (4.26) . 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.56 Experimental (Exp) vs analytical (PM) load-displacement curves for specimens (a) 

RCSL and (b) RCRR1 and RCRR2 

Rate-sensitivity also plays a vital role in the concrete slab under tension, mainly in the 

component ultimate resistance and ductility. Figure 4.57 illustrates such behaviour, where the 

previous components were considered to fail in 1 second, based on a gravity-driven scenario 

where rebar failure corresponds to the system ductility limit (see Section 5.5.4). 

The increase of bond strength with rate causes a reduction in ductility in all cases. Also, it is 

clear the positive effect of tensile overstrength on the concrete cracking resistance. However, 

for the RCSL slab, such increase means that rebar fracture occurs in section C-C prior to 

crack opening in the remaining sections, which drastically reduces the component ductility. 

As for the RCRR components, the reduction in ductility is considerably lower, because a 

single cracking stage was observed, as in the quasi-static component. The increase in ultimate 

component resistance is comparatively lower than the one in cracking resistance. Moreover, 

the rate-sensitivity of ultimate resistance increases with reinforcement ratio, as expected by 

the significance of steel rate. 
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Figure 4.57 Load-displacement curves of all concrete specimens, for quasi-static (QS) and 

gravity-driven (GD) elongation rates 

4.9 Column web panel 

Sudden column loss causes unbalanced moments in the joints at the supporting columns, 

which in turn may introduce high angular distortions in the panel zone of major axis 

connections. Therefore, the panel zone contributes to the joint rotational and moment capacity 

and should be explicitly modelled as a joint component. 

 

Figure 4.58 Panel zone deformation (Popov, 1987) 

4.9.1 Component idealisation 

The panel is modelled in this work with rigid boundaries and a diagonal nonlinear spring 

representing shear resistance versus panel distortion, as outlined in Figure 4.7 (a). The 

idealised nonlinear spring curve is illustrated in Figure 4.59.  

The curve is symmetric and its properties are obtained from the following expressions. 
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- Rate-insensitive stiffness of unstiffened Ko,wp,U and stiffened Ko,wpS components 

(EC3, 2005a):  
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 (4.38) 

where AVC is the shear area of the column (EC3, 2005b), β is the transformation 

parameter (EC3, 2005a) and z is the lever arm (EC3, 2005a). 

 

Figure 4.59 Column web panel idealisation 

- Shear resistance of unstiffened Vy,wp,U and stiffened Vy,wp,S components (EC3, 

2005a):  
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 (4.39) 

where, fy,wc is the column web steel yield strength, Mpl,fc and Mpl,fc are the plastic 

moment resistance of a column flange and stiffener, and ds is the distance between 

stiffeners. 

- Ultimate resistance of unstiffened Vu,wp,U and stiffened Vu,wp,S components: 
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 (4.40) 

where, fu,wc, fu,fc and fu,st are the column web, flange and stiffener steel ultimate 

strength, respectively,  Afc and Ast are the column flange and stiffener areas. 
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- Rate-insensitive ultimate ductility Δu,d of unstiffened and stiffened components: 

 2 2

, ,  u d u wc wb wck h h

 

 (4.41) 

where kΔ is a reduction factor which considers strains concentration in the panel 

corners, here taken as 0.5.  

It is assumed that the panel shear mode of deformation does not change in the post-yielding 

stage, for ultimate component resistance calculation. As for the contribution of stiffeners, the 

plastic bending mode of the column flange is considered to change to tensile catenary mode, 

for large flange deformations, and the stiffener to fail simultaneously to the plate under shear. 

According to the panel shear failure assumption, the maximum principal strains direction 

follows the plate diagonal, hence the simplified expression for component ultimate ductility. 

Material rate-sensitivity is included in the component formulation in terms of updated 

dynamic material properties. Using the simplification of an average axial deformation along 

the panel diagonal, the panel component strain rate can be straightforwardly calculated: 

 
2 2





av

wc wbt h h


 

 (4.42) 

where Δ is the component elongation, t is the time to component elongation and hwc is the 

column web height. Considering a viscoplastic rule, such as Cowper-Symonds, the dynamic 

yield fy and ultimate fu steel strength follow, and so does the rate-sensitive idealisation of the  

column web under shear using the previous expressions. 

4.9.2 Experimental component validation 

Large-scale tests of beam-to-column sub-assemblages (Popov, 1987) are used herein for 

validation of the proposed column web panel component. Figure 4.60 illustrates the 

unstiffened (Specimens 1 and 3) and stiffened (Specimen 2) configurations, with dimensions 

in imperial units. 

The main purpose of the sub-assemblages was to determine the maximum panel zone 

resistance/ductility, given the selection of rigid connections and considerably resistant and 

ductile beams and columns. Yet, joint failure consisted of tensile cracking in the beam flange 

under tension, for all configurations, which highlights the very high ductility of the panel 

zone.  
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(a)  (b) 

Figure 4.60 Geometrical and material configuration of specimens (a) 1 and 3 and (b) 2 (Popov, 

1997) 

A two-dimensional analysis is performed in ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991), where the 

specimens frame is modelled with adaptive quartic elastic elements (see Section 2.6.2) and 

the panel zone follows the proposed idealisation. Proportional loads are applied at the tip of 

the beams, with equal value and opposite directions, and end nodes of the columns are fully 

restrained. A36 (ASTM A36) and A572 GR50 (ASTM A572) steels are idealised with a 

bilinear model, considering its average properties: Es = 210 GPa, υ = 0.3, ԑu = 30%, for both 

materials, fy = 248 MPa and 344 MPa, and fu = 378 MPa and 468 MPa, for A36 and A572 

GR50 steels respectively. The table below summarises the web panel properties of  

Specimens 1-3, for definition of the component idealisation of Figure 4.59.  

Table 4.12 Column web panel properties 

Specimens K0,wp (kN/mm) Vy,wp (kN) Vu,wp (kN) Δu,d (mm) 

1 549.57 1085.75 1476.62 90.52 

2 ∞ 1107.78 2032.72 90.52 

3 1008.53 2035.55 2768.35 89.92 

 

The response curves for the applied load versus vertical displacement at the beam tip are 

shown in Figure 4.61 (a), for Specimens 1-3. A detail view of the FE deformed shape of 

Specimen 1 at column web panel failure is depicted in Figure 4.61 (b), where yielded 

beam/column sections are in red. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.61 Column web panel deformation: (a) numerical load-displacement curves of all sub-

assemblage specimens and (b) ADAPTIC deformed shape of Specimen 1 

On the same curves, important response points from the numerical model are highlighted: 

yield (Pyb - square) and ultimate (Pub - circle) stress at the beam flange under tension, column 

web panel distortion γ equal to the one observed at experimental ultimate load (Puγ - triangle), 

and column web panel ultimate resistance (Puwp - diamond). 

The FE analysis finishes at the point of maximum column web panel deformation. In all cases, 

except Specimen 3, tensile failure of the beam flange occurs prior to this point, which again 

highlights the great ductility of the column web panel component. The satisfactory results of 

the sub-assemblages numerical analyses, enclosed in Table 4.13, validate the web panel 

model. Nevertheless, the disparity between the experimental and numerical studies may be 

related to the lack of tested material properties. Indeed, the load corresponding to numerical 

ultimate stress at the beam flange Pub, the load corresponding to numerical panel distortion 

equal to the experimental maximum distortion Puγ, and the experimental ultimate load Pu 

match in an exact model. The same principle applies to numerical Pyb and experimental Pyexp 

loads for yield stress at the beam flange. 

Table 4.13 Comparison between experimental and numerical critical loads 

Specimens 

Experimental Numerical Error (%) 

Pyexp 

(kN) 

Puexp 

(kN) 

γu 

(rad) 

Pyb 

(kN) 

Pub 

(kN) 

Puγ 

(kN) 

Puwp 

(kN) 

Pyb- 

Pyexp 

Pub- 

Puexp 

Puγ- 

Puexp 

1 235.75 266.89 0.012 221 385 210 402 -6.5 44.3 -21.3 

2 235.75 315.83 0.051 220 374 246 553 -6.7 18.4 -22.1 

3 458.16 556.03 0.022 482 - 5744 684 5.2 - 3.2 

 

In terms of material rate-sensitivity, considering the unlikely scenario of panel shear failure 

on a gravity-driven scenario of 1 second to failure (see Section 5.5.4), the average strain rate 
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in Specimen 1 panel component is equal to 0.15/s according to Eq. (4.42). The associated 

dynamic A572 Gr50 yield fy and ultimate fu relative over-strengths are 6% and 4%, 

considering Coupon 1 fy and fm True Cowper-Symonds material parameters from Table 3.5, 

respectively, where the increase of the component dynamic yield Vy,wp and ultimate Vu,wp 

resistances follows from the material over-strength by applying Eqs.(4.39) and (4.40). This 

means that, in the unlikely scenario where full component ductility is explored, the 

significance of rate in the response of the column web panel component is still negligible. 

4.10 Conclusions 

Joint classification criteria, as defined in EC3 (2005a) and presented in Section 4.2, are 

necessary to identify the requirements of joint detailing in a structural model. Bolted end-

plate or fin-plate connections are amongst the most common configurations in steel and 

composite design practice. These connections result typically in partial-strength joints, which 

require complete joint modelling for definition of their M-N-ϕ curve. The proposed model of 

the joint rate-sensitive response is based on piecewise linear idealisations of general joint 

components. These components, activated in the considered joint configurations when 

subjected to extreme loading, are: bolt-rows, gap-contact, reinforced concrete slab and 

column web panel.  

Past experiments on bare steel and steel-composite frames with partial-strength joints and 

under extreme loading scenarios demonstrated that the joint ductility limit defined the system 

failure point and, consequently, the system robustness, as elaborated in the following chapter. 

This highlights the importance of developing novel techniques to predict component 

behaviour up to their failure. The same experiments have shown that a single joint component 

failure, in that case reinforced concrete slab, did not trigger global joint collapse, and even 

preceded the point of maximum frame deformation. Integration of the component ductility 

limit within its idealisation will thus allow for successive component failure in the M-N-ϕ 

joint curve, where only complete failure of the steel connection or web panel defines joint 

failure. 

Finite element and analytical models of the considered joint components are presented and 

validated against experimental tests. These models, utilised later in this work for 

performance-based robustness assessment, consider geometric and material nonlinearities for 

correct prediction of the components full resistance and ductility.  

In the initial deformation stage of a frame subjected to column removal, joints are only under 

bending and shear. In the compression zone, specific joint components are activated, which 
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are either aligned with the bolt-row, and so incorporated in the compressive bolt-row 

behaviour as in Section 4.6.3, or aligned at the prying point of the supported beam flange as 

considered in Section 4.7. In major axis joints with unbalanced moments, an additional 

column web panel is developed in Section 4.9 and included in the joint model to account for 

panel shear distortion. As an axially restrained frame progressively deforms, a tensile 

catenary action mechanism is activated, which brings all joint general components to tension. 

In particular, bolt-rows under tension, detailed in Section 4.6.5, define the joint behaviour in 

the frame tensile catenary stage, as observed in past sub-structure experimental tests. 

Therefore, experimental T-stub tests under dynamic elongation rates were performed as part 

of this research. Notably, these experiments were not limited to the definition of the rate 

contribution to the component response, but also used to validate an effective yet simple  

T-stub model able to reproduce this response, as demonstrated in Section 4.6.8. 

A new local strength criterion is presented, as opposed to the classic ductility limit 

established from the material ultimate strain. The failure n-surface is composed from the 

resistances associated with the possible modes of failure of the bolt-row reduced model under 

compression or tension. The proposed criterion provides a simple closed-form solution for the 

bolt-row failure load as a function of the numerical model forces and reveals favourable 

accuracy compared to experimental tests. In fact, the concept of local strength criterion 

improves the existing information for EC3 on post-yield resistance, which is paramount for 

performance-based assessment of steel structures.  

Similarly, for the tensile catenary action of composite frames, an additional joint component 

under tension is activated, namely the composite floor slab, as described in  

Section 4.8. Once more, its complete definition is accomplished via a powerful and 

experimentally validated analytical model, which incorporates steel reinforcement, concrete, 

their bond interaction and discrete concrete cracking, all considering the influence of rate-

sensitivity.  

Quantification of the rate-sensitive responses of all components refers to earlier findings on 

material rate-sensitivity presented in Chapter 3. Importantly, it has been demonstrated 

through the experimental and numerical work undertaken in this chapter that the effects of 

rate-sensitivity, for moderate rates as those induced in a gravity-driven deformation of a 

frame subject to sudden columns loss, are less significant at the component level when 

compared to the material level. This is mainly related with the fact that rate-sensitivity is 

associated with plastic deformations: in the case of the bolt-row component, it is shown in 
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Section 4.6.8 that the spread of plasticity in typical bolt-row modes of failure is not sufficient 

to produce a substantial enhancement in component strength and ductility. 

Nonetheless, different joint geometrical or material configurations other than those studied 

here might present higher rate-sensitivity. Therefore, it is relevant to develop an assessment 

tool in the scope of robustness which is able to accommodate material rate-sensitivity within 

its formulation. In this context, Chapter 5 presents next an enhanced robustness framework 

assessment, while Chapter 6 utilises the newly developed joint model within a detailed 

application study of the enhanced robustness framework to establish the importance of rate-

sensitivity at the overall structural level. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Enhanced Robustness Assessment Framework 

5.1 Introduction 

Building on the previous ductility-centred method (Izzuddin et al., 2008), an enhanced 

robustness assessment framework is proposed here, which accounts for material rate-

sensitivity at the component and overall system levels.  

The enhanced framework uses the same structural idealisation concepts and robustness limit 

state proposed by Izzuddin et al. (2008). The limit state used for quantifying the robustness of 

a multi-storey building is defined by the failure of the floor systems affected by a sudden 

column loss, a representative yet simple damage scenario resulting from a short-duration 

high-magnitude hazard. 

In the initial stage of the proposed multi-level framework, rate-sensitive responses at the 

material and component levels are incorporated at the individual beam level, where the 

nonlinear quasi-static response is determined for specific deformation rates and simplified 

dynamic assessment is carried out, according to Section 5.2. Subsequently, the individual 

beam responses are typically assembled into the floor response and may need to be 

propagated further to higher levels of structural idealisation, as discussed in Section 5.4, 

leading to the determination of the system pseudo-static capacity. In this regard, the pseudo-

static capacity defines the maximum resistance to gravity loading for which the dynamic 

deformations at a specific deformation rate do not exceed the system ductility limit. 

Unlike the original assessment framework, the enhanced framework integrates joint ductility 

in the description of the nonlinear (quasi-)static response, as also suggested by Izzuddin 

(2009), using the joint components idealisations presented in the previous chapter.  

In order to account for the effects of material rate-sensitivity in the new design-oriented 

framework, the time taken by the system to reach the maximum dynamic deformations under 

a specific level of gravity loading is required. Towards this end, novel time prediction 

techniques based on a graphical interpretation of the quasi-static and pseudo-static response 

curves are proposed in Section 5.2. Since time is determined at the highest required level of 

structural idealisation and is mutually interdependent on the pseudo-static response, time 
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prediction is an iterative process, involving updates at lower levels of idealisation, though this 

can be achieved in most cases with a single iteration, as illustrated in Section 6.4.3 of the 

following chapter.  

Hereafter, the various enhancements proposed for the incorporation of material rate-

sensitivity in the ductility-centred framework for robustness assessment are presented. For 

illustration purposes, Case 1 floor system from Chapter 6, depicted below with numbered 

longitudinal internal beams, is henceforth used. 

 

Figure 5.1 Illustrative floor system affected by peripheral column loss (Vlassis et al., 2008) 

5.2 Multi-level assessment framework 

Considering that a comprehensive evaluation of structural robustness may include several 

column loss scenarios at different locations, the dynamic analysis of the complete multi-

storey building under individual damage scenarios is computationally inefficient. Therefore, 

the ductility-centred method addresses a given structure at multiple levels of idealisation for a 

simplified assessment without significant loss of accuracy (Moncada, 2007; Jahromi, 2009).  

According to this multi-level framework (Izzuddin et al., 2008), the assessment of robustness 

can be undertaken at alternative levels of idealisation, depending on structural regularity and 

the feasibility of model reduction, where the nonlinear static response under gravity loading, 

simplified dynamic assessment using the concept of energy balance and ductility 

demand/supply of the connections are determined at each sub-structural level. Reduced 

models can then be used for assembling the system response at higher levels of idealisation 

using simplified techniques, as discussed in Section 2.5.1. 

The procedure adopted by the enhanced framework is to utilise the detailed joint model, with 

nonlinear springs explicitly representing the component nonlinear response, at the lowest 

considered level of structural idealisation. The structural response at a higher structural level 
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is thus obtained either by its detailed representation or simplified assembly of sub-structural 

responses, as suggested in the original framework (Izzuddin et al., 2008). 

With partial strength steel-composite joints, the steel beam and concrete slab members 

experience low elastic strain rates before joint failure. Therefore, the mechanical properties of 

steel and concrete material models used for the steel-composite frame and slab members are 

considered rate-insensitive without loss of accuracy. This statement is illustrated in the 

deformed shape of the Case 1 longitudinal edge beam from Chapter 6 at the point of system 

failure, as shown in Figure 5.2 with plastified steel beam and shear stud elements highlighted 

in red and green respectively.  

On the other hand, the joint component response is rate-sensitive. Accordingly, the response 

of steel/concrete members including joint deformations is rate-sensitive and depends on the 

deformation rates of each joint component at the considered level of idealisation.  

 

Figure 5.2 Illustrative deformed shape of a composite individual beam 

5.3 Individual beam rate-sensitivity  

The multi-level framework considers the individual beam of a floor grillage system as the 

lowest level of structural idealisation for robustness assessment under sudden column loss 

(Figure 2.4). The application of the framework at the individual beam is elaborated next, 

where the represented Case 1 longitudinal edge beam is recurrently used for illustration 

purposes. 

5.3.1 Nonlinear quasi-static response 

Throughout the various levels of structural idealisation, structural models can be defined in a 

simplified or detailed manner. Particularly on the individual beam level, simplified models 

are associated with explicit closed-form analytical solutions, such as those used for 

application in SDOF rate-sensitive blast assessment (Izzuddin, 2007b), while detailed models 

are typically based on finite element discretisation accounting for geometric and material 

nonlinearity.  

The most realistic modelling approach for propagating component rate-sensitivity to the beam 

level is through the use of detailed finite element modelling, as suggested previously. The 
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layout of the detailed composite beam model under midspan column removal is illustrated in 

Figure 5.3 for the illustrative beam, with model reduction due to symmetry. This model 

employs 1D elasto-plastic elements for the steel beam and concrete flange, rigid-plastic links 

between the steel beam and concrete flange to represent composite action provided by shear 

studs, and spring elements to model the joint components and the axial restraint provided by 

the surrounding frame. 

 

Figure 5.3 Finite element composite beam model 

It is now possible to accommodate successive joint component failures with the consideration 

of a ductility limit in the component response beyond which the component resistance is 

assumed to reduce to zero, as suggested in the previous chapter. In the context of a dynamic 

response under sudden column loss, this improved ductility can lead to significant 

improvement in the pseudo-static capacity at the beam level but more typically at the overall 

system level, as discussed by Izzuddin (2009).  

 

Figure 5.4 Numerical nonlinear static response for illustrative beam with successive component 

failures 

The nonlinear static response of the illustrative beam (C1 E) with successive bolt-row failures 

at the midspan joint (BR MJ) is shown in the figure above, where the static load capacity 

coincides with the first joint component failure. Other cases are where the first failure might 
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not define the frame maximum static load capacity. Kuhlmann et al. (2007) experimental test 

of a composite substructure under column removal exemplifies such situation, with its 

deformation stages identified in Figure 5.5: (A) onset of yielding, (B) plastic hinging at the 

joints, (C) activation of tensile catenary action, (D) RC slab rebar failure and (E) end-plate 

weld failure. 

 

Figure 5.5 Experimental nonlinear static response of a composite substructure under single 

column loss (Kuhlmann et al., 2007) 

The influence of rate-sensitivity on the nonlinear static response of an individual beam can be 

obtained by assuming a steady-state deformation rate and implementing the joint component 

models with the corresponding rate-sensitive response curves, as presented in the previous 

chapter. It is noted that a rate-sensitive quasi-static response allows for the deformation rate 

but excludes inertia effects, which are included in the dynamic, or pseudo-static, response. 

Although the relationship between deformation rates of joint components varies with the 

achieved level of structural deformation, a simplification is made in this work where the 

relative joint component deformation rates are fixed and are determined based on a rate-

insensitive relationship between component deformations, extracted from the quasi-static 

response at the system ductility limit, imposed by the complete failure of a single joint. 

In this context, the enhanced framework initiates with the determination of the quasi-static 

response curve assuming a low constant deformation rate (recommended 1 mm/s) in a chosen 

reference component, that is, the first component to fail, e.g. BR 4 of the midspan joint of the 

illustrative beam. Depending on the selected time prediction technique (see Section 5.5), it 

may be necessary to develop a bounding second curve assuming a high constant deformation 

rate in the same component (recommended 1000 mm/s). Figure 5.6 illustrates both quasi-

static response curves for low (CE ES=1mm/s) and high (CE ES=1000mm/s) deformation 

rates of the illustrative beam.  
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Figure 5.6 Nonlinear quasi-static response curves for illustrative beam 

More specifically, the deformation rate of each component is obtained for a given 

deformation rate in the reference component through: i) determination of the maximum 

component deformation (MCD) over the deformation history (which may not be monotonic) 

up to the system ductility limit; and ii) approximation of the time to the maximum component 

deformation (TMD). The time to maximum component deformation (TMD) is based on the 

assumption of a constant beam displacement rate at midspan, and is readily established for 

the reference component from its MCD. For the other components, use is made of the fact 

that the ratio of the TMD for any two components is equal to the ratio of the midspan beam 

displacements at the corresponding maximum component deformation (MBD). 

Table 5.1 illustrates the satisfactory application of the previous steps (PDR) to approximate 

the actual average component displacement rates in the illustrative beam obtained from the 

proposed exact time prediction technique of Section 5.2 (ADR).  In this illustration, the 

deformation rate for the reference component BR4 is fixed to 32.30 mm/s, and bolt-rows are 

numbered according to Figure 5.4.  

Table 5.1 Comparison between approximate (PDR) and exact (ADR) component deformation 

rates 

 
Midspan joint Support joint 

 
RC Slab BR 1 BR 2 BR 3 BR 4 RC Slab BR 1 BR 2 BR 3 BR 4 

ADR (mm/s) 0.00 16.21 20.90 25.89 32.30 10.79 4.65 0.33 0.17 -13.56 

(i) MCD (mm) 0.00 16.92 16.22 15.99 16.96 10.10 8.64 2.85 0.28 13.97 

(ii) MBD (mm) 0.00 542.32 382.32 302.32 272.92 562.32 562.32 562.32 562.32 442.32 

TMD (s) - 1.05 0.74 0.58 0.53 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 0.85 

PDR (mm/s) 0.00 16.17 21.98 27.41 32.20 9.31 7.96 2.63 0.26 -16.37 
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It is worth noting that the component response curve is taken to be rate-sensitive only in 

tension for a positive component deformation rate, or rate-sensitive only in compression for a 

negative rate. Indeed, the deformation rate itself does not provide a deformation history of the 

component but only an average component deformation over the total time of system 

deformation. Therefore, for the example of bolt-rows under initial compression with positive 

elongation at system failure, their rate-sensitivity under compression is ignored. 

In terms of component deformation, a ductile T-stub with activated flange mechanism fails at 

a displacement of 10 mm to 50 mm, based on the experimental evidence condensed in  

Figure 4.9. Hence, a rough approximation for the displacement rate of the outermost tensile 

bolt-row, assuming its failure following the sudden removal of a single column, is around  

40 mm/s, which justifies the proposed interval of reference deformation rates for the 

enhanced framework: 1 mm/s and 1000 mm/s. Even though the spectrum of deformation rates 

can be augmented without restrictions, these provide a satisfactory narrowed interval of the 

rate experienced by the reference component in a gravity-driven column loss scenario, as 

demonstrated in Chapter 6. 

5.3.2 Simplified dynamic assessment 

Following the determination of the nonlinear quasi-static response, a pseudo-static response, 

accounting for dynamic amplification under sudden column loss, can be obtained in a 

simplified manner using the principle of energy balance for SDOF systems (Powell 2003; 

Izzuddin 2004), as detailed by Izzuddin et al. (2008). While the nonlinear quasi-static 

response curve depicts the quasi-static vertical displacement against the applied gravity load, 

the pseudo-static response curve provides the maximum dynamic displacement corresponding 

to the same gravity loading when a column is suddenly lost. This procedure saves 

considerable computational time by avoiding nonlinear dynamic analyses at various levels of 

gravity loading while maintaining relatively good prediction accuracy.  

It is noted though that this simplified approach is based on the assumption of a governing 

SDOF deformation mode, which is realistic for most floor systems subject to sudden column 

loss with inelastic deformations concentrated in the joints. Furthermore, it is consistently 

assumed for this purpose that the successive failure of components does not affect the 

preferential rigid-plastic mechanism. 

With the corresponding deformation rates known in all joint components, their rate-sensitive 

responses can be determined as discussed in Chapter 4. The rate-sensitive quasi-static (ES) 
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and pseudo-static (EPS) response curves of the individual beam follow, as exemplified in the 

figure below for the illustrative beam. 

 

Figure 5.7 Simplified dynamic assessment for illustrative beam 

5.4 Rate-sensitivity of individual and multiple floor systems  

Individual beam responses at a floor system can be assembled into an overall floor system 

response at a higher level of structural idealisation via a grillage analogy. At this level, the 

ductility-centred framework proposes the use of this simplified model of a grillage assembly 

with a dominant mode enabling the simplified dynamic assessment to be extended to the floor 

system. The (deformed) grillage approximation corresponding to the illustrative Case 1 floor 

system is represented in the figure below. 

 

Figure 5.8 Grillage idealisation of the illustrative floor system 

Still, it is worth noting that detailed finite element modelling could bring benefits in floor 

system analysis, enabling such effects as membrane action to be captured with advanced shell 

elements (Izzuddin et al., 2008; Jahromi, 2009). In this case, joint components would then be 

explicitly included via nonlinear springs at this level of idealisation and nonlinear (quasi-

static and pseudo-static) responses associated with reference component deformation rate(s) 

would then be produced, based on the procedure exposed in Section 5.3. 

Assuming a dominant deformation mode, compatibility of the beams in the grillage model is 

considered through the introduction of compatibility factors βi (Izzuddin et al., 2008) that 

constrain the vertical displacement of each individual beam in terms of a reference 
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displacement, e.g. midspan vertical displacement of the longitudinal edge beam of Case 1 

floor system. Furthermore, the influence of the assumed load distribution along individual 

beams is considered through work-related factors αi (Izzuddin et al., 2008). At this level of 

idealisation, it is assumed that after the first complete failure of an individual beam the 

system is deemed to collapse due to the abrupt change in load distribution and deformation 

mechanism. 

In terms of obtaining the overall rate-sensitive response, the deformation rates of the 

components in each joint of the floor system, required for the determination of the individual 

beam response, need to be adjusted. This is undertaken by determining the rate of the 

reference displacement of a particular individual beam corresponding to the selected 

deformation rate of the floor reference joint component. The deformation rates of other joint 

components are then obtained from compatibility considerations based on the dominant floor 

deformation mode. Table 5.2 demonstrates the determination of the rates in the illustrative 

Case 1 floor system based on the rates of the reference joint component BR4 situated in the 

midspan joint (MJ) of the edge beam (EB).  

Table 5.2 Vertical displacement rates (mm/s) of Case 1 individual beams 

 CR EB IB1 IB2 IB3 TB 

                              Vertical displacement rates at beam level (Section 5.2) 

RJC  BR4MJ BR3MJ BR1SJ 

 1 40.24 31.63 76.85 

 1000 40241.24 31635.72 76852.31 

Vertical displacement rates at the floor system 

RJC  BR4MJ EB 

 1 40.24 6.11 18.35 30.54 40.24 

 1000 40241.24 6116.67 18350.00 30543.10 40241.24 

CR – Component rate, RJC – Reference joint component 

 

Considering energy balance at the individual floor level, the floor nonlinear (quasi-static or 

pseudo-static) response can be easily assembled via a grillage idealisation from the (quasi-

static or pseudo-static, respectively) responses of individual beams as (Izzuddin et al., 2008): 

 
1

  i i i

i

P P 


 (5.1) 

where α is a work-related parameter at the current floor level (Izzuddin et al., 2008) and 

subscript i refers to the individual beams of the floor grillage system. Figure 5.9 depicts the 

pseudo-static response curves for the illustrative floor system, associated with the specified 

low and high deformation rates. A detail of the response curves at the system ductility limit is 

also included. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9 Pseudo-static response of Case 1 floor system for the different reference joint 

component rates: (a) complete curve and (b) detail at the system ductility limit 

If the multi-storey building has identical floors in terms of structural configuration and 

loading, the required level of idealisation may be reduced to the individual floor level, and the 

robustness assessment reduces to a comparison between the floor gravity load and its (rate-

sensitive) pseudo-static capacity. However, when this condition does not apply, the (quasi-

static or pseudo-static) response curves of the multiple floor system can be subsequently 

obtained from individual floor contributions using a modified version of Eq. (5.1) adjusted to 

a higher level of idealisation: α becomes a work-related parameter for the multiple floor 

system (Izzuddin et al., 2008), subscript i refers to the individual floors, and the vertical 

displacements associated with the floors above the removed column are considered identical 

and equal to the reference value (βi = 1.0), with the columns above assumed to be relatively 

rigid. 

5.5 Time prediction techniques 

As pointed out before, the original ductility-centred framework (Izzuddin et al. 2008) does 

not consider the duration over which the maximum dynamic deformations are developed, and 

thereby is not concerned with deformation rates. This is an important requirement for dealing 

with the influence of material rate-sensitivity, as elaborated next. 

The ductility-centred framework uses the principle of energy balance for a SDOF system for 

simplified dynamic assessment. The kinetic energy term of the total mechanical energy is 

directly related to the square of the reference velocity of the system and its mass via a factor 

that depends on the assumed deformation mode. Therefore, by determining the kinetic energy 

for a specific dynamic deformation state, the corresponding system velocity can be 

established.  
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The velocity profile over the deformation states of interest, accelerating from rest to a 

maximum velocity then decelerating to rest, is consequently used to determine the time 

duration taken by the structural system to achieve the maximum deformation state. The whole 

system, frame and connections, is expected to deform over the same time duration up to the 

system ductility limit. Hence, the time duration must be determined at the highest considered 

level of structural idealisation, in order to guarantee compatibility between system 

components. This time defines an average deformation rate in the various components, which 

can be employed for establishing their rate-sensitive static response, as discussed before.  

Importantly, it is established that the first iteration on time prediction for any of the 

techniques below is made recurring to the low deformation rate response curve (e.g. 1 mm/s). 

This is related to the rapid convergence of the techniques using such curves in the scope of 

gravity-driven scenarios, as demonstrated below. 

Depending on the time prediction technique, curve interpolation may or may not be necessary 

for the determination of the rate-sensitive pseudo-static response associated with the 

estimated system deformation rate. The rate-sensitive pseudo-static capacity within ductility 

limit will ultimately provide the resistance of the system to progressive collapse, leading to a 

similar measure of structural robustness under sudden column loss as proposed by Izzuddin et 

al. (2008). 

A more detailed exposition of the time prediction techniques and corresponding robustness 

assessment procedures is made in the following sub-sections.  

5.5.1 Exact velocity profile 

For the sub-structures illustrated in Figure 5.10, namely (a) individual beam with 

concentrated mass at midspan, (b) individual beam with uniformly distributed mass, and  

(c) individual floor with uniformly distributed internal and edge masses, the kinetic energy 

kE  can be given in terms of the reference velocity um , where the mass corresponds to the 

gravity load: 

- individual beam subjected to a midspan point load: 

 21
2

uk beam mE M  (5.2) 

- individual beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load: 
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- individual floor subjected to an internal uniformly distributed load and an edge 

distributed load: 
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                        (a)                                           (b)                                             (c) 

Figure 5.10 Sub-structural systems with different mass distributions 

For a specific level of gravity load 0nP , the kinetic energy can be obtained as the difference 

between the work done by the load and the strain energy, as illustrated in Figure 5.11 (a) for a 

transient displacement ui,n of the illustrative Case 1  longitudinal edge beam: 
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where curves (C1 ES=1 mm/s) and (C1 EPS=1 mm/s) correspond to the low rate quasi-static 

and pseudo-static curves respectively. The subsequent kinetic energy profile over the 

displacement domain is represented in Figure 5.11 (b), for the same longitudinal beam. 

With the kinetic energy profile, hence velocity profile, established over the displacement 

domain, the time to the maximum dynamic displacement ud,n is given by: 
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where h is the number of subintervals for application of the considered trapezoidal rule, and 

the velocity profile corresponding to the kinetic energy profile is determined by substituting 

Eq.(5.5) into the relevant Eqs.(5.2)-(5.4). 

It is noted that the relationship between the vertical midspan displacement and deformation of 

the reference component is assumed to be rate-insensitive. Therefore, following the 

calculation of the total time of deformation, the reference component deformation rate can be 

determined from the overall displacement rate. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.11 Illustrative beam (a) exact kinetic energy Ek,i,n for transient displacement ui,n and  

(b) complete kinetic energy profile over displacement domain 

This time prediction technique is recursive, i.e. the time of deformation for a load factor n  is 

a function of the response curve up to that load factor. Therefore, it benefits from a second 

steady-state nonlinear static response assuming a high deformation rate of the reference joint 

component (e.g. 1000 mm/s, as proposed in the previous section). By applying the simplified 

dynamic assessment, the corresponding pseudo-static response is attained. 

As follows, an approximation of the rate-sensitive pseudo-static response is given by the 

power (1/q) interpolation between the system low (C1 PS=1mm/s) and high (C1 

PS=1000mm/s) rate responses, where q corresponds to the Cowper Symonds steel parameter. 

For the effect, the reference component deformation rate is utilised.  
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If further iterations are required, the interpolation between the quasi-static response curves of 

the preceding iteration is also made to recalculate the time to the maximum dynamic 

displacement ud,n. Figure 5.12 depicts the rate-sensitive pseudo-static response curves of the 

illustrative floor system close to the system ductility limit. The same curves are produced at 

the end of the first (C1 RS1) and second (C1 RS2) time prediction iterations, where it is clear 

that a single iteration for time calculation is deemed to be sufficient. 

As noted before, it is the order of the deformation rate that is most significant, which allows 

approximate time prediction techniques to be equally effective to the presented accurate 

approach. In this context, other more computationally efficient techniques are proposed next, 

in descending/ascending respective orders of accuracy/efficiency, and are related to the same 

sub-structures of Figure 5.10. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.12 Rate-sensitive pseudo-static response of the illustrative floor system: (a) complete 

curve and (b) detail at system ductility limit  

5.5.2 Average velocity profile 

This second time prediction technique and corresponding robustness assessment is in all 

manners similar to the previous one, except that it uses the average velocity profile for time 

calculation. As such, an expression for velocity at instant i can be readily obtained by 

substituting Eq. (5.5) into Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4): 

- individual beam subjected to a midspan point load: 
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- individual beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load: 
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- individual floor subjected to an internal uniformly distributed load and an edge 

distributed load: 
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The average velocity from the velocity profile over the displacement domain can be readily 

attained from ,
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u h , assuming equal displacement sub-intervals. Dividing the 

maximum dynamic displacement by the average velocity, an approximation of the total 

time is obtained: 
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5.5.3 Incremental method 

An incremental method greatly saves computational time by avoiding subinterval division for 

every new load factor λn. An observation of the typical nonlinear static response curve, in 

Figure 5.11 (a), shows that for the load factor λn the increment in kinetic energy is as 

represented in Figure 5.13 (a). Area 1 gives the increment in kinetic energy up to the 

maximum static displacement if the gravity load factor is incremented from λ1 to λ2. 

Considering that for the final dynamic displacement ud,2 the kinetic energy has to be zero,  

Area 3 equates to the kinetic energy under the load factor λ2 up to a dynamic displacement 

ud,1. Graphically, it is easy to understand that Area 3 is the sum of Areas 1 and 2, thus 

,13   dArea P u . Hence, the new kinetic energy profile for a given load factor λn can be 

obtained by rotating the profile from the previous load factor λn-1 up to the previous dynamic 

displacement ud,n-1, with a slope P, and reducing to zero at ud,n. 

Since the variation in the integral of the kinetic energy over the displacement domain is given 

by the area of the triangle in Figure 5.13 (b), working with the average kinetic energy, the 
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expressions for determining the total time at various levels of gravity loading become 

straightforward: 

- individual beam subjected to a midspan point load: 
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- individual beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load: 
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(5.12) 

- individual floor subjected to an internal uniformly distributed load and an edge 

distributed load: 
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where importantly: 
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According to the previous expressions, time is also predicted in a recursive manner, and so 

boundary curves would eventually be required for interpolation. However, this method could 

benefit from an initial quasi-static curve assuming a steady-state deformation rate close to the 

one expected when the level of gravity loading equals to the system pseudo-static load 

capacity within ductility limit.  

Since the main objective of the time prediction techniques is to predict the deformation rate at 

this critical level of loading, the accuracy of the time of deformation for all other levels 

becomes irrelevant. Therefore, if a single iteration is sufficient for the successful 

approximation of the deformation rate at the crucial point, then the need for boundary curves 

is eliminated. In this case, the corresponding pseudo-static response curve readily gives the 

rate-sensitive load capacity. 
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(a) 

 
 (b) 

Figure 5.13 Incremental method: (a) Increment in kinetic energy for load factor increasing from 

λ1 to λ2, and (b) rotation of kinetic energy profile at λ1 to profile at λ2 

5.5.4 Linear acceleration profile 

There is room for an even further simplification. For linear elastic deformation, the stored 

energy at instant i can be rewritten as: 
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where us,n is the maximum static displacement for a load factor λn. 
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Knowing that the kinetic energy at the maximum dynamic displacement has to be zero, for 

linear elastic deformation the maximum dynamic displacement is double the maximum static 

displacement, for any load distribution: 
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This simplifies Eqs. (5.7)-(5.9) as follows: 

- individual beam subjected to a midspan point load: 
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Differentiating Eq. (5.17) over time using the chain rule, the acceleration profile 

is obtained: 
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where clearly 0u  g  for instant zero and the acceleration profile is linear over the 

displacement domain. 

The average velocity can be used to approximate the total time, where: 
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The solution for the integral is greatly simplified considering Eq. (5.16), and that 

the velocity is zero for both the initial and final (maximum dynamic 

displacement) states. Therefore, the average velocity is thus given by: 
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which leads to the following total time: 
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- individual beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load: 
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Again, differentiating Eq. (5.22) over time, the acceleration profile is obtained: 
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where 0

3

2
u  g  at instant zero, and the acceleration profile is also linear. 

Through the same procedure as above, the total time is determined as: 
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- individual floor subjected to an internal uniformly distributed load and an edge 

distributed load: 
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Differentiating Eq. (5.25) over time, the acceleration profile is obtained: 
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where 0
0

2
u  nP


 at instant zero, and the acceleration profile is also linear. 

Through the same procedure as before, the total time is determined as: 
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The accuracy of this prediction technique is expected to decrease for highly nonlinear 

responses (Pereira & Izzuddin, 2009). Still, it provides an order of the time to failure for 

generic gravity-driven scenarios. 

Indeed, following the sudden removal of a column, the vertically aligned upper floors 

experience a dynamic deformation driven by the gravity load. An estimation of the average 

time for collapse of a regular steel frame can be made based on a series of simplified steps. 

Considering only an individual beam within a floor system with partial-strength connections 

subjected to a uniformly distributed load, as in Figure 5.10 (b), a triangular rigid plastic 

mechanism can be assumed, with plastic deformations limited to the joints.  
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Based on the rigid plastic deformation mechanism, the ductility limit for a regular frame is 

approximated to: 

 ,max 2 d prau L  (5.28) 

where, θpra is the maximum plastic joint rotation. For partially restrained moment connections 

with double T-stub mechanism and an end-plate in bending mode of failure, UFC (2009) 

gives a reference value of θpra = 0.084 rad.  

Taking this value in consideration, the total time to failure ttotal,max can be estimated for 

different spans of the representative individual beam using Eq. (5.24) of the linear 

acceleration profile technique: 

- for a 6 meters long span: ,max 0.33stotalt  

- for a 12 meters long span: ,max 0.47stotalt  

Obviously, these values are just a reference for the order of total time up to collapse, where 

frame nonlinearity is expected to increase time, as illustrated in the following section. 

Therefore, a reference value of 1 second is considered in this research for simplification 

purposes. 

Most notably, the Linear Acceleration Profile technique also offers a simplification in terms 

of robustness assessment itself similar to the Incremental approach. Indeed, as the total time 

of deformation at a given level of gravity loading is now solely function of the corresponding 

maximum dynamic displacement, the time prediction should be accurate for the critical level 

of loading corresponding to the system pseudo-static capacity. Then the procedure is in all 

manners equivalent to the Incremental approach towards the rate-sensitive pseudo-static load 

capacity. Once more, a better time prediction comes from a quasi-static response curve 

assuming a steady-deformation rate in the gravity-driven range. 

5.6 Comparison of the time prediction techniques 

The four previous techniques, Exact Velocity Profile (EVP), Average Velocity Profile (EVP), 

Incremental Method (IM), and Linear Acceleration Profile (LAP), are now compared in the 

rate-sensitive robustness assessment of the illustrative Case 1 floor system. Accordingly, a 

low deformation rate of 1 mm/s in the reference component is selected for the starting quasi-

static curve in time prediction. Only in the first two techniques a second high rate (1000 mm/s) 

boundary curve is utilised.  
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Figure 5.14 (a) exemplifies the pseudo-static curves close to the system ductility limit using 

the previous rate-sensitive time prediction techniques. A single iteration is considered in all 

cases. The corresponding time profiles for such floor system are illustrated in Figure 5.14 (b). 

The results show that the relative difference between the simplified time prediction 

techniques and EVP in terms of total time of deformation at the system ductility limit is -60%, 

-62% and -76% for AVP, IM and LAP, respectively. It is worth noting that the TMD 

assumption of constant deformation rate made in Section 5.3.1 is validated by the 

approximately constant slope of the curve of Figure 5.14 (b). Nevertheless, the consequence 

is negligible in terms of the rate-sensitive pseudo-static response of the floor system, as seen 

in the coinciding curves of Figure 5.14 (a).  

In addition, an assumption is made of a steady-state 40 mm/s deformation rate of the 

reference component up to the system ductility limit. This assumption eliminates the need for 

a time prediction step and additional quasi-static curves, while clearly producing a similar 

rate-sensitive curve, as demonstrated in the same figure. However, not only is the reference 

component ductility variable but also, for frames with considerably different stiffness and/or 

mass, the 1 second reference changes, as observed by Sasani & Sagiroglu (2010) in a 

reinforced concrete frame. This could lead to an incorrect approximation of the system load 

capacity, as illustrated in the same figure for a different constant time and same system 

ductility (4000mm/s). This demonstrates the importance of a time prediction technique to 

correctly assess rate-sensitivity within a column removal scenario.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.14 Comparison between (a) rate-sensitive pseudo-static response curves, at the system 

ductility limit, and (b) corresponding time profile of Case 1 floor system, based on different time 

prediction techniques 

The recommendation is then to use the Linear Acceleration Profile technique, as it presents 

clear gains in processing time and offers good accuracy in determining the pseudo-static 
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response, since the order of magnitude of the displacement rate is more important than the 

value itself. 

5.7 Conclusions 

This chapter proposes an enhanced ductility-centred framework for robustness assessment of 

steel and composite structures subjected to sudden column loss. The modification of the 

original ductility-centred framework mainly focuses on the consideration of rate-sensitivity 

starting at the material level up to the highest level of structural idealisation, where time 

prediction is required. 

The first stage of the enhanced framework centres on modelling of the rate-sensitive 

behaviour of steel-composite structural materials, according to the methodology of Chapter 3. 

In this respect, the framework is shown to be applicable to any mechanical quantities and 

degree of material rate-sensitivity.  

The organisation of the framework allows for its application at different levels of structural 

idealisation. For the types of structure studied herein, which greatly rely on joint ductility to 

achieve large displacements, the definition of the joint component response is essential in the 

prediction of the maximum load that the system is able to sustain after sudden column loss. 

Similar to the original framework, the enhanced framework is independent of the modelling 

technique used for the determination of the component rate-sensitive response, where it is 

recommended to use the joint component models presented in Chapter 4.  

The incorporation of the ductility limit within the component idealisation reduces the multi-

level assessment framework to a two-step process. Depending on the selected time prediction 

technique, the simplified dynamic assessment is undertaken on the basis of either boundary 

quasi-static/pseudo-static nonlinear responses at low and high deformation rates, or a single 

quasi-static/pseudo-static nonlinear response assuming an adequate steady-state deformation 

rate. The presented alternatives to rate-sensitive robustness assessment are created in order to 

maintain the design orientation and feasibility of the framework. As a matter of fact, a single 

time prediction iteration is typically required for the determination of the rate-sensitive load 

capacity, either from interpolation or approximation of the associated deformation rate.  

Chapter 6 demonstrates the application of the enhanced assessment framework in a detailed 

case study, and quantifies the influence of material rate-sensitivity on the robustness of a 

typical composite building with partial-strength connections.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Application of Enhanced Robustness Assessment 

Framework 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, an enhanced design-oriented method has been proposed, based on the ductility-

centred framework developed by Izzuddin et al. (2008), which accounts for the additional 

influence of material rate-sensitivity. Benefiting from the original rational system-level 

method, which allows for energy absorption capacity, redundancy and ductility, the enhanced 

framework moves towards the determination of an accurate joint ductility supply from the 

rate-sensitive deformation capacity of its components. 

The application of the enhanced assessment framework is demonstrated in a case study, using 

a typical steel-framed composite building previously considered by Vlassis et al. (2008). In 

this regard, different design cases are considered in order to illustrate the rate-sensitive 

robustness of different connection types, geometries, reinforcement ratios and levels of axial 

restraint. The case study uses the most accurate time prediction technique plus a 

supplementary close-to-static system response, with the purpose of comparing rate-

insensitive/sensitive responses at several structural levels and its repercussions on overall 

structural robustness.  

The treatment of material rate-sensitivity within the enhanced assessment framework is 

exemplified through the case study, where rate-sensitive material idealisations are applied to 

joint component models, both in the detailed finite element or simplified analytical 

representations of these components. The determination of the system rate-sensitive quasi-

static and pseudo-static responses follows from the detailed model of each individual beam 

and subsequent simplified assembly of a floor grillage, as recommended in the previous 

chapter. For illustration purposes, a single floor system is studied, corresponding to the 

sudden loss of a peripheral column scenario, where the results on rate-sensitivity may be 

extended to other gravity-driven scenarios. Similarly, the application study draws on the 
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consequence to the system pseudo-static capacity of a more realistic ductility assessment 

inherent to the enhanced framework. 

6.2 Overview of the application study  

The demonstration of the current framework is carried out using a seven-storey office 

building (Vlassis et al. 2008), as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The application study benefits from 

the detailed information available about this specific steel-framed composite structure, and 

enables a comparison of the proposed approach to existing rate-insensitive methodologies. 

 

Figure 6.1 Layout of the application study building (Vlassis et al., 2008) 

6.2.1 Structural design 

The composite building, located in the UK, follows the simple design (BS 5950-1, 2000; EC3, 

2005a), by which members are intended to withstand a distribution of forces which assumes 

pinned connections.  

The superstructure consists of a 9m x 9m steel primary structural grid acting compositely 

with a reinforced concrete slab which complies with the code prescribed tying requirements 

(BS 5950-1, 2000). Planar lateral restraint is provided by a braced core situated at the central 

atrium of the building in order to improve sway stability and resistance to wind loads. The 

service load combination is the same as assumed by Vlassis et al. (2008), with an unfactored 

floor dead load of 4.2 kN/m2, an unfactored façade dead load of 8.3 kN/m and a 0.25 factored 

floor live load of 5.0 kN/m2. Joint detailing satisfies the UK design guidelines for steel 

construction (BCSA/SCI, 2002), where joints from the structural grid are designed as simple 

(shear) connections, ignoring the composite contribution.  

Six different design solutions are considered for the floor system, where the first five are 

identical to the cases considered by Vlassis et al. (2008), allowing a comparison of different 

code requirements, the effect of axial restraint, composite action and connection design: 
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Case 1: composite action and axial restraint are considered in the floor system with 

minimum reinforcement area from the British joint design guidelines 

(BCSA/SCI, 1998);  

Case 2: same as Case 1 except that a constant 0.87% reinforcement ratio is used in 

the floor system, corresponding to the minimum amount of reinforcement 

specified by EC4 (2004) for crack width limitation; 

Case 3: same as Case 1 with a uniform 2.00% reinforcement ratio in the slab; 

Case 4: same as Case 3 without consideration of axial restraint in the longitudinal 

direction; 

Case 5: bare steel frame system with axial restraint; 

Case 6: same as Case 3 without the 2 inner bolt-rows for minor and major axis 

partial depth end-plate configurations. 

In particular, Case 6 uses a joint solution which does not comply with the minimum tying 

force requirement from the British joint design guidelines (BCSA/SCI 1998) for component 

ties. In this regard, it aims at understanding the efficiency of this prescriptive measure in 

providing robustness, and, at the same time, assessing rate-sensitivity in different connection 

configurations. 

6.2.2 Robustness assessment scenarios 

The code recommendation for this building – class III in UFC 3-310-01 (UFC, 2007), Upper 

Risk in EC1 (2006) – is to perform notional member removal analyses and to design the 

perimeter ground floor columns as key elements. The current study focuses on the first 

recommendation, more specifically, the safety to sudden vertical member loss scenarios, 

towards which the enhanced ductility-centred framework is aimed.  

The UFC alternate path method (UFC, 2009) requires, at least, sudden column loss scenarios 

to be performed for external columns near the middle short façade, the middle of the long 

façade and corner. The ductility-centred framework (Izzuddin et al. 2008) suggests that 

structural representation can be reduced to the floor systems vertically aligned with the 

column removal area whereas the surrounding structure can be represented by means of 

boundary conditions, providing that it is able to withstand the load transfer. Hence, for a bi-

symmetric frame with a sufficiently large number of bays in each direction, such as the given 

structure, the axial restraint provided by the surrounding bays is approximately equal, and so 

short and long façade column removal scenarios can be reduced to two peripheral scenarios, 
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corresponding to next to corner column (axial restraint provided at one side only of the 

affected bay) or generic column (axial restraint provided at both sides of the affected bay). 

Since the frame has a regular geometry in plan and in height, the column removal can take 

place at any floor, thus implicitly reducing the number of local damage scenarios to only 

three, namely corner, next to corner peripheral and generic peripheral scenarios, performed 

at the individual floor level. For the purpose of demonstrating the application of the enhanced 

ductility-centred framework, only the generic peripheral column removal scenario will be 

presented, where extension to the other two scenarios naturally follows the same approach. 

Figure 5.1 from the previous chapter contains a representation of the floor system affected by 

the generic peripheral column loss, which is identical at all floors. This is composed from a 

UB406×140×39 longitudinal (secondary) edge beam EB, three UB305×102×25 longitudinal 

(secondary) internal beams IB and a UC356×368×153 (primary) transverse beam TB. 

In order to take full advantage of the multi-level framework, the system is decomposed 

hierarchically, and lower level sub-systems are assembled according to the simplified 

assembly rules presented in Chapter 5. A grillage representation of the floor system is 

adopted, thus the individual beam level becomes the lowest level of detailed idealisation. 

Furthermore, planar and elevation regularity reduces the required level of idealisation to an 

individual floor, where robustness is then quantitatively assessed by comparing the service 

load with the rate-sensitive pseudo-static capacity of the floor system. 

It is noted that a detailed slab model could have been adopted as an alternative within the 

enhanced multi-level framework, where the effect of load redistribution and floor membrane 

action would be considered in the large deflection range. However, the complexity and 

computational demand of such a model discourage its application in a design-oriented method, 

and thus the alternative grillage model is selected for the demonstration of the enhanced 

assessment framework. 

6.2.3 Rate-sensitivity considerations 

This application study aims to quantify the effect of rate for different levels of gravity loading 

at different system levels. Therefore, an exception is here made to use the Exact Velocity 

Profile technique (see Section 5.5.1), which provides the most accurate time prediction. This 

technique makes use of two boundary response curves assuming steady-state low and high 

deformation rates at the reference component. Exceptionally, a third curve is here included, 

assuming close-to-static deformation rate (0.01 mm/s) at all joint components, in order to 

establish the difference between rate-insensitive and rate-sensitive (gravity-driven) responses. 
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6.3 Model description 

As rate-sensitivity is now incorporated in the material numerical idealisation, the quasi-static 

material properties (Vlassis et al. 2008) require additional information on dynamic strength 

and ductility, as discussed in Chapter 3. In a simple/partial-strength connected frame, the 

joints permit limited plasticity before achieving the maximum rotation. Therefore, the new 

material models which account for dynamic strength enhancement are applied to the joint 

component models, according to Chapter 4. The detailed joint model, with nonlinear springs 

explicitly representing the component nonlinear response, is then included in the individual 

beam models, according to the procedure recommended in Chapter 5. The following sub-

sections focus on the modelling considerations of the application study. 

6.3.1 Materials 

Complete characterisation of material constitutive models is considered in order to predict the 

system ductility limit satisfactorily for a performance-based assessment.  

The structure consists of S355 steel beams and columns and C30 lightweight concrete slabs 

reinforced with 460B rebars. The S275 plates used in beam-to-column and beam-to-beam 

connections are fastened to the supporting member by M20 8.8 bolts, and welded to the 

supported member. It is assumed that no heat affected zone results from the welding process.  

Due to the uncertainty in the actual material properties, which should be either provided by 

the fabricator or obtained from experimental testing, the rate-sensitive material properties of 

the construction materials here utilised refer to other coupon tests. Accordingly, Table 6.1 

establishes the correspondence between these materials and experimental coupon tests, 

including their allocation in the structure and rate-sensitivity definition. These rate-sensitive 

parameters are selected in such a manner that provides an upper bound on their exact rate-

sensitive behaviour. 

It is worth noting that when more than one coupon tests were undertaken, the average of the 

coupon properties is considered. Also, steel materials consider an isotropic hardening model, 

thus ignoring component resistance reduction with load reversal. Finally, it is assumed that 

the M20 bolts have a sufficient number of nuts to avoid thread stripping and, this way, the 

interaction between shear, tension and bending in the bolt shank/thread governs the bolt 

failure.  
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Table 6.1 Rate-sensitive material properties 

Note: CS = Cowper-Symonds, YP = Yield Point 

6.3.2 Joints 

Partial depth flexible end-plate connections, between transverse/longitudinal edge beams and 

adjacent columns, and fin-plate connections, between internal and transverse beams, are 

chosen for the floor system.  

6.3.2.1 Joint configuration 

The flexible end-plate connections consist of partial depth end-plates, 290 mm high by  

150 mm wide, with 8 mm thickness in the minor axis configuration and 10 mm in the major 

axis configuration (Figure 5.3 (a-b)). In both cases, the connection of the end-plate to the 

supporting column web/flange (minor/major axis) is composed of four bolt-rows, spaced at 

70 mm (p1), with two snug-tightened M20 8.8 bolts per row (bolt + washer geometry equal to 

Bolt 19, Table B.4) with a bolt gauge (p2) of 90 mm and bolt holes diameter of 22 mm. The 

vertical distance from the outermost bolt-row to the plate limit is 40 mm, and the horizontal 

distance is 30 mm. All-around 6 and 8 mm fillet welds are used for welding of the end-plate 

to the supported beam, in minor and major axis configurations respectively. In the latter 

configuration, the column web panel is unreinforced. 

The fin-plate connection, used in internal longitudinal beams (Figure 5.3 (c)), consists of a  

10 mm thick single plate, 220 mm high by 150 mm wide, welded to the supporting beam by 

two 8 mm fillet welds web and bolted to the supported beam web by three bolt-rows, spaced 

at 70 mm, with two snug-tightened M20 8.8 bolts per row with a bolt gauge of 50 mm. The 

Material Elements Coupon tests Rate-sensitivity 

S355 plate 

steel 
Beams and columns 

S355-J2 from present 

experiments (Table B.5) 

CS parameters at YP from 

S355-J2 experiments (Table 

3.6) 

S275 plate 

steel 
End and fin plates 

S275-JR 8mm from 

present experiments 

(Table B.5) 

CS parameters at YP from 

S275-JR 8mm experiments 

(Table 3.5) 

8.8 bolt steel M20 bolts 
Bolts 25-27 from present 

experiments (Table B.6) 
Rate-insensitive (Table B.6) 

C30 

lightweight 

concrete 

Composite slab 

(joint and 

beam/columns) 
Kuhlmann et al. (2007) 

reinforced concrete slab 
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sensitive in joint (Table 3.1) 
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Composite slab 

(joint and 
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JR 8mm experiments (Table 

3.5) 

Bond-slip 

interaction 

Composite slab 

(joint) 

Gravity-driven relationship 

(Figure 3.6) 
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vertical distance from the outermost bolt-row to the plate limit is 40 mm, and the horizontal 

distance is 50 mm. 

Finally, the 130 mm deep composite slab utilises a dovetail profiled metal deck with a rib 

height of 60 mm and a reinforcement mesh located 50 mm below the concrete slab top 

surface. Shear connectors are positioned according to the minimum code-prescribed (EC4, 

2004) distance for full shear interaction between steel beam and concrete slab. 

 
  

(a)       (b) (c) 

Figure 6.2 Joint geometry: beam-to-column end-plate connections, (a)  major axis and (b) minor 

axis configurations, and (c) beam-to-beam fin-plate connection 

6.3.2.2 Joint modelling 

The enhanced robustness assessment framework considers the proposed M-N-ϕ joint 

mechanical model, shown in Figure 4.7. As part of the Exact Velocity Profile technique, the 

nonlinear quasi-static response is obtained for each generic component at low and high 

deformation rates, which correspond to 1 mm/s and 1000 mm/s in the current study. These 

are based on average time to component failure within a typical steel composite frame and 

low and high component deformation predictions, respectively. According to Section 6.2.3, a 

third curve corresponding to the quasi-static component response at a close-to-static 

deformation rate (0.01 mm/s) is exceptionally derived for comparison between rate-sensitive 

and rate-insensitive structural responses. 

 

 Bolt-rows 

In respect to bolt-row model definition, different joint components are activated in beam-to-

column and beam-to-beam joint configurations, as listed in Section 4.6.  

The first step is to determine the reduced numerical model for each bolt-row configuration 

according to Section 4.6.6, under compression and tension. Then, the application of the 

numerical failure criterion, from Section 4.6.7, allows for calculation of the maximum bolt-
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row resistance. Finally, the resulting piecewise linear bolt-row idealisation is obtained as 

illustrated in Figure 4.48. 

Table 6.2 summarises the effective geometry and yield and ultimate resistance 

approximations of the bolt-rows for model reduction in the six considered cases (see  

Section 6.2.1). The components defining the bolt-row response in compression and tension 

are highlighted in italic and bold, respectively. As a result, the tensile and compressive 

responses are respectively obtained from reduced FE models or beam web buckling 

assumptions, as proposed in Section 4.6.6. 

Table 6.2 Bolt-row effective geometry and approximation of yield/ultimate resistance for model 

reduction 

 

In reduced FE models, tensile failure curves, illustrated in Figure 6.3 (a-b) for close-to-static 

deformation rates (DR=0.01mm/s), are used for component ductility prediction in the rate-

sensitive bolt-row responses, illustrated in Figure 6.3 (c) for major axis bolt-row 1 of  

Case Connection 

Type 

Bolt-

rows 

Components Effective 

height 

(mm) 

Plate  

thickness 

(mm) 

Effective 

length/width 

(mm) 

Cases 

1-5 

Major axis 

end-plate 

1;4 Column web 75 22.6 145 

Beam web 12.3 - 

Column 

flange 

36.5 150 

End-plate 10 

2;3 Column web 70 22.6 145 

Beam web 12.3 - 

Column 

flange 

36.5 150 

End-plate 10 

Minor axis 

end-plate 

1;4 Beam web 75 6.4 - 

End-plate 8 150 

2;3 Beam web 70 6.4 - 

End-plate 8 150 

Case 6 Major axis 

end-plate 

1;2 Column web 145 22.6 145 

Beam web 12.3 - 

Column 

flange 

36.5 150 

End-plate 10 

Minor axis 

end-plate 

1;2 Beam web 145 6.4 - 

End-plate 8 150 

Cases 

1-6 

Fin-plate 1;3 Fin-plate 75 10 150 

Beam web 5.8 150 

2 Fin-plate 70 10 150 

Beam web 5.8 150 
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Cases 1-5 and Case 6. It is noted that AV is the average curve between R (restrained) and UR 

(unrestrained) models (see Section 4.6.2). 

  

(a) (b) 

 

       (c)  

Figure 6.3 Quasi-static tensile failure curves of major axis external bolt-rows of (a) Cases 1-5 and 

(b) Case 6 and (c) corresponding rate-sensitive responses 

The bolt-row tensile mode of failure corresponds to bolt failure (Section 4.6.5.6), in end-plate 

configurations, and plate tensile failure (Section 4.6.5.8), in fin-plate configurations. Beam 

web buckling governs the compressive bolt-row behaviour in all cases. As stated in  

Section 4.6.8, the beam web component under compression is assumed rate-insensitive, and 

so is the compressive bolt-row resistance Fcr.  

Table 6.3 summarises the bolt-row idealisation properties, with reference to Figure 4.48, 

where MA and MI are the major and minor axes end-plate connections, respectively, and FP 

is the fin-plate connection. It is worth emphasising that tensile failure by the bolt (EC3  

Mode 3) is associated with reduced component ductility, as illustrated in Figure 6.3 and 

previously demonstrated in Section 4.6.8. In this context, the application study is then able to 
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extrapolate the influence of reduced component ductility at a higher level of structural 

idealisation. 

In terms of joint shear resistance, the major and minor axis end-plate and fin-plate 

connections have shear capacities of 675 kN, 356 kN and 160 kN, respectively. The 

capacities are defined, respectively, by the weld, beam web and notched beam section 

resistances to vertical shear.  

 

 Gap-contact points 

The gap-contact element resistance to compression is defined by the beam web and flange 

resistance in compression, for all configurations. Obtained from EC3 (2005a), this value is 

again taken as rate-insensitive and corresponds to 3089 kN, 660 kN and 407 kN, for major 

axis end-plate, minor axis end-plate and fin-plate connections, respectively.  

 

 Reinforced concrete slab 

The behaviour of the reinforced concrete slab is herein determined through the component 

idealisation proposed in Section 4.8.1. A piecewise trilinear approximation of the curve in 

Figure 4.52 is made, where the points (wcr,Fcr) and (wu,Fu) define a linear relationship from 

crack opening to rebar failure. The results of all joint configurations are shown in Table 6.4.  

 

 Column web panel 

Finally, the column web panel properties of the major axis connection are determined 

according to the component description of Section 4.9. The results are summarised in  

Table 6.5. 
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Table 6.3 Bolt-row properties under compression and tension 

Cases Connection 
Bolt-

rows 

Compression Disp Rate = + 0.01mm/s Disp Rate = + 1mm/s Disp Rate = + 1000mm/s 

Fy,cr K0,cr Fy,tr Fu,tr Δm K0,cr Fy,tr Fu,tr Δm K0,cr Fy,tr Fu,tr Δm 

1-5 

MA 
1;4 330.27 249.83 78.44 129.61 11.50 249.83 80.02 129.92 11.46 249.83 152.83 188.71 8.29 

2;3 308.25 207.06 75.81 129.14 11.65 207.06 77.41 129.12 11.51 207.06 146.85 180.24 8.63 

MI 
1;4 171.85 126.52 50.15 144.17 16.96 126.52 51.53 146.10 16.97 126.52 98.09 174.37 14.46 

2;3 160.39 118.61 51.12 140.82 16.93 118.61 59.69 152.52 16.64 118.61 95.15 171.19 14.48 

6 
MA 1;2 638.52 360.66 97.70 170.81 8.43 360.66 99.23 173.00 8.44 360.66 160.27 238.61 7.28 

MI 1;2 332.24 213.01 60.80 124.90 12.11 213.01 61.54 125.28 12.05 213.01 96.07 165.33 9.69 

1-6 FP 
1;3 155.74 216.28 133.76 185.06 14.78 216.28 135.71 186.97 14.88 216.28 185.64 236.07 14.95 

2 145.35 204.44 122.67 160.21 13.20 204.44 124.57 163.41 13.33 204.44 176.17 222.03 13.58 

Table 6.4 RC slab properties  

Cases Beam 
Disp Rate = + 0.01mm/s Disp Rate = + 1mm/s Disp Rate = + 1000mm/s 

wcr Fcr wu Fu wcr Fcr wu Fu wcr Fcr wu Fu 

1 

E 0.03 185.35 35.12 758.04 0.03 197.99 35.12 761.97 0.03 248.41 35.12 833.70 

T 0.03 334.15 43.16 1249.4 0.03 372.60 43.16 1255.3 0.03 430.23 43.16 1387.1 

S 0.03 237.70 38.04 886.24 0.03 264.84 38.04 890.46 0.03 304.62 38.04 977.90 

2 

E 0.03 177.33 29.56 587.96 0.03 197.39 29.56 590.76 0.03 225.45 29.56 641.51 

T 0.03 337.78 49.26 2428.7 0.03 375.97 49.26 2440.3 0.03 434.57 49.26 2714.8 

S 0.03 238.87 42.79 1214.3 0.03 265.89 42.79 1220.1 0.03 306.32 42.79 1347.6 

3;4;6 

E 0.03 182.16 44.10 1351.6 0.03 201.84 44.11 1358.0 0.03 231.47 44.10 1502.2 

T 0.03 349.71 52.92 5583.3 0.03 387.48 52.92 5609.9 0.03 446.17 52.92 6265.2 

S 0.03 246.81 50.10 2791.6 0.03 273.46 50.10 2804.9 0.03 314.50 50.10 3123.3 

Table 6.5 Column web panel properties  

Disp Rate = + 0.01mm/s Disp Rate = + 1mm/s Disp Rate = + 1000mm/s 

K0,wp,U Vy,wp,U Vu,wp,U Δu,d K0,wp,U Vy,wp,U Vu,wp,U Δu,d K0,wp,U Vy,wp,U Vu,wp,U Δu,d 

3.5747×106 1750.1 2452.5 41.25 3.5747×106 1757.8 2463.4 41.25 3.5747×106 1997.9 2799.8 41.25 
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6.3.3 Beams 

Considering the studied building to meet the conditions to model reduction up to the 

individual beam level (see Section 2.5.1), the enhanced framework, similar to the original 

framework, recommends the determination of the response at this low level of structural 

idealisation, so higher-level responses may be assembled in a simplified manner. In this 

context, a detailed beam model is used, according to Section 5.3. As proposed by the 

enhanced framework, rate-sensitivity relates to the mechanical properties of materials used in 

joint representation, while the responses of the steel beams and the reinforced concrete slab 

are assumed to be rate-insensitive. 

Table 6.6 Boundary springs properties (N.mm) 

Axial restraint Edge Internal Transverse 

Adjacent member 2.9038×106
 2.5777×106 Rigid 

Adjacent connection 
4.9027×106

 (Cases1-5) 

4.2603×106
 (Case 6) 

9.2942×106 Rigid 

Edge beam lateral restraint - - 7690.3 

 

It is noted that the minimum shear connectors spacing for full interaction (EC4, 2004) is 

applied, and the shear connectors are modelled as rigid-plastic links, with the EC4 prescribed 

resistance of 114kN. With regard to axial restraint provided by the adjacent connection and 

member, two boundary linear springs are considered (see table above), which includes the 

representation in the transverse beam model of the lateral restraint provided by the edge beam 

of the floor system (Jahromi, 2009). 

6.4 Peripheral column removal scenario 

In Section 6.2.2, it is established that the robustness assessment for the application study is 

based on the generic peripheral column removal scenario. The enhanced ductility-centred 

framework is then demonstrated using the multi-level approach to obtain the floor structural 

response, via a grillage analogy, as described in the following sections. 

6.4.1 Individual beam responses 

The nonlinear static responses of the edge, interior and transverse beams of each of the six 

cases corresponding to deformation rates of 0.01mm/s (close-to-static), 1 mm/s and  

1000 mm/s in the first-to-fail component are obtained. Although local buckling is captured in 
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compressed regions of the steel beams during the compressive arching stage, this beam model 

neglects its implications on the reduction of bolt-row strength for subsequent reversal of 

deformations during tensile catenary stage. In the same way, the reduction in the column axial 

capacity due to excessive transverse compression of the panel zone is neglected, including its 

repercussions on the system capacity, since it is assumed for this study that joint failure 

largely precedes column failure. Based on the simplified dynamic assessment, the 

corresponding pseudo-static responses are finally derived from the nonlinear static responses, 

as illustrated in Figure 5.7 for the longitudinal edge beam of Case 1.  

 

 Component failure sequence 

The deformed shapes at failure for the longitudinal edge and internal/transverse beams of 

Case 1 are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 6.4 (a-b), respectively.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.4 Deformed shapes at failure of (a) internal and (b) transverse beams of Case 1 

The sequence of component failure up to beam collapse is the same for longitudinal edge and 

internal beams for all deformation rates: all bolt-rows failure of the midspan (Cases 1-4, 6) or 

end support joints (Case 5). In the transverse beam, the number of failed bolt-rows before 

shear failure of the inner joint is four out of four in Case 5, three out of four in Cases 1 and 2, 

one out of two in Case 6, and no bolt-row failure in Case 3 (weld failure occurs). Yielding of 

the column web panel at the inner and outer joints occurs prior to failure in Cases 3 and 6, 

and at the outer joint only for all remaining cases. 

Although rebar failure does not occur in any of the individual beams, in all composite beams 

(Cases 1-4, 6) concrete crack opening occurs in the hogging joint (end support in longitudinal 

beams and inner support for transverse beams) before the beam ductility limit. A couple of 

shear connectors fail close to both joints in all cases, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

 

 Comparison between enhanced and original frameworks  

Comparing the nonlinear rate-insensitive pseudo-static responses obtained from the enhanced 

and original frameworks, the development and utilisation of an innovative mechanical joint 

model in this work which accounts for successive component failure leads to different beam 

ductility. Figure 6.5 illustrates this difference for the various beams in Cases 1 and 5. 
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                           (a)                                                (b)                                                 (c) 

Figure 6.5 Pseudo-static curves of (a) edge, (b) internal and (c) transverse beams in the enhanced 

and original frameworks 

The comparisons for Case 5 (bare steel frame) are explained in terms of the balance between 

the consideration in the present work of successive component failures and the bolt-row 

ductility overestimation in the original work of Vlassis et al. (2008). Based on experimental 

data, Vlassis et al. approximated the bolt-row tensile ductility limit to 30 mm and 20 mm for 

end-plate and fin-plate solutions respectively, which is significantly above 11 mm, 16 mm 

and 13 mm for major and minor axis end-plate and fin-plate solutions respectively (see  

Table 6.3), determined from the bolt-row model proposed in Section 4.6. The scale of 

overestimation of bolt-row ductility in the original work of Vlassis et al. and the 

consideration of successive component failure in the present work explain for Case 5 the 

reduction of ductility of the internal and transverse beams and the increase of ductility of the 

edge beam. 

Considering the responses of the various beams in Case 5, the increase of the individual beam 

resistance in the enhanced framework demonstrates that the 1% strain-hardening assumption 

for bolt-row post-yield tensile behaviour made by Vlassis et al. (2008) underestimated the 

realistic post-yield stiffness, which is around 2%, 4.5% and 3% for major and axis end-plate 

and fin-plate connections, respectively (see Table 6.3). 

In composite frames, Cases 1-4 and 6, the ductility limit for the various beams is additionally 

influenced by the tensile ductility limit of the RC slab defined in the original and enhanced 

frameworks: Vlassis et al. (2008) determined the maximum rebar elongation to be between 

10 and 20 mm, depending on the case and individual beam, assuming a linear steel strain 

distribution along the crack transmission length defined in Eq. (4.25); on the other hand, the 

proposed RC slab model from Section 4.8 returned a higher component ductility limit, 

between 35 and 50 mm. Given the beam and connection geometries, the RC slab component 

reaches the highest deformation at the inner joint of the transverse beam. This explains the 

greatest difference in ductility registered in the composite transverse beam, as seen in  
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Figure 6.5 (c). The refined assessment of component ductility is thus responsible for the shift 

in the failure mode of composite joints from rebar fracture, in the original work of Vlassis et 

al., to successive bolt-row failure, in the present work. 

In terms of the RC slab component strength, there was no explicit component spring in the 

original work of Vlassis et al.. Instead, the strains were evaluated in the RC ‗flange‘ cubic 

plastic element where the concrete cracking follows a smeared approach. In practical terms, 

the difference in strength is not significant. Indeed, the consideration of the outer column web 

panel and lateral restraint provided by the edge beam is mainly responsible of the significant 

increase in load capacity of the transverse beam, both in bare steel and composite frames, as 

observed in Figure 6.5 (c). 

In terms of maximum joint rotation, the values are reasonably in agreement with the 

experimental data available both for end-plate and fin-plate connections. Experimental tests 

by Kuhlmann et al. (2007) in composite and bare steel major axis end-plate connections 

exhibited a maximum rotation of 0.05 rad and 0.10 rad respectively, which compare to the 

0.13 rad and 0.15 rad obtained for the transverse beam of Cases 1 and 5.  As for the fin-plate 

connections, bare steel tests by Yu et al. (2009) and Sadek et al. (2010) showed a maximum 

rotation of 0.07 rad and 0.13 rad, respectively, which compare to the 0.11 rad obtained for the 

internal beam of Case 5. 

 

 Comparison between rate-sensitive and rate-insensitive responses  

It is here shown that bolt-rows define the edge and internal beams sensitivity to rate. Indeed, 

according to Table 6.3, where fin-plate bolt-rows are fairly rate-insensitive in terms of 

maximum deformation capacity (ductile beam web tensile failure), end-plate bolt-rows have 

reduced ductility with rate (brittle bolt failure), thus explaining the respective constant and 

decreased system ductility observed in Figure 6.6 (a-d). In the same way, the increase of bolt-

row resistance with rate leads to an increase of individual beam capacity. As for transverse 

beam (Figure 6.6 (e-f)), the lowest relative rate-sensitivity to resistance and ductility is 

observed, which is intrinsically related to the numbers of yielded bolt-rows at the point of 

joint shear (bolt or weld) failure; for example, only three major axis bolt-rows in  

Cases 3 and 4 yield and none of them fails prior to beam failure.  

It is worth noting that the current approach assumes the bolt-rows shear capacity in the (y-y) 

direction to be two-folded, i.e. either full (remaining bolt-row) or zero (failed bolt-row), thus 

rendering the effect of rate in beam ductility more difficult to evaluate.  
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Figure 6.6 Pseudo-static responses of (a-b) longitudinal edge beam, (c-d) internal beam and (e-f) 

transverse beam at different deformation rates 

Rate-sensitivity of bare steel and composite beams is approximately similar in terms of load 

capacity, which is in agreement with the relatively lower rate-sensitivity of the RC slab 

component in comparison with the bolt-row (see Table 6.3 and Table 6.4). This also explains 
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the similar rate-insensitivity to different reinforcement ratios in the RC slab component of  

Cases 1 to 3.  In addition, the column web panel has also a lower contribution to beam rate-

sensitivity when compared to the bolt-rows, which is noticeable in the relationship between 

the transverse and edge beam rate-sensitivity.  

The comparison between all individual beams of Cases 3 and 4 shows that the level of axial 

restraint does not affect beam rate-sensitivity. Finally, the reduction of the number of bolt-

rows in Case 6 diminished the edge beam rate-sensitivity in terms of load capacity when 

compared to Case 3. 

6.4.2 Individual floor response 

Following the individual beam response, the assembly to a higher structural level is 

undertaken based on compatibility of the dominant deformation mode for an individual floor. 

The work-related α and deformation compatibility β factors of the peripheral floor system, 

shown in Figure 5.8 from the previous chapter, are provided in the table below. 

Table 6.7 Work-related and deformation compatibility factors 

Work related factors Deformation compatibility factors 

αTB αIB1 αIB2 αIB3 αEB α βTB βIB1 βIB2 βIB3 βEB 

1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.284 1.000 0.152 0.456 0.759 1.000 
 

Since compatibility constraints bring different deformation rates to each beam, it is necessary 

to calculate the component deformation rate at each floor-grillage beam corresponding to a 

given deformation rate in the outermost tensile bolt-row of the midspan joint of the edge 

beam. Table 6.8 summarises the corresponding vertical displacement rates in the floor system 

beams for all cases. In order to obtain the required beam response at the specific vertical 

displacement rate, interpolation is made based on the proposed power (1/q) relationship, 

where the Cowper-Symonds q parameter is taken as 1.955 for the S275-JR and S355-J2 

structural steels. 

Through Eq. (5.1), it is then possible to produce three different pseudo-static responses for 

the floor system of each case, corresponding to deformation rates of 0.01mm/s (close-to-

static), 1 mm/s and 1000 mm/s in the reference component. 

 

 Beam failure sequence 

The critical floor member, i.e. first to reach its ductility limit (Izzuddin et al., 2008), 

corresponds to the edge beam in all cases, thus defining the system ductility limit based on 

the framework assumption (see Section 5.4). This assumption is reasonable as it is noted that 

the internal beams 2 and 3 realise most of their possible contribution to the system pseudo-
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static capacity before the edge beam reaches its ductility limit, and, following the failure of 

the secondary system, the primary resistive system (transverse beam) is unable of 

withstanding the floor loads on its own. 

Table 6.8 Vertical displacement rates (mm/s) of individual beams 

RJC  BR4MJ from Edge beam 

Cases CR Edge Internal 1 Internal 2 Internal 3 Transverse 

1 1 40.24 6.12 18.35 30.54 40.24 

1000 40241.24 6116.67 18350.00 30543.10 40241.24 

2 
1 40.33 6.13 18.39 30.61 40.33 

1000 40328.31 6129.90 18389.71 30609.19 40328.31 

3 1 39.96 6.07 18.22 30.33 39.96 

1000 39961.78 6074.19 18222.57 30330.99 39961.78 

4 1 31.64 4.81 14.43 24.02 31.64 

1000 31641.42 4809.50 14428.49 24015.84 31641.42 

5 
1 44.74 6.80 20.40 33.95 44.74 

1000 44735.81 6799.84 20399.53 33954.48 44735.81 

6 1 32.38 4.92 14.76 24.57 32.38 

1000 32376.76 4921.27 14763.80 24573.96 32376.76 

CR – Component rate (mm/s), RJC – Reference joint component 

 

 Comparison between original and enhanced frameworks  

Figure 6.7 compares the close-to-static rate response according to the current work 

(PS=0.01mm/s) to that of the original work of Vlassis et al., which illustrates the increase in 

the ductility limit of floor systems for Cases 1 and 5 resulting from the increase of ductility in 

the edge beam (critical in both frameworks). The same figure shows that higher load capacity 

of the internal and transverse beams in the current work generates a higher floor system 

resistance for a given dynamic displacement. 

 

Figure 6.7 Pseudo-static responses of Cases 1 and 5 floor systems in the enhanced and original 

frameworks 
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 Comparison between rate-insensitive and rate-sensitive responses  

The rate-sensitive floor response (Figure 6.8) results from the rate-sensitive contribution of 

each individual beam. In respect to the floor ductility limit, its rate-sensitivity is consequence 

of the critical beam sensitivity (Figure 6.6 (a-b)) meaning that, for the given structural 

configurations, floor ductility reduces with rate; on the other hand, the floor rate-sensitive 

load capacity is averaged by the rate-sensitive capacity of each individual beam. Therefore, it 

is fundamental that the members of a floor system possess sufficient ductility to enable their 

dynamic over-strength, yet the floor system ought to be arranged in such manner that these 

members are able to exploit their full ductility limit.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.8 Pseudo-static responses of the floor systems in Cases 1-6 at different deformation rates 

It is also noted that the bare steel frame (Case 5) has the worst performance to rate in terms of 

ductility. This may be related to the rate-insensitivity of composite floor slab components in 

terms of ultimate deformation (Table 6.4), which attenuate the negative progression of brittle 

bolt-row ultimate deformation with rate (Table 6.3). Ultimately, brittle bolt-row failure in 

Case 5 edge beam leads to a lower floor pseudo-static capacity under high deformation rates 

(1000 mm/s), thus stressing the negative contribution rate might add to the robustness of 

specific structural configurations. 

6.4.3 Enhanced robustness assessment 

The total time duration over which the maximum dynamic deformations of the floor system 

are developed is here obtained using the Exact Velocity Profile time prediction technique, as 

suggested in Section 6.2.3. Robustness is then quantitatively assessed by comparing the 

service load in a system with its rate-sensitive pseudo-static load capacity. Table 6.9 

summarises the results obtained, based on the rate-sensitive pseudo-static response of each 

individual floor system (see Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.9 Comparison between rate-sensitive pseudo-static resistance and the service load 

demand 

The moderate rates observed in a gravity-driven scenario are closer to the low boundary 

response of the individual floor, as illustrated in Figure 5.12 for the floor system of Case 1. 

Indeed, for the same case, an elongation rate of 44 mm/s is registered in the reference joint 

component, BR4MJ of the edge beam, at the reference component point of failure. 

Based on the results of Table 6.9, it can be concluded that, for such an order of deformation 

rates, material rate-sensitivity in the pseudo-static structural load capacity has a negligible 

effect. Nonetheless, for a more realistic scenario dealing with column damage by blast, it is 

conceivable that this would produce a pulling effect on the upper floors that might increase 

their deformation rate beyond what it determined for sudden column loss. In such a context, 

this application study highlights the increase or, more seriously, decrease in the system load 

capacity for considerably higher deformation rates: e.g. Cases 1 and 5 see a 9% increase and 

4% decrease respectively, for a steady elongation rate of 1000 mm/s in the reference 

component. 

This application study shows that code prescribed connections, such as bolted end-plate and 

fin plate configurations, may provide sufficient joint ductility yet insufficient resistance thus 

requiring contribution of the composite slab to comply with an acceptable level of structural 

robustness. The main evidence is that all of the six design cases with the exception of Case 5 

satisfy the proposed safety criteria against progressive collapse under sudden column loss.  
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Table 6.9 Robustness assessment and evaluation of rate-sensitivity and detailed component 

modelling effects 

Cases 
Failing 

member 
t (s) 

Capacity 

(kN) 

Demand 

(kN) 

C/D  

ratio 

RS – 

CTS 

(%) 

CTS – 

Vlassis et 

al. (2008) 

(%) 

Case 1 (UK, WR) EB 1.04 943.21 741.99 1.27 1.22 68.19 

Case 2 (EN, WR) EB 0.68 983.74 741.99 1.33 1.10 62.49 

Case 3 (ρ=2%, WR) EB 0.64 1119.45 741.99 1.51 1.41 42.54 

Case 4  (ρ=2%, NR) EB 0.58 1085.85 741.99 1.46 1.41 50.86 

Case 5 (BF, WR) EB 0.53 532.42 741.99 0.72 -1.11 262.39 

Case 6 (2BR, WR) EB 0.50 998.09 741.99 1.35 0.93 - 

t – Total of deformation when gravity load equals to system capacity, RS – Rate-sensitive, CTS – Close-to-

static case, C/D – Capacity/Demand, WR – with axial restraint, NR – without axial restraint 

 

In particular, the accommodation of successive failure of joint components at the critical edge 

beam allows for the residual contribution of the remaining members to the floor system load 

capacity. This demonstrates the significance of joint ductility to activate the strength supply 

of all system members. Additionally, a more realistic post-yield stiffness of the joint 

components provided a higher floor resistance for the same level of deformation when 

compared to the original work of Vlassis et al.. 

The comparison of the different slab reinforcement ratios in Cases 1-3 shows that the system 

load capacity increases with reinforcement ratio, which agrees with the results from Vlassis et 

al.. Still, the level of tying, although marginally contributing to structural capacity, may be 

unable to guarantee adequate robustness. In order to stress this same conclusion, Case 6 uses 

a joint solution which does not comply with the minimum tying force requirement at the 

connection level. However, if the service load was around 990 kN, this solution was able to 

satisfy the criteria against progressive collapse, as opposed to the full bolted configurations 

with the UK and EN minimum reinforcement ratios (see Table 6.9). 

6.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presents the application of the enhanced ductility-centred framework for 

robustness assessment of steel and composite structures subject to sudden column loss, 

introduced in the previous chapter. Robustness assessment is demonstrated for a scenario 

considering the sudden loss of a peripheral column in a benchmark building. The 

modification mainly focuses on consideration of material rate-sensitivity starting at the joint 

component level up to the highest considered level of structural idealisation, that of the 

individual floor system, where time assessment is conducted.  
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Importantly, the application study shows that rate-sensitivity fades out with higher levels of 

structural idealisation. Indeed, the progression of rate-sensitivity shows that, for the 

illustrative Case 1, i) at the material level, the maximum engineering stress of the S275-JR 

steel can enhance 5.8 % in the gravity-driven range, ii) at the joint component level, the 

ultimate resistance of the external minor axis bolt-row can enhance 1.3 % at a steady 1 mm/s 

deformation rate, and iii) at the individual beam level, the maximum pseudo-static resistance 

of the longitudinal edge beam can enhance 0.5 % at a steady 1 mm/s deformation rate of the 

reference component. Nevertheless, the moderate rates studied in this paper relate to the 

assumption that the mass falls under gravity acceleration only, which might lead to an 

underestimation of the structural rate effects. 

Even so, the application study shows that the main distinction given by the enhanced 

framework comes from the detailed component response up to its failure, which inherently 

defines the ductility limit of a steel-composite frame with partial-strength connections. 

Explicit modelling of the joint components and the consideration of successive component 

failures provide higher individual beam ductility and strength when compared to the results 

obtained by Vlassis et al. (2008). Eventually, the enhancement in member ductility and 

strength lead to a pseudo-static capacity of the individual floor greater than the gravity load 

demand in most of the considered structural configurations, as opposed to the original 

assessment by Vlassis et al.. Hence, this application study emphasises the importance of 

correct joint ductility prediction in the determination of each member contribution to system 

capacity. In this regard, the reasonable performance of Case 6, which does not comply with 

tying force requirements, highlights the importance of improving connection design processes 

for achieving structural robustness. Ideally, these connections should be designed in order to 

exploit the full load capacity of most members of a partial-strength connected floor system. 

Through the detailed case study, this chapter has demonstrated the successful extension of the 

original ductility-centred method for the robustness assessment of building structures subject 

to column loss, enhancing its applicability with the inclusion of deformation rate coupled 

with a mechanics-based evaluation of joint component ductility. Importantly, the floor 

solutions meeting the minimum code requirements on slab reinforcement ratio have shown 

sufficient resistance to progressive collapse when subjected to the sudden loss of a single 

column. This fact spotlights the need to evaluate structural performance under larger local 

damage scenarios with potentially higher contribution to structural risk. The following 

chapters are dedicated to the extension of the ductility-centred framework to perform such 

evaluation towards a more comprehensive risk assessment. 
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PART II 

MULTIPLE COLUMNS LOSS AND PROBABILISTIC 

ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

Robustness Assessment for Simultaneous Sudden Loss of 

Multiple Columns 

7.1 Introduction 

Although robustness assessment is typically undertaken under the scenario of a single column 

loss, extreme events may in fact cause the direct damage/loss of two or more columns, as 

demonstrated in the historic bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah building (Osteraas, 2006). 

Despite the improbability of such extraordinary events and the impracticality of designing 

typical buildings to these damage extents, it may be relevant to assess the response of high 

consequence structures under the damage/loss of multiple columns. In this context, the 

structural mechanics specific to the simultaneous sudden loss of multiple columns are 

developed in Section 7.2. Accordingly, this chapter is dedicated to the extension of the 

ductility-centred framework to deal with the simultaneous dynamic loss of adjacent columns, 

where the simplified dynamic assessment and assembly approaches are appropriately 

enhanced.   

The generalisation of the energy-based framework to a MDOF system is exposed in  

Section 7.3, and the accuracy of the generalised dynamic assessment demonstrated in  

Section 7.4. For this effect, the parametric study assumes the instantaneous removal of 

multiple adjacent columns in the office building studied in the previous chapter, where 

variation is made to load distribution, rotation restraint of contiguous columns or beams, 

extent of damage, frame symmetry and different levels of idealisation. 

The effectiveness of representation of higher levels of structural idealisation by simplified 

assembly of lower levels is studied in Section 7.5, where the accuracy of these models in 

capturing both dynamic deformation and load distribution is also discussed.  

7.2 Multiple columns loss scenario 

In scenarios involving the notional removal of a single member (Figure 7.1 (a)), the collapse 

of steel-composite frames with simple/partial-strength connections is typically assumed to 
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initiate in the critical joint (Izzuddin et al., 2008; UFC, 2009). In this context, the structural 

acceptance criterion is typically established in terms of the maximum elongation of joint 

components (Vlassis et al., 2008) or maximum joint rotation (UFC, 2009).  

Nevertheless, Izzuddin et al. (2008) recognise that, in order to establish the system ductility 

limit at the connection level, it is imperative that the vertical frame members are able to resist 

the redistributed load. Indeed, surrounding frame instability can occur in structures where 

continuity is provided by resistant joints. This happened in the remarkable collapse of the 

WTC towers in 2001, where the combination of load redistribution following aircraft impact 

with fire-induced material strength reduction and thermal floor sagging/column bowing, led 

to buckling of columns (Bazant & Verdure, 2007).  

In scenarios of multiple columns loss (Figure 7.1 (b)), such as the one imposed by the aircraft 

impact in the WTC Towers, the likelihood of surrounding frame instability increases as the 

gravity load demand is higher for the remaining columns and the column pull-in movements 

(P-Δ effect) are more significant: Figure 7.2 shows the significant inward bowing of the WTC 

South Tower perimeter columns several minutes after aircraft impact (NIST, 2005). Even if 

the potential subsequent fire is not taken into account and the damage is reduced to a couple 

of columns at the same floor level, a comprehensive robustness assessment for multiple 

columns loss should consider both frame instability and connection failure as limit states. 

Towards this end, the following sections are dedicated to the realistic prediction of dynamic 

deformation and load distribution in the light of the ductility-centred framework.  

 

                                 (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 7.1 Column removal scenarios: (a) single column and (b) two adjacent columns 

Considering the fact that hazards generally propagate either radially (e.g. fire, explosion) or in 

the structural path (e.g. concrete defects), the assessment of column loss/damage will focus 

here on adjacent columns. It is worth noting that unlike single column loss or floor impact 

scenarios (Izzuddin et al., 2008; Vlassis et al., 2009), continuity in damage is considered 

discretely, even if in reality the affected bay components between the lost columns are most 

likely lost or severely damaged. However, it is taken that the substantial drop in the system 
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load capacity, particularly as with an increasing number of stories, results not from 

surrounding horizontal members loss but from column loss.  

 

Figure 7.2 Façade of WTC South Tower after aircraft impact (NIST, 2005)  

7.3 Simplified dynamic assessment of a multi degree of freedom system 

In order to quantitatively assess structural robustness of multi-storey buildings in a simple 

design-oriented approach, the ductility-centred framework, recently developed at Imperial 

College London (Izzuddin et al., 2008) uses the nonlinear static (or quasi-static, see previous 

chapters) response and simplified dynamic assessment at any appropriate level of structural 

idealisation.  

The main feature of the simplified dynamic assessment consists in rendering column loss as 

gravity load applied to the affected bay. By condensing the response mode into a realistic 

single DOF, it is possible to accurately approximate the nonlinear dynamic response of a 

structural system from its nonlinear static response based on energy balance satisfied at the 

chosen DOF. Thus, the dynamic response of an undamped system consists of the 

deformations imposed by the gravity load and mass inertial forces, as exemplified in  

Table 7.1 for a simply supported beam subjected to a midspan point load and a uniformly 

distributed load. The simplified dynamic assessment approach proposed by Izzuddin et al. 

(2008) returns the maximum dynamic displacement at the chosen DOF for any level of 

applied load, as successfully demonstrated by Vlassis et al. (2008). For a SDOF system, the 

difference between the system static and pseudo-static response curves at the maximum 

dynamic displacement corresponds to the system inertial forces at that instant, as illustrated in 

the same table.  
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Table 7.1 SDOF system under i) midspan point load and ii) uniformly distributed load  
 PT Load UDL Load 
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7.3.1 Maximum dynamic deformation 

For a multiple columns loss scenario, a SDOF collapse mechanism can become rather 

inaccurate, with the deformation mode not only dependent on the load pattern, frame 

geometry and stiffness but also sensitive to the achieved level of structural deformation. 

Table 7.2 illustrates the static and dynamic response of an undamped system with two 

asymmetric beam spans subjected to two point loads and a uniformly distributed load. 

In a MDOF system, such as the one illustrated in Table 7.2, the system internal energy can be 

obtained from the work done by the equivalent static loads over the nonlinear response 

considering all DOFs: 
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U P u  (7.1) 

In turn, the work done by the gravity load over the dynamic response under sudden column 

loss is given by the product of the equivalent gravity load and the dynamic vertical 

displacement at the same DOFs: 

 , , , 0, , ,  n n k d n k n k d n k

k k

W P u P u  (7.2) 

Hence, an extension of the energy balance for the overall MDOF system is suggested. It 

considers that the kinetic energy is approximately zero at maximum dynamic deformation of 
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the overall structure, noting that, in a MDOF response, velocity can be zero for one DOF but 

non-zero for another. Therefore, by equating the internal energy and external work, the level 

of suddenly applied gravity load 0nP  that leads to a specific combination of maximum 

dynamic displacements (ud,n,1, …, ud,n,k) of the MDOF system is given by: 
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 (7.3) 

where the integral represents the area under the nonlinear static (Pk,us,k) curve for 

displacements up to ud,n,k at the kth DOF. Also, 0, 0k kP P  and k kP P , where αk 

corresponds to the ratio of equivalent work-related load to the total load associated with that 

DOF. 

The above has an implied simplification in that the development of the dynamic deformation 

mode is assumed to follow the same path as in the nonlinear static response. This 

simplification allows expressing a global system pseudo-static capacity in terms of total 

applied load. 

Table 7.2 2DOF system under i) two point loads and ii) uniformly distributed load  

 PT Load UDL Load Deformed Shape 
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Considering the illustrative system of Table 7.2, where positions 1 and 2 are the selected 

DOFs, the principle of energy balance is illustrated for two levels of suddenly applied gravity 

load, as in Figure 7.3 (a-b). For optional application in load-centred methods (see  

Section 2.4.2), the load amplification factor λd,n of the actual gravity load P0, which 

corresponds to the level of deformation in the nonlinear static response, is highlighted in the 

same figure. 

The equivalent load at each DOF is equal to total applied load multiplied by the αk factor. For 

the illustrative system, the system internal energy is given by the (||) hatched area multiplied 
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by α1 plus the (=) hatched area multiplied by α2. Equally, the external work is given by the  

(//) hatched area multiplied by α1 plus the (\\) hatched area multiplied by α2. The graphical 

interpretation states that the system pseudo-static load, corresponding to the height of (\\) and 

(//) areas, is such that the weighted sum of (||) and (=) areas equates to the weighted sum of (//) 

and (\\) areas. The same procedure is valid for N degrees of freedom. 

  
(a) Maximum dynamic displacements: Load factor λ1 

  
(b) Maximum dynamic displacements: Load factor λ2 

 
(c) Pseudo-static response curve 

Figure 7.3 Simplified dynamic assessment for 2DOF system 
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For simplification purposes, the response is always plotted against the total applied load P (or 

fraction of a reference total load P0), in accordance with the final form of Eq. (7.3), where the 

(P,ud) curve (Figure 7.3 (c)) expresses the maximum nonlinear dynamic response in pseudo-

static terms (Izzuddin et al., 2008).  

In the case of uniformly distributed load with a continuously varying MDOF mode, the 

internal energy and external work should be determined from a sufficient number of nodes, 

according with the MDOF mode, defining segments that allow the simplified determination 

of equivalent loads based on tributary lengths/areas. 

7.3.2 Dynamic load redistribution to adjacent columns 

UFC (2009) considers column instability to be a force-controlled failure mode. Making the 

same consideration in the multi-level framework, the evaluation of the dynamic load 

redistribution to the adjacent intact columns at the studied level of idealisation is essential. In 

this context, a simplified model can be used to capture the increase in the dynamic axial load 

of surrounding columns, where it is assumed that the maximum dynamic reactions related to 

a specific level of applied load can be approximated from the nonlinear static response using 

the maximum dynamic displacements; these are thus referred to as pseudo-static reactions. 

The plot of the vertical reactions arising from the nonlinear static analysis is made against the 

displacement at any DOF, where the maximum reactions are obtained from the maximum 

dynamic value for this displacement under the applied loading. This is exemplified in  

Figure 7.4 for the illustrative system of Figure 7.3 under two levels of gravity load. In the 

same figure the subscripts L and R correspond to the left and right supports, respectively. The 

development of a new structural limit state based on excessive dynamic column load justifies 

the representation of the maximum dynamic reactions as a function of the maximum dynamic 

vertical displacement. The mass inertial forces distribution previously discussed may in fact 

introduce an imprecision in the dynamic column forces. In reality, the inertial forces 

distribution follows the deformed shape, as exemplified in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 for SDOF 

and MDOF systems, respectively. Hence, the dynamic support reaction results from a 

combination of different gravity load and inertial forces distributions.  

It is important to note that, for the majority of cases in the following parametric study, the 

maximum dynamic vertical support reaction is not achieved at the point of maximum 

dynamic displacement. Hence, the peak dynamic vertical reactions are better approximated by 

the peak reactions measured in the nonlinear static analysis up to the maximum dynamic 

deformation. 
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Figure 7.4 Pseudo-static column reaction curves 

7.4 Validation of MDOF simplified dynamic assessment 

In order to investigate the accuracy of the proposed dynamic assessment for multi-level 

application, comparison is made between simplified and detailed dynamic analyses in 

parametric studies of the seven-storey steel-framed composite building presented in  

Section 6.2. Even though time considerations could be integrated in these validation studies, 

focus is placed on assessing the influence of MDOF generalisation rather than on rate-

sensitivity. Therefore, a time-independent static response is here utilised. 

Different geometric and load configurations to those from the original building are assumed 

in order to study the effect of multiple columns loss in a generic framed system. Figure 7.5 

illustrates the plan view of the floor area affected by the sudden loss of adjacent columns. The 

main considerations for the numerical validation are the following: 

i) All the affected floor systems are composed by a three-span UB406×140×39 

longitudinal edge beam, three-span UB305×102×25 longitudinal internal 

beams and two UC356×356×153 transverse beams, with the exception of the 

roof, where structural member sizes vary to UB305×102×28, UB152×89×16 

and UC254×254×107, respectively. UC305×305×118 peripheral and 

UC356×406×287 interior columns complete the structural system. 

ii) Only Case 3 reinforcement and connection solutions are considered. 

iii) The floors are subjected to the service load combination of an unfactored dead 

load of 4.2 kN/m2 and a 0.25 factored live load of 5.0kN/m2, with an 

additional façade dead load of 8.3kN/m restricted to the longitudinal edge 

beam. Moreover, the roof is subjected to half of the same service load. 
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iv) The applied load is expressed in terms of a percentage of the indicated service 

load. 

v) In the dynamic analyses, the gravity load is increased to its full value over a 

short interval of 0.001s in order to reproduce the scenario of an instantaneous 

column loss. 

vi) As for the planar boundary conditions, these are assumed at all levels to be 

fully restrained given the spatial membrane effect provided by the 

surrounding floor systems.  

vii) The substructures are studied in an ascending level of idealisation. 

 

Figure 7.5 Floor system affected by the sudden loss of adjacent peripheral columns  

Both nonlinear static and dynamic analyses are performed using ADAPTIC (Izzuddin, 1991). 

In the dynamic analysis, concentrated (in case of point loads) or distributed (in case of 

uniformly distributed load) masses Mk are applied to the nodes/elements where gravity  

load Pk is apportioned ( /k kM P g ).  

For illustrative purposes, the verification of the simplified dynamic assessment is made for a 

level of loading which would correspond to the first component failure, knowing that for 

further system deformations, inaccuracy in the simplified dynamic assessment could arise 

from the sudden changes in the dynamic deformation mode. This phenomenon is not 

particular to the sudden loss of multiple columns as it has been identified by Vlassis (2007) 

for the case of a single column. 

Based on the results of the previous chapter for single column loss, the first component 

failure in the Case 3 edge beam occurs for an applied gravity load of 72% of the service load, 

at the individual beam level, or an applied gravity load of 135% of the service load, at the 

individual floor level. The deformation demand corresponds to a joint rotation of 0.045 rad 

(see Figure 6.6 (a)). Assuming a similar joint rotation supply up to first component failure for 
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the sudden loss of two columns, the dynamic analysis selects a level of gravity load which 

may first impose this rotation at one of the end joints. In terms of vertical displacement, this 

corresponds to 270 mm at position B0 or 410 mm at position C0 (F0 in the substructure of 

Section 7.4.3).  

Similarly, by designating the ductility limit for the multiple columns case, it is possible to 

appraise the sensitivity of the individual beam pseudo-static capacity to different damage (e.g. 

number of lost columns) and substructure configurations (e.g. rotational stiffness of joint 

inner face), given that, at the point of first component failure, the beam is much close to (if 

not at) its pseudo-static capacity. For the individual floor (Section 7.4.4.1), it is still relevant 

to perform the same comparison between system pseudo-static resistances at the point of first 

component failure, even if the system resistance is far from its maximum.  

Following a similar idealisation as in Section 5.3.1, Figure 7.6 depicts the composite beam 

model used in the following numerical analyses, where kr corresponds to the rotational 

stiffness of the joint inner face, as may be imparted by the upper columns. 

 

Figure 7.6 Detailed model of the composite beam  

7.4.1 Influence of load distribution 

The first parametric study addresses the effect of load distribution in the asymmetric 

individual edge beam, assuming rigid rotation of the joint inner face (  rk ). A difference 

between the vertical support reactions is expected due to the rotational restraints at the 

column positions, which introduce additional bending moments. 

Two different service load combinations are considered in this example: two point loads of  

110.6 kN and 88.5 kN applied at positions B0 and C0 from Figure 7.5, and a uniformly 

distributed load of 14.8 kN/m along the edge beam length. In order to obtain realistic vertical 

reactions for the two point loads case, additional loads are considered at the remaining 

columns (positions A0 and D0) based on tributary lengths: 44.25 kN and 66.375 kN, 

respectively.  

7.4.1.1 Point loads 

The static (S) and pseudo-static (PS) response curves of the illustrative beam subjected to 

point loads are shown in Figure 7.7 (a). The maximum dynamic displacements at positions 

k r k r 
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B0 and C0 are practically similar for any level of loading. This indicates a preferential 

trapezoidal deformation mode, as illustrated in the deformed shape of Figure 7.7 (a).  

As for the maximum dynamic vertical reactions at the supports, the pseudo-static reaction 

curves (PS) of Figure 7.7  (b) are compared with the dynamic reactions at supports A0 and 

D0 for a level of 35% of the service load (D 35%). The approximation of both maximum 

dynamic displacements and vertical reactions is accurate according to Figure 7.7 (a-b), thus 

supporting the use of the simplified dynamic assessment for this simple substructure.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.7 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (b) maximum vertical reactions of edge 

beam 

In further relation to column instability, axial boundary springs with the equivalent stiffness 

of 2.9038×106 N.mm (see Table 6.6) are exceptionally considered in this example, in order to 

allow for longitudinal displacements of the supports (which may be used to obtain the column 

planar drift). As shown in Figure 7.8, the simplified dynamic assessment is also able to 

capture the support dynamic displacement which may serve for the computation of the 

column P-Δ effect. 

 

Figure 7.8 Horizontal displacements of the edge beam supports 
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7.4.1.2 Uniformly distributed load 

The illustrative asymmetric beam is now considered under a uniform load distribution. The 

same DOFs from the two point loads case, positions B0 and C0, are chosen for energy 

balance in the UDL case, where equivalent loads based on tributary lengths are used. The 

corresponding static (S) and pseudo-static (PS) response curves are illustrated in  

Figure 7.9 (a), and pseudo-static reactions curve (PS) in Figure 7.9 (b).  Both point loads and 

distributed load configurations compare well in terms of response and reactions. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.9 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (b) maximum vertical reactions of the edge 

beam for uniformly distributed load 

In order to extend the application of the generalised simplified dynamic assessment to 

uniform load distribution, a nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed for a level of loading 

corresponding to 35% of the service load. Cubic distributed mass elements are used in the 

analysis to model the beam mass. Once again, the approximation of the maximum dynamic 

displacements and reactions is satisfactory for the uniform load distribution with the mode 

consisting of equal vertical displacements at the positions of the two lost columns. 

Both point loads and distributed load configurations show that the best approximation of the 

vertical reactions is made for a transient vertical displacement equal to the maximum static 

displacement us from the nonlinear static curve. At this point the system kinetic energy 

reaches its maximum value, i.e. interior span acceleration is equal to zero. Therefore, inertial 

forces cancel at this transient displacement, which explains the exact fit between the static 

and dynamic responses. For positive interior span acceleration (before the static displacement 

of around 180mm) the vertical reactions are overestimated and for negative acceleration (after 

the static displacement) they are underestimated. 
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7.4.2 Influence of rotational stiffness of the joint inner face 

The effect of joint inner face restraint is studied in the illustrative asymmetric edge beam, 

assuming a uniform distribution of the service load. In contrast to the rigid rotation of the 

joint inner face considered in the substructures of the previous sub-section, which 

corresponds to the case of very stiff upper floor columns, the opposite limit scenario of free 

joint rotation is assessed in order to understand the frame contribution to the mode of 

deformation. 

The nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses as well as the pseudo-static reactions for the 

considered substructure are illustrated in the curves of Figure 7.10 (a-b), respectively. A 

triangular preferential deformation mode is now observed, as opposed to the trapezoidal 

mode from the previous substructure. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.10 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (b) maximum vertical reactions of the edge 

beam for free rotation of the joint inner face 

Given the rotation release, vertical support reactions up to first joint plastification are equal, 

in agreement with linear static analysis. The accuracy of the simplified dynamic assessment is 

demonstrated against a level of 29% of the service load (D 29%), where both maximum 

dynamic deformations and reactions compare well. The verification of the generalised 

simplified dynamic assessment to this specific substructure illustrates its ability to capture the 

maximum dynamic response and reactions for different rotational restraint conditions 

imposed by the surrounding structure. 

7.4.3 Influence of extent of columns loss/damage 

Extreme events such as blast or impact are associated with considerable damage in exposed 

structural components. Therefore, such events are likely to induce significant deformations 

into a large number of adjacent columns. In the following sub-sections, the applicability of 
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the simplified dynamic assessment in the loss/partial damage scenarios of more than two 

adjacent columns is evaluated.  

7.4.3.1 Multiple adjacent columns loss 

The verification example uses a six-spanned edge beam with the uniformly distributed load 

and geometric configurations of Figure 7.5, rigid rotation of the joint inner face and the 

illustrative scenario of sudden loss of five adjacent columns. For the purpose, five DOFs are 

considered, corresponding to the positions of the lost columns, marked from B0 to F0.  

Figure 7.11 (a-b) illustrates respectively the nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses as 

well as the pseudo-static vertical reactions for the present example. Positions D0, E0 and F0 

are coincident in terms of vertical displacement, resulting in a general trapezoidal mechanism, 

as shown below.  

The comparison with the nonlinear dynamic analysis for a level of 13% of the service load is 

accurate in both terms. The extremely low capacity/demand ratio in this example elucidates 

on the improbability of a typical structure to withstand such severe scenarios, which may 

situate outside the domain of local damage. The simplified dynamic assessment is thus 

verified for sudden loss scenarios of a rational number of adjacent columns. 

Interestingly, the study of the Case 3 edge beam under one, two and five columns loss has 

shown an approximate relationship for the reduction in the pseudo-static system capacity Pf 

(defined in terms of percentage of the service load), considering the same joint ductility limit: 

    f f 1 sc sc scP n P n n  (7.4) 

where nsc is the number of lost columns. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.11 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (b) maximum vertical reactions of the edge 

beam for the sudden loss of five adjacent columns 
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7.4.3.2 Combination of lost and partially damaged columns 

A more realistic damage propagation scenario following blast action is now taken into 

consideration. In this regard, the verification of the simplified dynamic assessment is made 

using the same longitudinal edge beam under sudden column loss in position D0, and 

considerable damage in the surrounding columns – B0 and C0 columns with a remaining 

axial capacity of 10 kN, and columns E0 and F0 with a remaining capacity of 5kN. The 

columns with partial damage are included in the numerical model with axial action described 

by a rigid-plastic curve. 

Figure 7.12 (a-b) illustrates respectively the nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses as 

well as pseudo-static vertical reactions for the given example. In this case, a variable 

deformed shape is obtained according to the level of gravity load. Following the plastification 

of all the damaged columns, the ‗two-levels‘ mechanism shown in Figure 7.12 (a) is realised.  

The comparison with the nonlinear dynamic analysis for 16% of the service load shows that 

the change of mode of deformation significantly reduces the accuracy of the simplified 

dynamic assessment in terms of maximum dynamic deformations, as discussed previously. 

Therefore, special attention should be paid for damage/loss scenarios where the inertial force 

distribution may abruptly change with the level of dynamic deformation. Nonetheless, the 

approximation of the dynamic vertical reactions is reasonably accurate.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.12 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (c) maximum vertical reactions of the edge 

beam for the combined partial damaged and loss of several adjacent columns 

7.4.4 Influence of level of idealisation 

According to Izzuddin et al. (2008), dynamic amplification under gravity loading is mainly 

experienced in the multiple floors above and vertically aligned with the lost column, a 

principle that can be extended to the sudden loss of multiple columns. In this context, it is 

essential to validate the simplified dynamic assessment to all relevant levels of structural 
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idealisation, represented in Figure 2.4 (b-d). Moreover, the computational saving accruing 

from the simplified dynamic assessment is proportional to the ‗size‘ of the modelled 

substructure, and thus increases with the level of idealisation. 

7.4.4.1 Individual floor level 

The affected floor system from Figure 7.5 is represented by the detailed grillage model of  

Figure 7.13. It considers the floor service load described in the beginning of this section and a 

total number of eight DOFs for the simplified dynamic assessment at the intersection of the 

longitudinal and transverse beams. 

 

Figure 7.13 Deformed shape of the illustrative floor system assuming free column rotations 

The rotation of the joint inner face in the edge beam contributes significantly to the floor 

deformation mechanism, as elaborated in the previous sections. This rotation is not only 

influenced by the stiffness of the upper columns, considered at the individual beam level, but 

also by the stiffness of the composite slab under longitudinal bending and transverse beams 

under torsion, not included in the original individual idealisation of the edge beam. Whereas 

the RC slab longitudinal bending cannot be captured in the proposed grillage model, the 

transverse beams torsion can. Consequently, the transverse beams contribute to load 

redistribution and balance of the vertical displacements at positions B0 and C0. Hence, the 

floor system is likely to equilibrate in a preferential 3D trapezoidal deformation mode, in an 

out-of-plane extrusion of the edge beam trapezoidal mode. Still, two different scenarios 

assuming rigid (RC) and free (UC) upper column contribution to the rotation of the joint 

inner face are appraised, noting that, from the floor system arrangement, the rotational 

restraints are only applied at column positions B0 and C0.  

The nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses of the detailed RC and UC floors are 

represented in Figure 7.14 (a-b) respectively. The nonlinear responses of both floor systems 

show similar vertical displacements at positions B0 and C0 which confirms the 3D 

trapezoidal mode assumption. In this regard, Figure 7.13 depicts the numerical deformed 

shape of the UC floor system from the static push-down analysis. The accuracy of the 
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simplified dynamic assessment is successful for maximum dynamic displacement 

approximation at this level of idealisation, as demonstrated for a gravity load of 45% (RC 

floor) / 43% (UC floor) of the service load. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.14 Static and pseudo-static responses of the individual floor for (a) rigid or (b) free 

upper column contribution 

Figure 7.15 (a-b) shows the pseudo-static reactions curves of the RC and UC floors. Similarly, 

the approximation of vertical reactions at positions A0, B4 and C4 is satisfactory. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.15 Maximum vertical reactions of the individual floor for (a) rigid or (b) free upper 

column contribution  

7.4.4.2 Multiple floors 

Provided that the surrounding frame can withstand the redistributed load, the highest level of 

structural idealisation corresponds to the multiple floors system above the lost columns. 

In order to avoid unnecessary computational time for the illustrative example, the column 

losses are assumed to take place at the 6th-to-7th floor level of the seven-storey office building. 

Therefore, two floor systems (regular floor + roof) are considered, interconnected by the 

remaining UC305×305×118 columns at positions LB0-UB0 and LC0-UC0, where the 

prefixes L and U refer to the lower floor and upper floor respectively. 
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The two-floor system is represented by the double grillage model of Figure 7.16. As part of 

the simplified dynamic assessment, the energy balance is satisfied for sixteen degrees of 

freedom which correspond to the intersectional nodes of transverse and longitudinal beams 

(eight DOFs per floor). The resulting nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses and 

pseudo-static vertical reactions are shown in Figure 7.17 (a-b). 

 

Figure 7.16 Deformed shape of the illustrative two-floor system 

As depicted in the figure above, the mode of deformation of the multiple floors system is 

trapezoidal, where the balance between LB0 and LC0 vertical displacements is in between 

that observed in RC (Figure 7.14 (a)) and UC (Figure 7.14 (b)) floor responses. This 

ultimately defines the mode of deformation of lower-level sub-systems, a fact that should be 

taken into consideration in their detailed model, as discussed in the next section. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.17 (a) Static and pseudo-static responses and (b) maximum vertical reactions of the two-

floor system 

Indeed, the bending resistance provided by the two columns equilibrates both vertical 

displacements by making the multiple floors system act as a Vierendeel truss. In this regard, 

the bending moments about the minor axis are illustrated in Figure 7.18.  The ‗Vierendeel 

effect‘ is reduced with column plastic hinging, which occurs for gravity loads higher than 

60% of the service load in agreement with the discontinuity in Figure 7.17 (a). The first 

column to yield (LB0-UB0) is connected with the joint with higher demand of inner face 

rotation, which again compares with the results of the UC floor (Figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.18 Minor axis bending in the two-floor system 

The tensile force in both columns draws upon the pulling effect of the lower floor, which, 

despite its higher stiffness compared to the upper floor, has twice the load demand. 

Notwithstanding this fact, the percentage of service load that is transmitted from the lower 

floor to the columns is around 5%, which demonstrates that the dynamic load redistribution 

within floors is negligible.  

In this regard, the simplified dynamic assessment (PS) is shown to capture both maximum 

dynamic deformations and reactions from nonlinear dynamic analysis, as shown in  

Figure 7.20 (a-b) for a level of loading equal to 60% of the service load (D 60%). This 

example covers generic load and structural configurations on affected bays. Hence, the 

quality of the approximation from the simplified dynamic assessment supports its 

applicability to regular steel-composite structure with partial-strength connections subjected 

to the sudden loss of multiple adjacent columns. 

7.5 Simplified models 

The efficacy of the multi-level framework relies on the high computational saving in detailed 

modelling of only the system components, where structural response of a higher level of 

idealisation can be obtained by the compatible assembly of its components (Izzuddin et al., 

2008). Such simplified models are validated for single column loss scenarios, with a common 

rigid-plastic triangular mechanism for partial-strength steel-composite structures (Vlassis, 

2007). Nonetheless, their extension to multiple adjacent columns loss scenarios needs 

demonstration with practical examples.  

7.5.1 Individual floor 

The deformation mode of an individual floor is a function of each member contribution to the 

overall floor behaviour and the compatibility between these members. Unlike single column 

loss scenarios, where the SDOF triangular mode of deformation is dominant, in multiple 
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columns loss scenarios a governing deformation mode needs to be predetermined in order to 

correctly construct assembly-based simplified models.  

The proposed simplified model of an individual floor under the loss of multiple adjacent 

columns is an extension of the simplified model from Izzuddin et al. (2008) for a single 

column loss assuming a rigid-plastic SDOF mechanism. It is also founded on the balance 

between the external work at the floor system level and the internal strain energy provided by 

all grillage beams. Accordingly, Izzuddin et al. (2008) uses an incremental approach to define 

this balance over an infinitesimal displacement δu: 

  i

i

W U   (7.5) 

The benefit of such approach relies on the description of each individual beam i incremental 

displacement δui as βiδu, where βi is the deformation compatibility factor for a SDOF system. 

Ultimately, the δu term cancels in the incremental energy balance equation, and the floor 

system response is given by Eq. (2.7). 

However, for MDOF systems, the compatibility cannot be established while satisfying the 

deformation modes of the individual beams analysis in isolation. This principle is exemplified 

in the floor systems of Figure 7.19 (a-b) with non-conforming deformation modes of the edge 

and internal longitudinal beams when subjected to gravity loading. 

 

                      (a)                                                  (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 7.19 Individual floor systems with compatibility at (a) transverse beam 1, (b) transverse 

beam 2 and (c) both transverse beams  

Conforming and non-conforming DOFs can be identified within a structure, depending on the 

choice of the reference DOF uref. Accordingly, the conforming DOFs correspond to the DOFs 

in the individual beams which share the reference DOF, while the remaining DOFs are non-

conforming. Illustration is made to these types of DOFs for the floor systems of  

Figure 7.19 (a-b): 

Floor (a): Defining compatibility between edge beam and internal beam by transverse 

beam 1 results in potential non-conformity along the length of transverse 

beam 2. Two different cases can then be defined for the location of 

incompatibility along the transverse beam 2, namely at u2,int or u2,ext, where 

u 2,ext 

u 1,ext u 2,int 
u 1,int 
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the corresponding deformation level of transverse beam 2 is represented by 

the solid or dashed line, respectively; 

Floor (b): On the other hand, if compatibility between edge beam and internal beam is 

determined by transverse beam 2, the non-conformity is associated with 

transverse beam 1. Again, two different cases can be defined for the location 

of incompatibility along the transverse beam 1, namely at u1,int or u1,ext, 

where the corresponding deformation level of transverse beam 1 is 

represented by the solid or dashed line, respectively. 

This implies that, for MDOF systems, the increment of strain energy of an individual beam 

δUi with n DOFs is given by the following expression:   

 , , i i n i n i

n

U P u    (7.6) 

The procedure is to calculate the increment displacement at the conforming DOFs of the floor 

system for an incremental displacement of the reference DOF, and the corresponding 

increments in the remaining DOFs of the system from the response at the individual beam 

level. In turn, the beam capacity Pi is a function of the corresponding un,i, also taken from the 

nonlinear response of the individual beam. 

The external work increment δW is evaluated at all relevant nodes h of the floor system. 

Again, the incremental displacement of non-conforming nodes is taken as equal as in the 

individual beam responses. The expression for the total external work at the individual floor 

is then given by: 

      h h h h h h

h j h

W P u P u W P u     (7.7) 

where αh is the ratio between the equivalent load at node h  and the total floor load. As 

suggested in Section 7.4.4.1, the DOFs selected for the calculation of the sub-systems internal 

energy (subscript n,i in Eq. (7.6)) and system external work (subscript h in Eq. (7.7)) are 

coincident and correspond to the intersectional nodes in the individual floors. 

By substituting Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7) in Eq. (7.5), the floor system response can be assembled 

by the following expression: 

 
, ,
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The simplified model can produce either the static or pseudo-static floor responses from the 

respective static or pseudo-static individual beams responses. Notionally, a number of N 

different floor systems assemblies can be made in a floor system with N degrees of freedom, 

each corresponding to a different reference DOF. From the average response of all floor 

systems assemblies would result the best approximation of the real floor system response. 

Ultimately, the transverse beams deformations will be in between the solid and dashed lines, 

as illustrated in the fully compatible floor system of Figure 7.19 (c). Indeed, as demonstrated 

in Section 7.4.4.1, the floor systems have a preferential trapezoidal deformation mode, even if 

no upper column rotational restraint is provided. The same trapezoidal mode is likely to 

maintain even for a larger number of lost columns, as suggested by the individual beam 

parametric study of Section 7.4.3.1.  

In this context, the boundary conditions at the individual beam level must represent their 

interaction with the remaining members of the floor system. This implies that the rotations at 

the joint inner face in longitudinal (edge and internal) beams are approximately restrained, 

and so this rotational restraint should be considered in the individual beam response. 

For systems where strength and stiffness of the edge beam is significantly higher than those 

of the internal beams, the governing edge beam may define the most realistic floor 

components compatibility. In this case, the choice of the reference DOF should be limited to 

the edge beam DOFs. Given the preferential trapezoidal mode, the compatibility enforced by 

any of the edge beam DOFs is likely to produce a similar mode of deformation of the floor 

system, and so a single intersectional node from the edge beam can be arbitrarily selected as 

the reference DOF. 

In order to illustrate the accuracy of this simplification, Figure 7.20 (a-b) compares the 

nonlinear static and pseudo-static responses of the UC individual floor from Section 7.4.4.1 

obtained by the detailed floor model (DM, Figure 7.14 (b)), and simplified floor models 

assuming rigid (SMR) or free rotations (SMU) of the joint inner face in the individual 

response of the longitudinal beams. Vertical displacement at position B0 is taken as the 

reference DOF for simplified models. 

As expected, the SMR model offers a better prediction of the detailed individual floor (static 

and pseudo-static) response. However, for larger deflections, the simplified model 

underestimates the contribution of the longitudinal beams to the floor resistance due to the 

assumption of linear compatibility between members. The same approximation problem has 

been identified by Jahromi (2009) in the single column case.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.20 (a) Static and (b) pseudo-static responses of the detailed and simplified models of the 

individual floor system 

Comparison is also made in terms of pseudo-static reactions at supports A0 and C4 (see 

figure below), where the ability of the SMR model to predict the load redistribution within 

the floor system is highlighted. 

  

Figure 7.21 Vertical support reactions of the detailed and simplified models of the individual 

floor system 

While the successful verification of the simplified floor model is here made for the loss of 

two adjacent columns, it is noted that the accuracy of these simplified models is expected to 

decrease for the case of more than two lost columns. Indeed, the non-conformity of the 

system is likely to be proportional to the number of lost columns and the difference in the 

deformation modes of parallel members. 

An alternative simplified model could be adopted, which may produce better results for non-

conforming systems. Such an approach does not hinge on transverse beam constraint for 

system compatibility; instead, the sum of the squared discrepancies between the longitudinal 

and transverse members is minimised, as illustrated in Figure 7.22 (where the discrepancies 

are marked). Still, for regular floors with trapezoidal modes, this approach with averaged 

compatibility is deemed to produce similar results. 
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Figure 7.22 Individual floor system with averaged compatibility 

7.5.2 Multiple floors 

The static or pseudo-static responses of the multiple floors system can also be obtained in a 

simplified manner by assembling the responses of individual floors, each of which may be 

determined from either detailed (Section 7.4.4.1) or simplified (Section 7.5.1) models.  

Selecting a single column and considering it rigid, it is possible to establish compatibility 

between floors, leading to identical displacements at each reference DOF uref,j shared by the 

selected column and floor j: 

 , ref j refu u  (7.9) 

This compatibility is necessary in order to relate the DOFs throughout the multiple floors.  

As a consequence, the equivalence of internal and external incremental work at the multiple 

floors system can be expressed in terms of incremental deformation δuref, thus rendering the 

assembly of multiple floors as a SDOF problem: 

  j

j

W U   (7.10) 

where the increment in floor internal work is obtained as: 

 j j j refU P u    (7.11) 

the external work of the overall system is given by: 

  refW P u    (7.12) 

and j  and  are work-related factors for floor j and overall system respectively (Izzuddin et 

al., 2008). It is noted that these factors equate in systems with similar load distribution within 

floors.  

Following the work equivalence, the static or pseudo-static responses can be assembled from 

the contribution of each floor: 

 
1

  j j

j

P P


 (7.13) 
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Establishing compatibility at a single column may lead to an inaccurate simplified model of 

the multiple floors if non-compatible individual floor modes coexist. Figure 7.23 makes 

reference to the two lost columns case, where (a) compatibility at column 1 (reference DOF = 

u1,L = u1,U) forces an exaggerated elongation of column 2, or (b) compatibility at column 2 

(reference DOF = u2,L = u2,U) translates into excessive compression of column 1.  

In the generic case of the loss of G adjacent columns, an equal number of multiple floors 

assemblies can be made, where conformity is only satisfied in the vertically aligned nodes. 

Once again, from the average response of all system assemblies would provide the best 

approximation of the real system response. Still, it is demonstrated in the typical floor system 

of Section 7.4.4.1 that the individual floors are likely to develop a close to trapezoidal 

deformation mode per se. In addition, the bending resistance of the columns will provide the 

balance mechanism (see Section 7.4.4.2) to level the modes of deformation of all floors above 

the lost columns. Therefore, the column deformations will be in between the solid and dashed 

lines, as illustrated in a full compatible floor system of Figure 7.23 (c). As such, one assembly 

of the multiple floors system is deemed to be sufficient. 

 

                      (a)                                                  (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 7.23 Multiple floors system with compatibility at (a) column 1, (b) column 2 or (c) both 

columns  

The accuracy of the simplified model of multiple floors is here evaluated utilising the 

illustrative ‗floor + roof‘ system from Section 7.4.4.2, for the case of simplified modelling of 

each individual floor. Figure 7.24 (a-b) compares the respective nonlinear static and pseudo-

static responses obtained by the detailed ‗floor + roof‘ model (DM, Figure 7.17 (a)), and the 

simplified multiple floors model assuming rigid rotations in the joint inner face in the 

individual response of the longitudinal beams (SMR). Vertical displacement at position B0 

(LB0 and UB0) is taken as the reference DOF for the simplified model. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.24 (a) Static and (b) pseudo-static responses of detailed and simplified models of the 

two-floor system 

The SMR model offers an equally good prediction of the detailed multiple floors (static and 

pseudo-static) response, where the loss of accuracy at larger deflections is propagated to the 

multiple floors case. The comparison of the pseudo-static reactions at supports LA0 and UC4 

(see figure below) shows less accurate results for the approximation of the vertical reaction at 

support LA0. 

 

Figure 7.25 Vertical support reactions of detailed and simplified models of the two-floor system 

Similarly to the individual floor level, an alternative procedure minimising the discrepancies 

between the columns and edge beams could be adopted, where better results for non-

conforming floor modes are also expected.  

7.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the ductility-centred framework developed at Imperial College has been 

modified to assess the structural performance under the damage/loss of several adjacent 

columns. For this purpose, modifications were proposed to its three stages, namely in the  

(i) determination of the nonlinear (quasi-)static response, (ii) simplified dynamic assessment, 

and (iii) ductility assessment. 
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At the first stage of the framework, a push-down static analysis of the damaged structure is 

performed, where the distribution of the proportional load within the structural model is equal 

to the distribution under serviceability state. For the matter, the substructure modelling can be 

extended to N+1 bays, where N is the number of lost columns. Given the system-level 

application of the framework, the nonlinear static response needs to tacitly account for the 

contribution of surrounding components in individual component response. In the context of 

multiple columns loss, the rotational contribution of upper columns is shown to play an 

important part in the overall system response.  

The dynamic effects associated with the sudden application of gravity loading are then 

accounted in a generalised version of the simplified dynamic assessment, where the 

conservation of energy is satisfied in a MDOF system, yet the static deformation modes are 

assumed to reasonably approximate the dynamic deformation. The accuracy of the proposed 

dynamic assessment is successfully demonstrated against nonlinear dynamic analyses for 

different i) load distribution, ii) rotational contribution of the surrounding members, iii) 

number of columns lost/damaged, and iv) levels of structural idealisation. 

In terms of failure assessment, historic events associated with the damage/loss of multiple 

columns have called the attention to structural limit states other than joint ductility. In this 

particular instance, frame instability may occur in structures with full-strength connections 

where the gravity frame has been severely damaged. Towards the assessment of frame 

instability, the multi-level framework aims to determine the contribution of the affected bay 

to column load and drift. Indeed, the simplified dynamic assessment is able to capture the 

dynamic load distribution, notwithstanding the fact that the distribution of the inertial forces 

is approximated by the (static) proportional loading diagram. 

As part of the practical applicability of the multi-level framework, simplified models for 

structural assessment under multiple columns loss are proposed, where good agreement is 

shown with the corresponding detailed models. In this regard, simplified idealisations of 

individual and multiple floors use the incremental work approach for rational component 

assembly. Given the nature of the considered damage scenarios, inaccuracies may arise from 

the level of non-conformity in the affected bays. 

The adequacy of assessing robustness under scenarios with higher damage extent is further 

discussed in the following chapter, in the scope of the presented probabilistic framework. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Probabilistic Robustness Assessment Framework 

8.1 Introduction 

Different methodologies for robustness provision are recommended in the current design 

codes (BS 5950-1, 2000, DoD, 2005, EC1, 2006, UFC, 2009), depending on the level of the 

building collapse consequences. 

These design codes consider the tying force (Section 2.4.1), notional member removal 

(Section 2.4.2) and key element (Section 2.4.3) approaches sufficient to guarantee an 

acceptable level of robustness of low to medium consequence class buildings. However, high 

consequence class (CC3) structures require a ‗systematic risk assessment‘ (EC1, 2006), even 

though very little guidance is available in practice for a design-oriented framework. In this 

context, the aim of this chapter is to propose an objective, yet simplified, risk-based 

assessment of structural robustness. In the realm of a probabilistic framework for risk 

assessment, the likelihood of hazards, damage scenarios, and failure are discussed in  

Sections 8.3-8.5. 

The main contributions are made in the area of probabilistic failure assessment, as detailed in 

Section 8.5, where it is recognised that there is a need for i) efficient and realistic 

deterministic models for evaluation of structural performance under specific local damage 

scenarios, and ii) effective probabilistic simulation methods capable of quantifying the 

conditional probability of global failure in load damage.  

The simplified ductility-centred assessment framework, developed by Izzuddin et al. (2008) 

and validated in Chapter 7 to multiple columns loss/partial damage scenarios, serves as the 

main deterministic tool for the probabilistic failure assessment. First-order reliability methods 

(FORM), based on a response surface approximation of the structural response, establish the 

conditional probability of failure for the considered damage scenario. A further discussion on 

decomposition of conditional risk to several damage scenarios is made here in view of 

damage extent and scenario criticality. 
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Finally, the application of the design-oriented risk-based robustness assessment is illustrated 

in Section 8.7, using the benchmark multi-storey office building presented in Section 6.2, 

subject to single column loss in alternative locations. 

8.2 Proposed risk-based assessment 

EC1 (2006) distinguishes between qualitative and quantitative risk analyses. Although the 

first type of analysis has the merit to elucidate for the designer potential hazard scenarios and 

associated consequences, it falls short on determining the economic and social setbacks of 

certain collapse scenarios and providing a tool for comparison between engineering solutions.  

A recent effort was made for developing an objective risk-based robustness assessment, as 

part of the European research network COST TU0601 (Faber et al., 2012). The promoted 

institutional collaborations resulted in new statistical information and evaluation techniques 

to substantiate building exposure (Vrouwenvelder et al., 2012), failure probabilities (Izzuddin 

et al., 2012), and economic, environmental and human consequences resulting from 

disproportionate damage (Janssens et al., 2012). With regard to the COST TU0601 risk 

assessment framework, the main contribution of this research study is indeed in the rational 

quantification of the failure probabilities under specific discrete damage scenarios, which is 

illustrated in the application study of Section 8.7. 

The following sections describe the main considerations with regard to each variable of the 

risk expression of Eq. (2.5) for development of the design-oriented risk-based framework. 

8.3 Hazards 

Schneider (2006) classifies the potential hazards as i) foreseeable and accounted, ii) 

foreseeable and ignored and iii) unforeseeable. Within the foreseeable hazards, Carpenter 

(2012) presents four subclasses: 1) structurally unrelated physical actions (e.g. flood, vehicle 

or ships impacts, bombs), 2) people, process and product (e.g. design and constructional 

errors), 3) use and maintenance (e.g. fire, explosion, overload), 4) procurement, 

interdisciplinary and execution (e.g. weak specifications). Other subclasses have been 

presented (JCSS, 2010; Vrouwenvelder et al., 2012) covering approximately the same range 

of actions. 

The likelihood associated with these hazards is considerably low, and so the distinction 

between accounted and ignored foreseeable actions is based on a prior engineering judgement 

on the risk associated with such events, and the possibility to passively mitigate the same risk. 
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The first simplification of the risk-based robustness assessment comes from limiting the 

number of possible hazards to those with a significant probability of occurrence, out of a 

universe of infinite foreseeable hazards. The following sections focus on three particular 

hazard types associated with local damage scenarios, fire, (internal and external) explosions 

and human errors. The framework can however accommodate any desirable number of 

hazards with significance to overall risk, provided the damage assessment techniques are able 

to capture the nature of the event. For example, inadvertent vehicle or aircraft impact may 

produce sudden components loss, which can be captured within the current methods, however 

eruption-induced volcanic gas may cause an acidic structural corrosion that has not been 

considered so far in the existing frameworks.  

8.3.1 Fire 

Structural fire design as elaborated in the Eurocodes (EC3, 2005c; EC4, 2005) is based on 

prescribed fire exposure conditions, such as those presented in EC1 (2002). However, like the 

majority of the potential hazards, fire intensity and location is inherently uncertain. Therefore, 

the treatment of this specific event in the scope of a probabilistic assessment is of particular 

interest. 

In particular, JCSS (2010) identifies the following variables to construct a realistic 

temperature-time curve: amount and spatial distributions of combustible material, effective 

energy value, rate of combustion; ventilation characteristics; air use and gas production 

parameters; thermal conductivity properties and model uncertainties. Based on statistic data, 

the same code provides a rough annual fire ignition probability according to the type of 

building (m-2year-1): dwelling/school - P(H) = 
60.5 to 4 10 , shop/office - P(H) = 

61 10 , 

and industrial building - P(H) = 
62 to10 10 . 

Until recently, the risk associated with fire has been tackled by passively reducing the 

damage inflicted to the structure, either through event control P(H) or protection P(D|H) 

provisions (e.g. fireproofing, detection systems). Under the same philosophy, the design 

codes focus on individual member ultimate states, which largely benefit from the protective 

measures, and inefficiently ignore frame resistance mechanisms. Nonetheless, it has been 

recently shown (Figure 8.1 (a)) that steel-composite frames are able to develop load-carrying 

mechanisms by means of catenary action, which significantly improve the system 

performance P(S|D) following a fire scenario (Izzuddin & Moore, 2002), even if the thermal 

effects lead to plastification of a large extension of the frame members (Rotter et al., 1999).  
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Indeed, characteristics that are typically associated with structural robustness, such as 

structural redundancy and ductility, are simultaneously beneficial for progressive collapse 

and fire resistance. In this regard, Scott et al. (2002) suggests that the fire design provisions 

adopted in the WTC Towers prevented the progressive collapse to occur at an earlier stage. 

In an effort to integrate fire scenarios within the robustness threat-independent basis, Fang et 

al. (2011) present a deterministic temperature-independent robustness assessment framework 

for steel-composite buildings subject to localised fire. Instead of focusing on the event 

quantification, this framework considers different damage extent of contiguous members (in 

this case, column and upper beams). It uses the static-equivalent of the robustness limit state 

defined by Izzuddin et al. (2008), where similarly the connection ductility limit marks the 

progressive collapse initiation.  

Contrary to the system response to blast, which is short-timed (Figure 8.2 (b)) and, if no other 

action is involved, at room temperature, the response to fire is moderate-timed and at elevated 

temperatures (Figure 8.1 (b)). Therefore, as material response is influenced by the nature of 

the action, the framework considers material temperature-sensitivity (degradation of strength 

and stiffness) within the frame members and joint model (Ramli-Sulong, 2005). This 

contrasts with the considerations of material rate-sensitivity required for blast-induced 

scenarios. 

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 8.1 BRE Cardington office building: (a) compartment fire in progress, and (b) recorded 

atmosphere temperature- time curve in the corner test (Lamont, 2001) 

8.3.2 Internal and external explosions 

According to Bjerketvedt et al. (1997), explosions are related to a rapid increase of pressure. 

The most common source of explosion resides in chemical processes, in which a mixture (e.g. 

dust, nitro-glycerine, gas cylinder), when activated, releases a great amount of heat and gases. 

Activation is usually made by mixture combustion in a highly exothermic process. 
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This combustion, illustrated in Figure 8.2 (a), is linked not only with fire ignition (see 

previous section) but also with production of pressure (deflagration or detonation) waves, 

which travel with high velocity (sub or supersonic, respectively). In this context, combustion 

waves can inflict serious structural damage, where detonation shock waves can reach incident 

pressures of 20 MPa (Bjerketvedt et al., 1997). The incident pressure may even be increased 

by reflection of the initial wave occurring in compartmentalised environments (UFC, 2008). 

It is clear that the occurrence of such event depends on the amount of explosive mixture 

handled in the proximity of the studied structure, e.g. explosions are more likely to occur in a 

chemical plant than in a residential building. Even so, structures with human occupancy are at 

risk, where the domestic use of hydrocarbon gases is one of the most common causes of 

accidental explosions. In this regard, Vrouwenvelder et al. (2012) divide hazardous 

explosions into accidental or planned. 

Where some of the most devastating structural collapses were triggered by planned 

explosions, such as the Alfred P. Murrah collapse, calculating a probability of occurrence of 

such events in a building is unpractical (Izzuddin et al., 2012). Accordingly, the proposed 

framework focuses on accidental explosions only, as induced explosions cannot be treated in 

a realistic probabilistic assessment.  

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 8.2 (a) Hemispherical shock wave resulting from gunpowder explosion, and (b) pressure-

time histories for shock tests of Schleyer & Langdon (2006) 

Statistically, accidental explosions in dwellings are not as recurring as fire. Ellis & Curie 

(1998) determined, based on the UK survey data over a 10-year period, an approximate 

annual probability of any explosion P(H) = 67.9 10 year-1, which is in the order of 10-2 

lower than the fire occurrence rate presented in the previous section. However, explosion 

control and protection techniques are not common practice, as opposed to fire. For example, 

where fire doors are installed in standard buildings, explosion doors are used only in 
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industrial applications, such as dust storage tanks and vessels. Hence, in practical terms, the 

contribution from fire or explosions for a given scenario probability ( ) ( ) ( | ) P D P H P D H  

is approximately equal, and so it justifies the inclusion of this hazard type in robustness 

assessment frameworks. It is believed that, given the inflated cost of explosive protective 

measures, standard construction should rely on robust structural performance P(S|D) to 

mitigate the risk against explosions. Notional member removal methods for deterministic 

robustness assessment (Izzuddin et al., 2008; UFC, 2009), although threat-independent, can 

accommodate the nature of blast events within its formulation (e.g. mass inertial effects, 

material rate-sensitivity), and provide a conservative envelope for the structural response 

against localised explosions (Gudmundsson & Izzuddin, 2009). 

8.3.3 Human errors 

While numerous examples can be found on the last two types of hazards, three historic 

disproportionate collapse events under moderate physical loading conditions are listed here: 

- Hyatt Regency hotel in Kansas City, US, 1981 (Figure 8.3 (a)): failure of the rod 

hanger connection due to a change in the construction detail caused the collapse 

of two walkways (Moncarz & Taylor, 2000) and 114 casualties, 

- L‘Ambience Plaza hotel in Bridgeport, US, 1987 (Figure 8.3 (b)): shear head 

failure and improper placement of post-tension tendons caused the total structural 

collapse during construction (McGuire, 1992) and 28 casualties, 

- Versailles Wedding Hall in Jerusalem, Israel, 2001 (Figure 8.3 (c)):  excessive 

sagging of the third floor slab due to change in use and weak constructional 

provisions caused structural partial collapse (Pisanty & Mairanz, 2004) and 23 

casualties. 

The common denominator in all of these collapses is the human neglect. Carpenter (2012) 

calls attention to the significance of nonphysical actions, which are often underestimated but 

may be associated with higher risk. As a matter of fact, Ellingwood (1987) argues that the 

majority of structural collapses are caused by planning, design, construction and utilisation 

errors, rather than uncertainty in material strengths and structural loads. In this context, the 

percentage of failures attributed to human error ranges from 50% to 90% (Vrouwenvelder et 

al., 2012). 

Even though EC1 recognises the potential disastrous consequences of human error, it does 

not provide any information on how to address it in robustness assessment. Defining damage 
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scenarios following human errors is indeed mind-boggling. For example, the structural risk 

resulting from hiring an inexperienced sub-contractor is very hard to objectify. 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8.3 Collapses of (a) Hyatt Regency hotel, (b) L‘Ambience Plaza hotel and (c) Versailles 

Wedding Hall 

Similarly, human errors may not only directly cause structural failure (e.g. improper 

placement of post-tensioned tendons), but also reduce the progressive collapse resistance to 

other hazards (e.g. improper fire-proofing). Therefore, Ellingwood (1987) proposes the 

following probability of failure P(F) considering the undetected errors E: 

  ( )  ( | ) ( | ) ( ) ( )  ( )  e s sP F P F E P F E P E P F E P E  (8.1) 

where  s eF F F , Fs is failure due to capacity and demand uncertainty (see Section 8.5), Fe 

is failure due to error and P(Fs) is given by Eq. (2.3). In this event-tree, Ellingwood (1987) is 

assuming the error to occur prior to any other hazard. 

Statistical data on the most common constructional errors P(E) is the first step for 

quantification of associated risk (e.g. reduced/increased area of reinforcement, inadequate 

concrete mix, premature removal of formwork). Indeed, industrial fabricated components 

have the advantage of being less prone to human errors when compared to in-situ fabrication. 

In this respect, reinforced concrete structures are more exposed than bare steel structures. 

A percentage of these errors can be mitigated by event control techniques (quality assurance 

programs). Among those, Ellingwood (1987) highlights technical (e.g. independent reviews), 

organisational and management (e.g. clear documentation), and behavioural (e.g. personnel 

training) measures. 

Since the use of more conservative safety factors does not prevent error-induced structural 

failure (Ellingwood, 1987), increasing the variability in structural capacity is not the 

recommended technique to deal with human error-induced risk. In the scope of the proposed 

probabilistic damage-centred framework, human errors are taken as concentrated in a 

segment of the structure, with localised induced damage (e.g. concrete segregation causing 
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beam loss, Figure 8.4 (a), or lack of transverse reinforcement causing column loss,  

Figure 8.4 (b)).  

  

(a)  (b) 

Figure 8.4 Localised damage caused by (a) construction and (b) design errors 

8.4 Local damage scenarios 

Structural robustness indicates the sensitivity of a structure to withstand local failure. By 

definition, the extent of local failure is not quantified but qualified as small relative to the 

structure size. Therefore, an infinite cascade of local damage scenarios resulting from 

abnormal loading should be accommodated within a complete risk assessment.  

While an infinite number of structural damage scenarios can be achieved by an event type, 

only a limited number of these scenarios can be realistically considered. In this context, Baker 

et al. (2008) propose the quantification of conditional robustness based only on the damage  

scenarios NDR with high contribution to the overall risk, which redefines Eq. (2.5) to: 

 

0

Risk    ( ) 
DRN

DP D Risk  (8.2) 

where P(D) is the probability of scenario D taking place: 

    
0

( ) | 
HN

P D P H P D H  (8.3) 

and DRisk  is the risk associated with a damage scenario D: 

  
0

| ( )  
SN

DRisk P S D C S  (8.4) 

Eq. (8.2) is a simplification of the expression presented by Baker et al. (2008), which also 

considers the choice of structural intervention and post-damage exposure. 
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The significance of a damage scenario will then result from the balance between its likelihood 

and consequence. For example, the devastating effect of a nuclear bomb in a building close to 

the explosion epicentre is associated with a probability of failure of approximately equal to 1 

and the maximum consequence possible to the building and its occupancy. However, the 

probability of occurrence of such damage scenario is so reduced that, in a conditional 

robustness assessment, its resulting contribution to overall risk recommends not considering it 

in practical terms (Izzuddin et al., 2012).  

By expressing hazards at a low resolution (i.e. neglecting intensity, duration, etc.), it is 

possible to classify them into types HT, as those presented in the previous section, and 

simultaneously dissociate damage scenarios from the causing events (i.e. threat-

independence), which refines Eq. (8.3) to: 

    
1

( ) |



HTN

i i

i

P D P H P D H  (8.5) 

As a consequence, the correspondence between hazards and the consequent local damage 

scenarios considered herein is expressed by means of relatively low conditional probabilities 

P(D|Hi), the quantification of which can be made from statistical data.  

For higher resolution hazards, a combination of event and structural modelling could be used 

to establish P(D|H), considering also variables affecting event propagation and its impact on 

the structure. In this case, damage would also be described at a higher level of resolution, 

including for example the amount of deformation, damage extent, etc. However, such an 

approach is not considered here due to the excessive computational effort resulting from high 

resolution ‗hazard and structure‘ simulations. 

8.4.1 Spatial uncertainty 

The damage scenarios are herein defined as independent of their location. However, it is 

known that the probability of hazard occurrence P(H), structural failure P(F|D) and related 

consequences C can significantly vary within a building (e.g. internal 5th floor column versus 

peripheral ground floor column, Izzuddin et al. 2012). Therefore, damage scenarios should be 

evaluated at representative locations NL within a structure.  

It is clear that regularity in plan and height allows for a great simplification of the 

probabilistic assessment approach by reducing the number of damage scenarios to be 

considered. Further computational savings can be achieved when using multi-level 

deterministic frameworks for failure assessment (Izzuddin et al., 2008), where detailed 
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representation may only be needed at low system levels (e.g. individual beams) of 

representative affected bays (e.g. corner, peripheral, internal), as elaborated in Section 8.5.3.  

As damage arises from the imposing hazards Hi, damage location is defined by hazard 

location. If the hazard at a specific location is represented by  i ik ikH L H , the likelihood of 

a hazard at a specific building location P(Hik) is given by: 

    ( )  ik i ikP H P H P L  (8.6) 

where P(Hi) is the general probability of hazard occurrence (e.g. human error somewhere in 

the building, explosion somewhere in the perimeter columns) and P(Lik) represents the spatial 

event uncertainty (e.g. corner, peripheral) which is hazard-dependent. Indeed, hazards are 

more likely to occur at specific locations thus the relevance of P(Hik). For instance, while 

blast or vehicle impact is more likely to occur at the periphery of the ground floor, fire is 

usually ignited inside the building. 

At a low resolution, location effects can be defined in a generic manner without spatial 

coordinates. The significance of each location can be measured in terms of area or number of 

elements. For example, one can attribute the probability of the location at corner system CS 

as: 

 
Area of corner floor system Number of corner columns

( ) or
Total floor area Total number of columns

 P L CS  (8.7) 

This notes that, for any hazard, the choice of Lik is such that: 

  
1

1



LN

ik

k

P L  (8.8) 

Now if damage at a specific location is represented by  ik kD L D , the likelihood of a 

damage D at a specific building location P(Dk) is given by: 

    
1

( ) |



HTN

k ik k ik

i

P D P H P D H  (8.9) 

Based on the unity principle of Eq.(8.8), it is possible to assess conditional risk including 

specific damage locations using the reformulated expression: 

  
1 0

Risk   


 
DRL

k

NN

k D

k

P D Risk  (8.10) 

The incorporation of the spatial variable is also indicated for the rational quantification of 

location-dependent failure probability P(F|Dk) and conditional risk 
kDRisk . 
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8.4.2 Column/wall damage/ loss 

In multi-storey structures, columns and walls have a major role as a gravity system, 

transmitting the floor load to the foundations, and as a lateral system, providing resistance to 

wind/seismic forces.  

In this regard, typical deterministic robustness assessment methods involve damage scenarios 

based on the complete removal of a single vertical member. Such scenarios provide an upper 

bound on the structural demands arising from frequent hazard-inflicted damages 

(Gudmundsson & Izzuddin, 2009), and a reasonable scenario for robustness assessment 

compared to more demanding damage scenarios such as floor impact (Vlassis et al., 2009). 

Different discrete extents of vertical members damage/loss can be defined, exemplified in  

Figure 8.5: a) partial column damage from gas canisters exploding outside the Greek Reform 

Ministry, Athens 2012, b) single column loss from a truck collision in Tancahua Street Bridge, 

Corpus Christi 2004, and c) multiple columns lost from aircraft impact in WTC South Tower 

façade, New York 2001. 

   

(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 8.5 Different structural damage scenarios: (a) partial corner column damage, (b) corner 

column loss and (c) multiple columns loss 

8.4.3 Beam damage/loss 

The transmission of the floor load to vertical members in framed structures is made through 

beam members. Additionally, external (spandrel) beams are also designed to withstand 

significant façade loads. Therefore, beams also play an important part in the gravity-system 

functionality, where failure can lead to subsequent system failures (e.g. excessive 

sagging/hogging or punching shear in slabs, loss of column lateral restraint). 

More significantly, structural engineers often draw on transfer structures (girders, in high-

rise, or beams, in low-to-medium rise buildings) to comply with different architectural 

arrangements. These structures act under bending and shear in order to transmit gravity-loads 

from vertical members, and redistribute these to a smaller number of supporting columns or 

walls (Li et al., 2003). 
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Figure 8.6 Damage of a short spandrel beam due to excessive shear (Faison et al., 2004) 

Given their major importance in the gravity system, loss of transfer structures can have 

disastrous consequences on the overall system performance. These solutions introduce a 

discontinuity in height which goes against the principles of robust design (Section 2.2.1). 

Indeed, Corley et al. (1996) attribute the substantial extent of the Alfred P. Murrah building 

progressive collapse to the failure of the transfer girder, which left the upper columns 

unsupported. 

8.4.4 Floor slab damage/loss and collapse 

Damage can also be induced in floor slabs, which are responsible for redistributing the 

gravity load to the surrounding frame members. In this context, loss of floor slabs imposes 

system discontinuities and eliminates membrane resistance mechanisms.  

In vertical construction, it is common to use lightweight slabs to alleviate the structure dead 

load, in which case is important to assure a sufficient level of continuity between each floor 

slab.  However, it is not so much the floor failure but its consequential impact on the lower 

floor systems that might trigger progressive collapse, as observed in the historic collapses of 

the Ronan Point building or the Barajas T4 car park, Madrid 2006 (Figure 8.7). 

A design-oriented framework for structural failure assessment following upper floor impact 

has been developed by Vlassis et al. (2009), which highlights the extremely high demand on 

lower floors following such damage scenario (Kaewkulchai & Williamson, 2006; Vlassis et 

al., 2009). 
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Figure 8.7 Progressive collapse of a reinforced concrete frame due to debris impact 

8.4.5 Connections damage/loss 

The set of fastening components used in steel or precast panels can fail when exposed to 

accidental events. The loss in structural continuity will severely affect the system load 

distribution and its ability to develop resistance mechanisms to withstand subsequent 

abnormal loading.  

 

Figure 8.8 Example of excessive/incomplete penetration weld 

Given the level of craftsmanship required in the execution of bolted and, especially, welded 

connections, human errors contribute most significantly to connection damage/loss during the 

lifetime of a structure. For instance, according to Pepper (2009), the percentage of welding 

defect rate is around 2-10% on mechanised welding and 2-5% on manual welding. 

Similarly, connection damage/loss can occur under fire scenarios, as shown in the BRE 

Cardington test (Al-Jabri et al., 1999) and considered in the fire-based robustness assessment 

framework of Fang et al. (2011). 
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8.4.6 Bracing damage/loss 

In order to improve structural resistance and sway to lateral loads, bracing components are 

widely used. Most commonly, they consist of diagonal members which are designed to act 

under tension. 

Kuhlmann et al. (2007) investigated the behaviour of a typical composite car park under a 

single bracing loss scenario within a (static) robustness assessment framework. As these 

components are not designed for the gravity-carrying system, the structure is typically able to 

resist the service load following a single brace loss. Although joint deformation demand 

remains the same, column instability might occur with the increase of buckling length, 

particularly in moderately compressed columns. 

 

Figure 8.9 Lateral torsional buckling of double angle steel braces (ERRI, 2011) 

8.4.7 Infill panels damage/loss 

Infill panels are traditionally considered non-structural members. However it has been 

recognised that compressive strut action in infill panels may offer an additional mechanism to 

resist progressive collapse (Arup, 2011). 

Using a three-strut model, Farazman et al. (2012) assessed the influence of masonry panels 

on the system pseudo-static capacity, utilising the ductility-centred method (Izzuddin et al., 

2008). Given the heterogeneity and brittleness of the panel components, the panel 

contribution depends on key parameters (e.g. brick compressive strength, mortar bond 

strength, number of openings, lack of fit). Overall, the consideration of undamaged masonry 

panels is shown to generally increase the system capacity between 30% and 210% (Farazman 

et al., 2012). Still, Vlassis et al. (2008) demonstrated that a typical steel-composite structure 

can still resist progressive collapse even if the contribution of infill panels in the affected 

multiple floors is ignored. 
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However, following an accidental event, a couple of infill panels can be damaged.  

Figure 8.10 shows a reinforced concrete building subjected to sudden infill panel loss only, 

due to gas explosion. Particularly, unreinforced masonry infills are quite sensitive to the out-

of-plane dynamic loading, such as blast or impact (Gilbert et al., 2002), the damage of which 

(even without structural failure) can impose serious direct consequences. 

 

Figure 8.10 Infill panel loss 

8.5 Failure assessment 

Following an extreme event, subsequent structural states S are denoted for simplicity in terms 

of a binary outcome of no structural failure F , associated with local direct consequences 

inflicted by the damage ( )kC F , and complete structural failure F, associated in addition with 

severe indirect consequences Ck(F), where the consequences Ck are taken as location-

dependent. Thus, the conditional risk 
kDRisk is simplified to:  

    | ( ) | ( ) 
kD k k k kRisk P F D C F P F D C F  (8.11) 

It is noted that the extent of failure once the collapse has initiated is classically not considered 

within the failure assessment tools (Izzuddin et al., 2008; UFC, 2009; Fang et al., 2011). 

Recent efforts have been made to create alternative analysis procedures able to incorporate 

post local failure behaviour (see Section 2.4.2.4). 

Segmentation through structural fuses (Starossek, 2007; Izzuddin et al., 2008), which aims to 

reduce the extent of failure, can be incorporated in a similar binary manner: structural fuses 

are either activated following failure SF or not SF . Therefore, as the fuses provide threshold 
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for failure extent, it is possible to consider discrete subsequent structural states with 

associated consequences: 

       | ( ) | | ( ) | ( ) 
   
 kD k k k k SF k SF

Risk P F D C F P F D P SF F C F P SF F C F  (8.12) 

where Ck-SF (F) is the cost of failure limited to the segmented structure, and ( )
k SF

C F is the 

cost of failure when structural fuse is not activated. This expression is for a single structural 

fuse, where simple probabilistic combination can be applied to multiple fuses. 

Most importantly, the evaluation of the conditional failure probability P(F|Dk) requires the 

introduction of a proper failure function for the discrete local damage scenario Dk. The 

aforementioned structural assessment tools recommend the use of gravity load as the primary 

parameter in order to formulate this conditional failure function. In this regard, the failure 

function g is thus defined as the difference between two separate terms, structural capacity R 

and structural demand L: 

   g R L  (8.13) 

where F  or  F structural states ensue when 0g  or 0g , respectively. 

Both structural demand and capacity are expressed respectively as equivalent work-conjugate 

(for energy-balance description see Section 2.5.3) load and resistance values with respect to a 

reference displacement parameter in the SDOF or MDOF idealisation of the deformed 

configuration. This step facilitates the use of the proposed deterministic simulation engines, 

elaborated in Section 8.5.3. 

Each of these terms is function of more basic parameters, such as component strength and 

ductility, for the gravity load capacity, and dead and live load levels, for gravity load demand. 

Since these parameters are associated with significant variability (JCSS, 2010), they need in 

general to be represented as random variables.  

It is noted that spatial and time variability applies to both demand and capacity parameters. In 

this context, it is recommended that spatial variability is considered only at the location level. 

For example, it may be considered that damaged peripheral systems are more exposed to 

fatigue than damaged interior systems, in which case each location k can assume different 

material parameters. However, within the assessment of each damage scenario Dk, identical 

parameter variation is assumed for all system components and for the damage duration. This 

simplification greatly reduces the computational effort of the probabilistic simulation.  

A more detailed exposition of the parameters affecting demand L and capacity R is provided 

in Sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. The two staged framework for failure assessment is then 

presented in the Sections 8.5.3 and 8.5.4, consisting of i) the numerical evaluation of the 
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failure function for a specific variable combination through the most appropriate 

deterministic method, and ii) the statistical data treatment of a meaningful number of variable 

combinations through the presented probabilistic tools, which will provide a rational 

quantification of the conditional failure probability P(F|Dk). Finally, the application of the 

probabilistic assessment procedure is exemplified in Section 8.7. 

8.5.1 Structural demand 

Structural demand for structures subject to component loss typically consists of the aggregate 

effects of gravity loading. Most design codes consider the dead, live and snow loads as the 

structural vertical service loads (see Table 2.2). 

The mean values for coupled floor and façade dead loads are determined from the specific 

weight of the materials and their mean volume. Therefore, the variability in dead loads 

resides in these two measures, which are assumed to have Gaussian distributions (JCSS, 

2010). 

The live load, which is a function of the building use, is taken as the time average of the real 

fluctuating load, where short term fluctuations are reflected in a significant coefficient of 

variance assumed for this type of load. Spatial variations are considered as homogeneous and 

so live load is uniformly distributed, similar to floor dead load. JCSS (2010) recommends a 

Gaussian distribution to approximate the variability in load magnitude. 

Snow loads, which only act at the roof of buildings situated in cold climates and above a 

minimum altitude, can also be accounted for within the deterministic frameworks of the 

previous section. The probabilistic model is exposed in JCSS (2010). 

As a result, structural demand L is written as a function of the load variables vector [XL], i.e. 

dead load Xdl, live load Xll, and snow load Xsl variables: 

 ([X ]) ( , , ) L dl ll slL l l X X X  (8.14) 

where distribution parameters (e.g. mean values, coefficient of variation CoV) associated 

with dead, live and snow loads are recommended in JCSS (2010). 

8.5.2 Structural capacity 

According to JCSS (2010), material, geometric and model parameters are the main sources of 

uncertainty in load capacity calculation.  

The same code draws upon the following material parameters with relevance to structural 

behaviour under extreme loading: elasticity modulus E, tensile/compressive yield fy and 

maximum fm strengths, tensile/compressive strain at maximum stress ԑm and fracture ԑu, 
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multi-axial stress conditions, and strain rate, thermal and chemical effects. A lognormal 

distribution is assumed for each material parameter, with mean and CoV provided by JCSS 

(2010).  As for geometric parameters, elements dimensions, to which a normal distribution 

can be attributed, are mainly sensitive to the mode of production (precast, in situ), according 

to JCSS (2010). Quality control is expected to reduce the variability associated with both 

material and geometric uncertainties. 

Model uncertainties may account for random effects that are neglected in the models and 

simplifications in the mathematical relations. In terms of structural capacity, model 

uncertainties are found in i) load effect calculations and ii) local idealisations. For example, 

model simplifications arising from the disregard of three dimensional effects, interactions, 

heterogeneities, boundary conditions, connection behaviour or imperfections introduce a 

degree of uncertainty in load effect calculations. Likewise, local idealisations can be 

associated with variability. In this regard, piecewise linearity or power strain rate dependency, 

in terms of material constitutive behaviour, or Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, in terms of cross-

sectional response, are examples of model simplifications. Incorporation of model uncertainty 

in the probabilistic framework can be made by assuming a lognormal distribution (with 

suggested mean and CoV in JCSS, 2010) to all components load and resistance obtained from 

uniaxial idealisations.  

Structural capacity R is thus written as a function of the capacity variables vector [XR], i.e. 

material [Xmat], geometric [Xgeo] and model [Xmo] variable vectors (e.g. [Xmat] = XE, Xζy, …):  

 ([X ]) ([X ],[X ],[X ]) R mat geo moR r r  (8.15) 

8.5.3 Deterministic engines 

As noted above, there is a need to determine the value of the failure function in a selection of 

discrete damage scenarios (e.g. single column loss, single floor impact). Towards this end, the 

following simplified deterministic frameworks are indicated for the assessment of specific 

damage scenarios in multi-storey buildings: 

- Column/walls damage following blast, impact or human error (short-timed 

events): single member loss (Izzuddin et al., 2008), multiple members loss 

(Chapter 7). 

- Column/walls damage following fire (moderate-timed event): single member loss 

(TIA from Fang et al., 2011). 

- Floor impact (Vlassis et al., 2009). 

- Infill panels damage (Farazman et al., 2012). 
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These are variations of the original ductility-centred method (Izzuddin et al., 2008), and are 

particularly suited for application in probabilistic simulation due to their computational 

efficiency. Indeed, Izzuddin et al. (2008) recognised, upon the development of the ductility-

centred method, its potentiality as the deterministic engine of an overall probabilistic 

methodology, so as to deal with system uncertainties. Although the ductility-centred 

framework can be modified to accommodate beam, connection or brace loss scenarios, it is 

out of the scope of this work to perform such modifications and respective validation studies. 

The previous structural assessment tools can account for geometric/material nonlinearity and, 

based on the occurring event, the mass inertial (Izzuddin et al., 2008), strain rate (Chapter 5), 

moving mass energy transfer (Vlassis et al., 2009), and/or thermal (Fang et al., 2011) effects.  

Starting from nonlinear static push-down analysis, these frameworks are able to determine the 

maximum load associated with an equilibrium state within the system ductility supply. 

Depending on the event nature, the system resistance R utilised in the failure function can 

either be taken as the static maximum load (moderate-timed), or its dynamic (pseudo-static) 

equivalent load (short-timed). Overall, these methods incorporate in a rational manner various 

characteristics enlisted in Section 2.2: continuity, energy absorption capacity, redundancy, 

ductility, local and system load capacity, where the latter is the resistance R utilised in the 

failure function. 

A key benefit of these simplified deterministic approaches is their multi-level nature, where 

assessment may be carried out at different levels of structural idealisation (Izzuddin et al., 

2008). Depending on structural regularity and the feasibility of model reduction, great 

computational savings can be achieved by limiting the assessment to relatively low levels of 

idealisation and assembling the response at the desired level from the individual member 

response at lower levels, as generalised for multiple columns loss scenarios in Section 7.5. 

8.5.4 Probabilistic assessment 

This section focuses on the most effective probabilistic simulation methods that can establish 

the conditional probability of failure on local damage P(F|Dk). 

The first simplification stemming from the aforementioned deterministic methods is the 

condensation of the multiple modes of failure
1


comN

n

n

F F , corresponding to each component 

failure Fn, into a single system failure mode F due to the scope of the failure function (overall 

system applied load and resistance).  
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Hence, the failure probability P(F) is given by (JCSS, 2010): 

 
( ) 0

( ) ( ) d


  X
g X

P F f X X  (8.16) 

where X is the vector of the total basic random variables, g(X) is the failure function and fX(X) 

is the joint probability density function of X. Time independence of the system variables X 

permits the computation of the probability of failure through i) asymptotic approximate 

methods (Section 8.5.4.2) or ii) simulation methods (Section 8.5.4.3). 

8.5.4.1 Response surfaces 

Since a large number of samples may be required for application of probabilistic assessment 

tools, the resulting computational burden can become significant, particularly for systems 

with a large number of variables. While the adopted deterministic assessment framework is 

already characterised by computational efficiency, further computational savings can be 

achieved by the calculation of so-called response surfaces (RSM). This implies that both 

demand and capacity terms in the failure function are expressed directly by approximate 

expressions which involve the capacity and demand variables. 

In constructing the response surface, a first-order polynomial in terms of the equivalent work-

conjugate loads, Xdl, Xll and Xsl, is sufficient for the structural demand term, as the loads are 

simply additive in the aggregate gravity loading. Therefore, Eq. (8.14) is rewritten as: 

 ([ ])   L dl ll sll X X X X  (8.17) 

With regard to the structural capacity term in the response surface, the N-quadratic Lagrange 

interpolation function is employed as the interaction model for capacity variables XR, where N 

is the number of capacity variables. The expansion of this function for the case of N = 2 is 

given by: 

 
1

([ ]) A


 
M

R i i

i

r X  (8.18) 

where  1A T

Ma a , 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 21    
T X X X X X X X X X X X X ,             

23 9 M , and a are the shape parameters. 

Most notably, the number of shape parameters is equal to 3N for the general case, which 

means that a minimum equal number of equations (experiments) are necessary to calculate 

these terms. Towards this end, the structural capacity is evaluated at three different levels per 

variable ( , ,      ) in a full 3N factorial approach (Myers & Montgomery, 2002).  
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This way, the vector of the shape parameters A has a nontrivial solution which satisfies: 

 
1

A y
   (8.19) 

where
 

1 1

1

1
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Q Q
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,   1y T

MR R  , 
k

i  is the ith term of the variables 

vector for the kth experiment, and 3  NQ M  is the number of experiments for which the 

structural capacity R is known. 

As the number of experiments grows exponentially (3N), other design approaches may be 

more effective for a large number of variables. However, the adequacy of the proposed 

framework relies on the simplicity of defining a structural failure function based on a low 

number of system variables.  

Given the high nonlinearity of the structural problem, a response surface can present a gross 

estimation, especially for combinations far from the experiments. This can be appreciated 

through goodness-of-fit factors (e.g. R-square, root mean squared error). 

8.5.4.2 Asymptotic approximate methods  

The analytical form of the failure function implies that asymptotic approximate methods 

(FORM and SORM) are well suited for evaluation of the failure probabilities (JCSS, 2010). 

These are divided into i) transformation, ii) search, and iii) approximation stages. 

Considering the basic variables vector X as the concatenation of the load [XL] and resistance 

[XR] variables, the basic variable space X (e.g. lognormal, Weibull)  is transformed into the 

standard normal space U, 1 :  ( ,..., ,..., )T X  i NX X X 1( ,..., ,..., )U  i NU U U , through the 

Rosenblatt-transformation: 

 



N

i i
i N

i

X
U




 (8.20) 

where μi
N and ζi

N  are the equivalent normal mean and standard deviation obtained for each 

variable, based on Normal Tail Approximation (Chen & Lind, 1983). 

Given the rotational symmetry of the standard normal space and the decay of the multivariate 

Gaussian probability density function as it moves away from the origin (mean), the closest 

point of the limit-state surface to the origin is the point in the failure domain with highest 

probability density, i.e. ‗design point‘. This principle is illustrated for the bivariate case in 

Figure 8.11. 
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The second stage consists of searching this design point β (Hasofer-Lind reliability index) 

which is a norm minimisation problem of the standard normal variables combination U, 

constrained by its position at the transformed failure function g’(U) = 0:  

      
1

min U R U





T

u F
  (8.21) 

where F is the failure domain and R is the correlation matrix, simplified to be the identity 

matrix. The solution of the design point β can be calculated by the Rackwitz-Fiessler 

algorithm (Rackwitz & Fiessler, 1978).  

Finally, Eq. (8.16) can be simplified through approximation of the failure surface. In the 

recommended first-order method (FORM), this approximation consists of realising the failure 

surface by its tangent hyperplane at the design point (JCSS, 2010), which culminates in the 

following expression: 

 
( ), [0]

( )
( ), [0]

U

U

   
 

  

F
P F

F




 (8.22) 

where Φ is the cumulative standard normal distribution. 

Given the high probability density around the design point (see above), the accuracy of the 

failure function approximation by the aforementioned RSM can benefit from a new 

experiment using the corresponding combination of variables. As a result, a better 

approximation of the failure probability is attained, especially in the case of a design point 

distant from the origin. This can constitute an iterative process which stops when 

convergence at the design point is achieved.  

 

Figure 8.11 Schematic illustration of FORM (Beck & da Rosa, 2006) 

8.5.4.3 Simulation methods 

Alternatively, the probability of failure can be estimated through a succession of random 

experiments. In this case, the simulation methods greatly profit from polynomial 

approximations of the failure function.  
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Most notably, the Direct Monte-Carlo method simply returns the probability of failure as the 

number of trials in which the random variables vector X (or U) matches the failure criterion 

of Eq. (8.13) divided by the number of total trials. The accuracy of such method increases 

with the number of trials performed, at the cost of computational time. 

Less crude variations of the Monte-Carlo Method have been proposed which aim to reduce 

the variance of the failure probability. Importance sampling and directional simulation are 

among these techniques (JCSS, 2010). 

8.6 Discussion on damage scenarios criticality 

The appropriateness of distinguishing and selecting the most relevant damage scenarios is 

discussed here in view of damage extent.  

The first step is to define damage extent as the continuous variable which measures the 

damage to a target structure in terms of a percentage of total structural loss TS, varying 

between 0 and 100 per cent (adapted from DoD, 2010). By redefining the continuity in 

damage D, as assumed by Baker et al. (2008), to continuity in damage extent DE, Eq. (8.2) 

can be rewritten as: 

  
1

0

Risk    d DEP DE Risk DE  (8.23) 

Based on engineering judgement, it is considered that the conditional risk increases with 

damage extent (e.g. the conditional risk associated with a sudden column loss scenario is 

between that related to single column partial damage and multiple columns loss). Indeed, the 

probability of failure P(F|D) given the illustrative discrete extents of local damage is in this 

ascending order, which is deduced from the observed reduction (see  

Section 7.4.3.1) of the load capacity under the same vertical deflections for a higher number 

of lost columns. In addition, the consequences of structural failure C(F) follow the same 

pattern, especially in a segmented structure where they mainly result from the collapse of 

affected bay(s). Within this context, Figure 8.12 (a) illustrates, in a qualitative manner, the 

conditional risk versus the damage extent, as applicable to all floor system components. The 

conditional risk follows the sigmoid growth model, as there is a limit to the maximum 

conditional risk related to full structural collapse, i.e.  DE DE=1max Risk =Risk . The 

conditional risk associated with full structural collapse has also the advantage of a more 

objective quantification: ( | 1) 1, ( | 1) max( )   P F DE C F DE C . 
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On the other hand, the probability of occurrence follows the opposite pattern. For example, 

considering an event at location x, the magnitude of the event to cause the illustrative column 

damage scenarios has to be gradually higher. This assumes a direct correlation between 

damage extent and magnitude of the event, in consideration of events with radial propagation. 

In this regard, events with minor intensity, such as gas explosions, are more frequent (Ellis & 

Curie, 1998). Figure 8.12 (b) provides a qualitative depiction of the probability of occurrence 

of a given damage scenario against the damage extent, where an exponential distribution is 

better suited to P(DE). 

Through Eq. (8.23), the relationship between the risk associated to a given damage extent and 

the damage extent itself is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 8.12 (c). This idealisation of risk 

over the damage extent draws the attention to a critical damage extent DEcrit which presents 

the highest contribution to low robustness.  

Ultimately, it follows that the area of the presented plot provides the overall risk associated to 

the structure. Two approaches may be considered to calculate the plot area: i) approximation 

of the conditional risk and probability of occurrence expressions to closed-form functions, or 

ii) numerical integration procedure from several experiment points. Focus is placed here on 

the latter approach. 

The main challenge is to quantify in a rational manner the damage extent corresponding to 

each discrete damage scenario in order to solve the integral in both of the previous 

approaches. Indeed, even though DE = 0 (no damage) and 1DE  (full damage) are defined 

structural states of damage, damage extent is undefined in the open set.  

Relating damage extent to area is restrictive within the risk assessment, as it does not account 

for the significance of each structural component in the overall structural risk. For example, 

an infill panel has a higher effective area when compared with a single column yet not only 

the likelihood of such damage scenario is lower, but also is the risk associated with its loss. 

The key step for simplified risk calculation is then to focus on a class of local loss scenarios, 

say column loss, where damage extent can then be related to the number of lost elements. A 

further assumption is made to consider the same damage extent variable DE in both 

conditional risk and damage likelihood interpretations. This means that two different 

scenarios (e.g. single column loss and two adjacent columns loss) cannot have the same 

conditional risk or the same likelihood.  

Given the unity principle of Eq.(8.8), Eq. (8.23) still accommodates the spatial variable 

within this approach. In addition to this, the hazard location dissolves with the increase of 

damage (e.g. the atypical loss of 8 perimeter columns can cover both peripheral and corner 
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systems). Therefore, it is recommended to isolate bay systems depending on the selected 

discrete damage extent.  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 8.12 Qualitative description of (a) conditional risk, (b) likelihood of occurrence, and (c) 

risk over the damage extent domain; (d) approximation of the structural total risk 

According to the previous sections, the conditional risk and likelihood of a discrete damage 

scenario can be obtained based on structural and consequence assessment and statistical data, 

respectively. Therefore, according to approach ii), it is necessary to evaluate a number of 

discrete damage scenarios to approximate the overall risk against the damage extent, as 

illustrated in the trapezoidal approximation of Figure 8.12 (d). It is however recommended 

that within the sequence of studied scenarios the critical damage extent DEcrit scenario is 

enclosed. This is satisfied if: 

    1 2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )    i i i iRisk DE Risk DE Risk DE Risk DE  (8.24) 

for 1 2  i i iDE DE DE . Also, this procedure can limit the number of studied scenarios to 

Nsce, based on a tolerance criterion (e.g. 1( )  0.05 ( ) 
sceN critRisk DE Risk DE ) . 

This discussion on damage scenarios criticality discloses the higher rationality associated 

with risk-based robustness assessment frameworks. Indeed, deterministic assessment 

frameworks typically select the single column loss scenario for interpretation of structural 
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robustness and correlated properties. This is the result of the general belief that, given the 

balance between this scenario likelihood and associated conditional risk, single column loss 

scenario is located somewhere close to the critical damage extent DEcrit. If this is the case, the 

deterministic structural assessment utilising the single column loss scenario provides the best 

insight on the overall risk associated with the studied structure. 

However, the critical damage extent is a function of structural solutions and damage exposure, 

among others. Therefore, it is imperative to encompass other damage scenarios in the 

objective quantification of risk. In this context, it is relevant to continue the extension of the 

ductility-centred framework to other local damage scenarios, such as multiple columns loss.  

Notwithstanding this fact, the following application study uses only a single column loss 

scenario for illustration purposes, with the important a priori assumption that this scenario is 

indeed close to the critical damage extent. 

8.7 Application study 

The final section of this chapter illustrates the proposed risk assessment framework using the 

seven-storey steel-framed composite building presented in Section 6.2. In order to determine 

the sensitivity of structural robustness to different design solutions, Case 2 and Case 3 are 

studied, both complying with code prescribed tying force requirements, which are based on 

EC4 (2004) minimum reinforcement ratio of 0.84% and a reinforcement ratio of 2%. 

8.7.1 Hazards and local damage scenarios 

In view of the structural regularity in height and plane, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, the 

structure can be considered in terms of three distinct sub-systems subject to column loss: 

corner, peripheral and internal. The spatial uncertainty P(Lik) is given in Table 8.1, and is 

based on the number of columns (total of 14 x 10 columns per floor) pertaining to each sub-

system.  

As noted in Section 8.3, the most relevant types of hazard identified in standard construction 

are fire, explosions and human error. The probabilities P(Hik) for the occurrence of these 

event types at the previous specific sub-systems k and over a 50 year period are given in  

Table 8.1. 

From the possible local damage scenarios that can be induced to the structure, only single 

column loss is herein considered, based on its assumed criticality (see previous section), with 

the corresponding P(Dk|Hik) assumed to be 0.10 for all local events. 
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Table 8.1 Matrix of estimated probabilities for hazard occurrence at specific locations 

      ik i ikP H  = P H  ×P L  (/50 year) 

Hi\ Lik Corner Peripheral Internal 

Fire 0  0  320 10  

Explosion 3 42 10 0.09 1.8 10      3 32 10 0.91 1.8 10      0  

Human error 3 52 10 0.03 6 10      3 42 10 0.31 6 10      3 32 10 0.66 1.3 10      

8.7.2 Failure assessment 

Structural failure assessment for single column loss is undertaken using the original rate-

insensitive ductility-centred framework presented in Section 2.5. Distinction in the structural 

assessment is made between instantaneous (e.g. blast, human error) and static (e.g. fire) 

scenarios: in the former dynamic simplified assessment is included whereas in the latter the 

nonlinear static response is sufficient. 

Given the structural regularity, assessment is applied at the level of idealisation consisting of 

the individual floor substructure within the bay affected by column loss. Overall, four damage 

scenarios are assessed, namely sudden loss of a peripheral column (SPC), sudden loss of a 

corner column (SCC), sudden loss of an internal column (SIC), and static loss of an internal 

column (QIC), with the corresponding floor systems represented in Figure 5.1 (a) (SPC), 

Figure 8.5 (a) (SCC), and Figure 8.5 (b) (SIC and QIC). 

 
 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 8.13 Representative floors affected by column loss 

8.7.2.1 Deterministic engine 

The nonlinear static response of each of the composite beams is first determined using the 

modelling techniques presented in Section 6.3. For simplicity, structural failure is based on 

first component failure at the partial-strength connections. Hence, the structural response 

following component failure is extraneous, and so the joint mechanical model utilises 
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components with unlimited ductility, where the system ductility limit is assessed in a post-

processing phase. 

Figure 8.14 illustrates the deterministic assessment stages, (a) nonlinear static response,        

(b) simplified dynamic assessment and (c) connection ductility assessment, for the edge beam 

of the Case 2 peripheral floor system in a sudden column loss scenario. The same approach is 

extended to the remaining members of the floor system. 

  
(a)  (b) 

 
(c) 

 Figure 8.14 Stages of the deterministic assessment  

The individual floor systems capacities are ultimately obtained from the grillage assembly of 

the individual beams contributions, as explained in Section 2.5.2.1 and exemplified in  

Figure 8.15 for the same illustrative peripheral floor system. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.15 Determination of the system (pseudo-static) load capacity 
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8.7.2.2 Probabilistic assessment 

According to the structural failure criterion (Eq. (8.13)), failure is defined in terms of the 

demand exceeding capacity at the adopted level of structural idealisation. Particularly for the 

studied single column loss scenarios, the demand is the gravity loading applied to the floor 

system in a typical affected bay, whereas the capacity is the resistance accounting for strength 

and ductility. Consequently, uncertainty in failure assessment is directly related to the 

uncertainty in the parameters affecting the applied gravity loading and the floor system load 

capacity.  

The structural demand corresponds to the aggregate of the dead and live loads, according to 

the original load configuration defined in Section 6.2.  The mean values for floor and façade 

dead loads are equal to 4.2 kN/m2 and 8.3 kN/m, respectively, and the CoV for the Gaussian 

distribution of the coupled loads is taken as 0.10 (JCSS, 2010). For the live load, a mean 

value of 0.70 kN/m2 is considered, and a CoV of 1.0 is assumed for the corresponding 

lognormal distribution. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the deformation of the steel-composite floor systems with partial 

strength connections is mainly concentrated at the connection level. Therefore, material 

variability is mainly related with the uncertainty in strength and ductility of the connection 

components. If the geometrical (slab dimensions) and model (grillage approximation) 

uncertainties are ignored, structural capacity variability is reduced to these two parameters.  

In this regard, nonlinear numerical simulations were performed by Izzuddin et al. (2012) in 

order to determine the probabilistic variation in bolt-row capacity and ductility. These 

simulations consist of 25 different combinations of end-plate and bolt strengths in a three 

dimensional T-stub model (Kuhlmann et al., 2007), where the material and resulting bolt-row 

resistance and ductility probabilistic parameters are presented in Table 8.2. From the outcome 

of the probabilistic study, variability in bolt-row behaviour is more significant in the ultimate 

deformation when compared to ultimate resistance. 

Table 8.2 Probabilistic parameters for bolt-row components 

Material/component Source Type Mean CoV 

Tensile strength of steel (mild steel) JCSS (2010) Lognormal fy,mean × 1.4 0.04 

Tensile strength of bolts 
Steurer 

(1999) 
Lognormal 1.15 × Nominal 0.03 

 
  

 
 

Bolt-row resistance 
Izzuddin et 

al. (2012) 
Lognormal - 0.05 

Bolt-row ultimate deformation capacity 
Izzuddin et 

al. (2012) 
Lognormal - 0.15 
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Contrary to the bolt-row idealisation, the tensile behaviour of the composite slab can be 

described in a closed-form manner, which, according to the response surface principle of 

polynomial approximation, is more efficient in the assessment of its probabilistic parameters. 

The yield/ultimate resistance of the composite slab component is determined by the steel 

reinforcement area and the yield/ultimate strength as given by EC4 (2004), whereas the 

ultimate deformation capacity is obtained from the average strain of the concrete slab over a 

defined tension bar length according to Schafer (2005). Statistical evaluation of the resistance 

and deformation capacity of the composite floor slab component is made through variation of 

the rebar and concrete strength properties, as summarised in Table 8.3. Again, it is interesting 

to note that the deformation capacity of the composite floor slab component is subject to the 

greatest uncertainty with a CoV of 0.26. 

Table 8.3 Probabilistic parameters for composite floor slab components 

Material/component Source Type Mean CoV 

Area of rebar JCSS (2010) Lognormal - 0.02 

Yield strength of rebar JCSS (2010) Lognormal fy,nom +2
(*)

 /fy,mean
(*)

 

Tensile strength of rebar JCSS (2010) Lognormal 1.2 × fy,mean 0.04 

Ultimate strain of rebar Schafer (2005) Lognormal - 0.1 

Compression strength of concrete JCSS (2010) Lognormal - 0.06 

 
  

 
 

Component maximum resistance 
Izzuddin et al. 

(2012) 
Lognormal - 0.05 

Component ultimate deformation capacity 
Izzuddin et al. 

(2012) 
Lognormal - 0.26 

 (*)
  = 30 N/mm

2
 

 

Consequently, the failure function (Eq.(8.13)) is expressed in terms of four capacity and 

demand variables: i)  X1 and X2 capacity variables for the joint component resistance and 

ductility, respectively, and ii) X3 and X4 demand variables for the dead and live loads, 

respectively. It is noted that X1 and X2 correspond to the resistance and deformation capacities 

of the bolt-row components, since bolt-row failure was found to be more critical in this case 

study than failure of the composite floor slab. Moreover, these variables are used for the bolt-

row components in all parts of the floor system and, by extension, all parts of the structure, as 

recommended in Section 8.5. Of course, a more sophisticated application should consider 

additional geometrical, material and model variables for bolt-row and composite floor slab 

components and at different locations within the structure, thus requiring a larger number of 

variables for probabilistic simulation. 

In constructing the response surface approximation, a full 32 factorial approach is employed 

for approximation of the structural capacity R. In this context, Figure 8.15 exemplifies the 
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determination of the pseudo-static capacity of the Case 2 peripheral floor system considering 

(X1=µσ, X2=µ+σ). It is worth mentioning that, since ductility assessment is undertaken in a 

post-processing stage, the number of nonlinear analyses is reduced to 3 as the number of X1 

instances, thus realising further computational benefits.  

The following equations represent the capacity and demand terms of the failure function in 

terms of normalised variables (U1,U2) and (U3,U4), respectively, where the shape parameters 

derived from the response surface approximation for each case and damage scenario are 

summarised in Table 8.4. 

 
2

1 2 1 2 1 3 2 4 1 5 1 2

2 2 2 2 2

6 2 7 1 2 8 1 2 9 1 2

( , ) ' ' ' ' '

' ' ' ' ( )

     

  

r U U a a a U a U a U U

a U a U U a

U

U U a U U kN
 (8.25) 

 
13 4 3 2 4( , ) ( ) bUl U U b U kN  (8.26) 

The analytical form of the failure function implies that FORM, presented in Section 8.5.4.2, 

is well suited for evaluation of the failure probabilities. The application of FORM with the 

above response surfaces leads to the conditional failure probabilities P(F|Dk) given in  

Table 8.4, where refinement of the response surface around the design point is not undertaken 

in the illustrative study. 

8.7.3 Risk assessment 

The combination of the event probabilities P(Hik) with the conditional probability of the 

considered damage scenarios P(Dk|Hik) provides the likelihood of each of the considered 

scenarios P(Dk), according to Eq. (8.9). Noting that ( | )kP F D =1 ( | ) kP F D , and that DR is 

reduced to a single scenario type, namely single column loss, the overall risk can be 

determined by substituting Eqs. (8.9) and (8.11) in Eq. (8.10): 

        
1 1

1 2

Risk    | | ( ) | ( )

( ) ( )
 

   

 


L HTN N

ik k ik k k k k

k i

k k

P H P D H P F D C F P F D C F

c C F c C F

 (8.27) 

Table 8.4 contains the overall risk associated with each design solution and the individual 

contribution from the considered scenarios Dk in order to highlight their relevance to risk. In 

the illustrative study, the assumed hazard and associated damage probabilities lead to a 

considerably higher risk associated with fire (QIC). 
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Table 8.4 Failure and risk parameters 

 Case 2 Case 3 

 SPC SCC QIC SIC SPC SCC QIC SIC 

a'1 2.1×10
4
 -3.5×10

2
 8.4×10

3
 -1.1×10

4
 2.8×10

5
 -9.9×10

5
 -8.3×10

5
 -3.9×10

4
 

a'2 -4.2×10
4
 -2.0×10

3
 -1.8×10

4
 2.3×10

4
 -5.7×10

5
 2.0×10

6
 1.7×10

6
 8.0×10

4
 

a'3 -3.3×10
3
 -8.7×10

2
 2.8×10

3
 -1.4×10

4
 -5.9×10

5
 2.0×10

6
 2.0×10

6
 7.1×10

4
 

a'4 2.1×10
4
 2.5×10

3
 9.9×10

3
 -1.1×10

4
 2.9×10

5
 -1.0×10

6
 -8.3×10

5
 -4.1×10

4
 

a'5 4.5×10
3
 7.7×10

3
 -2.7×10

3
 3.2×10

4
 1.2×10

6
 -4.1×10

6
 -4.0×10

6
 -1.5×10

5
 

a'6 -1.7×10
4
 2.4×10

3
 -1.3×10

4
 -1.0×10

4
 3.0×10

5
 -1.0×10

6
 -1.0×10

6
 -2.9×10

4
 

a'7 3.6×10
4
 -7.6×10

3
 2.6×10

4
 2.0×10

4
 -6.1×10

5
 2.1×10

6
 2.1×10

6
 5.9×10

4
 

a'8 -6.9×10
2
 -6.4×10

3
 9.7×10

1
 -1.8×10

4
 -6.1×10

5
 2.1×10

6
 2.0×10

6
 7.4×10

4
 

a'9 -1.9×10
4
 5.1×10

3
 -1.3×10

4
 -9.6×10

3
 3.1×10

5
 -1.1×10

6
 -1.0×10

6
 -3.0×10

4
 

b1 5.9×10
2
 1.6×10

2
 6.0×10

2
 6.0×10

2
 5.9×10

2
 1.6×10

2
 6.0×10

2
 6.0×10

2
 

b2 8.3×10
1
 1.4×10

1
 1.0×10

2
 1.0×10

2
 8.3×10

1
 1.4×10

1
 1.0×10

2
 1.0×10

2
 

P(F|Dk) 8.7×10
-1

 5.8×10
-5

 8.3×10
-1

 8.9×10
-1

 2.2×10
-1

 1.6×10
-6

 2.3×10
-1

 2.4×10
-1

 

P(Dk) 2.4×10
-3

 2.4×10
-4

 2.0×10
-2

 1.3×10
-3

 2.4×10
-3

 2.4×10
-4

 2.0×10
-2

 1.3×10
-3

 

c1 2.1×10
-3

 1.4×10
-8

 1.7×10
-2

 1.2×10
-3

 5.3×10
-4

 3.7×10
-10

 4.5×10
-3

 3.1×10
-4

 

c2 3.2×10
-4

 2.4×10
-4

 3.4×10
-3

 1.5×10
-4

 1.9×10
-3

 2.4×10
-4

 1.5×10
-2

 1.0×10
-3

 

 

If the cost associated with failure and non-failure at each location is instantiated, it is possible 

to perform a monetary evaluation of risk. For illustrative purposes, a further assumption is 

made that considers the consequences of failure and non-failure at each location proportional 

to the number of bays directly affected by member loss, i.e. 2 4   k IC k PC k CCC C C . This 

assumption relies on the area dependency in general expressions for human loss (Coburn, 

1992) and structural/non-structural damage (Hazus, 2003) costs. In such case, the risks 

associated with Cases 2 and 3 reduce to the following expressions: 

 
2 2

2Risk   7.5 10 ( ) 1.5 10 ( ) 

    Case k CC k CCC F C F  (8.28) 

 
2 2

3Risk   2.0 10 ( ) 7.0 10 ( ) 

    Case k CC k CCC F C F  (8.29) 

Accordingly, the cost of non-failure would have to be greater than the cost of failure (which 

is unlikely) for Case 2 to be associated with lower risk. Furthermore, if the various 

consequences could be assigned a monetary value, the additional risk related to Case 2 can be 

compared against the additional cost of realising Case 3, which is mainly the cost of 

additional reinforcement, enabling an economically informed decision to be made on design 

case selection. This highlights the benefits of undertaking risk assessment, not least in respect 

of comparing candidate design solutions. 
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Ultimately, refined methods for rational quantification of hazard and conditional damage 

likelihoods and failure consequences can provide the vital enhancements to a practical 

decision-making tool in the design, construction and operation stages of a building structure. 

8.8 Conclusions 

Risk assessment has been broadly recognised as the most rational approach for assessing the 

robustness of high-consequence class structures. Indeed, this approach is normative for this 

type of structures, yet virtually no guidance is provided on how to objectively carry out such 

an assessment. 

This chapter considers the requirements of probabilistic risk assessment for multi-storey 

buildings subject to extreme loading, and demonstrates its practical application to a steel-

composite building structure. For this purpose, the identification of the most relevant risk 

factors in typical buildings, namely hazards (Section 8.3), local damages scenarios  

(Section 8.4) and consequent states, is made. 

Considering the fact that the likelihood associated with the first two factors can be quantified 

from statistical data or with the aid of modelling tools, the evaluation of risk reduces to the 

probabilistic assessment of failure given local damage and to the consideration of 

direct/indirect consequences. Section 8.5 presents a procedure for the evaluation of 

conditional probability of failure under specific local damage scenarios, for incorporation 

within the risk assessment framework. Since probabilistic failure assessment can present a 

computational bottleneck, practical application in design requires an efficient combination of 

deterministic assessment models and probabilistic simulations.  

In the application study of Section 8.7 dealing with a multi-storey steel-composite building, it 

is shown that the conditional probability of failure may be rationally calculated using i) an 

efficient multi-level deterministic framework for single column loss, ii) a response surface 

approach utilising a relatively small number of sampling points, and iii) the FORM 

assessment tool.  

Risk assessment is shown to be a practical prospect for structures subject to extreme loading, 

particularly as a decision making tool for comparing candidate designs, yet there is clearly 

significant scope for further research and development. Notwithstanding the fact that the 

probability methodology might benefit from advanced modelling of hazard, local damages 

and structural performance, a balance between sophistication and practicality should be 

achieved.  
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CHAPTER 9 

 

Summary and conclusions 

9.1 Summary 

The catastrophic events of 11 September 2001 have refocused the attention of the engineering 

community to the issues of progressive collapse and robustness design. Since then, a 

remarkable effort has been made towards understanding the mechanics of disproportionate 

collapse associated with localised failure, and developing methodologies for robustness 

assessment of medium-to-high consequence class structures.  

While energy absorption capacity, redundancy, ductility and local strength have been 

identified as beneficial to robustness, all fall short in individually providing a robustness 

measure. In this context, the Imperial College London assessment framework proposes the 

most comprehensive approach to date towards the quantification of structural robustness. It 

considers the previous structural properties in a rational manner, and utilises the sudden 

column loss popularised in recent design codes as the event-independent deterministic test for 

robustness.  

The present study builds on the recent work at Imperial College, while addressing some of its 

limitations. More specifically, this research focuses on the development of I) an enhanced 

deterministic robustness assessment framework which considers material rate-sensitivity and 

accurate component ductility, and II) a probabilistic robustness assessment approach based on 

multiple damage scenarios, including single and multiple columns loss. 

The concern with possible rate effects in structural robustness assessment extends for several 

years now. Indeed, this issue is recognised in the current literature (EC1, 2006; Izzuddin et al., 

2008; UFC, 2009) yet no information is provided on how to take it into account in robustness 

assessment. At present, the main approach in the codes is to neglect its contribution to the 

structural performance.  

The outcome of the current study draws to the fact that, for typical steel-composite structures, 

rate effects can indeed be disregarded in the light of robustness assessment under gravity-

driven scenarios. Such categorical conclusion is supported by an extensive programme of 
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numerical and experimental tests combined with conceptual advances and application studies 

within the scope of the ductility-centred framework. 

The experimental and numerical assessment of material rate-sensitivity of Chapter 3 

highlights the inadequacy of the existing constitutive idealisations of construction materials 

under gravity-driven strain rates. Particularly, a different idealisation of mild steel rate-

sensitivity is proposed, benefiting from experimental coupons tests undertaken in 

collaboration with the University of Trento. Since steel rate-sensitivity is shown in the 

experiments to be associated with plastic deformations, it is demonstrated in Chapter 4 that 

the spread of plasticity at the component level and the associated strain rates mobilised in 

gravity-driven scenarios are insufficient to produce a substantial enhancement in the 

component resistance/ductility. This conclusion draws upon the subsequent set of 

experimental component tests undertaken under the same collaborative programme.  

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that other structural solutions than those considered in the 

present work may exhibit greater rate-sensitivity. In the context of robustness assessment, 

accommodating such solutions with rate effects within the ductility-centred framework 

requires new considerations related to the time-dependency of the structural response. In this 

regard, the system deformation rates are necessary to establish its rate-sensitive response, and 

so novel techniques are developed in Chapter 5 for time prediction. The practicality of these 

techniques relies on their rapid convergence, which is typically achieved in a single iteration. 

Furthermore, as it is the order of rate that substantiates the dynamic enhancement, less 

accurate yet more efficient techniques are here developed towards a simplified design tool to 

rate-sensitive robustness assessment. 

The conclusions on rate-sensitivity at the overall structural level are outlined in Chapter 6, 

based on the application of the enhanced assessment framework to a typical composite 

structure. This application study demonstrates the fading effect of rate-sensitivity with higher 

levels of idealisation, as well as its intensity for different structural solutions in terms of slab 

reinforcement ratio, axial restraint, composite action and connection configuration.  

In the course of these studies, novel material and component idealisations are developed to 

incorporate rate-sensitivity up to material failure. In terms of component idealisations, these 

have the pivotal merit to provide a refined approximation for joint ductility, based on 

simplified failure criteria that are proposed.  

The scenario of a single column loss has hitherto constituted the event-independent test for 

the deterministic rate-sensitive assessment. Nonetheless, an actual extreme event may induce 

the damage of a greater number of columns. In the context of a risk assessment, it is suitable 
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to develop assessment tools to other local damage scenarios associated with high risk. Hence, 

the extension of the ductility-centred framework to scenarios involving the damage/loss of 

multiple adjacent columns is made in Chapter 7, which includes generalisation of the 

simplified dynamic assessment and development of simplified structural models. 

Indeed, current design codes recognise risk assessment as the most indicated approach to 

robustness assessment of high consequence class structures, yet they do not provide any 

guidance on its implementation. As the ductility-centred framework extends its scope to a 

manifold of damage scenarios, risk assessment within a probabilistic framework becomes a 

practical prospect. In this context, the requirements to establish an objective measure of risk 

are presented in Chapter 8, including a probabilistic tool towards failure assessment. The 

application of the proposed risk assessment tool is here illustrated, emphasising its ability to 

provide quantifiable risk and, ultimately, support engineering decisions within a monetary 

basis. 

Finally, this work concludes with the main remarks on the rate-sensitivity and probabilistic 

assessment of multi-storey steel-composite buildings in the scope of robustness, including a 

set of recommendations for future research. 

9.2 Rate-sensitivity 

Past experimental evidence has called the attention to the (stress or strain) rate-dependency in 

the constitutive behaviour of construction materials. This rate-dependency, founded on 

microscale grain interaction phenomena, may play a significant part in the macroscale 

structural response under rapid loading. Since robustness is typically assessed under damage 

scenarios with short duration (e.g. sudden column removal), it is relevant to study the 

influence of material rate-sensitivity in post-damage structural deformation, even for the 

moderate rates of the gravity-driven range.  

Until now, only the mass inertial effects resulting from dynamic deformation have been 

accounted for in the existing robustness assessment frameworks, while the ductility provision 

itself has been based on the static joint response. As a result, Part I of this research is 

dedicated to the rational quantification of material rate-sensitivity of steel and concrete, its 

implications at higher system levels up to global structural response, and the necessary 

modifications of the ductility-centred framework to accommodate rate-sensitivity. 

The present study initiated with the appraisal of the literature in steel and concrete rate-

sensitivity under moderate deformation rates, placing a greater emphasis on plastic viscosity 

of ductile steel. Although previous experimental tests shed light on the qualitative effect of 
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rate in the material response curve (e.g. elastic modulus, yield strength), they proved 

inadequate to quantify the effect of rate in the gravity-induced range. This was demonstrated 

by the set of experimental tests on mild steel coupons undertaken in collaboration with the 

University of Trento as part of this research. Indeed, the limitation of the previous tests comes 

not from the testing circumstances but from the crude interpolation provided by constitutive 

models based on a power-law (e.g. Malvern, Cowper-Symonds) when the material parameters 

are calculated from an extensive range of rates.  

The experimental tests on mild steel coupons validated the approximately logarithmic 

relationship between the strain rate and the dynamic over-strength, thus emphasising the 

importance of the order of magnitude of the rate over the value itself. Also, it was 

demonstrated that the aforementioned constitutive models are not able to fully capture the 

evolution of the plastic flow stress with plastic strains. Hence, a novel strain-dependent 

viscoplastic model was proposed, where the viscoplastic contribution to the plastic flow stress 

is described as a function of the plastic strain and plastic strain rate. In order to numerically 

evaluate the strain rate effects at the component level, computational planar and volumetric 

formulations of elasto-viscoplasticity were developed and implemented in ADAPTIC. 

The previous coupon tests have also the merit to define material rate-sensitivity as a 

predominantly plastic phenomenon. Therefore, its manifestation in structural performance is 

limited to ductile components, which agrees with the fairly rate-insensitive behaviour 

observed in bolt tensile tests. In steel and composite structures with partial strength 

connections, the ductility is provided by the joints, and so their rate-sensitivity in the 

structural response is paramount. 

In order to consider rate-sensitivity in joint idealisation, the proposed rate-sensitive 

mechanical model uses the widespread component-based approach, where a decomposition of 

the joint under combined bending and axial actions is made into several components under 

axial action, namely bolt-rows, gap-contact points, composite floor slab and column web 

panel. Rate-sensitivity is then accommodated at each component level, benefiting from 

comprehensive idealisations up to component failure.  

With regard to steel connections, bolt-row axial behaviour plays a pivotal role in defining the 

joint combined rotation and elongation resistance/ductility. Therefore, the correct prediction 

of their rate-sensitive behaviour under compression/tension is of upmost importance. In this 

context, the bolt-row tensile action under rapid loading benefited from a set of experimental 

component tests undertaken in the same collaborative programme with the University of 

Trento. The tested specimens were designed to replicate typical bolt-rows of partial-strength 
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steel connections, where parametric variations to their material, geometrical and loading 

configurations were considered.  

Based on the experimental evidence that rate-sensitivity is mainly observed in material plastic 

deformation, the specimens were carefully designed in order to exploit the maximum bolt-

row ductility in T-stub flange mechanisms. Notwithstanding the remarkable levels of ductility 

achieved by the tested specimens, the spread of plasticity was still insufficient to produce a 

significant dynamic structural over-strength (around 2% - 10% for elongation rates of  

40 mm/s) comparable to the material over-strength in the coupon tests (around 6% - 15% for 

0.3 s-1 strain rates). 

The dynamic experimental tests were used in a later stage for successful validation of the 

proposed bolt-row numerical model, which was able to capture the experimental observation 

of less pronounced rate-sensitivity at the component level. In relation to this numerical model, 

two key features were accommodated, namely material rate-sensitivity in the form of steel 

elasto-viscoplasticity, and a novel failure criterion based on local strength. This criterion has 

shown very good accuracy in the prediction of bolt-row ductility, and lies in terms of 

practicality between provisional ductility limits (ASCE 41, 2007; UFC, 2009) which may 

excessively underestimate the component ductility, and numerical strain-based ductility limits 

(Bursi & Jaspart, 1997, Girão Coelho et al., 2006) which may require excessive 

computational resources.  

The findings from coupon/component testing in combination with existing data on the rate-

sensitivity of concrete and rebar-concrete interaction allowed the incorporation of rate-

sensitivity for the remaining joint components, namely composite floor slab and column web 

panel, each of which has their quasi-static responses successfully validated. 

Towards a more representative robustness assessment, the advances in joint modelling 

enabled the accommodation of successive component failure and material rate-sensitivity 

within the ductility-centred framework. These enhancements to the original framework were 

made possible by the proposed idealisations of the joint components, including the accurate 

prediction of their individual ductility, and time considerations in the system dynamic 

deformation.  

Even though mass inertial forces are considered in the original formulation of the framework, 

the energy-based simplified dynamic assessment is time-independent. Therefore, the 

incorporation of time involved the development of time prediction techniques, associated 

with different levels of accuracy/efficiency. Based on the kinetic energy profile at the highest 

structural level, these techniques aim to determine the accurate total time of deformation at 
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the point of pseudo-static system capacity. The realistic rate-sensitive response follows from 

either interpolation of rate bounded curves or a new approximation of the realistic 

deformation rate at the system load capacity. It was demonstrated that the simplicity and 

applicability of these methods rely on their fast convergence, normally achieved in a single 

iteration.  

Time prediction techniques have shown that the time to maximum deformation in typical 

steel-composite frames under sudden column loss is in the range of 0.1 sec – 1 sec, if 

deformation is driven by gravity acceleration only. Taking into consideration this timeframe 

and the mean values for steel and bolt-row ductility, the rates utilised in material and 

component tests successfully reproduce gravity-driven deformations.  

The numerical assessment of rate-sensitivity at further levels of structural idealisation was 

performed through the illustrative application of the enhanced assessment framework. The 

consistency of the assessment outcomes benefits from the material and joint rate-sensitive 

idealisations proposed and validated in this work, which are then used in the modelling of the 

benchmark structure (Vlassis et al., 2008). Accordingly, the seven-storey office building 

showed a fairly rate-insensitive behaviour when arresting floor collapse.  

On the other hand, the refined ductility assessment and embodiment of successive component 

failure in structural response have contributed to a higher pseudo-static system capacity when 

compared to the original robustness assessment made by Vlassis et al.. Indeed, this 

application study emphasises the importance of correct joint ductility prediction for 

determination of each member contribution to the system capacity. Ultimately, a realistic 

joint model is essential for appraising the adequacy of specific connection designs towards 

achieving robustness. 

Due to the significant improvement on structural capacity, the studied composite floors have 

now been shown to satisfy the safety criteria against progressive collapse following sudden 

column loss, even those meeting the minimum code requirements on slab reinforcement ratio. 

These results emphasise the importance of extending the robustness assessment framework to 

larger local damage scenarios with potentially greater contribution to structural risk.   

9.3 Multiple columns loss and probabilistic assessment framework 

Towards a more rational approach to robustness assessment, possible damage scenarios other 

than the sudden loss of a single column may impose relevant risk to structural integrity. 

While typical steel-composite structures may be able to avert progressive collapse following 

the loss of a single column, the simultaneous loss of a critical number of adjacent columns is 
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deemed to trigger structural collapse. Despite the reduced likelihood of such severe damage 

scenarios, the failure assessment under these scenarios is still crucial to establish their 

contribution to risk.  Consequently, the ductility-centred framework has been modified to 

assess the structural performance under the damage/loss of multiple adjacent columns. 

Considering system-level applicability, the nonlinear static responses can be produced for any 

idealisation of the far damaged system from push-down analysis with proportional gravity 

loading. The dynamic effects on the structural response are then considered by a generalised 

formulation of the simplified dynamic assessment, where the resulting MDOF approach is 

verified for generic loading conditions, geometric configurations, damage extent and level of 

idealisation.  

The extension of the ductility-centred framework to the sudden loss of adjacent columns is 

also accompanied by the proposal of simplified assembly for the nonlinear response of 

individual and multiple floors subjected to the loss of two neighbouring columns. Towards 

this end, the incremental work approach is reformulated to MDOF systems for assembly of 

non-conforming system components. Overall, the simplified and detailed models of structures 

compare well, particularly for structural systems exhibiting a trapezoidal mode of 

deformation. Still, inaccuracies may arise from the level of non-conformity in the beam and 

floor deformation modes. 

Indeed, the removal of several columns imposes a significant damage to the gravity system. 

As a consequence, the remaining columns may not resist the redistributed load, allowing for 

column instability prior to joint failure. The incorporation of this structural limit state in the 

ductility-centred framework requires a correct estimation of the column load and lateral 

displacement. In this context, the simplified dynamic assessment has been shown to be 

capable of approximating both dynamic load distribution and pull-in displacements in the 

affected bays and, potentially, evaluate the proneness to column instability. 

As the ductility-centred framework is extended to a multiplicity of damage scales, it paves the 

way to a rational framework for probabilistic robustness assessment. In recognition of the 

shortcomings of current probabilistic assessment, this work illustrates a procedure for 

computation of the failure probability under discrete damage scenarios. 

The probabilistic assessment is initiated with the appraisal of the likelihood of relevant 

accidental events which can affect the integrity of a structure during its lifetime. The 

magnitude of these events has a direct influence on the extent of the damage induced, which 

is instantiated in the conditional probability of damage occurrence. 
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Limiting the probabilistic assessment to discrete damage scenarios with critical contribution 

to risk, the proposed approach hinges on the availability of the damage probability, which can 

be established from either statistical data, for low damage resolution, or combination of event 

and structural modelling, for high damage resolution. In this regard, classes of potentially 

critical damage scenarios have been identified, which relate to damage/loss of key structural 

elements. The conditional risk given local damage follows from the conditional probability of 

failure and associated direct/indirect consequences.  

The process for evaluating the conditional probability of failure consists of coupling efficient 

deterministic assessment models with effective probabilistic simulations. Simplified 

descriptions of capacity and demand in terms of system variables are incorporated in the 

failure function. From the ductility-centred framework, capacity and demand are defined in a 

work-conjugate manner, which allows the decoupling of these two terms. While the demand 

term is linearised as the service load combination, the capacity term is approximated by a 

response surface approach utilising a relatively small number of sampling points. Finally, the 

polynomial form of the failure function and standard normal approximation of the system 

variables facilitate the calculation of the probability of failure using reliability methods (e.g. 

FORM) or simulation-based approaches (e.g. Monte Carlo experiments). 

The risk assessment may follow from the consideration of different damage extents. In this 

context, it is proposed that a class of damage scenarios with clear discrete progression (e.g. 

one, two, … columns loss) can potentially approximate the overall risk. The discussion on 

damage extent shed light on the criticality of discrete damage scenarios, and considered the 

validity of the disseminated scenario of sudden loss of a single column as the most adequate 

to measure robustness, independent of the structure and exposure. 

With the a priori assumption of criticality, the scenario of a single column loss was used as 

the basis for illustrating the proposed probabilistic assessment framework. In a case study 

dealing with the benchmark steel-composite building, it is shown that risk assessment is a 

practical prospect for structures subject to extreme loading, and may in due course serve as an 

invaluable tool for monetary-based decisions in design and insurance of high-consequence 

structures. 

9.4 Future research and development 

The present study is part of a long-term research programme on progressive 

collapse/robustness assessment undertaken at Imperial College London. Since the programme 

inception in 2003, the understanding of robustness has experienced significant advances, 
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which notably include the design-oriented framework for robustness assessment of multi-

storey buildings subject to a sudden column loss scenario (Izzuddin et al., 2008). As a  

follow-up to the previously developed method, this study has addressed a significant number 

of restrictions related to the framework applicability. Nevertheless, potential improvements to 

the framework have been identified, which could offer a more comprehensive robustness 

assessment to a broader range of structural systems. These include: 

1) Extended application of the ductility-centred framework to reinforced concrete 

structures. Despite the inherent continuity of RC structures, which may render them 

as robust, catastrophic events such as the Alfred P. Murrah collapse have emphasised 

the negative effects excessive bridging can bring. In this regard, the recommended 

robustness assessment of RC structures might benefit from a validated extension of 

the current framework, where the simplicity of the system-level application, pseudo-

static approach and post-processing ductility assessment associated with steel-

composite structures should be sought. 

2) Development of advanced joint models. The comparison between the results of the 

case study using provisional ductility limits and refined ductility assessment have 

shown the key contribution of the system ductility to robustness, namely in the 

allowance of additional resistance mechanisms under large system deformations (e.g. 

compressive arching or tensile catenary actions). In the realm of partial-strength 

connections, the ductility demands are concentrated in the joints, thus requiring a 

more careful assessment of joint ductility. Towards this end, it is interesting to 

develop additional joint models for other partial-strength configurations besides end-

plate or fin-plate (see Table 4.1). In this context, the presented force-based criterion 

for local joint failure may constitute a basis for the ductility prediction in other 

component-based idealisations. Potentially, simpler analytical models of joint 

components (e.g. T-stub beam models) can now be established using the same refined 

ductility assessment. 

3) Validation of the ductility-centred framework for steel-composite structures with full-

strength connections. A key benefit from the framework is that it can be applied at 

various levels of structural idealisation, utilising simplified or detailed modelling of 

the nonlinear structural response. As such, the beneficial use of a simplified floor 

idealisation may not be realistic for floor systems with full-strength joints, since the 

assumption of rigid-plastic collapse mechanism becomes less accurate. Likewise, the 
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system limit state in structures with full-strength connections may shift to other 

modes of failure (e.g. frame instability). 

4) Assimilation of frame instability assessment into the multi-level framework.  

Preliminary studies on column failure have been undertaken by Moncada (2007), at 

the cost of modelling in detail the full affected bay and surrounding frame systems. In 

view of the multi-level assessment, the present work has shed some light on the 

calculation of the column dynamic load and lateral displacement at different levels of 

idealisation, provided the surrounding frame interaction is considered through proper 

boundary conditions of the affected system. Still, further studies are required to 

understand the critical P-Δ combination for which a surrounding frame instabilises. 

5) Consideration of further damage scenarios in the ductility-centred framework. To 

date, the ductility-centred framework has shown to be effective in structural 

assessment under single column loss (Izzuddin et al., 2008), upper floor impact 

(Vlassis et al., 2009), infill panel loss (Farazman et al., 2012) and multiple columns 

loss (Chapter 7). Nonetheless, it is interesting to broaden the scope of the ductility-

centred framework to the damage/loss of other structural elements (e.g. transfer 

beams, braces) or to different damage arrangements (e.g. simultaneous loss of 

column/connection/beam, multi-storey damage/loss), bearing in mind its correlation 

with real extreme events. 

6) Improvement of the probabilistic framework. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 8 

that probabilistic simulation can be undertaken effectively, thus rendering risk-based 

robustness assessment of real structures a practical prospect. Nonetheless, a number 

of improvements may be beneficial towards a more sophisticated framework. These 

might include better event resolution, coupled event-local damage models, or 

treatment of model uncertainty, where the availability of statistical data at all levels, 

including hazard, component strength/ductility, structural failure etc., is of paramount 

importance, and would serve to improve predictability and reduce model uncertainty. 

Importantly, the present work has contributed not only to the refinement of the deterministic 

method but also to the extension of its scope to stochastic approaches, making it a more 

universal tool for robustness assessment. It is believed that a significant further step has been 

taken through this work towards a rational framework which can be applied widely in 

engineering practice, and which may be integrated in code requirements for robustness 

assessment and design of medium-to-high consequence structures.  
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!----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

    SUBROUTINE stress14_C(E, nu, sigma_y, Hp, eps_h, model, pmax, q, D, & 

                          delta_t, eps, eps_p_n, sigmac_n, p_n, eps_p,  & 

                          sigmac, p, sigma, etm, err) 

                                                               !{{{1 

      !............................................................... 

 

      IMPLICIT NONE 

 

      !Declare calling parameters 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(IN)::eps             !Strain at step n+1 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(IN)::eps_p_n         !Plastic strain at step n 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(IN)::sigmac_n        !Center of the yield surface at step n 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(INOUT)::p_n                        !Equivalent cumulated plastic strain at step n 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::sigma_y                       !Yield stress 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::Hp                            !Kinematic strain hardening modulus 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::eps_h                         !Kinematic strain hardening parameter 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::q                             !Cowper Symonds parameter q/Malvern e* 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::D                             !Cowper Symonds parameter D/Malvern S 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::E                             !Young's modulus 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::pmax                          !Maximum plastic strain admissible 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::nu                            !Poisson's ratio 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(IN)::delta_t                       !Time step 

      INTEGER, INTENT(IN)::model                              !0 indicates Rate Insensitive lin kinematic hardening 

                                                              !1 indicates Rate Insensitive nonlinear hardening 

                                                              !2 indicates Malvern function 

                                                              !3 indicates Cowper-Symonds function           

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(OUT)::eps_p          !Plastic strain at step n+1 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(OUT)::sigmac         !Center of the yield surface at step n 

      REAL(KIND=8), INTENT(OUT)::p                            !Equivalent cumulated plastic strain at step n+1 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5), INTENT(OUT)::sigma          !Stress at step n+1 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(5,5), INTENT(OUT)::etm          !Elasto-plastic tangent modulus at step n+1 

      LOGICAL, INTENT(INOUT)::err                             !Error flag 

 

      !Declare local variables 

      REAL(KIND=8)::lambda                                    !Lame's coefficient 

      REAL(KIND=8)::mu                                        !Lame's coefficient 

      REAL(KIND=8)::eps_zz                                    !Out-of-plane strain to be adjusted 

      REAL(KIND=8)::eps_p_n_zz                                !Out-of-plane plastic strain at step n 

      REAL(KIND=8)::A                                         !Component of the consistent elastoplastic tangent modulus 

      REAL(KIND=8)::beta 

      REAL(KIND=8)::theta 
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      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eps_p_n2                    !Plastic strain at step n in the equivalent triaxial modelling 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::delta_eps_p_n2              !Increment in plastic strain in the equivalent triaxial modelling 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::sigma2                      !Stress at step n+1 in the equivalent triaxial modelling 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eps2                        !Strain at step n+1 in the equivalent triaxial modelling 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eps_p2                      !Plastic strain at step n+1 in the equivalent triaxial modelling 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::sc_n2                       !Deviatoric part of the center of the yield surf at n in the equivalent 

triaxial 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::sc2                         !Deviatoric part of the center of the yield surf at n+1 in the equivalent 

triaxial 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eps_trial                   !Strain used to compute the trial state 

      REAL(KIND=8)::eps_m                                     !Volumetric part of the above defined strain 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::sigma_tr                    !Trial stress 

      REAL(KIND=8)::sigma_m                                   !Volumetric part of the trial stress 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eta_tr                      !Trial shifted stress 

      REAL(KIND=8)::eta_eq_tr                                 !Equivalent Von-Mises stress correponding to eta_tr 

      REAL(KIND=8)::f_tr                                      !Evaluation of the yield criterion on the trial stress 

      REAL(KIND=8)::delta_p_n                                 !Increment in cumulated equivalent plastic strain 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::eps_elas                    !Elastic component of the strain at step n+1 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::d_eps                       !Iterative strain increment in the iterative Newton procedure 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6)::d_sigma                     !Iterative stress increment in the iterative Newton procedure 

      REAL(KIND=8)::E_elas                                    !Elastic energy 

      REAL(KIND=8)::d_E_elas                                  !Iterative elastic energy increment in the iterative Newton procedure 

      REAL(KIND=8)::f_p_n                                     !Newton raphson funtion x0  

      REAL(KIND=8)::df_p_n                                    !Newton raphson derivative funtion x0  

      REAL(KIND=8)::fcs                                       !Function Rate Sensitivity 

      REAL(KIND=8)::dfcs                                      !dFunction Rate Sensitivity 

      REAL(KIND=8)::H                                         !Function of hardening curve 

      REAL(KIND=8)::dH                                        !dFunction of hardening curve           

      REAL(KIND=8)::H_n                                       !Function of hardening curve for step n         

      REAL(KIND=8)::E_mod                                     !Modified Young's modulus 

      REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(6,6)::Dm                        !Plastic correction 

      REAL(KIND=8),DIMENSION(6,6)::etm2                       !Triaxial tangent modulus 

      INTEGER::i, j, iter, iter2                              !Loop index 

      REAL(KIND=8), PARAMETER:: tol=1.D-10                    !Tolerance 

      REAL(KIND=8):: dd,d1,d2                                 !Temporary variables 

      INTEGER, PARAMETER, DIMENSION(5):: loc=(/1,2,4,5,6/)    !Location of biaxial stress/strain variables in triaxial vector 

 

      !............................................................... 

 

      iter=0 

 

      !Define Lame's coeffcients 

      lambda=nu*E/((1.+nu)*(1.-2.*nu)) 

      mu=E/(2.*(1+nu)) 
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      !Initialisation 

      eps_p_n_zz=-eps_p_n(1)-eps_p_n(2)                                            !Set out-of-plane plastic strain at step n 

      eps_zz=-nu/(1.-nu)*(eps(1)-eps_p_n(1)+eps(2)-eps_p_n(2))+eps_p_n_zz          !Set out-of-plane strain at step n 

 

      eps2(1:2)=eps(1:2); eps2(3)=eps_zz; eps2(4:6)=eps(3:5) 

 

      eps_p_n2(1:2)=eps_p_n(1:2); eps_p_n2(3)=eps_p_n_zz; eps_p_n2(4:6)=eps_p_n(3:5) 

 

      sc_n2(1)=(2.*sigmac_n(1)-sigmac_n(2))/3. 

      sc_n2(2)=(-sigmac_n(1)+2.*sigmac_n(2))/3. 

      sc_n2(3)=(-sigmac_n(1)-sigmac_n(2))/3. 

      sc_n2(4:6)=sigmac_n(3:5) 

 

      delta_eps_p_n2=0. 

 

      !Iterative Newton procedure 

      DO 

        eps2(3)=eps_zz 

        eps_trial=eps2-eps_p_n2 

        eps_m=eps_trial(1)+eps_trial(2)+eps_trial(3) 

 

        sigma_tr(1:3)=lambda*eps_m+2*mu*eps_trial(1:3) 

        sigma_tr(4:6)=mu*eps_trial(4:6) 

 

        sigma_m=(sigma_tr(1)+sigma_tr(2)+sigma_tr(3))/3. 

 

        eta_tr(1:3)=sigma_tr(1:3)-sigma_m-sc_n2(1:3) 

        eta_tr(4:6)=sigma_tr(4:6)-sc_n2(4:6) 

 

        eta_eq_tr=SQRT(1.5*DOT_PRODUCT(eta_tr(1:3),eta_tr(1:3))+        & 

                         3*DOT_PRODUCT(eta_tr(4:6),eta_tr(4:6))) 

 

        f_tr=eta_eq_tr-sigma_y 

 

        d_eps=delta_eps_p_n2 

 

        IF (iter>0) THEN 

          d_sigma=-sigma2 

        ELSE 

          d_sigma=-sigma_tr 

        END IF 
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        IF (f_tr<=0) THEN       !The stress is in the elastic range 

          delta_eps_p_n2=0. 

          p=p_n 

          eps_p2=eps_p_n2 

          sc2=sc_n2 

          A=lambda+2.*mu 

        ELSE                    !The stress is in the plastic range initiate delta_p_n for newton iterations 

          CALL harden(model, p_n, Hp, eps_h, pmax, H_n, dH)    !Compute H at step n 

 

          ! Obtain initial delta_p_n 

          IF (p_n < eps_h) THEN 

            IF (eta_eq_tr<=sigma_y+3.*mu*(eps_h-p_n)) THEN 

              delta_p_n=(eta_eq_tr-sigma_y)/(3.*mu) 

            ELSE 

              delta_p_n=(eta_eq_tr-Hp*(p_n-eps_h)-sigma_y)/(3.*mu+Hp) 

            END IF 

          ELSE 

            delta_p_n=(eta_eq_tr-sigma_y)/(3.*mu+dH)     ! Based on the tangent dH 

          END IF 

          CALL harden(model, p_n+delta_p_n, Hp, eps_h, pmax, H, dH) !Compute H and dH at step n+1 

 

          IF ( model == 0 .OR.                                   & 

               ( model == 1 .AND. ( p_n>=pmax .OR. p_n+delta_p_n<=eps_h ))) THEN 

            ! Previously calulated delta_p_n is correct. Also, there is no rate-sensitivity 

            fcs=0; dfcs=0; 

          ELSE   ! Iterate to obtain correct delta_p_n 

            iter2=1 

 

            ! Refine initial delta_p_n if necessary for rate-sensitive models 

            CALL ratesens(model, delta_p_n, delta_t, sigma_y, q, D, fcs, dfcs)      !Compute fcs and dfcs at step n+1 

            IF ( model >= 2) THEN 

              dd = eta_eq_tr-sigma_y-(H-H_n)   ! temporary 

              IF ( dd < fcs ) THEN 

                IF ( model == 2) THEN 

                  delta_p_n=D*delta_t*(EXP(dd/q)-1) 

                ELSE    ! model == 3 

                  delta_p_n=D*delta_t*(dd/sigma_y)**q 

                END IF 

                CALL harden(model, p_n+delta_p_n, Hp, eps_h, pmax, H, dH)           !Compute H and dH at step n+1 

                CALL ratesens(model, delta_p_n, delta_t, sigma_y, q, D, fcs, dfcs)  !Compute fcs and dfcs at step n+1 

              END IF 

            END IF 

 

            DO 
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              f_p_n=eta_eq_tr-(H-H_n+fcs)-3.*mu*delta_p_n-sigma_y 

              IF (abs(f_p_n/sigma_y)<=tol) THEN 

                EXIT 

              ELSE IF (iter2>20) THEN 

                err=.TRUE. 

                RETURN 

              ELSE 

                df_p_n=-(dH+dfcs)-3.*mu 

                dd=f_p_n/df_p_n 

                IF (dd<delta_p_n) THEN 

                  delta_p_n=delta_p_n-dd 

                ELSE 

                  delta_p_n=delta_p_n/2    ! This should not be required anymore given the above refinemenet to initial delta_p_n 

                END IF 

                CALL ratesens(model, delta_p_n, delta_t, sigma_y, q, D, fcs, dfcs) !Compute fcs and dfcs at step n+1 

                CALL harden(model, p_n+delta_p_n, Hp, eps_h, pmax, H, dH)          !Compute H and dH at step n+1 

                iter2=iter2+1              

              END IF 

 

            END DO 

 

          END IF 

 

          delta_eps_p_n2(1:3)=1.5*delta_p_n*eta_tr(1:3)/eta_eq_tr 

          delta_eps_p_n2(4:6)=3.*delta_p_n*eta_tr(4:6)/eta_eq_tr 

 

          p=p_n+delta_p_n 

          eps_p2=eps_p_n2+delta_eps_p_n2 

 

          sc2=sc_n2+(H-H_n)*eta_tr/eta_eq_tr 

 

          beta=3.*mu*delta_p_n/eta_eq_tr 

 

          theta=3.*mu/(3.*mu+dH+dfcs) 

 

          A=lambda+2.*mu-(4.*mu*beta/3.+3.*mu*(theta-beta)*(eta_tr(3))**2/(eta_eq_tr)**2) 

        END IF 

 

        eps_elas=eps_trial-delta_eps_p_n2 

 

        !lambda*(delta_eps_p_n2(1)+delta_eps_p_n2(2)+delta_eps_p_n2(3)) is zero 

        !so no need in next equation 

        sigma2(1:3)=sigma_tr(1:3)-2.*mu*delta_eps_p_n2(1:3) 

        sigma2(4:6)=sigma_tr(4:6)-mu*delta_eps_p_n2(4:6) 
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        d_eps=d_eps-delta_eps_p_n2 

        d_sigma=d_sigma+sigma2 

 

        E_elas=DOT_PRODUCT(eps_elas,sigma2) 

        d_E_elas=DOT_PRODUCT(d_eps,d_sigma) 

 

        IF (abs(d_E_elas)<=tol*abs(E_elas)) EXIT 

 

        eps_zz=eps_zz-sigma2(3)/A 

 

        iter=iter+1 

        IF (iter>20) THEN 

          err=.TRUE. 

          RETURN 

        END IF 

      END DO 

 

      !Return to the biaxial modelling 

      eps_p=eps_p2(loc) 

      sigma=sigma2(loc) 

 

      sigmac(1)=2.*sc2(1)+sc2(2) 

      sigmac(2)=sc2(1)+2.*sc2(2) 

      sigmac(3:5)=sc2(4:6) 

 

      !Compute consistent elasto-plastic tangent modulus 

      etm=0 

      IF (f_tr<=0) THEN 

        E_mod=E/(1.-nu**2)                                      !Elastic response 

        etm(1,1)=E_mod 

        etm(1,2)=E_mod*nu 

        etm(2,1)=etm(1,2) 

        etm(2,2)=E_mod 

        DO i=3,5 

          etm(i,i)=mu 

        END DO 

      ELSE 

        ! First find the triaxial tangent modulus 

 

        Dm=0 

        etm2=0 

        d1=4*beta*mu/3; d2=-d1/2; dd=lambda+2*mu 

        DO i=1,3 
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          DO j=1,3 

            IF (i==j) THEN 

              Dm(i,j)=d1 

              etm2(i,j)=dd 

            ELSE 

              Dm(i,j)=d2 

              etm2(i,j)=lambda 

            END IF 

          END DO 

        END DO 

     

        d1=beta*mu 

        DO i=4,6 

          Dm(i,i)=d1 

          etm2(i,i)=mu 

        END DO 

     

        d1=3*mu*(theta-beta)/eta_eq_tr**2 

        DO i=1,6 

          DO j=1,6 

            Dm(i,j)=Dm(i,j)+d1*eta_tr(i)*eta_tr(j) 

          END DO 

        END DO 

     

        etm2=etm2-Dm 

 

        ! Apply static condensation to eps_zz to determine the biaxial tangent modulus 

 

        etm=etm2(loc,loc)-MATMUL(RESHAPE(etm2(loc,3),(/5,1/)),          & 

                                 RESHAPE(etm2(3,loc),(/1,5/)))/etm2(3,3) 

 

      END IF 

 

      RETURN 

                                                               !}}}1 

    END SUBROUTIN E stress14_C 
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APPENDIX B 

Summary of the experimental program 

B.1 Steel coupon tests 

In order to determine the influence of steel grade and steel thickness on the strain rate-

sensitivity of common structural steel, 14 tensile coupons were tested, for which the nominal 

material and geometrical properties are described in Table B.1. An additional number is 

added to the Steel type field to group the set of similar thickness and steel grade coupons into 

a single rate-sensitive material type. 

Table B.1 Steel coupons description 

Coupons
1 

Steel Type 
Geometry Test 

a0 (mm) b0 (mm) S0 (mm
2
) Lc (mm) L0 

2
 (mm) c (mm/s) 

1 

S275-JR 8 

7.97 8.07 64.32 67 45.31 0.033 

2 7.97 8.02 63.92 67 45.17 0.033 

3 7.98 8.01 63.92 67 45.17 20 

4 7.92 8.01 63.44 67 45.00 20 

13 7.95 8.01 63.68 67 45.09 130 

14 7.97 8.00 63.76 67 45.12 130 

5 

S355-J2 8 

8.03 8.00 64.24 67 45.28 0.033 

6 7.99 8.00 63.92 67 45.17 0.033 

7 8.03 8.01 64.32 67 45.31 20 

8 8.01 7.97 63.84 67 45.14 20 

9 

S275-JR 12 

11.92 11.99 142.92 97 67.55 0.033 

10 11.94 11.99 143.16 97 67.60 0.033 

11 11.94 11.98 143.04 97 67.57 20 

12 11.93 11.97 142.80 97 67.52 20 
1
 Numbering indicates order of testing 

2
 0 05.65L S , according to Annex D of BS ISO 6892-1 (2009) 

 

Two different testing procedures were chosen: 

1) Coupons 1-12 were tested in the University of Trento Material Testing Laboratory, 

24th June 2011. These tests were performed in an Instron 8516 fatigue tester, as 

shown in Figure B.1 (a). The deformation measurement was made with the help of a 

clip-on extensometer with an original length of 12.5 mm.  

2) Coupons 13-14 were tested in the Imperial College London Structures Laboratory, 

30th November 2011. These tests were performed using an Instron 8802 fatigue tester, 

as shown in Figure B.1 (b), with Instron Bluehill2® software. The deformation 
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measurement was made with the help of strain gauges, up to 4% strains, and a 

Phantom v210 high speed camera, up to fracture. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure B.1 Tensile testing systems (a) Instron 8516 and (b) Instron 8802 

The manufacturer specifications in terms of tensile mechanical properties and chemical 

composition are summarised in the table below. The machined test pieces had a square cross-

section and their transactional radii, parallel length and shape tolerance comply with the 

requirements of Annex D of BS ISO 6892-1 (2009). 

Table B.2 Steel manufacturer data 

Steel 

Type 

Geometry 
Tensile engineering 

properties 
Chemical composition 

a0 (mm) fy (MPa) fm (MPa) At (%) C (%) 
Mn 

(%) 
P (%) S (%) Si (%)

 

S275-JR 8.00 295 443 22.85 0.1563 0.7125 0.0181 0.0140 0.0074 

S355-J2 8.00 364 532 27.0 0.192 1.300 0.014 0.010 0.010 

S275-JR 12.00 352 464 25.77 0.1698 0.7340 0.0176 0.0127 0.0066 

 

The Instron machines operated under displacement control. The main aim was to explore the 

full range of speeds from the coupon tester in order to later correlate a viscoplastic 

constitutive model for the three steel types. For the quasi-static coupon tests, a reasonably low 

crosshead speed of 0.033 mm/s was chosen to emulate the static response of the steel. As for 

the dynamic tests, the maximum crosshead speed was used. In this regard, the maximum 

crosshead speed of Instron 8516 is 20 mm/s, which induced an average strain along the 

parallel length around 20/67 = 0.30 s-1, for Coupons 3-4 and 7-8, and 20/97 = 0.20 s-1, for 
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Coupons 11-12. With respect to Instron 8802, the maximum crosshead speed of 130 mm/s 

induced an average strain of 130/67 = 1.95 s-1, for Coupons 13-14.  

The material information, in accordance with BS ISO 6892-1 (2009) clauses, is summarised 

in Table B.5: elastic modulus E, yield stress fy, percentage yield point extension Ae, 

engineering and true stress fm and strain Agt at maximum load, stress ft and strain At at fracture 

and material toughness K, and cross-sectional area reduction at fracture Z. Additionally, the 

same table shows the average properties of similar steel type coupons ( :x y ) and the relative 

difference between the following coupon properties: 

- current steel type vs standard steel type S275-JR 8, for quasi–static rate (
1:2


x

), 

- current steel type vs standard steel type S275-JR 8, for gravity-driven rate  

(
3:4


y

), 

- and current steel type gravity-driven or blast-driven rate vs quasi–static rate  

(  y x ). 

B.2 T-stub tests 

A set of 40 specimens with parametrically varying geometric and loading configurations were 

tested in the University of Trento Structural Laboratory, between 27th June and 11th July, 

2011. These specimens consist of a welded T-stub assembly, in representation of joint 

components of bolted end-plate connections, commonly used in steel moment-resistant 

design.  

Table B.3 summarises the T-stub assembly properties for all the specimens tested, with 

correspondence to Figure 4.9. Each group of specimens has highlighted in bold their 

parametric change in respect to the standard configuration Specimen 1, where the end-plate 

steel type is defined by the corresponding machined test coupon from Appendix B.2. Web 

plates use S355-J2 8mm thick steel in all specimens. 

Table B.3 T-stub specimens description 

No. 
End-plate (mm) Bolts Welding Test 

leff p2 tp e2 d0 ST BT C PT E
 

a TE
 

#   

1 79.55 149.27 8.04 49.86 26.16 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 7 0.067 

2 79.63 150.14 8.06 49.93 26.11 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 8 0.067 

3 79.68 148.89 8.07 50.06 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 9 40 

4 79.69 149.25 8.05 49.87 26.15 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 10 40 

2R 79.61 149.03 8.04 49.99 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 40 0.0067 

35 79.66 149.12 8.06 49.94 26.15 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 35 125 

36 79.77 148.03 7.99 49.99 26.16 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 36 400 
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Table B.3 (cont’d) T-stub specimens description 

No. 
End-plate (mm) Bolts Welding Test 

leff p2 tp e2 d0 ST BT C PT E
 

a TE
 

#   

5 119.59 148.97 8.04 50.02 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 37 0.067 

6 119.67 148.81 8.03 50.10 26.11 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 38 40 

7 119.56 149.00 8.02 50.00 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 39 40 

8 79.67 99.03 8.06 49.99 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 4 0.067 

9 79.72 98.12 8.04 49.94 26.11 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 5 40 

10 79.67 99.07 8.05 49.97 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 6 40 

11 79.62 148.87 11.96 50.06 26.14 S275-JR 12 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 F 11 0.067 

12 79.68 148.23 11.95 49.89 26.12 S275-JR 12 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 12 40 

13 79.78 147.87 12.00 50.07 26.14 S275-JR 12 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 13 40 

14 79.72 149.16 8.08 49.92 26.13 S355-J2 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 14 0.067 

15 79.71 149.12 8.08 49.94 26.11 S355-J2 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 15 40 

16 79.71 147.90 8.10 50.05 26.10 S355-J2 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 16 40 

17 79.75 147.80 8.01 50.10 26.07 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 BO 6 F 17
 

0.067 

18 79.59 147.90 8.01 50.05 26.08 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 BO 6 F 18
 

40 

19 79.69 148.18 8.03 49.91 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 BO 6 F 19 40 

20 79.67 149.22 8.04 49.89 26.11 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 5 F 20 0.067 

21 79.77 148.13 8.03 49.93 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 5 F 21 40 

22 79.72 148.06 8.00 49.97 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 22 40 

23 79.79 148.04 8.03 49.98 26.12 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 DBB 23 0.067 

24 79.75 149.04 8.03 49.98 26.11 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 DBB 24 40 

25 79.68 148.07 8.06 49.96 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 7 DBB 25 40 

26 79.78 147.95 8.03 50.02 22.08 S275-JR 8 M20 10.9 450 CO 7 F 1 0.067 

27 79.78 147.91 8.08 50.05 22.08 S275-JR 8 M20 10.9 450 CO 7 F 2 40 

28 79.74 147.98 8.04 50.01 22.12 S275-JR 8 M20 10.9 450 CO 7 F 3 40 

29 79.71 149.05 8.05 49.98 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 8.8 550 CO 7 F 26 0.067 

30 79.72 149.10 8.01 49.95 26.15 S275-JR 8 M24 8.8 550 CO 7 F 27 40 

31 79.60 150.14 8.01 49.93 26.14 S275-JR 8 M24 8.8 550 CO 7 F 28 40 

32 79.57 149.09 8.02 49.96 26.13 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 0 CO 7 F 29 0.067 

33 79.74 148.93 8.01 50.04 26.15 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 0 CO 7 F 30 40 

34 79.65 148.28 8.02 49.86 26.15 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 0 CO 6 F 31 40 

40 79.84 149.12 8.01 99.94 26.70 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 32 0.067 

41 79.78 149.74 8.01 99.63 26.77 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 33 40 

42 79.83 149.25 8.00 99.88 26.84 S275-JR 8 M24 10.9 550 CO 6 F 34 40 

Key symbols: ST – Steel Type, BT – Bolt Type, C – Bolt Class, PT – Pre Torque in kN.mm, E – Electrode, 

CO – CONARC ONE, BO – BASIC ONE, TE – Welding Technique, F – Fillet, DBB – Double bevel butt, 

# – Test order and   – Test displacement-rate in mm/s 
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A global view of the testing apparatus is in Figure B.2. It consists of a load actuator 

connected at the top midspan to a vertical rigid frame, and, in its other extremity, bolted to the 

hydraulic grip. The actuator either clips the web plate or the rigid fork, in the case of T-stub 

or bolt tests, respectively. The tested specimens are, in turn, fastened to a rigid table, which is 

connected to the bottom midspan of the rigid frame, making the system self-equilibrated. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure B.2 Testing apparatus: (a) image capture and (b) technical drawing (lateral view) 

The specimens were tested under displacement control to a monotonic tensile load, for 

different levels of displacement rates: 0.0067 mm/s and 0.067 mm/s (quasi-static), 40 mm/s 

and 125 mm/s (gravity-driven, according to Section 5.5.4) and 400 mm/s (maximum actuator 

capacity). The T-stub time-history loading procedure is depicted in Figure B.3 (a), where the 

final displacement rate   is defined in Table B.3 for each specimen. A ramp load/unload in 

the elastic range preceded the main loading stage in order to snug tight the system. 

The summary of the results is presented in Table B.6, in the form of theoretical and 

experimental T-stub properties related to the load-displacement curve of each specimen (see 

Figure B.4 for symbol correspondence). Towards the description of the experimental curve, a 

least squares interpolation algorithm is used, taking into account three separate regions: (1) 

elastic, (2) plastic up to bolt hole gap closure and (3) plastic up to failure. Similarly to the 

steel coupon tests, the average properties of equal specimens and the relative difference 

between specimen properties are included in the same table.  

The last column indicates the observed mode of failure (MF) in each specimen, where 

correspondence is made with Table 4.8. Two additional abbreviations, PW and NF, are 

A
C

T
U

A
T

O
R

MORSA METRO COM

RIGID FRAME

GRIP
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included, which stand for failure at the flange to web region and unclear mode of failure, 

respectively. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure B.3 Loading procedures for (a) T-stub tests and (b) bolt tests  

 

Figure B.4 Illustration of the symbols for Specimen 2 

The EC3 elastic stiffness (Eq. (4.5)) and design resistance (Eq. (4.6)) are also provided in 

Table B.6, along with the maximum displacements measured in the actuator (AD) and the 

three linear variable differential transformers LVDT (TD1-3), and the energy absorption 

capacity U of the T-stub assembly as given by the area of the load-displacement curve 

considering it as a SDOF system. In a number of tests the LVDTs presented slight calibration 

problems (-). Hence, the use of the actuator displacement AD for relative comparison Δ 

between different specimens is more reliable. 

As a note, the relative difference between the measurements read in these transducers (TD1-3) 

is close to nil, with the maximum displacement usually measured at TD2. Mechanically, this 

translates into a very soft 2D bending that can be neglected. This behaviour was generally 
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observed in all the tests. The same behaviour justifies the crack opening at the centre of the 

weld toe, and progression to the plate edges, for scenarios of plate cracking.  

B.3 Bolt tests 

The steel coupon tests described in Appendix B.1 are solely representative of the steel web 

and end plates used in the T-stub assemblies. Therefore, 15 bolt tests were conducted 

separately to evaluate their behaviour up to failure, using the apparatus of Figure B.2 adjusted 

with a rigid fork. The table below summarises the bolts properties, with correspondence to 

Figure B.5. 

Table B.4 Bolt specimens description 

No. T C PT 

Bolt (mm) 
Bottom washer 

(mm) 

Upper washer 

(mm) 

Nut 

(mm) 

Test 

hh ds Lg Ln tw  diw dew tw diw dew hn RS P
(kN/s) 

1 M24 10.9 550 15.27 23.78 60.74 129.84 4.06 25.15 43.82 4.00 25.20 43.57 18.72 1 0.16 

2 M24 10.9 550 15.29 23.79 61.01 130.02 4.05 25.20 43.56 4.06 25.11 43.71 18.79 1 0.16 

3 M24 10.9 550 15.39 23.85 61.23 130.05 4.05 25.26 43.61 4.07 25.16 43.86 18.91 12 135.90 

4 M24 10.9 550 15.37 23.84 61.46 130.00 4.03 25.24 43.78 4.10 25.20 43.96 18.76 12 135.90 

5 M24 10.9 550 15.17 23.81 61.60 130.15 4.05 25.15 43.70 4.03 25.26 43.86 18.64 35 1016.90 

6 M24 10.9 550 15.31 23.80 61.46 129.85 4.06 25.31 43.95 4.04 25.12 43.67 18.63 12 135.90 

13 M24 10.9 0 15.27 23.84 61.30 129.94 4.04 25.22 43.68 4.02 25.27 43.77 18.83 1 0.16 

14 M24 10.9 0 15.23 23.80 60.62 129.85 4.08 25.17 43.70 4.12 25.22 43.53 18.66 12 135.90 

15 M24 10.9 0 15.18 23.80 61.50 129.96 4.10 25.14 43.66 4.01 25.18 43.46 18.90 12 135.90 

19 M20 10.9 0 12.71 19.74 73.33 129.47 3.91 21.19 36.89 3.96 21.51 36.85 15.18 26 0.15 

19A M20 10.9 450 12.75 19.73 73.64 129.51 3.87 21.51 36.87 4.00 21.12 36.91 15.36 26 0.15 

21 M20 10.9 450 12.70 19.60 74.10 129.60 3.90 21.40 36.90 3.90 21.20 36.90 15.50 28 92.80 

25 M24 8.8 550 12.63 19.72 73.42 129.54 3.97 21.10 36.91 3.97 21.13 36.89 15.28 29 0.16 

26 M24 8.8 550 15.39 23.94 62.48 130.27 3.97 25.05 43.89 4.00 25.29 43.87 18.79 30 104.60 

27 M24 8.8 550 14.91 23.88 62.71 130.02 3.93 25.13 43.88 3.92 25.47 43.90 18.79 30 104.60 

Key symbols: T – Bolt Type, C – Bolt Class, PT – Pre Torque in kN.mm, RS – Referral Specimen and P  – 

Test load-rate 

 

Given its heterogeneity, the bolt is characterised using a load-displacement curve derived 

from pure tensile tests. The bolt tensile tests were performed under load control, justified over 

the very low ductility expected for the bolts, as demonstrated in the tests. The load rates 

chosen for these experiments derive from the average bolt load rates at the corresponding T-

stub specimens (RS in Table B.4): following the total time for the reference specimen 

collapse and bolt vertical load at the collapse point (half of the T-stub failure load, non-prying 
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specimens), an average load rate can be calculated. The full load procedure is shown in 

Figure B.3 (b), where the load rate at the final stage of each bolt test is indicated in Table B.4. 

 

 

Figure B.5 Bolt orientation in T-stub and bolt tests with key symbols representation 

The summary of the results is presented in Table B.7, in the form of component and material 

bolt properties, with component symbol correspondence in Figure B.6. The following points 

are noted in relation to the test results: 

- The bolt failure consisted of fracture in the threaded region, in all cases, as 

illustrated in Figure B.7 (a). This means that, for this coarse pitch thread, the 

resistance to nut strip is higher than for tensile failure in the threaded section. 

- No necking of the thread region is observed, as expected from the brittle mode of 

failure. Hence, no distinction should be made between engineering and true stress. 

- The yield fy and maximum fm stresses of the bolt material are determined from the 

coarse pitch thread tensile stress area Ats of M20 and M24 bolts, which are equal 

to 244.79 mm2 and 352.50 mm2, respectively (BS ISO 262, 1998). An assumption 

is made of constant stress distribution along the thread cross-section at bolt 

failure. 

- The yield Ay and at maximum stress Agt strains are obtained from the 

experimental elongation relative to the original rigid fork + rigid table total 

thickness, and assuming a constant axial strain distribution along the original 

length.  
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- The maximum displacement Δm corresponds to the average of the measurements 

in both transducers, positioned at an equal distance to the centre of the bolt. 

- A resonance phenomenon was observed in several tests, for which the bolt actual 

resistance was reduced and introduced noise in its nonlinear response, as 

exemplified in Figure B.7 (b). In fact, Bolts 3, 4, 6, 14 and 26 have all shown this 

behaviour, and so their test information is invalid for bolt characterisation. This 

may be related to lack of rigidity from the testing apparatus. 

 

Figure B.6 Illustration of the symbols for Bolt 1 

These tensile tests confirm the assumption of the von Mises equivalent stress extension to the 

point of ultimate stress made in Section 4.6.5.6, due to the brittle bolt behaviour. Therefore, 

the experimental bolt ultimate stress from the pure tensile tests can be used on the left side of  

Eq. (4.11), making it possible to determine the bolt resistance to a given combination of axial, 

bending and shear forces. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.7 (a) Bolt 2 after test and (b) acquired load-displacement curve for Bolts 14 and 15  
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Table B.5 Steel coupons results 

Coupons E (GPa) fy (MPa) Ae (%) 
Engineering True 

Z (%) 
fm (MPa) Agt (%) ft (MPa) At (%) K (J/cm

3
) fm (MPa) Agt (%) ft (MPa) At (%) K (J/cm

3
) 

1 190.69 309.34 1.43 446.84 14.62 291.55 29.22 132.31 512.16 13.64 800.91 101.05 666.35 63.59 

2 201.36 303.76 0.92 448.72 18.50 283.42 31.97 120.74 531.72 16.97 809.91 105.00 633.05 65.00 

1: 2  196.03 306.55 1.18 447.78 16.56 287.49 30.60 126.52 521.94 15.31 805.41 103.03 649.70 64.30 

3 197.74 343.74 1.20 481.38 16.09 294.99 29.73 131.94 582.91 20.82 739.45 91.90 574.27 60.11 

4 198.68 339.00 1.15 466.08 18.23 291.40 33.29 143.52 551.07 16.75 810.80 102.33 660.53 64.06 

3: 4  198.21 341.37 1.18 473.73 17.16 293.20 31.51 137.73 566.99 18.78 775.13 97.11 617.40 62.09 

3:4 1:2
  (%) 1.11 11.36 0.00 5.80 3.61 1.99 2.99 8.85 8.63 22.73 -3.76 -5.74 -4.97 -3.44 

13 215050 386.03 1.08 510.59 14.85 300.32 32.22 151.91 587.59 14.33 748.74 91.35 586.98 59.89 

14 202747 385.36 0.84 506.42 15.78 302.61 33.53 157.54 586.32 14.65 752.88 91.15 585.55 59.81 

13:14  208898 385.70 0.96 508.50 15.31 301.46 32.88 154.73 586.96 14.49 750.81 91.25 586.26 59.85 

13:14 1:2
  (%) 6.57 25.82 -17.92 13.56 -7.52 4.86 7.46 22.29 12.46 -5.33 -6.78 -11.43 -9.76 -6.92 

5 206.95 359.93 0 503.14 15.35 311.66 27.94 130.33 580.39 14.28 857.97 101.27 697.59 63.67 

6 190.40 356.10 0 500.27 18.05 300.86 31.36 145.17 590.57 16.6 889.43 108.39 763.51 66.17 

5: 6  198.67 358.02 0 501.71 16.70 306.26 29.65 137.75 585.48 15.44 873.70 104.83 730.55 64.92 

5:6 1:2
  (%) 1.35 16.79 - 12.04 0.85 6.53 -3.09 8.87 12.17 0.88 8.48 1.75 12.44 0.97 

7 208.51 385.87 0 533.24 14.12 319.84 27.65 136.71 608.54 13.21 832.87 95.71 664.33 61.6 

8 212.46 368.17 0 531.13 13.91 328.93 29.68 146.54 605.03 13.03 810.63 90.2 614.53 59.42 

7 :8  210.49 377.02 0 532.19 14.02 324.39 28.67 141.62 606.79 13.12 821.75 92.96 639.43 60.51 

7:8 3:4
  (%) 6.20 10.44 - 12.34 -18.29 10.64 -9.02 2.83 7.02 -30.15 6.02 -4.28 3.57 -2.54 

7:8 5:6
  (%) 5.94 5.31 - 6.08 -16.08 5.92 -3.32 2.81 3.64 -15.03 -5.95 -11.33 -12.47 -6.79 
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Table B.5 (cont’d) Steel coupon results 

Coupons E (Gpa) fy (MPa) Ae (%) 
Engineering True 

Z (%) 
fm (MPa) Agt (%) ft (MPa) At (%) K (J/cm

3
) fm (MPa) Agt (%) ft (MPa) At (%) K (J/cm

3
) 

9 205.02 324.91 0.84 446.81 15.55 319.91 28.27 116.76 516.31 14.46 838.2 96.32 618.45 61.83 

10 227.14 320.65 0.86 445.14 14.72 314.95 32.82 127.42 510.66 13.73 839.11 97.99 628.57 62.47 

9 :10  216.08 322.78 0.85 445.98 15.14 317.43 30.55 122.09 513.49 14.10 838.66 97.16 623.51 62.15 

9:10 1:2
  (%) 10.23 5.29 -27.66 -0.40 -8.57 10.42 -0.15 -11.36 -1.62 -7.87 4.13 -5.69 -4.03 -3.34 

11 207.51 365.41 1.00 474.59 14.44 328.02 32.79 145.97 543.11 13.49 699.3 75.7 449.79 53.09 

12 205.44 365.36 1.00 471.37 18.09 323.32 35.5 158.03 556.65 16.63 676.59 73.84 433.21 52.21 

11:12  206.48 365.39 1.00 472.98 16.27 325.67 34.15 152.00 549.88 15.06 687.95 74.77 441.50 52.65 

11:12 3:4
  (%) 7.04 -14.89 -0.16 -5.17 11.08 8.37 -3.02 10.36 -19.83 -11.25 -23.01 -15.20 -28.49 7.04 

11:12 9:10
  (%) -4.44 13.20 17.65 6.06 7.47 2.60 11.79 24.50 7.09 6.85 -17.97 -23.04 -29.19 -15.29 

 

Table B.6 T-stub specimens theoretical and experimental results 

Specimens Eurocode Test 

No.   kel,0 FT,F  MF kel,1 Fy kpl,1 Fpl,1  kpl,2 Fmax AD TD1 TD2 TD3 U MF 

1 

0.067 

67.85 35.21 YF 79.47 49.75 1.83 76.82 5.89 244.49 46.99 - - 43.88 5781 PBT 

2 66.66 35.07 YF 80.63 51.78 1.75 78.07 5.87 252.32 49.23 - 45.82 45.38 6245 PBT 

1: 2  67.26 35.14  80.05 50.77 1.79 77.44 5.88 248.41 48.11 - 45.82 44.63 6013  

3 

40 

70.29 37.50 YF 84.34 48.47 1.96 77.65 5.13 255.95 53.40 - 50.28 50.19 7480 PBT 

4 69.18 37.17 YF 89.84 49.51 2.11 81.69 5.35 258.36 53.62 - 48.69 48.83 7672 PBT 

3: 4  69.73 37.33 YF 87.09 48.99 2.03 79.67 5.24 257.15 53.51 - 49.48 49.51 7576  

3:4 1:2
  (%) 3.7 6.2  8.8 -3.5 13.6 2.9 -10.8 3.5 11.2 - 8.0 10.9 26.0  
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Table B.6 (cont’d) T-stub specimens theoretical and experimental results 

Specimens Eurocode Test 

No.   kel,0 FT,F  MF kel,1 Fy kpl,1 Fpl,1  kpl,2 Fmax AD TD1 TD2 TD3 U MF 

2R 0.0067 65.05 36.20 YF 88.09 44.35 2.26 76.93 5.31 245.12 49.85 46.44 46.56 - 6672 PBT/PW 

2 1:2


R
 (%) -3.3 3.0  10.0 -12.6 26.5 -0.7 -9.6 -1.3 3.6 149.1 1.6 -8.2 -2.0  

35 ~300 68.62 35.49 YF 117.77 54.27 1.65 78.12 5.05 254.16 52.09 49.46 49.79 - 7517 PBT 

35 2 R  (%) 5.5 -2.0  33.7 22.4 -27.1 1.5 -5.0 3.7 4.5 6.5 6.9 - 27.5  

36 125 65.96 36.22 YF 89.77 47.29 2.18 77.91 5.01 249.66 51.10 48.56 48.83 - 7448 PBT 

36 2 R  (%) 1.4 0.1  1.9 6.6 -3.5 1.3 -5.7 1.9 2.5 4.6 4.9 - 26.4  

5 0.067 99.77 53.10 YF 124.76 58.49 2.80 103.33 5.35 273.38 50.54 47.96 48.19 48.27 7956 PTO 

5 1:2
  (%) 48.3 51.1  55.9 15.2 56.7 33.4 -9.1 10.1 5.1 - 5.2 8.2 32.2  

6 

40 

95.38 54.42 YF 133.74 62.51 2.52 100.81 5.48 274.36 54.62 49.77 50.87 47.33 8242 PTO 

7 94.55 54.13 YF 187.76 61.83 2.56 99.27 5.26 282.35 52.83 49.75 51.28 46.99 8512 PTO 

6 : 7  94.96 54.27  160.75 62.17 2.54 100.04 5.37 278.36 53.73 49.76 51.07 47.16 8377  

6:7 3:4
  (%) 36.2 45.4  84.6 26.9 25.0 25.6 2.4 8.2 0.4 - 3.2 -4.7 10.6  

6:7 5
  (%) -4.8 2.2  28.8 6.3 -9.3 -3.2 0.5 1.8 6.3 3.8 6.0 -2.3 5.3  

8 0.067 288.46 80.73 YF 280.04 79.05   5.91 211.38 24.35 - 22.30 22.51 3413 PW 

8 1:2
  (%) 328.9 129.7  249.8 55.7   230.6 -14.9 -49.4 - -51.3 -49.6 -43.0  

9 

40 

282.87 81.65 YF 630.70 79.91   6.00 252.82 31.11 - 28.28 28.15 7172 PW 

10 291.89 84.56 YF 667.60 81.16   6.48 283.05 40.87 - 32.62 32.96 10034 PBT 

9 :10  287.38 83.10  649.15 80.54   6.24 267.93 35.99 - 30.45 30.56 8603  

9:10 3:4
  (%) 312.1 122.6  645.4 64.4   206.9 4.2 -32.7 - -38.5 -38.3 13.6  

9:10 8
  (%) -0.4 2.9  131.8 1.9   5.5 26.8 47.8 - 36.6 35.7 152.1  
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Table B.6 (cont’d) T-stub specimens theoretical and experimental results 

Specimens Eurocode Test 

No.   kel,0  FT,F MF kel,1  Fy  kpl,1  Fpl,1 kpl,2  Fmax  AD TD1 TD2 TD3 U MF 

11 0.067 175.41 82.45 YF 277.50 93.15 3.85 168.96 9.57 304.29 48.44 - 33.60 34.19 6157 W 

11 1:2
  (%) 160.8 134.6  246.7 83.5 115.0 118.2 62.7 22.5 0.7 - -26.7 -23.4 2.4  

12 

40 

164.58 91.55 YF 427.46 98.25 3.65 166.53 8.69 339.76 66.32 - 38.57 38.87 7802 W 

13 167.42 92.87 YF 571.29 98.01 4.17 179.28 8.70 329.75 57.15 - 36.14 36.97 7459 W 

12 :13  166.00 92.21  499.38 98.13 3.91 172.91 8.70 334.75 61.73 - 37.36 37.92 7630  

12:13 3:4
  (%) 138.0 147.0  473.4 100.3 92.3 117.0 65.8 30.2 15.4 - -24.5 -23.4 0.7  

12:13 11
  (%) -5.4 11.8  80.0 5.4 1.6 2.3 -9.1 10.0 27.4 - 11.2 10.9 23.9  

14 0.067 65.58 40.63 YF 130.48 52.46 2.57 98.27 6.47 278.11 54.29 - 46.00 - 7216 PBT/PW 

14 1:2
  (%) -2.5 15.6  63.0 3.3 43.9 26.9 10.0 12.0 12.8 - 0.4 - 20.0  

15 

40 

69.23 42.80 YF 113.02 52.78 2.82 102.05 6.13 284.51 54.18 - 47.68 - 8243 PBT 

16 72.07 43.60 YF 211.85 51.59 2.82 100.10 5.80 281.57 55.57 - 48.77 - 8463 PBT 

15:16  70.65 43.20  162.43 52.18 2.82 101.07 5.96 283.04 54.88 - 48.23 - 8355  

15:16 3:4
  (%) 1.3 15.7  86.5 6.5 38.8 26.9 13.7 10.1 2.6 - -2.5 - 10.3  

15:16 14
  (%) 7.7 6.3  24.5 -0.5 9.6 2.9 -7.8 1.8 1.1 - 4.8 - 15.7  

17 0.067 65.87 34.72 YF 52.25 42.06 2.18 77.74 5.04 225.33 48.67 - 46.43 - 6019 PBT/PW 

17 1:2
  (%) -2.1 -1.2  -34.7 -17.1 21.9 0.4 -14.2 -9.3 1.2 - 1.3 - 0.1  

18 

40 

66.45 36.37 YF 94.52 49.18 1.79 73.53 5.56 243.75 48.48 44.84 44.77 44.84 6777 PW 

19 66.41 36.48 YF 77.81 48.81 1.65 71.39 5.82 226.13 43.06 40.76 40.88 41.01 5560 PW 

18:19  66.43 36.42  86.17 48.99 1.72 72.46 5.69 234.94 45.77 42.80 42.83 42.92 6168  

18:19 3:4
  (%) -4.7 -2.4  -1.1 0.0 -15.4 -9.1 8.5 -8.6 -14.5 - -13.5 -13.3 -18.6  

18:19 17
  (%) 0.8 4.9  64.9 16.5 -21.1 -6.8 12.8 4.3 -6.0 - -7.8 - 2.5  
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Table B.6 (cont’d) T-stub specimens theoretical and experimental results 

Specimens Eurocode Test 

No.   kel,0  FT,F MF kel,1  Fy  kpl,1  Fpl,1 kpl,2  Fmax  AD TD1 TD2 TD3 U MF 

20 0.067 60.02 33.58 YF 76.62 46.96 2.23 81.93 5.52 235.19 46.75 43.91 44.08 - 5805 PBT 

20 1:2
  (%) -10.8 -4.5  -4.3 -7.5 24.4 5.8 -6.1 -5.3 -2.8 - -3.8 - -3.5  

21 

40 

62.56 35.65 YF 71.19 51.04 1.68 75.57 5.41 253.46 51.40 48.26 48.25 48.20 7506 PBT 

22 66.06 36.28 YF 81.11 49.66 2.26 85.70 5.61 252.94 51.30 46.38 46.35 46.31 6670 NF 

21: 22  64.31 35.96  76.15 50.35 1.97 80.64 5.51 253.20 51.35 47.32 47.30 47.25 7088  

21:22 3:4
  (%) -7.8 -3.7  -12.6 2.8 -3.1 1.2 5.0 -1.5 -4.0 - -4.4 -4.6 -6.4  

21:22 20
  (%) 7.2 7.1  -0.6 7.2 -11.5 -1.6 -0.3 7.7 9.8 7.8 7.3 - 22.1  

23 0.067 65.87 34.82 YF 58.99 50.68 2.12 81.23 5.20 246.35 50.53 47.01 47.03 - 6889 PBT 

23 1:2
  (%) -2.1 -0.9  -26.3 -0.2 18.3 4.9 -11.5 -0.8 5.0 - 2.6 - 14.6  

24 

40 

69.15 37.09 YF 96.23 51.94 2.07 81.07 5.43 253.63 49.30 46.27 46.39 - 7414 PW 

25 71.67 37.74 YF 114.03 51.86 2.16 82.65 6.58 253.12 50.09 47.17 - - 7071 NF 

24 : 25  70.41 37.42  105.13 51.90 2.11 81.86 6.01 253.38 49.69 46.72 46.39 - 7242  

24:25 3:4
  (%) 1.0 0.2  20.7 5.9 4.0 2.7 14.5 -1.5 -7.1 - -6.2 - -4.4  

24:25 23
  (%) 6.9 7.5  78.2 2.4 -0.1 0.8 15.5 2.9 -1.7 -0.6 -1.4 - 5.1  

26 0.067 56.80 33.12 YF 52.82 42.18 2.02 71.79 4.75 221.84 49.42 - 47.07 47.16 6649 B 

26 1:2
  (%) -15.5 -5.8  -34.0 -16.9 12.9 -7.3 -19.3 -10.7 2.7 - 2.7 5.7 10.6  

27 

40 

58.58 35.25 YF 52.72 45.24 1.68 69.82 4.96 220.09 48.62 46.53 45.74 - 5817 B 

28 57.67 34.85 YF 55.68 48.84 1.61 72.44 4.81 232.18 51.10 - 48.75 48.82 6783 B 

27 : 28  58.12 35.05  54.20 47.04 1.65 71.13 4.88 226.13 49.86 46.53 47.24 48.82 6300  

27:28 3:4
 (%) -16.7 -6.1  -37.8 -4.0 -18.9 -10.7 -6.9 -12.1 -6.8 - -4.5 -1.4 -16.8  

27:28 26
 (%) 2.3 5.8  2.6 11.5 -18.4 -0.9 2.9 1.9 0.9 - 0.4 3.5 -5.3  
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Table B.6 (cont’d) T-stub specimens theoretical and experimental results 

Specimens Eurocode Test 

No.   kel,0  FT,F MF kel,1  Fy  kpl,1  Fpl,1 kpl,2  Fmax  AD TD1 TD2 TD3 U MF 

29 0.067 68.60 35.46 YF 83.74 44.59 2.42 81.56 5.12 241.89 49.75 47.08 47.16 - 6657 PBT 

29 1:2
  (%) 2.0 0.9  4.6 -12.2 35.3 5.3 -13.0 -2.6 3.4 - 2.9 - 10.7  

30 

40 

68.58 36.87 YF 84.23 48.19 2.31 80.98 5.26 261.51 53.66 48.94 49.10 - 7760 PBT 

31 66.52 36.39 YF 69.81 45.68 2.79 87.03 5.00 257.74 53.67 49.42 49.63 - 7714 NF 

30 :31  67.55 36.63  77.02 46.94 2.55 84.01 5.13 259.62 53.66 49.18 49.37 - 7687  

30:31 3:4
  (%) -3.1 -1.9  -11.6 -4.2 25.5 5.4 -2.2 1.0 0.3 - -0.2 - 1.5  

30:31 29
  (%) -1.5 3.3  -8.0 5.3 5.4 3.0 0.2 7.3 7.9 4.5 4.7 - 15.5  

32 0.067 67.79 35.12 YF 43.00 37.83 2.73 76.84 5.43 251.76 52.85 47.44 47.42 - 7095 PW 

32 1:2
  (%) 0.8 -0.1  -46.3 -25.5 52.4 -0.8 -7.7 1.3 9.8 - 3.5 - 18  

33 

40 

68.91 36.94 YF 55.51 41.92 2.36 74.87 5.48 254.10 53.62 47.08 47.44 - 6764 PW 

34 66.02 36.34 YF 56.81 42.59 2.13 71.43 5.11 254.59 53.88 49.30 50.11 - 7392 PW 

/PBT 33:34  67.46 36.64  56.16 42.26 2.25 73.15 5.29 254.35 53.75 48.19 48.78 - 7078  

33:34 3:4
  (%) -3.3 -1.9  -35.5 -13.7 10.5 -8.2 0.9 -1.1 0.5 - -1.4 - -6.6  

33:34 32
  (%) -0.5 4.3  30.6 11.7 -17.6 -4.8 -2.4 1.0 1.7 1.6 2.9 - -0.2  

40 0.067 63.58 34.26 YF 87.18 49.05 1.68 76.40 4.94 236.63 53.63 49.14 49.25 49.20 6986 PW 

40 1:2
  (%) -5.5 -2.5  8.9 -3.4 -5.8 -1.4 -16.0 -4.7 11.5 - 7.5 10.2 16.2  

41 

40 

63.27 35.73 YF 244.82 48.15 1.84 80.17 5.26 242.42 51.34 48.72 48.48 - 6687 PBT 

42 64.02 35.86 YF 69.58 48.98 1.67 76.75 5.17 239.77 52.64 49.34 48.94 - 6531 NF 

41: 42  63.65 35.79  157.20 48.56 1.75 78.46 5.21 241.10 51.99 49.03 48.71 - 6609  

41:42 3:4
  (%) -8.7 -4.1  80.5 -0.9 -13.9 -1.5 -0.6 -6.2 -2.8 - -1.6 - -12.8  

41:42 40
  (%) 0.1 4.5  80.3 -1.0 4.0 2.7 5.6 1.9 -3.1 -0.2 -1.1 - -5.4  
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Table B.7 Bolt specimens results 

No. 

Component Material 

T (s) ke 

(kN/mm) 

Fy 

(kN) 

kpl 

(kN/mm) 

Fm 

(kN) 

Δm 

(mm) 

E 

(GPa) 

fy 

(MPa) 

Ay 

(%)  

fm 

(MPa) 

Agt 

(%) 

1 490.93 409.99 5.44 422.78 3.15 139.47 1164.73 0.84 1201.08 3.15 2564.25 

2 505.40 399.20 4.99 434.36 3.60 143.58 1134.08 0.79 1233.99 3.60 2636.63 

1: 2  498.17 404.59 5.21 428.57 3.37 141.52 1149.41 0.81 1217.54 3.37 2600.44 

5 491.78 427.13 4.65 437.04 3.11 139.71 1213.44 0.87 1241.59 3.11 0.42 

5 1:2
  (%) -1.28 5.57 -10.75 1.98 -7.79 -1.28 5.57 6.90 1.98 -7.79  

13 313.13 399.74 7.95 425.13 4.07 88.96 1135.63 1.28 1207.76 4.07 2578.94 

15 344.97 396.24 7.68 410.71 3.28 98.00 1125.69 1.15 1166.78 3.28 2.93 

15 13  (%) 10.17 -0.88 -3.40 -3.39 -19.41 10.17 -0.88 
-

10.02 
-3.39 -19.41  

19 245.76 261.96 15.28 290.86 3.96 100.31 1069.22 1.07 1187.18 3.96 1855.73 

19A 391.41 262.54 9.24 277.24 2.69 159.76 1071.58 0.67 1131.59 2.69 1764.93 

21 454.16 279.65 8.22 291.53 2.32 185.37 1141.43 0.62 1189.93 2.32 3.01 

21 19 A  

(%) 
16.03 6.52 -11.04 5.15 -13.75 16.03 6.52 -8.20 5.16 -13.75  

25 573.18 298 11.35 322.04 3.25 162.84 846.59 0.52 914.88 3.25 1934.63 

27 609.32 298.19 11.73 326.47 3.56 173.10 847.13 0.49 927.47 3.56 3.00 

27 25  

(%) 
6.31 0.06 3.35 1.38 9.54 0.06 0.06 -5.87 1.38 9.54  

Key symbols: T – Time to failure 
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APPENDIX C 

Calculation of composite slab component elongation 

 

Constants for simplification: 

 max, 1, s PM PMA s   (C.1) 
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First step is to determine the rebar material stage, i.e. if it is fully plastic along the whole 

component, elastic/plastic or fully elastic. 

Observation of the qualitative distribution of the rebar tensile stress in Figure 4.53 (a) shows 

that the potential cracking cross-section (γ = 0) corresponds to the section with the lowest 

tensile rebar force. 

At the moment prior to cracking, the minimum rebar tensile force will be given by: 

 (0) (0) sc cF F F  (C.4) 
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Calculate Fc(0), for B=Bpl and C=Cpl. IF (0)  sc scyF F Rebar is fully plastic AND 0y  
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Determine the coordinate where Fsc = Fscy: 
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IF  / 2  / 2 Im 0     y cracks y cracks ys s    Rebar is fully elastic (γ y = sscracks/2) 

From Eq. (4.31), 
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Where
1 ( , )c c el elF F B C ,
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IF 1,( / 2)  cracks PMs s s  Hypothesis (1) is TRUE and Solution (1) is applicable. 

Determine the component elongation w for the corresponding axial force F. From Eq. (4.29), 
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ELSE 
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Solution (2) 

Hypothesis (2): 1,0 ( )  PMs s  for γ ϵ [0, γ s1] and 1, ( )PMs s   for γ ϵ [γ s1, scracks/2] 

Interval  Governing Eq. (4.34) Initial conditions Solution Fc(γ) 
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The coordinate γs1 comes from equating both solutions at that coordinate: 

 1 1( ) ( ) c s c sF F   (C.8) 

The solution is not closed-form, thus a Newton-Raphson iterative procedure should be 

applied to approximate the value. 

 1 0 1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) 0  s c s c sf F F    (C.9) 
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Determine γs1,el for B=Bel and C=Cel and γs1,pl for B=Bpl and C=Cpl .  

Calculate Fc(0), for B=Bpl, C=Cpl , and γs1 = γs1,pl  

IF (0)  sc scyF F Rebar is fully plastic, 0 0y  AND 1 1,y s pl   

ELSE 
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Determine the coordinate where Fsc = Fscy: 
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AND 1 1y s   

IF 0 1,  y s pl   rebar yielding takes place in interval γ ϵ [0, ts1] and rebar is plastic in 

interval  

γ ϵ [ts1, scracks/2]. In this case, γs1= γs1,pl 

ELSE 

Rebar is full elastic is interval γ ϵ [0, γs1],  0 1 y s   AND 
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IF 1  s / 2 y cracks  rebar yielding takes place in interval γ ϵ [γs1, scracks/2] 

ELSE 

Rebar remains full elastic in both intervals, 1 / 2y crackss  

In this case, γs1= γs1,el  

Determine the component elongation w for the corresponding axial force F. From Eq. (4.29), 
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where
1 ( , )ci ci el elF F B C ,

2 ( , )ci ci pl plF F B C  , 
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